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EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY IN MICHIGAN

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1971

U.S. SENATE
SELECT COMMITTEE ON

EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY
TV ashing ton, D.0.

The Select Committee met at 10 a.m., inusuant to call, in room 1318,
of the New Senate Office Building, the Honorable Walter F. Mondale,
chairman of the committee, presiding.

Present : Senators Mondale and Hart.
Staff members present : William C. Smith, staff director and gen-

eral counsel ; Donn Mitchell, professional staff ; Donald Harris, pro-
fessional staff ; William Hennigan, minority counsel ; and Leonard
Strickman, minority counsel.

Senator MONDALE. The hearing will come to order. The hearings
commence this morning -with a series of witnesses on the Michigan
schools. Dr. Kruger, I understand is not here yet, and we will call
as our first witness Ronald Edmonds, assistant superintendent for
school and community affairs, Michigan Department of Education.
Mr. Edmonds.

STATEMENT OF RONALD EDMONDS, ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT,
SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS, MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION

Mr. EDMONDS. Would you like me to proceed ?
Senator MONDALE. Yes, I have your statement. You may proceed by

reading it in full, or however else you wish to proceed.
Mr. EDMONDS. Thank you. I don't intend to read it. I just want

to briefly summarize the outstanding points.
Senator MONDALE. What I will do then is include the full state-

ment in the record* as though read and you will emphasize those
parts you wish.

Mr. EDMONDS. The statement that I have submitted consists of
three parts. The first part is a brief description of certain important
events in the last decade of public instruction in Michigan, concentrat-
irg on the effect of those events on the nature of decisionmaking in
educational affairs in Michigan.

The second part is a description of accountability as it is being
articulated and implemented by the Michigan State Department of
Education, and finally, there is some discussion of the d,iscrepimcies

'See prepared statement, p.

(9379)
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between certain program of the U.S. Office of Education and the
Michigan Department of Education.

Senator MONDALE. Is Michigan one of the States included in that
list of rebates under Title I? ,

Mr. EDMONDS. WC are.
Senator MONDALE. Congratidations.

INCREASE IN EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY

Mr. EDMONDS. The events that I'd like to concentrate on are few in
number, and only intended to illustrate certain trends. From a statisti-
cal point of view, Michigan is no different than the other large States
of its kind, that is to say, over the last 10 years all the measures of
educational activity and expense, participation both by students and
professional personnel, and increase in facilities construction for edu-
cational purposes and their utilization, and there is a further indica-
tion that a greater and greater proportion of the State's resources are
being invested in institutions of public instruction, and finally, and
perhaps most importantly, more and more Michigan citizens are
receiving more and better education that responds to their needs, and
in many instances responds to their needs as they articulate them for
themselves.

Despite. the ability to pmvide you with dramatic statistical evidence
of the success of public instruction in Michigan, nonetheless we are
again no different than other States in that there is considerable dis-
satisfaction both among professional personnel, among students, and
among Michigan citizens, in my judgment the reason being that Mich-
igan has progressed to the extent that the educational expectations
in Michigan are rather greater than our educational progress, despite
the fact that we have made considerable of the latter.

Turning then to the history of the decade in public instructions,
them are a few illrstrative events that will make my point. When the
decade of the 1960's began, the Michigan State Department of Educa-
tion was an essentially subservient institution, in that it defined its
role essentially in response to what local educators and members of
the local education communities had to say about what they needed.

The nature of the election of the superintendent of public instruc-
tion, the nature of the availability and distribution of public moneys,
and other matters, conspired so to speak to make of the Department
an essentially responsive agency as opposed to initiatory agency.

Turning then to the events that went on throughout the 1960's, that
saw alteration in those circumstances, the last half of the 1950's was
the period of greatest increase in the numbers of community colleges
in Michigan and the early 1960's saw the department exercising a good
deal of activity by consolidating the gains that had been made in that
respect, and so on.

I only mention that because, despite the dramat:c increase in the
number of community colleges, that was an instance ii, which the role
of the department. was strictly a function of its ability to persuade, and
there was, virtually speaking, almost no coercion or regulation or any-
thing of the kind involved in that activity.
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FEDERAL ACTS BRING CHANGE

Shortly thereafter, however, two Federal acts occurred, which began
the change in the nature of our relationship. The first was the Voca-
tional Education Act of 1963, and the second was the Elementary-
Secondary Education Act of 1965.

The significance of those two being that they caused substantial
amounts of Federal money to come into the department for distribu-
tion to local school districts, which made of the Michigan State De-
partment of Education, for the first time, two thino-s first, an advo-
cate of promising educational practices when Federal moneys were
being utilized ; and second, tuid perhaps more importantly made of
the department of education for the first time a very serious monitor
of educational activity, educational programs.

In other words, made of the department a very substantial pruence
in local educational affairs.

The early 1960's also saw the implementation of a State-funded pro-
gram of student financial aid, which took the form of competitive
scholarship grants and loans, and that was an illustration of the ability
of the local educstional community in Michigan to persuade the legis-
lature and the State board and the department to take certain actions
that increased student participation in higher education, and so on.

But then turning to an event that is of equal significance to the
Vocational Education Act, and the Elementary and Secondary Edu-
cation Act, in 1963 Michigan citizens passed a new constitution which
caused a dramatic revision in Michigan's educational affairs, in that
an eight-member State board of education came to be elected statewide.
MI State board then appointed a superintendent of public instruc-
tion, who had previously been elected, and, as a result, the Michigan
Department of Education was reorganized into one of Michigan's 19
new State agencies, and I mention that only because,.prior to the 1963
constitution, Michigan had had more than 150 agencies and boards of
commission, and other instruments of State government.

In the fall of 1969 began the operation and administration of the
State board of education assessment program, and that is a highly sig-
nificant event because, first, the State of Michigan is the leading State
in. the Nation in the administration of the statewide assessment pro-
()Tam which undertakes to measure educational progreEs for all public
school students in the State in grades four and seven.

Therefore, as a result of assessment, the department became the chief
depositoryof educational data which described the delivery of educa-
tional service in Michigan public schools.

Finally, in 1970, Michigan citizens settkd the question of whether
or not we should use Michigan public moneys for the support of pri-
vate schools, when Michigan citizens, by electoral mandate, forbade
the distribution of public moneys to private schools.

The present era, that is to say, the era of the 1970's, saw Dr. john
Porter become superintendent of public instruction and bring with
him a model of accountability which has played such an important
role in what has gone on in Michigan education since the beginning of
this decade.
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EFFECT OP ACCOUNTABILITY

The next matter that I want to return to, having made those refer-
ences to outstanding historical events, is the oSect of accountability on
public instruction in Michigan. Stated very briefly, accountability as

perceived and practiced in the Michigan State Department of
Education, consists of six elements which you may have seen referred
to in other discussions of the matter, but very briefly, for Alichigan
purposes, accountability consists of the following :

1. The development of educational goals.
2. The settling of performance objectives for the purposes of ob-

taining those goals.
3. The undertaking of assessment for purposes of ascertaining

whether or not the pursuit of performance objectives brings us
close to the goals we have set forth.

1. An analysis of the data that assessment yields.
5. Evaluation and testing.
6. Recommendations either for the continuing of activities that

have been adjudged successful, or recommendations for altera-
tions on the grounds that what we have been doing has not been
ffettin a us where we want to be.

I have allowed Dr. Porter to speak for himself on the subject of
accountability by enclosing two statements.* One, "Accountability in
Education," which was an address given by Dr. Porter on the subject,
and second, a position statement on "Educational Accountability,"
which in effect describes the department of education's perception and
practice of that procedural form.

DISPARITY BETWEEN STATE AND FEDERAL PROGRAMS

What I want to turn to next, then, is the extent to which the depart-
ment's operating under accountability has caused certain programs
administered by the department to represent a rather dramatic and
substantial departure from similar programs administered by the U.S.
Office of Education.

And for this I have chosen essentially three examples at the Federal
level. First is compensatory education as illustrated by Title I. The
second is assessment as subsidized and administered by the U.S. Office
of Education.

And finally, vocational education as illustrated by the Federal acts
that have caused public moneys to be made available in that regard.

Let me say first of all that in describing these discrepancies, it is not
myintention to be critical of the U.S. Office of Education, and neither
is it my intention to suggest that this is a matter that, of necessity,
ought to.generate any particular kind of activ4ty.

It is simply to say two things. First,I think that where there exist
sharp differences between two institutions as large as the State de-
paitment of education and the U.S. Office of Education, that ought
to be known both to the public and to the community and professional
educators, partly so that they might be aware that we have two large

*See part-19C, Appendix 1.
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institutions undertaking to deliver the same kinds of services in
rather dramatically different ways.

And finally, it seems to me that these discrepancies at least suggest
that one perhaps ought to prevail over the other.

Keeping that in mind, then, let me turn first of all to Title I.
I infer, on the basis of the aae, the persistence, and the pervasiveness

of Title I, that it is very sublantially illustrative of the educational
premises on which the U.S. Office of Education operates.

And I proceed therefore to make reference to the fact that pupil
eligibility for compensatory education subsidized by Title I is princi-
pally a function of socioeconomic status. It is not a function of pupil
i)erfonnance, not a function of the effectiveness of the school. It m a
function of socioeconomic status.

I therefore conclude that the Office of Education considers SES an
important, if not the most important, and reliable variable in predict-
ing and improving pupil performance.

The illustrative programs implemented by the Office of Education
consist of nutritional programs, home visits, Headstart, activities
of that kind, all of which are designed to cause governmental inter-
vention in the life of the pupil, the purpose being to alter the child's
environment, and thereby somehow' alter his performance in the in-
stitution of public instruction.

Themfore, Title I programs are directed to what the U.S. Office
of Education calls disabilities imd discrepancies emanating in the
home environment. And I would suppose that you are as familiar with
the rhetoric of compensatory education as I am, and I will not go on
with that.

FAILURE OP TIME I PROCIRAMS

What I do want to point out, though, is that the record indicates
that there is rather frequent failure of Title I programs, if the intent
is to measurably improve cognitive skills, and that as a result of
that frequent failure, what happens is that the comimmity of pro-
fessional educators draw the conclusion that if more money were
available, and bigger Title I programs could be devised, then an earlier
and greater intervention in the life of the child could be caused with
presumably greater improvement in the cognitive skills that I hope we
are all interested in.

What I do want to emphasize is this, that while it is true that,,sub-
stantial numbers of my professional colleagues consistently cry for
more and more money for purposes of compensatory education, it
might well be that they do so partly in obedience to the Congress and
partly in obedience to the U.S. Office of Education; since the Congress
appropriates these moneys, and the Congress fundamentally defines
the premises on which compensatory education will operate, it's safe
to conclude that the Congress is at least as enamored of the relation-
ship of socioeconomic status and pupil performance as the U.S. Office
of Education is.

The Michigan State Department of Education is in full support of
the concept of compensatory education, since we know that there are
students whose educational performance is less than we would like it
to be, and that we are obviously interested in ways of improving that.

What the department takes exception to is the efficacy of an educa-
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tional ideology that places the burden of performance on pupils, and
our conclusion is that when attempts at remediation concentrate on
changing the environment or the behavior of the child as opposed to
the school, that inferentially the burden of performance is being placed
on the pupil as opposed to the school.

And obviously, what I am leading up to is that the department would
like to see a greater responsibility for performance placed on the in-
stitution, as opposed to the individual child.

Furthermore, and perhaps of equal importance, we view with some
disquiet the casual manner in which the designation "deprived" is cast,
as it were, over so substantial a portion of the population, when it is
possible to conclude that the deprivation may be more a function of
the disability of the institutions of social service than a function of the
nature of the individual children who are going to school.

So that what we are suggesting in this instance is three things. First
of all, that the designation "deprived" be more carefully applied. Sec-
ond, there be greater responsibility put on the institution of social serv-
ice ; to wit, the schools. And finally, that in compensatory education,
thbre be a considerable strengthening of evaluation instruments and
an increase in the authority and the opportunity that the U.S. Office
of Education has that will cause a change in the delivery of service
when the data that is yielded as a result of evaluation suggests that.

MICHIGAN STATE AID ACT

Turning to the alternative, then, that the department has developed,
I want to say just a word about the Michigan State Aid Act, Section 3.
Section 3 of the Michigan State Aid Act is a State-funded compensa-
tory education program which causes $200 per pupil to be made avail-
able to local school districts when those school districts contain 30
pupilsor 15 percent of the pupil populationwhose basic skill scores,
as measured by the Michigan State 1Department of Education assess-
ment program, are below the 15th percentile.

In other words, we use our statewide assessment instruments for
purposes of identifying students who aren't doing well, and then
make $200 per pupil available to local school districts for purposes
of improving.

Senator MONDALE. Will the school districts getting State money also
be eligible for the Title I funds ?

Mr: EDMONDS. Yes; it is eligible.
Senator MONDALE. It is eligible for both?
Mr. EDMONDS. It is. The local school district is free to dispose of

the $200 per pupil as it sees fit. This is not categorical. The only
what shall I say ?strings involved consist of the obligation on the
local school district to provide the department with certain infor-
mation as a prerequisite to getting the money. First of all, the local
school district has to identify the pupils by name.

Second, the local school district has to provide the department with
the performance objectives in advance of the program.

And finally, the local school district has to provide the department
with pre- and post-test results indicating the progress that the pupils
are making, who are in receipt of this State-funded compensatory
education.
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Senator MONDALE. Ilow long has Section 3 been funded ?
Mr. EDMONDS. This is the first year. The most recent legislative ses-

sion saw the first enactment of this particular form of Section 3. There
has been in Michigan before, State-funded compensatory education,
but what I am describing now is a rather substantial difference in the
State's compensatory education system.

Senator MONDALE. Is Section 3 fully funded to meet all the children ?
Mr. EDMONDS. No; it is not. It is funded at the level of $23 million.
Senator MONDALE. How would you need to reach $200 per pupil ?
Mr. EDMONDS. $200 per pupil throughout the State? I don't think I

would attempt to answer that.
Senator MONDALE. IS it a long way toward full funding, or a small

way ?
INADEQUATE FUNDING

Mr. EDMONDS. I would say if dile figure is $200 per pupil, then, per-
haps, three times that amount that I mentioned would do it.

Senator MONDALE. Section 3 is one-third funded ?
Mr. EDMONDS. Well, what happens with the $23 million is that it is

not parceled out to all the pupils who are eligible. All the school dis-
tricts in receipt of the Section 3 moneys are fully funded, since the dis-
tribution is made in a descending order of eligibility. That is to say, the
school districts with the greatest number of needful students are fully
funded first and we go on through school districts until the money is
exhausted.

Q LE. u approximately two-thirds of the students
who fall below the 15 percentile will not be receiving money under the
present funding levels ?

Mr. EDMONDS. That is true. Would not be receiving State moneys
in any case. That is true.

Finally, Section 3,--what I want to say is that when the pre- and post-
testing results that I referred to indicate the pupils are scoring 75 per-
cent of the performance objectives, then the school district is eligible
to continue in receipt of the S.:ate -compensatory education moneys,
and the converse is also true, that is to say, when the pupils, individual
pupils, fall below 75 percent gain, then there are penalties attached.

The thing I want to point out, though, about Section 3 is the differ-
ence between Section 3, and Title .

Senator MONDALE. : IS there a Performance, contracting with the
school ? In other words, the school designated. a Section 3 school re-
ceives $200 times the number of students within that category, and
provided the schoolchildren in, that 'cat;gory .achieve 75 percent of
wha t ? :

.

Mr. EDMONDS. Seventy,five percent . of the performance, objectives.
Senator MoNona. Who, sets the performance objectives ?
Mr. &worms. The, .performance objectives are a function of dis-

cussions that go on between the local school district and the department.
Senator MONDALE. Arethey set out in quantitative terms ?
Mr. EDMONDS. They are. . .

Senator MONDALE. So mu& reading improvement per year ?
3fr. EDMONDS. That's accurate:, : .

Senator MONDALE. So much mathematics?
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Mr. EDMONDS. That's right.
Senator MONDALE. You have not completed the first full year, so

you don't know how that is going to work out ?
Mr. EDMONDS. That's correct.
Senator MONDALE. OK.
Mr. EDMONDS. The differences that I want to emphasize consist first

of all in that Section 3 makes no reference to socioeconomic status, race,
deprivation, or any other terms that inferentially place the burden
of performance on the pupil as opposed to the school district.

What we are attempting to do in Section 3 is concentrate on less am-
biguous areas of pupil performance, and what we are further attempt-
ing to do is to shift the burden of educational performance from in-
dividual pupils to individual school systems.

MICHIGAN'S ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

Turning then to another illustration of the discrepancies between
the educational premises of the U.S. Office of Education and the
Michigan State Department of Education, I want to say just a few
words about Michigan's assessment program.

The U.S. Office of Education a few years ago funded a national edu-
cational assessment effort, and further, Title III of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act includes and has included a needs as-
sessment portion.

The department is not altogether enthusiastic about either of those
assessment activities, the reason being that despite the fact that both
national assessment and needs assessment in Title III have caused a
good deal of data to be made available to educational decisionmakers
the evidence available to us does not suggest that substantial number
of students who aren't well served are receiving better service as a re-
sult of the data that was produced by national assessment or by needs
assessment.

In other words, our basic criticism would be that there is insufficient
utilization of the data that is yielded as a result of these assessment
activities.

Turning to Michigan's assessment program, I already made refer-
ence to the fact that if we use our assessment data to identify the most
needful persons in Michigan schools and if furthermore we then cause
certain educational decisions to be diken as a direct result of those ac-
tivities, and that if you project you can see that Michigan is not collect-
ing data from assessment solely for purposes of having it, and that
in many respects the difference between the U.S. Office of Education's
investment m assessment, and the Michigan State Department of Ed-
ucation's investment in assessment is the difference between using in-
formation that you get and not using information that you get.

And I simply want to emphasize that assessment is one of the com-
ponents of an accountability model and that the department is acting,
it seems to us, very appropnately in utilizing the data that we are gath-
ering as a result of assessment.

And speaking just descriptively, I mentioned before that our mess-
ment efforts thus far measure all pupils in grades 4 and 7 in Michigan
public schools.
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION DIFFERENCES

Finally, I just want to say a very few words about the difference
between vocational education as it is articulated, conceived, and prac-
ticed at the Federal level, and career education as an alternative, as
conceived and practiced at the State level, at least in the instance of

Michigan.
The Vocational Education Act of 1963, together with the 1968

amendments to that act, provided for Federal funds to support vo-
cational education activities, and describing the principal elements
their go like this:

That in order to be eligible, pupils have to be youth. and adult, that
is to say, by and large vocational education is directed to secondary
and postsecondary activities.

A. further inferred conclusion, examining the 1963 Vocational Edu-
cation Act, is that public schools don't need to be concerned with vo-
cational education in the elementary schools. The rules and regula-
tions of federally funded vocational education require local school

officials to distinguish vocational activities the courses have to be
labeled that way so you have categorization tliat is perfectly consistent
with curricular generalizations.

And finally, vocational education 'perpetuates the concept that pupils
ought to follow programs, since the vocational education activities
under the Federal leadership conform to traditional courses and

curricular and programmatic arrangements.
Briefly then, for purposes of comparison, I just want to say a word

about Michigan's career education thrust. First of all, we have included
all pupils at all levels, that is to say, Michigan's career education, for
us, is devoted to elementary school through post-secondary instruction.

Furthermore, since the goal in Michigan's career education thrust
is career alternatives for all, and we develop performance objectives
which are directed to every level and phase of public instruction,
career education integrates vocational education mto all courses in
addition to certain activ' ties that are specifically designed. But what
I really want to emphas . t,e is that under our career education thrust,
there is no such thing as general education, no such thing as college

preparatory education, and neither are there courses that are called

vocational education, spice we intend that vocational education should

be a part ofall activities at all levels. And that as a matter of fact,
it is not possible to identify an educational activity that cannot be

called career education.
Let me give you a very, very brief example of the effect that our

career education thrust might have, and I emphasize that this is an
example. But it's a very attractive, and futhermore a realistic

example.
EXAMPLE OF CAREER EDUCATION

Under career education, we might devise something like this, that

we would mandateand by we, I mean educational decisionmakers in
Michigan, the Legislature, the State Department, et ceterawe would

mandate the local school district to make available to pupils who leave
the school system for any reason whatever, the per pupil expenditure
that would have been spent had the student remained in school.
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The student would then be free to use his local school district per
pupil expenditure to purchase for himself vocational education in
any of approximately 400 settings that are approved by the Depart-
ment of Education. That is to say, if the local school district's per
pupil expenditure is $800, and the pupil quit school at age 16, he
would then have that money for purposes of becoming an apprentice
mechanic or apprentice sculptor or apprentice whatever vocational
activity might interest him.

Senator MONDALE. Is that program in being now?
Mr. EDMONDS. It is not. I am givhig yau an example of the kinds

of things you might anticipate as a result of the description of career
education that is presently being pursued by the Department.

The only reason I mention something of that kind is because it
emphasizes the extent to which vocational education under our career
education thrust becomes an integral part of public instruction, and
that it is not divisible from other kinds of educP2ional activity. And
that we must take some exception to the extent to which the U.S.
Office of Education's perception of vocational education causes sepa-
ration, categorization, and the like.

Well, perhaps these brief illustrations are sufficient. Let me close,
then, simply by saying that the Michigan Board of Education, the
Department of Education, and superintendent, have considerable con-
fidence in these few examples that I have given, and we would very
anich enamirage both the Congress and the U.S. Office of Education
to look with considerable scrutiny on the differences between the di-
rections that we seem to be taking in Michigan as compared to Wash-
ington, and to see whether or not thilre isn't some value in being more
aware of our differences, or perhaps whether or not information that
is yielded might suggest a reconciliation of our differences in favor
of one institution as opposed to the other.

Senator MONDALE. Air. Edmonds, as I understand it, Michigan
administers a wide given set of achievement tests at the fourth and
seventh grada level to determine pupil achievement in the basic skills.

How long has that testing program been in effect ?
Mr. EDMONDS. Three years.

ASSESSMENT RESULTS

Senator MONDALE. Three years. Whatif you can tell us briefly
does that tell us about equality of education in Michigan, since I would
suspect that what you see there is merely typical of northern indus-
trial States? Where do you find children achieving at or above the
norms? Where do you find them achieving below ? As a matter of the
test results.

Mr. EDMONDS. There are no surprises. In the data that is collected,
we find that probably the most successful pupil performances, at least
as measured by our instruments, occur in suburban school districts,
occur in the semirural school districts, in semirural or, rather, non-
urban Michigan. Upper Peninsula, and some outlying school districts.

Perhaps the thing I should emphasize is that the data. describes
a great discrepancy between pupil performance, between inner cities
and suburbs, between suburbs and poor rural areas, and so on.
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Perhaps the thing I should emphasize is that there are some negative
conclusions. First of all, we don't discover any automatic correlation
between per pupil expenditure and pupil performance. That is to
say, we cannot conclude that moneyon and of itself, will cause the
kind of pupil performance that we are interested in.

Neither can we conclude that any of the traditional measures of
school district quality automatically correlate with improved pupil
performance. That is to say, the variables that describe the years of
teaching experience, educational training, age of the physical rant,
and matters of that kind, do not bear any necessary relationship to
the quality of pupil performance.

What I am avoiding
Senator MONDALE. In other words, you have found substantial dif-

ferences in the basic skill achievethent levels between different schools
in Michigan, and your tests ha* shown that those differences are
not reflective of the differences Of the quality of teachers or num-
ber of teachers or amount of money being spent, is that what you are
saying ?

Mr. EDMONDS. Not necessarily. I am not prepared to make cause and
effect descriptions.

Senator MONDALE. Maybe I got ahead of you. What were you saying?
Mr. EDMONDS. I was saying that our data indicates that it isn't

possible to automatically correlate any of those traditional variables.
You Cannot say that by identifying the school district with the
higher per pupil expenditure, you will therefore identify the school
district with the most successful pupil performance, and so on.

Senator MONDALE. Now has Title I made any difference in the
achievement levels of the underachieving schools ?

Mr. EDMONDS. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. How would you describe that ?
Mr. EDMONDS. I would say that certainly there is evidence to in-

dictate that in some school districts, for some students, Title I moneys
cause an improvement in pupil performance but I would also say the
opposite.

Senator MONDALE. Well, apparently at your recommendation, the
Department's recommendation, the State ileveloped a different aid
formula which, unlike Title I, is based upon achievement test scores
alone, and not color or socioeconomic status.

Why did you decide on a different formula, rather than the title I?
You must have been dissatisfied with title I, weren't you?

EMPHASIS ON PUPIL PERFORMANCE

Mr. EDMONDS. Our dissatisfaction with title I waS based; first of all,
on the fact that the identification of the most needful students was
a function of circumstances that don't necessarily have anything to
do with schools.

We are not prepared to say that students who are poor or black or
both are necessarily students who can be predicted to do poorly in
schools, and that the exception we would take would be the inference
that if a public school system causes to be enrolled in that system a
student Who is black or poor or both, that we are all agreed then that

14
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in the absence of rather dramatic intervention in the life of the student,
you can expect him to do poorly. We don't accept that description
of the relationship between socioeconomic status, race, and pupil
performance.

Therefore, what we became interested in was a single variable, that
is pupil performance, and that is the only thing we wanted to meas-
ureprecompensatory education.

Senator MONDALE. Have you made a judgment that it's money and
other inputs which will make a difference in the variance in achieve-
ment levels.

Mr. ED3IONDS. Let methe answer is "No." And let me illustrate by
sayingI said in the course of my formal remarks that this was not,
that the State's Section 3 is not catefforical aid. We do not require
the local school district to do any paiticular thing with its $200 per
pupil.

The reason for that is that the burden therefore, of educational de-
cisionmaking and the burden of the delivery of educational service
is on the local educator. He decides what he wants to do.

If he decides that what he wishes to do is to install bright, red, rather
luxurious drapes in the classroom, that is his affair. All he has to do
is tell us what cognitive skills are going to be improved as a result of
the purchase of these drapes, and provide us with test data to show
that the gains have been made and he is, therefore, free to continue to
buy the drapes or do anything else that may, in his professional judg-
ment, improve puyil performance.

The difference is that Title I mandates certain kinds of compensatory
education activity, and therefore, as it were, relieves the local educators
of the responsibility of making the decision of what should be done.

And if there is a failure, it is riot uncommon for the local educator
to say one of two things. First, to possibly say the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion provides insufficient moneys, too late in the school year, or some-
thing else of the kind, so that it won't do what is wanted.

Senator MONDALE. Senator Hart?
Senator HART. I am not a member of this committee and I am

grateful to Senator Mondale for permitting me to sit with him.
And having made that explanation for what may be a very stupid

question, when are you going to be able to tell us what it is that makes
the difference in pupil performance ?

FACTORS IN PUPIL PERFORMANCE

Mr. EDMONDS. Well, in many respects we can do that now.
Senator HART. Well, I felt myself running around a track when

you and Senator Mondale were talking. What is it you know nowas
of nowwhat is it that makes for better pupil achievement or per-
formance?

Mr. EDMONDS. Well, let me say this very carefully, because I don't
want to be thought obscure or anything oi the kind.

But it may be that in the sense that you are putting the question,
I can't answer it. The answer to pupil performance is as varied as the
nature of individual teachers or the nature of individual school dis-
tricts, and that we do not believe that we are going to identify some
unambiguous formula that automatically causes appropriate pupil per-
formance.
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We, in a sense, are operating on the premise that we have done a good
many things that don't work. What we are, therefore, going to cause
to happen is, we are going to cause to come into being very drama-
tically different systems of service in school systems and that the
nature of the service be a function of the local circumstance.

We don't know what it will be like. We don't know what the local
educator will decide to do. The only thing we do know is, if he identifies
something that works, then he will be encouraged to continue that. He
will be financially encouraged.

If he does somethinff that doesn't workthis is the big difference
he is going to suffer financial penalty, and he is therefore going to be
financially encouraged to stop doing that.

So what we are after is the certainty that we can identify things
that don't work, and that will cause the school system to begin to
pursue other things. And I can't make for you an answer and. say that
the teachers make the differ-we or that the plant makes the difference.
I can't give that kind of an answer.

Senator HART. But you did say that perhaps you couldn't answer
ithe question I put, which I think s sort of the present kind of ques-

tion. What will make Johnny perform better. That's really what I was
trying to get an answer to.

But you did say that it varies, as differences between teachers and
school districts. So that is it fair for me to understand that a student's
performance is a. reflection of the ability of the teacher, in part?

Mr. EDMONDS. Well, if I don't respond directly to your question
it is not because I disagree or take any exception to it. And perhaps
I should have another go.

But let me say, in response to that, first of all I don't think that very
muci; teaching goes on anywhere. And I think what we are interested
in is learning.

We don't really know a devil of a lot about how students learn. We
know that they do. We know that all school-pupil contacts teach
something. The question is, is the student learning what we want him
to know as we sit about and devise for ourselves what we would like
students to get out of participation in public instruction ?

Therefore, what I will say to you is, successful education is any
ienvironment n which students have the opportunity to learn what they

either want to know or need to know in relationship to what they have
set out to do.

INFLUENCE OF TEACHERS ON ACHIEVEMENT

Senator HART. Well, do statistics available to the State Department,
and educators generally, indicate that there is greater learning at the
hands of some teachers than other teachers?

Mr. EDMONDS. Yes.
Senator HART. Does that suggest then that if the goal is improving

the learning of the child, that the teacher and the teacher's ability
is a factor?

Mr. EDMONDS. Oh, yes. But there are some students whose learning
is impeded by agaressive and pervasive teaching, and therefore there
are some studentsl'for whom a teacher's presence is an obstruction.

Senator HART. You mean the presence of that teacher ? Not a teacher ?
Mr. EDMONDS. I mean that certain exemplary and demonstration
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projects have identified substantial numbers of students who do best
when they arewhen the teacher plays the role, is it were of a man-
ager, and does no more than provide a setting and ident4 resources
and facilitate, and does not teach in a traditional sense of doing a lot of
talking and being a pervasive presence, as it were and so on.

I am not generalizing about that phenomenon. I am just trying to
emphasize that there is not outstanding variable in public performance,
and that there is no easily identifiable formula by which pupil per-
formance can be directly predicted.

What we are interested in is a tremendous, extraordinary, hitherto
unknown, unseen . variety in education activity, having a single goal,
successfull activity as measured by predetermined performance ob-
jectives, and so long as the students are achieving those objectives, then
the activity continues.

Senator MONDALE. Would the Senator yield there?
Senator HART. Let me ask something before I forget it. I am not sure

I even understand it.
Since public schools always will have rather large numbers in the

classroom, 25, say, do educators yet know which type of teacherthe
manager or the aggressorreaches the majority of that 25 ?

REDUCED CLASS SIZE

Mr. EDMONDS. Well, let me begin by disagreeing slightly with the
premise that started your question. I am not so certain that public
schools will always have 25 or so students in the classroom.

I gave, a while ago, an example. I said that career education in
Michigan might encourage making available to students 16 years of
age and older the per pupil expenditure that would have been in-
vested in the pupil if he had remained in the public school, and that
therekre, 16-, 17- and 18-year-olds would have the opportunity to
je 4o.L. the public school, either by virtue of being expelled, or quitting,
or voluntarily departing, and take with them their per pupil expendi-
ture and invest that in any approved vocational activityairplane
mechanics, being a butcher, a painter, or whatever it is that may in-
terest them.

That at least raises the possibility of a rather considerably reduced
class size in secondary schools.

What it does, though, really, is that the implications of such 9. change
cause such a shift in the nature of secondary schooling that I am not in
a position to predict what it would be like.

Senator HART. I guess what I had in mind, that for some generations
we would have rather large gyoupings of children, and I was trying to
find out which educator s basic style of teaching produced greater
learning.

Mr. EDMONDS. Let me say it this way, Senator. We have a lot of
data that suggest that students learn all manner of things as a result
of the managerial teacher, or other kinds. As I look at that data, I
am not certain that any of the things that are described are what
students need tO know or want to know.

So I am not therefore prepared tO recommend that any school dis-
trict ought to have all managerial teachers, or 75-percent managerial
teachers, or whatever the case may be. I am only interested in what
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are the performance objectives, to what extent are the students achiev-
ing those performance objectives at an acceptable level, and therefore,
what can ive do to encourage what is going on that is successful, and
discourage what is not successful.

Senator IIART. And I do understand that, for whatever reasons,
the pupil performance in inner city schools is at a level lower than
that of pupils in suburban schools, and the comparison between the
rural pupil and the suburban pupil is in the same balance, that is, the
poor, rural area student has a percentage below the suburban student?

EXPENDITURE VERSUS PERFORMANCE

Mr. EDMONDS. The answer is "Yes," with one exception. We have
noted. that there are certain school districts in the Upper Peninsula of
Michigan where performance is very dramatically successful, where
per pupil expenditures are very dramatically low.

But I would categorize that as anexception.
Senator HART. Is the per pupil expenditure the most constant fac-

tor in these comparisons ?
Mr. EDMONDS. No; it is not. For example, it is possible to say that

Detroit has very high per pupil expenditure, and very low pupil per-
formance. So that is dramatic and easy to say.

It is possible to say there are certain school districts in the Upper
Peninsula that, on a statewide basis, have very low pupil expendi-
ture and very high per pupil performance.

Having said those two things, it is not possible to generalize any
more.

Senator HART. Thank you.
Senator MONDALE. If you were to pick the kind of school in which

a child in Michigan would have the best chance for cognitive achieve-
ment, where would you send that child; and if you were to pick the
school in which the child would have the least chance of cognitive
achievement, what would that be ?

Mr. EDMONDS. In the school systems ? First of all, it would depend

on the child.
And the only problem I guess I am having with your question is

that I am not much disposed to send children to any school system,

on the basis of either my own personal experiences or professional

judgment.
I think the school systems that have the best record of pupil per-

formance are homogeneous in the sense that they seem to have com-
munity consensus on what the school system is supposed to do, and,
furthermore that the professional educator in the coimnunity seems to

fully underskand what the community expects, and that he invests
himself in that, and that there is no sharp discrepancy between the
professional educator's perception of what the school system, is for and

the community's perception of what the school system is for.

SOCIALIZATION IMPORTANT

I say that because, obviously, before the schools convey cognitive
skills, they socialize. And that it just isn't possible to distinguish in
a school system between the prozess of socialization and the conveyance

of basic skills.
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School systems in which there is consensus, as it were, regardless of
the racial composition of the school system, regardless of the socio-
economic variance of the school system, in which there is agreement on
what the socialization is supposed to consist of, and what it's supposed
to look like, seem to do better at conveying or causing to be acquired the
basic cognitive skills than those that have very dramatic disagreement.

Senator MONDALE. Well now, this committee is charged with the very
amorphous and difficult task of trying to determine the degree to which
children are denied equality in ed.ucational opportunity. To the extent
that that exists, what strategies by the Federal or other government
or anyone else, for that matter, might assist in overcoming those in-
equalities ?

We have heard from a great number of central city superintendents,
parents, and others that the schools found in the central city ghettos
are in many cases, for whatever the reasons, unable to deliver the
kind of education that gives to those children attending an equal edu-
cational opportunity. Is that true in Michigan?

Mr. EDMONDS. Yes. It's true in Michigan. Let me very carefully
suggest at least one reason.

It's probably easywould be easy for you to identify substantial
numbers of black parents in Detroit who, given the opportunity, would
say they want their children to learn to read and write and count.

Unfortunately, it would be equally easy to identify teachers who
would say that they would want the children to learn to have a certain
dialect, or standard English, for example. Or that they would want the
students to be disposed to attend concerts or want the students to have
other manifestations of the life style, if you will, that is middle class.

That is a discrepancy, and a very substantial and dramatic
discrepancy.

INTEGRATED FACULTY

Senator MONDALE. But hasn't, Detroit gone impressively far in re-
moving segregation in administrative personnel and faculty ?

I think the Roth case concluded that the one thing Detroit had done
well was moving toward an honestly integrated faculty, at the pro-
fesgional admimstrative level, as well as at the schoolteacher level.
Doesn't that neutralize some of the bias to which you make reference?

Mr. EDMONDS. That is a very interesting way to categorize that.
And the obvious premise that produced the question is that somehow
black teachers are more disposed or more capable of responding to
the needs of black students.

Senator MONDALE. There was an assumption in my question that a
black teacher should be far more sensitive to the difference in life styles
and aspirations of the young black student perhaps. than a middle-
class white teacher. And such things as dialects, ancl so on, might be
far more understandable and treated more sensitively by black teachers
as a result. Maybe that is not correct.

RACE OF TEACHER

Mr. EDMONDS. First of all, I would not be prepared to predict that
there is any automatic correlation between the kinds of sympathy you
describe and the color of the teachers, because variables that explain
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how teachers get to be sensitive or responsive to the needs of students lie
elsewhere, other than color. That is part of it.

The second thing I would say is that the record does not indicate
that black professional educators necessarily define the goals of the
school system in ways that are dramatically different than white
educators.

Now let me emphasize straight away, I am interested in all school
systems having black teachers, and so on, and I am interested in recruit-
ing black professional personnel. I think Detroit deserves to he com-
mended for what it has done. I think there are school systems all over
Michigan that ought to have dramatically more minority professionals
than they have.

But there is one other premise I want to comment on, and that is,
nothing in education can relieve the majoritywhite peopleof the
responsibility of delivering education service to minority children.

The public schools are democratic, and the majority in the United
States is white, and therefore school systems will continue appropri-
ately to be essentially responsive to the educational goals that are
defined by the white population.

To suggezt that having substantial numbers of black teachers in a
school system will automatically dissipate the difference between the
educational expectations of black people and the educational behavior
of white professionals is in many respects off the point. It just doesn't
happen.

So the only thing I am trying to get at, as carefully as I can, is the
unfortunate inference that where you have identified a school system
that has very substantial numbers of black professional personnel, you
have identified a school system in which this discrepancy between the
expectation of the professionals and the expectation of the community
has dissipated, that simply is not so.

I think obviously what integration means is thatat least what it
means as it is articulated and practiced by the Congress and the U.S.
Office of Education, and the United States as a wholeintegration
means that black professional educators are ideologically indistin-
guishable from white professional educators, and therefore, if white
professional educators are inferred to be responsible for disagreements
with black parents in inner cities, and what goes on in the school sys-
tem, then having black teachers who are not ideologically different will
not dissipate the disagreement.

What I really want to emphasize, finally in this regard, I have al-
ways professionally believed that it is grossly unfair to place such a
burden of improvement on professional people simply because they
are black, and that therefore the reasons for recruitmg black profes-
sional educators have absolutely nothing necessarily to do with im-
proving pupil performance.

At least if what we are interested in is the performance of black
students. And that if you want to improve the performance of black
students, you cannot obviate the necessity of concentrating your at-
tention on the educational premise that characterizes the Congress, for
example, which is white, and I would presume will remain so, and the
U.S. Office of Education, and the professional bureaucracy in local
school systems, and so on.

20
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BURDEN OP REFORM

And I reallyif I could persuade you to do anythingI would try
most heartily to persuade you to lift that burden of reform off the backs
of black educators, who are recruited day after day into local schools
systems with the expectation that now all will be well with black stu-
dents, simply because somehow these black educators arn going to cause
to happen the things that are not otherwise going on.

Senator MONDALE. Senator Hart?
Senator HART. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have no further ques-

tions. Perhaps in the end I will be able to better understand, but I am
grateful for your help in making clear some of the complications in
this field.

Senator MONDALE. Thank you, Mr. Edmonds.
Mr. EDMONDS. Thank you.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF RONALD R. EDMONDS

Mr. Chairman, Senators, on behalf of the Michigan State Board of Education,
the Superintendent of Public Instruction and the Michigan State Department of
Education, may I express appreciation for this opportunity to discuss education
in Michigan.

These remarks extend to three areas of Michigan's educational affairs; first, a
brief description of important events in Michigan education during the last
decade; second, a description of accountability as it is being articulated and im-
plemented by the Michigan State Department of Education and finally, a dis-
cussion of the discrepancy between the educational premises that characterize
certain programs in the United States Office of Education and the Michigan
State Department of Education.

For the sake of brevity I have decided against a. statistical description of
Michigan education during the last decade. There are no Surprises in the data.
All measures of educational activity.' and expense rose steadily throughout the
decade. An ever increasing portion of Michigan's population became direct par-
ticipants in educational activity. Despite a numerical increase, Michigan's pub-
lic school dropout percentages were relatively cozwtant throughout -the decade.
Like other large states, Michigan has, and has had, a considerable discrepancy
among school districts' per pupil expenditure and assessed valuation. The num-
bers of Successfully matriculating pupils has grown apace with population 'in-
crease among school age children and youth. The decade closed with a statistical
projection of slowly declining preschool and primary school children.

These statistical observations describe more and better educational service to
increasing numbers of Michigan citizens. These statisaical observations cannot
describe an educational climate of dismtisfaction in Michigan since our educa-
tional expectations have progressed geometrically while. our ,educational gains
have been arithmetic.

When the decade of the 19611s began, educational decision-making in Michigan
principally resided with local school officials. Tradition, a quiescent Public, and
electoral circumstances combined to make the. Michigan State Department of
Education essentially subservient to the ,community of professional educators.
The Department's perception and practice -of service consisted of cooperation
with local school officials along lines drawn by the School districts. Event's of the
1960'S Conspired to alter that circumstance. Let me, therefore; briefly describe
certain outstanding educational events from the point of Viewl of their effect on
the nature of educational decision-making in Michigan.

The early 1960's saw a, culmination of the 1950's dramatic.increase in the nnm-
bers of community colleges in Michigan. Michigan's SUperintenderit ok Public
Instruction and .staff Of the Departinent of EduCatiOn had, piineipally through
persuasion, Caused the nuMber of conununity collegeS iniMichigan to increase
from.9 in 1954 to 25 in 1901. The era Of the growth of Michigan cOmmunity.COl-
leges ilhtstrates- the extent-to which the Michigan State Deparbnent of Educa-
tion was an essentially cooperative tigency whoSe serviee Was defined by the
local school official's articulation of his needs. The most significant cOnsequence
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of the proliferation of Michigan's community colleges was the extension of the
opportunity for higher education to a portion of Michigan's population that had
not, hitherto, been so served.

'Shortly thereafter, two federal acts were passed which significantly altered
the nature of educational decision-making in Michigan. The Vocational Educa-
tion Act of 1963 and the Elementary Secondary Education Act of 1965 caused
substantial sums of federal money to begin to come into Michigan. Those monies
were intended for local school districts with. the proviso that the State Depart-
ment of Education would be rasponsible for initially receiving the monies front
the Federal Goverment und thereafter distributing those monies. Thus, the
numbers of profe&sional personnel in the Department of Education increased as
a direct result of the necessity to employ state administrators for federally
funded educational programs. Further, and. more significantly, the Department
waS required to monitor and regulate the uses to which the monies were put.
The nature of federal funding logicaliy compelled the Department of Education
to become 'advocates of promising federally funded educational programs and
regulators of those programs. Visibility, influence and the authority of Michi-
gan's Department of Education increased as the flow of federal funds increased.

The early 1960's also saw the implementation of a state funded prograni of
Student Financial Aid taking the form of competitive scholarship awards and
tuition grants. State appropriations were provided to the Department of Educa-
tion for purposes of increasing the educational opporunitles available to Michigan
youth in so far as financial assistance can d o that.

The externally generated alteration of the nature of educational decision-
making in Michigan was considerably escalated by certain events confined to
the state. In 1963 the citizens of Michigan adopted a new state constitution.
In 1965 and 1966 the educational provisions of the new constitution ,went into
effect with the statewide election of a State Board of Education, the State
Board of Education appointment of a State Superintendent of Public Instruc-
tion, and reorganization of the Department of Education into one of Michigan's
19 new state agencies. Prior to the 1963 constitution, Michigan State Govern-
ment had included more than 150 agencies, boards, commissions and other
instruments of state government.

General leadership and supervision of public instruction in Michigan was
constitutionally invested in the State Board of Education. Thus, the most
publicly observable and constitutionally important group of educational deci-
sion-makers in Michigan became the State Board of Education. Combined with
my earlier references to the implications of federal funding of educational
programs, Michigan citizens increasingly recognized Lansing as the most singly
important locale from which significant and pervasive educational decisions
emanated.

The State Board of Education, Superintendent of Public Instruction, State
Department of Education, and Michigan. Legislature joined in 1966 in begin-
ning efforts to equalize the distribution of the state's fiscal resources when di-
rected to public instruction. Section 17 of the 1965 State: Aid Act, Section 4
of the 1966 State Aid Act and Section 3 of the 1968 State Aid Act, caused
manipulations in the distribution.of fiscal resources directed to public schooling
and further caused a state investment in compensatory education roughly
analogous to the federal investment in compensatory education. My colleague,
Mr. Mclierr, will be discussing educational financing and .I will, therefore, say
no more of that.

The fall of 1969 began the operation and administration of the ,State Board
of Education's assessment program. I will make later remarks aliout the ,assess-
ment program and will be content here to note that Legislative support of
assessment and the State Board of Education adoption of aSsessment com-
bined to make the .State Department .of ,Education the. chief depository .o
dataidescribing the delivery of educational service in Michigan's public schools.

The general election of 1970 saw Michigan citizens finally resolve the ques-
tion of public .monies for private schools .by an electoral mandate which for-
bade the distribution of public monies to private schools,. Discuisions of paro-
chaid had consumed considerable educational energy throughout. the 1960's.

Finally, the present era of public instruction in Michigan saw:Dr. .Tohn W.
Porter ascend to the post of Superintendent of Public Instruction and bring
with him the model of accountability which I will describe later. Accountability
concludes the shift in constituencies of the Michigan 'State Department of

2z
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Education from professional educators in the 1960's to all Michigan children,
youth and adults in the 1970's.

In summary, tbe decade of the 1900's saw dramatic increase in the numbers
of Michigan citizens in receipt of educational services, and further, the climate
of educational opinion-making and decision-making in Michigan had under-
gone substantial change.

As the Michigan State Department of Education entered the decade of the
1970's the Superintendent of Public Instruction and the State Board of Edu-
cation sought tbe means by which the Department might be held up to close in-
ternal scrutiny for purposes of improving the quality of its service to Michigan's
educational community.

All such efforts at institutional analysis separate into procedural considera-
tions as opposed to substantive considerations.. The attempt to improve the in-
ternal procedures of the Department focused on the applicability of an account-
ability model to the administrative needs of the Department.

Dr. John Porter, Michigan's Superintendent of Public Instruction, is chief
architect and principle advocate of the appropriateness of accountability us a
response to the Michigan State E Tartment of Education effort to improve the
quality of its service.

I have allowed Dr. Porter to speak for himself by enclosing two documents:
First, an address by Dr. Porter entitled, "Accountability in Education" and
second, "A Position Statement on Educational Accountability . . ." which de-
scribes the Department's perception and practice of the accountablty model.
Taken together, these two documents accurately describe the Michigan State De-
partment of Education's commitment to accountability as a procedural instru-
ment for rendering the Department more appropriately responsive to the needs
of Michigan's children, youth und adults.

It is interesting to note that while working under the procedural reforms
initiated by accountability, certain laudable, substantive changes occurred in
the programs administered by the State Department of Education. For today, I
will confine myself to a brief description of changes in the areas of compensatory
education, needs assessment and career education. I choose thesse examples partly
because they allow discussion of the discrepancy between the educational prem-
ises of the Michigan State Department of Education as compared to the United
States Office of Education.

It seems to me that such discrepancy ought to generate one of two responses.
First, the public and professional educators might simply become aware of the
different educational premises that characterize the two agencies. The oppor-
tunity would thus exist to observe two large governmental agencies using diver-
gent means to the same end. Second, the competing premises might be carefully
examined seeking information and insight causing one approach to be preferred
over tbe other. I much prefer these two possibilities to the traditional institu-
tional response inferred ideological difference; acceptance, resignation and such
superficial administration as to obscure or ignore important lessons to be
learned in examining dramatically different approaches to the delivery of edu-
cational service.

The persistence and pervasiveness of Title I allows me to infer that the edu-
cational premises that form the basis for Title I programs permeate the United
States Office of Education.

Pupil eligibility for compensatory education' subsidized by Title I is based on
the student's socio-economic status. I. therefore, conclude that the United States
Office of Education considers SES an important and reliable variable in pre-
dicting and improving pupil performance.

Nutritional programs, home visits, Head Start and the like describe the United
States Office of Education's programmatic attempt to improve pupil perform-
ance by modifying the relationship between pupil performance and SES.

Historically, the United States Office of Education has been administratively
content to insure that the children in receipt of Title I monies are low income
and otherwise characterized by what the United States Office calls educational
and cultural deprivation. Such rules of eligibility express far less interest in
pupil performance than in pupil SES.

That is understandable, in light of the logical inference that the United States
Office operates on the educational premise that the most consistently reliable
means for improving pupil 'performance consists of ameliorating the relation-
ship between pupil SES and pupil acquisition of basic school skills. Thus, Title I
Programs are directed to those presumed disabilities al.d deprivations in the
home that impede the pupil's progress.
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Unfortunately, the record indicates that the frequent failure of Title I pro-
grams to measurably improve cognitive skills in no way adversely reflects
on the affected institution of public instruction. Rather, the conclusion is drawn
that if more money were available, bigger Title I progralns could be devised and
intervention in the life of the child could be earlier and greater. For example, a
conscientious and careful group of educators in Michigan recently proposed that
compensatory education should be available to pregnant women when the un-
born child meets Title I eligibility stamlards.

There is no need to recite the chorus of professional cries asking the Congress
and the United States Office of Education to provide more and more money for
greater and earlier intervention in the life of children described by the United
States Office of Education as educationally and culturally deprived and there-
fore cognitively deficient. It is, thus, possible to generalize that Title I failure
feeds on itself and causes escalated and expanded replication of those activities
that failed in the first place.

In defense of the professional practitioners of compensatory education, I should
point out that the Congress and the United States Office of Education inadvert-
ently lead the chorus. Title I programs funded by the Congress and administered
by the United States Office of Education logically compel pursuit of such sums
as will allow the absolute dissipation of the existing SES discrepancy among
public school students. I do not think the Congress or the United States Office
of Education intends that, and I would therefore urge you to reconsider an
educational ideology that places the burden of educational improvement on
pupils.

Let me make it clear that the Michigan State Department of Education is in
full support of the concept of compensatory education programs in institutions
of public instruction. However, Um Department views, with some disquiet, the
inability of the educational premises of federally funded compensatory programs
to produce measurable improvement among substantial portions of the pupil
population in receipt. of such programs. The Michigan State Department of Edu-
cation is compelled to question the efficacy of the educational ideology that is
Title I when applied to so large a portion of the pupil population by using casual
methods of educational analysis and diagnosis. Our support of federal compen-
satory education is therefore modified by our recommendation that the designa-
tion "deprived" be more carefully and conservatively applied and further that
present provisions for program evaluation and response to evaluation be
strengthened dramatically.

The Michigan State Department of Education has initiated a substantive and
procedural alternative to the United States Office of Education's approach to
compensatory education, The most recent session of the Michigan Legislature
saw the enactment of a State Aid Bill whose Section 3 embodied a dramatically
different approach to compensatory education. Section 3 causes $200 per pupil
to be made available to local school districts when such school districts contain
30 pupils or 15% of the pupil population whose basic skills scores, as measured
by the Michigan State Department of Education's assessment program, are below
the 15th percentile. The local school district is, therefore, eligible for $200 times
the number of pupils whose performance indicates the need for compensatory
education. School districts in receipt of these monies may use their own judg-
ment in the disposing of these monies so long as the pupils in receipt of the
funded programs are identified by name and further that there be made available
to the Department of Education pre and post test results indicating the success
of the program in comparison to the performance objectives of. the program which
shall have been articulated and made available to the Department by the local
school district.

When testing shows that pupils make gains of at least 75% of the skills in the
performance objectives, the district may continue in receipt of the state's per
pupil compensatory education allotment on a prorated basis.

Let me point out several important fundamental differences between Michi.
gan's.Section 3 and the United States Office of Education's Title I. Section 3
does not mention SES, race, deprivation or other terms that inferentially place
the burden of performance on the pupil.

By concentrating on less ambiguous variables in pupil performance and edu-
cational success, Section 3 of Michigan's State Aid Bill causes the burden of
performance to move from the pupil to the. school. Consistent with my earlier
reference to accountability, when analysis of the educational delivery system
indicates that pupils are not well served, the system is made to change.
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Turning to another illustration of the discrepancy between the educational
premises of the United States Office of Education and the Michigan State De-
partment of Education. I want to say n few words about Michigan's educational
assessment program. My colleague, Dr. Kearney, will be providing the committee
a broad and fundamental description of our assessment program. For my
purposes, I wish only to identify the extent to which different premises char-
acterize the Michigan State Department of Education's approach to assessment
as compared to the United States Office of Education's approach to assessment.

The United States Office of Education, a few years ago, funded a national
educational assessment effort. Further, Title III of the EleMentary and Sec-
ondary Education Act has historically included needs assessment, Both programs
were intended to provide educational decision-makers with information which
would presumably assist those decision-makers in identifying programs and
activities that produce measurable progress, and further, to assess the areas
of greatest educational need. To some extent, both programs have been success.
ful. That is to say, both the national assessment effort and the needs assessment
portion of Title III have 'produced substantial quantities of information which
identify educational need and suggest certain educational decisions.

Now conies the question, to what extent has the information produced by
these programs caused institutions of public instruction to alter their delivery
systems? The answer is, very little. Without intending any criticism of the ap-
proprlateness-of the United States Office of Education's interest in assessment
or the sincerity, Intelligence and commitment that has characterized those who
have administered these programs, it must be said that only a small portion of
poorly served pupils have achieved measurable gains in 'basic school skills as a
result of these programs. The reason is that neither national assessment nor
needs assessment held schools accountable for their inability or failure to deliver
to pupils those basic school skills that are the hallmark of educational success.
Those who administer national assessment and needs asseSsment are left to
persuade local school officials to make changes in response to the data that are
produced 1)y these programs. Where persuasion does not succeed, the local school
officials continue previous practices or refuse promising practices. The educa-
tional premise behind national assessment and needs asseSsment would seem to
be that the burden of performance is on the pupil and that it is inapPropriate to
devise or administer programs in ways that hold schools accountable for the
success or failure of their delivery systems.

I referred earlier to the role of Michigan's educational assessment prOgram
in identifying pupils whose performance suggests that they are not being well
served by their schoolk.

The essential difference between Michigan'S approaCh to assessment and the
United States Office of Education's approach to assessment is the difference be-
tween the state response to assessment data and the United States Office of
Education's response to assessment data. SectiOn 3 of Michigan's State Aid Act
makes it clear that institutions are obliged to alter their delivery systems in
response to assessment data that identify an unsuccessful educational delivery
system. If the question, "so what?" is put to the three assessment programs I
have referred to, the positive response comes from Michigan. The Departinent
of Education's overall commitment to: accOuntability logically proceeds to the
development and administration of programs such as assessment in ways that
place the burden of performance on the schools.

Educators have long been noted for carrying out studies, undertaking analyses
and making recommendations which do not accrue to the benefit 'of pupils despite
the accuracy of the studies, the value of the analyses or the appropriateness of
the recommendations. That description of inaction cannot be applied to the
MiChigan State Department of Education's use of the information produced by
our assessment program. As a final illustration of the discrepancy between
educational premises of the United States Office of Education and the Michigan
State Department.of Education, I want to say a few words about the Vocational
Education Act of 1963 together win the 1968 amendments which provided fed-
erally supported' vocational education programs for secondary and post second-ary students.

The nature of the eligible population infers that the most needful students
are youth and adults. A- further inferred conclusion is that public schools need
not be concerned with vocational education in elementary schOoling. The Niles
and regulations of 'federally funded vocational education require local school

25
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officials to offer clearly distinguishable vocational activities. Programs must be
separate from other educational offerings and therefore encourage curricular
categories such as "general" and "college preparatory". Finally, vocational
education perpetuates the concept that pupils follow programs. Vocational
education activities conform to traditional course, curricular and programmatic
arrangements.

By comparison, Michigan's Career Education Thrust permeates the educational
process and further seeks to serve childre», youth and adults. Michigan's anal-
ysis of the delivery of service in the instance of vocational education produeed
the conclusion that too few pupils were being well served and too few educational
resources were being invested in the delivery of educational services so far as
vocational education was concerned. Michigan's accountability model logically
compelled the development of a Career Education Thrust in response to our
assessment of educational need. Michigan's conception of career education
includes all educational activities and seeks to serve all children, youth and
adults.

Since the goal is career alternatives for all, performance objectives are directed
to every level and phase of public instruction. Career education integrates voca-
tional education into all courses in addition to some activities that are specifically
designed to teach occupational skills.

Designations like "general education" and "college preparatory" are irrelevant
when the educational enterprise is directed to offer all pupils occupational and
educational skills. Full implementation of Career Education will insure Michigan
citizens usable skills that cannot be categorized as "general." Whether preparing
for college or artisanship, all will be offered preparation for self support.

Where pupil need cannot be met in the public school the student will be free
to satisfy his educational needs in other settings.

We thus find ourselves in the Michigan State Department of Education in the
Position of administering federal programs in vocational education and imple-
menting a stato program in career education without being able to easily com-
bine the two. The question must be : Does information available to the Con-
gress and the United States Office of Education compel the conclusion that voca-
tional education is conceptually adequate as defined by presently federally funded
programs? Or, has Michigan appropriately caused its delivery system of edu-
cational services to change in response to the identification of need?

The Michigan State Board of Education and the Michigan State Department of
Education have considerable confidence in their newly adopted accountability
procedures, assessment program, Career Education Thrust and other recently
articulated programmatic alternatives to certain activities of the United States
Office of Education. We would, therefore, recommend federal examination of
Michigan's experience and federal examination of our differences seeking im-
provement in the quality of educational service available to all our citizens.

Senator MONDALE. Our next witness iS Dr. Daniel H. Kruger,.pro-
fessor, School of Labor and Industrial Relations, Michigan S'tate
University.

Dr. Kruger, we are very impressed by the statement you have sub-
mitted. We will include the full statement in the record* as though
read.

Dr. KRUGER. I am going to summarize it.
Senator MONDALE. Very, well. .

STATEMENT OF DR, DANIEL H. KRUGER, PROFESSOR, SCHOOL
OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS, MICHIGAN STATE
UNIVERSITY

Dr. KRUGER. My name is Daniel H. Kruger, I am professor of in-
dustrial relations in the School of Labor and Industrial Relations at
Michigan State University.

*See prepared statement, p. 0410.
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My testimony this morning deals with the socioeconomic indicators
of Michigan with the implications for education. Mr. Edmonds was
describing the educational problems of the State. I want to summarize
briefly a number of indicators, such as changes in population, income
and employment, educational levels, State and local taxes, and several
others. These indicators have implications for education as I shall
point out.

Michigan is really a microcosm of the United States. Within its
borders it has a large metropolitan area, large rural areas, and un-
forunately depressed areas.

It has giant manufacturing firms. It has an important agricultural
sector. It has a critical unemployment problem. It has racial problems.
It has a growing Spanish surname population.

Its products are an important part of American foreign trade. Its
principal industries are affected by the Nation's foreign trade policy.
We even have foreign relations with our neighbor to the north,
Canada.

It is a wealthy State, but has a poverty problem. It has a long his-
tory of support of public education dating back to the Northwest
Oranance of 1787.

It is a State very sensitive to changes in economic conditions, because
of a high proportion of workers involved in the manufacture of
durable goods.

Lastly, this is a personal point, it is a State trying to develop a series
of solutions to its internal complex social and economic problems.

POPULATION INCREASES

The first socioeconomic indicator to be examined is population. The
1970 census showed that Michigan has a population of 8,875,000, an
increase of 13 percent over the 1960 census.

The white population increased 10 percent, whereas the black in-
creased 38 percent.

In 1970, blacks and other races accounted for 11.7 percent of the
population, compared with 9 percent in 1960.

In Michigan, there is almost 1 million blacks and 51,000 other racial
groups. By comparison, in 1960, there were 718,000 blacks and 19,700
other racial groups.

A significant factor in the increase in the State's black population
was in-State migration. During the decade, over 100,000'blacks moved
into Michigan, probably in search of better economic opportunities.

The white population living in standard metropolitan statistical
areas within the State increased about 10 percent during the decade,
as compared to about 39 percent for the blacks.

Ninety-four percent of all blacks in the State lived in the standard
metropolitan statistical areas.

Within the central cities of the State the black population increased
about 40 percent, while the white population declined 17 percent.

Eighty-two percent of the black population in Michigan lives in the
central cities.

Turning next to place of residence. The black population increased
significantly between 1960 and 1970 in all of the 10 SMSA's in the
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State. Four of these had a black population of more than 10 percent.
The range was 11.1 percent in Muskegon to 18.6 percent in Detroit.
Of the 10 major urbanized areas, five an 1970 had 10 percent or more
nonwhite population.

DETROIT SMSA

Senator MONDALE. There is a Detroit standard metropolitan statis-
tical area, is there not ?

Dr. KRUGER. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. Which includes the central city of Detroit, and

then suburbs, and counties, and communities around it.
What happenedif you have the figuresbetween 1960 and 1970 ?

By how much did the black population in Detroit increase ? By how
much did the white population in Detroit increase ? You have the per-
centages. Do you have the figures ?

Dr. KRUGER. The Detroit SMSA in 1960 had a percent of nonwhite
population of 15.8 percent, and in 1970, it was 19.5 percent. Put an-.
other way ? there were 566,988 nonwhite persons in 1960 and 780,211
in 1970 an increase of 37.6percent.

Senator MONDALE. Is that the city of Detroit ? The city of Detroit
had 15-percent black in 1960, and 19_ percent in 1970?

Dr. KRUGER. No, not the city of Detroit, the Detroit SMSA.
Senator MONDALE. I am talking about the city of Detroit. What did

it have in 1960 and what in 1970 ?
Dr. KRUEGER. The city of Detroit itself, in 1960 had 487,682 or 29.2-

percent nonwhite, and 672,609 or 44.5-percent nonwhite in 1970, an
increase of 39.7 percent.

Senator MONDALE. What happened to the white population during
that period ? I suppose it was correspondingly reduced.

Dr. KRUGER. Yes, sir. In the decade 1960-70 the total population
of the city of Detroit declined 9.5 percent; the white population also
declined 29 percent.

Senator MONDALE. In the standard metropolitan area
Dr. KRUGER.Which takes in three counties.
Senator MONDALE. Right. What was the percentage white in 1960,

what was the percentage white in 1970, if you have it ?
Dr. KRUGER. In the Detroit SMSA the total population increased

11.6 percent during the decade. The white population increased only 7
percent compared to 37.6-percent increase in nonwhite population.

Senator MONDALE. Do you have any.figures on what happened to the
jobs ?

Dr. KRUGER. Yes, sir.
SenatorMONDALE. What have you got on that ?
Dr. KRUGER. Well, we are having a critical unemployment problem

in our State, as Senator Hart can attest to. In 1970 the national unem-
ployment rate was 4.9 percent while in Michigan it was 7 percent. The
manufacturing jobs have not increased significantly. As a matter of
fact, the percentage of manufacturing lobsof nonfarm jobshas
been steadily decreasing. In 1960, manufacturing jobs accounted for
51.5 percent of the State's nonfarm employment and 45.8 percent in
1970.
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Senator MONDALE. There was a study in New York City over the last
decade

Dr. KRUGER. Showing the number of jobs
Senator MONDALE. Well, it showed the increase in the black popula-

tion in New York, the decrease in the white population of New York
which went into the suburbs, along with the jobs.

Dr. KRUGER. Yes, sir. That is almost happening in the Detroit area.
Senator MONDALE. Do you have figures that highlight that ?
Dr. KRUGER. No, I do not, sir. I am not aware of any study in our

State that is similar to the New York study to which you refer.
Senator MONDALE. AU right.

CHANGES IN URBAN AREAS

Dr. KRUGER. To return to the population data there have been dra-
matic changes in the composition of the population of our urban areas.
In 1960, for example, there were 17 urban places in the State with a
nonwhite population of 10 percent or more, and by 1970, there were 26
urban places with a nonwhite population of 10 percent or more.

And in 1960, there were 10 urban places with nonwhite population of
20 percent or more, and in 1970, we have 14 urban places.

In 1960, there were five" urWan places with a nonwhite population of
30 percent or more, and in 1970, we have eight such cities.

And I have listed an of the cities with a percent or more nonwhite
1-yopulation in Table III. A quick examination will show significant
increases in the percent of nonwhite population.

A comment about the age distribution. We have been experiencing
within the decade a decrease of 17 percent in the age cohort, 0 to 4
years, and this I think has implications for education, as I will point
out later on.

The distribution of the population by age is very similar in 1970
to what it was in 1960, with about 38 percent under 18 years of age,
54 percent in the 18 to 64 group, and 8 percent 65 years old and
over.

Then I want to turn to eniployment, because you raised the ques-
tion. Unemployment in our State has been changing. Not only has it
been changing, but agricultural employment has been declining 40
percent during the decade. Self-employment has been declining. Wage
and salary workers have been increasing. During the decade, the wage
and salary workers in our State increased by about 30 percent. Now
the significance of that is, to my point of view, that- in Michigan,
like the rest of the United States, we have developed what I have
called a job economy. Where about 92 percent of ciur labor force 'are
employees, and therefore the job has become the most important eco-
nomic activity in the lives of the citizens, because it is through the
job that he gets the income to underwrite a particular style or standard
of living.

Unfortunately; in large segments of our State, especially the rural
areas and the depressed areas, job opportunities really are not avail-
able in Sufficient numbers, with the result that our young people move
to urban areas in the southern part of the State.
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As a matter of fact, Michigan really has three distinct areas.
The southern part, where 90 percent of the population lives, the
northern part of the Lower Peninsula, and the Upper Peninsula.
And the unemployment rates for the northern part of the State are
very high in comparison with the rest of the State.

As I mentioned earlier, manufacturing is an important source of
employment in our State, and in the decade 1960 to 1970, employ-
ment in manufacturing increased only about 11 percent. Service em-
ployment increased 62 percent, and government employment increased
65 percent.

HIM RATES OF UNEMPLOYMENT

Not only has Detroit experienced high rates of unemployment,
there are high rates of unemployment in the other nine major labor
markets of the State.

Unfortunately, there is not much data on unemployment rates
by race in Michigan. We do have some data, however, from 1967 to
1970.

In 1967, the nonwhite unemployment rate was over two times the
rate for the State. And three times higher than the unemployment
rate for whites.

In 1970, the nonwhite unemployment rate was about two times
higher than the State total, and again about twice as high as the white
readina, and this applies not only for the State but the-Detroit stand-
ard maropolitan statistical area.

There are other data submitted in the testimony, and I do not want
to comment on that unless the Senators have some questions to raise
on that.

There are other data on the socioeconcmic indicators included in the
prepared text. After analyzing these data what are some of the im-
plications for public education in Michigan.

Senator MONDALE. You may want to get to that. What has happened
to the question of desegregationintegrationwhatever you call it
and racial isolation in Michigan over the past 10 years? Have the races
become more desegregated or more segregated over the last decade in
Michigan ?

Dr. KRUGER. Just in terms of the way they live?
Senator MONDALE. I am not talking about discrimination, but about

where they live, yes.
Dr. KRUGER. Well, I have visited every major city in our State in

connection with my duties:at the university2 and the black population
of our State is concentrated in the central cities of our 10 major labor
markets. Not only is the black population concentrated in particular
sections of these cities, it is growing rapidly.

Senator MONDALE. Well, in the past decade has there been any ten-
dency different froin that; or is that trend continuing?

Dr. KRITGER. Well, with the increases in the population, the num-
bers of blacks living in the central citieS have increased significantly.
That is where the bulk of the blacks live-82 percent.

Senator MONDALE,What about the black middle class, and upper-
middle claIss? Are they living essentially in the black areas, or aye they
seeking-
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MIGRATION TO SUBURBS

Dr. KRUGER. There has been some migration out to the suburbs, or
outside the central city. But the number is very small. About 129,1300
or 13 percent of the black population live outside the central cities.
This represents an increase of 32 percent over 1960.

I must say this, however. The percent is very misleading, because
you start with a very low base, and a small number can give you a
verj high percent.

enator MONDALE. Would you say, thoughl based upon the pattern
of the last decade, that segregation is increasing or decreasing?

Dr. KRUGER. I would say increasing.
Senator MONDALE. Dramtically ? Substantially ?
Dr. KRUGER. Significantly, dramatically and substantially all three.

This complicates the problems of desegregation of the schools.
Senator MONDALE. Senator Hart?
Senator HART. It shows our failure to respond to the Kerner Com-

mission and Eisenhower Commission, and unless we reverse the trend,
we are going to destroy ourselves.

Dr. ICnunza. I agree.
Senator HART. Even a tentative limited movement to reverse it

sends all sorts of skyrockets up. How do you persuade the public
that we are on the road to disaster if this trend continues?

Dr. KRUGER. I wish that I had the answer to that, Senator. To say
it is a continuous educational process, I believe that. But how do you
accelerate that ? I just don't know.

Senator HART. First of all, you have to stop it. You have to stop it
continuing, and then you have to reverse it.

Any time you apply the slightest pressure to the brakes, the
p eop e

Dr. KRUGER. The people get very nervous.
Senator HART. People are wild-eyed.
Dr. KRUGER. I wish I knew how to deal with this. I have tried in

my own way at the university and elsewhere to call attention to the
dimensions of the problem, hopefully that the rational man will
understand that the Nation is at a critical crossroads. The kind of
society we are going to have in the United States hangs in the balance.

And the problems being discussed here this morning are of extreme
importance in determining what kind of society we are going to have
in the United States. And what I attempted to do in my testimony
is to point out some of the socioeconomic indicators which the citizen
shoulii be aware of as he goes about analS7zing his school system and
its role.

DATA FOR DECISION-MAKING

As I suggested in my data, close examination of the socioeconomic
indicators of Michigan would be a very useful exercise by the Gov-
ernor, the legislature the various school boards, school administrators,
teaching staffs, and the public.

Somehow, we have just got to get the data to them so that they can
understand the dimensions of the problem. The 1970 population data
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certainly show a groWing black population, especially in the urban
areas, and this growl:h in the black population, scattered across the
southern part of our, State, will accentuate the problems of deseg-

.regation.
For example, in Three Rivers, the black population doubled between

1960 and 1970. This is a little, small city in the southwest part of the
State. You will note in the prepared text that there has been signifi-
cant growth in the black population in mmy communities across the
State. Concomitantly the number of black students has also increased
in the public school system.

It seems to me that the State department of education must assume
its general leadership role as provided in the State constitution, so
that we can do all that can be done to provide high quality equal
educational opportunities for all. This will not be easy, but it must
be done if the American society is not to be destroyed.

There is another_ problem here, too, Senator, that I want to call
iyour attention to. Namely, that n the school districts in sparsely

settled areas, especially in the northern part of the Lower Peninsula
and in the Upper Peninsula, these school districts just do not have
the economic base to generate sufficient incomes to provide quality
education for the students.

This suggests a need to revamp the current method of financing
public education, which relies heavily on property tax.

Senator HART. I get the feeling that, with rather surprising speed,
there is a public realization that the method of financing education
has been unequal and is unfair. Ten years ago I doubt very many peo-
ple outside of education accepted this. I think now generally peo-
ple do.

The affluent suburbanite I think has formed a conscience, whether
moral or just survival twinges, I don't know which. But in this area,
the business of the inequality and the basic business of how much
money stands behind each childpeople are coming to understand
this.

Dr. ICRUGER. Well, there is a case in California that is going to
accentuate the reevaluation of how to finance public education.

Senator HART. There is a much broader understanding and desire to
correct this, situation than the Kerner type of caution about the
Nation in two camps, black and white. We are much slower to acknowl-
edge the threat and to undertake remedial efforts on this.

HIGH IN-STATE MIGRATION

Dr. KRUGER. One of the things that strikes Me, as you look at the
data, about our State, and I am sure it is true ofother States, that we
have a rather high in-State migtation, both from the South and the
Southwest. An increasing number of SpaniSh AmericansMexican
Americansare dropping out of the migrant stream and settling
in our State.

And we inherit the educational deficiencies of the school systems
of other parts of the country.

69-828 0-72-pt. 19A-3
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While I can appreciate the importance of local control of school
districts, it's very easy for one section of the State and one section
of the country to export its problems to another part. And this is why
I guess I urge our State Department of Education to take a more
forceful leadership role in addressing itself to the educational prob-
lems of our State.

I think the Congress is going to have to do that itself. Now if I
use another analogy, Senator, with respect to manpower, we are giving
the mayors the authority to plan for manpower services in anticipa-
tion of some kind of revenue sharing. If the mayors could guarantee
that nobody can enter the city and nobody can leave the city, then they
should plan and deliver manpower services. Planning and the de-
livery of manpower services becomes very difficult as a result of the
interstate highway system that enables people to cross the State and
county quicIdy. It is very easy to live in one area and go to work in
some other area of the State, and if you have limited reading and
arithmetic skills, you cannot compete in the labor market, whether
it's in Detroit or Lansing.

It seems to me that, given the importance of the educational process
for the survival of our society, a laissez-faire attitude will have to go.

Senator HART. Over a long period of years, and it's partly the con-
cept of the local school district, we have sort of forgotten that it's a
public school system, not a private school system.

Dr. KRUGER. It's a public school system, supported by both local and
State taxes.

There is another problem that I want to call to your attention, Sen-
ator. As I mentioned, we are a high wage paying State. And we have a
number of newcomers from the South Etna the Southwest, some of
whom are fortunate to get employment in high paying but relatively
unskilled jobs.

Their incomes are such that the3r may not be eligible for Title I pro-
grams, and therefore the school district, while needing special reme-
dial programs, just doesn't qualify.

Senator MONDALE. Senator Hart had to leave for an appointment.
He will be back later.

As I understand it, your point about the job situation is that there
is a dramatic trend away from self-employment-

TREND FROM SELF-EMPLOYMENT

Dr. KRUGER. Oh) no question about it.
Senator MONDALE. Toward job dependency.
Dr. KRUGER. We are a Nation of employees.
Senator MoNDALE.,In Michigan, 92 percent of the labor force must

go somewhere and get a job from somebody else.
Dr. KRUGER. In the country as a whole it is 90 percent.
Senator MONDALE. It is increasing, and since to get a job you must

be able to read and write and do arithmetic, and to get a good job you
must do all those things well.

Dr. KRUGER. Yes.
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Senator MONDALE. The failure to provide these basic skills is dra-
matically affecting the life chances of children who are inadequately
equippea to compete in the job world.

Dr. KRUGER. Yes) sir.
Senator MONDALE. So that today the failure of our schools may not

be any worse than it was, say, 20 years ago, but the consequences of
that failure are much worse.

Dr. KRUGER. Ten or 20 years ago, there were more unskilled jobs.
For example one could operate an elevator, but most of the elevators
are now automated and self-operated.

But I think the important thing is, 20 years ago, you could open a
corner grocery store with a small capital. Today, the supermarkets are
eliminating the need for the Ma and Pa stores. Opportunities for self-
employment are steadily declining.

I think the job economy and the fact that we have become a Nation
of employees has great implication for the educational system, and the
attitudes of the citizen toward the job. The job is a very valuable piece
of property. It's the passport to the good life.

And I have data in the prepared text on income that I did not touch
on, but there are many people who are not making enough income, by
the poverty standards, in the State of Michigan.

Senator MONDALE. Thank you very much for providing us with a
most useful setting, giving US details which will be very helpful in the
development of our record.

As I said, the full statement will be included as though read, and we
very much appreciate your coming.

Dr. KRUGER. Thank you very much for the opportunity to testify
before the committee.

Senator MONDALE. Senator Hart will be back in a few minutes. He
is meeting with the mayor of Detroit.
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THZ SOC10-1:00110KIC INDICATORS OF MICHIGAN - IMPLICATIONS TOR EDUCATION

Daniel H. Kruger
Professor of Industrial Relations
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Relations
Michigan State University

Testimony before the Senate Subcommittee on Equal Educational. Cqnmortunity,
October 26, 1971, Washington, D.C.

Michigan, one of the Great Lakes states, is one of the important manu-

facturing states in the nation. Michigan and Detroit are synonymous with

the automobile industry. The automobile put the world on wheels and this

state and Detroit on the map. Michigan has 4.5 percent of the Nation's

population which makes it the seventh largest state.

There are three identifiable sections of the state - the southern part

of the Lower Peninsula where ammmoadmattly 90 percent of the pow/lotion resides,

the northern part of the lower Peninsula which is mostly rural and the Upper

Peninsula which is mostly forest. The sdning industry of iron and copper, is

located here. There is the famous Mackinaw Bridge which joins the Upper

Peninsula with the Lower Peuirmula.

Michigan is a microcosm of theUnited States. Within its borders, it has.

a large metropolitan area, large rural areas and depressed ireas. It has giant

suuneacturing firms which are world wide. It is an important agricultural state.

It has a critical unemployment problem. It has racial problems. It has a

growing Spanish surname poinilation. Its products are an Important part of

American foreign trade. And its principle industries are affected by the

Nation's foreign trade policy'. It has several ports. It is located adjacent

to a foreign country, Canada. Its population in terms of racial and ethnic

composition is betergeneoue. It is a welt* state but bar a poverty problem.
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It has a long history of support of public education dating back to the

Northwest Ordinance of 1787. It is a state very sensitive to changes to

economic conditions because of the high proportion of its workers involved

in the manufacturing of durable goods. Lastly, it is a state trying to

develop a series of solutions to its internal complex social and economic

problems.

In this paper, an effort will be made to analyze.several socio-economic

indicators which will describe the important'socio-economic prdblems of

Michigan. Out of such an analysis will come implications for the State's

elementary and secondary public school system. The socio-economic indicators

to be examined include population, inoome, employment, education, and

several others.
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Population

The 1970 census shove that Michigan has a population of

8,875,083, an increase of 13.4 percent over the 1960 census. The

white population during the decade increased 10.6 percent whereas the

Black population increased 38.1 percent. In 1970, Blacks and other races

accounted for 11.7 percent of the population compared vith 9.2 percent

in 1960. There are almast one million Blacks and 51,000 other racial

groups in the State in 1970. By comparison, in 1960 there ware

718,000 Blacks and 19,700 other racial groups. A significant factor in

the increase in the Statets Black population VAS in-state migration.

During the decade over 100,000 Blacks moved into Michigan, probably in

search of better economic opportunities.

The vhite population inside the Stssdard Metropolitan Statistical

Areas (s)aA) increased 10.6 percent between 1960 and 1970 as compared

wlth 38.5percent increase for the Blacks. 938,000 Blacks out of

991,000 live in MA's. Within the central cities of the State the

Black population increased 39.6 percent while the white population

declined 17.3 percent. Eighty-two percent of the Black population

in Michigan lives in the central cities.

Outside the central cities, the vhite population increased 27.4

percent. Of the 5,831,000 whites living in the BMA, 4,191,000 or

72 percent live outside the central cities. The Blacks living out-

side the central cities increased 32.1percent, but this increase is

somewhat misleading since the data for the bass year 1960 are lov.

129,000 Blacks cr.13 percent of thatotal Black population live out-
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side of the centrel.cities.

Two million wtite population in 1970 lived outside the &NSA's.

This represents 25.5 percent of the total white population in Michigan.

Between 1960 and 1970 the white population living outside the SMSA's

increased 10.4 percent. Only 53,000 Blacks or 5.3 percent of the

total Black population live outside SMSAls.

There was larger percent of non-white population in the ten

urbanised areas of the State in 1970 than in 1960. Table I shows

that five major urbanised areas in 1970 had 10 percent or more non-

white population: Ann Arbor, 10.2 percent; Muskegon - Muskegon Heights,

15.4 percent; Flint, 18.5 percent; Saginaw, 18.6 percent; and Detroit,

19.5 percent. By comparison, in 1960 Ann Arbor had 9 percent;

Muskegon - Muakegon Heights, 12.3 percent; Flint, 13.1 percent; Saginaw,

14.5 percent; and Detroit, 15.8 percent. The growth in non-white mu-

lation in the 5 other urbanised areas is presinted in Table I.
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TABLE I

COMPARISON OF THE RACIAL COMPOSITION OF THE POPULATION
IN THE URBMUZED AREAS OF MICHIGAN

For the Years 1960 and 1970

Area
Percentage

Non-White
1960

Percentage
Non-White

1970

Ann Arbor 9.0 10.2

Bey City .9 1.3 .

Detroit 15.8 19.5

Flint 13.1 18.5

Grand Rapids 5.1 7.0

Jackson 6.7 8.2

Kalamazoo 4.9 6.5

Lansing 4.8 7.2

Muskegon Muskegon Heights 12.3 15.4

Saginaw 14.5 18.6

Sources: 1960 U.S. Census of the Population;
1970 U.S. Census of the Population
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Residence

In 1960, 73.4 percent of the States population vas urban and

26.6 percent rural. The 1970 census reveals that 73.8% of the pop-

ulation is urban and 26.2 percent rural. However, during the decade

the white urban population increased 10.2 percent, While the Black and

other races urban population increased 39.8 percent. During the ten

year period, the rural white population increased 11.4 percent, whereas

the Black and other races rural population remained about the same.

The non-white pOpulation increased significantly between 1964 and

1970 in all of the 10 SMSA's in the State: Ann Arbor, Bay City, Detroit,

Flint, Grand Rapids, Jackson, Kalamazoo, Lansing, Muskegon, and Saginaw.

Of the ten areas, Bay City had the lowest percent of non-white popUlation

in both 1960 and 1970, 0.7 percent in the former year and 1 percent in 1970.

Detroit in 1960 had 15.1 percent non,white population mad 18.6 percent

in 1970, the highest of the SMSA's. Table II on the following page

compares the Percentage of non-white population in both 1960 and 1970

in the State's ten SMSA's.
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TABLE II

COMPARISON OF THE RACIAL COMPOSITION OF THE PORMATION
II TICE STANDARD MIWOPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREAS, MICHIGAN,

For the Years 1960 anti 1970

Area
Forcentage
Non-Wh its

1960

Percentage
Non-White

1970

Ann Arbor 7.6 8.9

Bay City .T 1.0

Detroit 15.1 18.6

Flint 9.9 12.6

Grand Rapids 4.2 4.8

Jackson 5.7 6.3

Kalamazoo 3.6 5.3

Lansing 2.8 4.6

Muskegon 8.7 11.1

Saginaw 10.0 12.8

Sourcs: 1960 U.S. Cansus of Population, U.E. Bureau of Census;
1970 U.S. Census of Population, U.S. Bureau of Census
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As indicated in Table III, in 1960 there were 17 urban plces

in the state with a non -white population of 10 percent or more. In

1970, there were 26 urban places with a non-white palatal= of 10

percent or more.

In 1960, there were 10 urban places with a non-white population of

20 percent or more while in 1970, there were 14 urban places with such

proportion of non-white population.

In 1960, there were 5 urban places with a non-white population of

30 percent or more, as commumd with 8 in 1970.

In 1960, there was one urban place with a non-white population of

40 percent or more, while in 1970 there were 6.
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TAIIIX 111

COMPARISON OF RACIAL COMPOSITION OF THE POPULATION
IN SELECTED URBAN AREAS, MICHIGAN

For the Years 1960 and 1970
(Areas vith 5 Percent or )ore Non-White Population)

Urban Places

Percentage
Ion-Whits

1960

Percentage
Non-White

1970

Albion 20.4 25.5

Ann Arbor 6.5 9.0

Battle Creek 15.2 20.6

Benton Harbor 25.3 59.3

Benton Heights (U) 69.9 xxx

Benton Central (U)
52.7

Buchanan KT 11.0

Carrolton xxx 5.9

Detroit 29.2 44.5

Dovagiac
.

13.3 15.8

East Lansing
5.1

Ecorse 33.3 38.8

Flint 17.7 28.6

Grand Rapids 8.3 12.0

Hamtramck 14.5 12.5

Highland Park 21.4 56.9

Inkster 34.7 44.9

Jackson 9.3 13.9

Kalamazoo 6.7 10.6

Kincheloe (U) xxx 13.3

K.I. Saver (U) m 11.7

Lansing 6.5 10.1

Mount Clemens 11.7 16.7

Muskegon 8.2 15.0

Muskegon Heights 38.6 52.5

Niles 5.4 8.7

Pontiac 17.0 27.5

River Rouge 32.4 32.4

Romeo 6.7 6.9

Saginav 17.0 25.0

South Haven 8.2 12.3

Three Rivers 3.2 7.9

'Ypsilanti 22.6 20.4

zoos Not listed

Sources 1960 U.S. Census of Population;
1970 U.S. Census of Population
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Age Distribution

Over one third (36.6 percent) of the 1970 population is under 18

years of age. Over 50 percent (54.9 percent) is between 18 to 64 years

of age and 8.5 percent of the state's population is 65 years and over.

These age distributions are almost identical vith those for the 1960

population: 37.8 percent under 18, 54 percent 18 - 64 and 8.2 percent

65 years and older.

An analysis of the 1970 data by age cohort shows that there has

been a decrease of 17 percent in the age group 0 - 4 years during the

decade 1960 - 70. This is the largest decrease in any of the age

cohorts as evidenced in Table rv. Tvo other age cohorts experienced

decreases. There wiz a 9.3 percent decrease in the 30 - 34 age group

and a 14.7 percent decrease in the 35 - 39 cohort. The two largest

increases were in the age cohorts 15 - 19 and 20 - 24. The former

increased 54.7 percent and the latter 57.7 percent. These increases

reflect the baby born in the post war period, 1946 - 1955.
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TABLE IV

AGE DISTRIBUTION OF MICHIGAN POPUIATION
1960 and 1970
(In thousands)

Age in Years 1960 percent 1970 percent Percent change
1960 to 1970

0 - 4 969 504 -17.0

5 - 9 879 924 5.1

10 - 14 744 919 31.7

15 - 19 564 873 54.7

20 - 24 447 703 57.7
25 - 29 474 594 25.3

30 - 34 539 459 - 9.3

35 - 39 556 47h

40 - 44 509 528 3.8

45 - 49 461 529 14.7

50 - 54 398 478 20.0

55 - 59 353 411 16.6

60 - 64 293 336 14.8

65 - 69 251 264 5.0

70 - 74 184 203 10.3

75 . 203 256 h0.9

Source: 1970 U.S. Census of Popalstion

a

4 6
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poily Formation

There are 2,181,816 families in Michigan, of these weber

1,262,763 or 57.8 percent have children under la years of age. These

families have total of 3.073.963 children under 18 years distributed

as follows:

of age.

919.993 under 6 years sod 2,153.970 children 6 to 17 years

Of the children under 18 years of age, 2,695,802 are white and

361,256 are Black. Put another vay. 87 percent are vhite and 11.8

percent are Black. Of the children under 6 years of age 755.938

(82 percent) are White sad 112,904 (12.3 percent) are Black. Mere are

1,894,919 (87.9 percent) white children 6 - 17 years end 248,352 (11.5

percent) are Black children.

The age distribution of tbe Black children umder 17 generally

follows tbe proportion of Black population of tbe tate (11.7 percent).

Sixty-two labor areas in Michigan -- either cities or counties

had substantial or persistent levels of uneeployment in Octoter 1971.

These labor areas involved 79 out of the State's 83 counties. Thus,

almost the entire State is experiencing high levels of unemployment

vith 17 labor areas teing classified as having substantial unenplay-
.

sent and 45 labor areas having persistent Dneeployment (see Table 51,

Currently, of the eight major labor markets in Michigan. six

(Battle Creek, Detroit, Flint, Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo, and Saginve)

are classified as "V', vhich means that they have substantial unemploy-

ment of 6.0 to 8.9 percent. Lansing is a "C" gx-carp,vhich means a

moderate rate of unesployment ranging from 3.0 to 5.9 percent. Muskegon

Muskegon Heights is in the "B" group, an area vitb substantial unemploy-

ment raniang from 9.0 to 11.9 percept.
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TABLE V

IABOR AIMS DI MICHIGAN WT7M
SUBSTANTIAL V MD PERMS= UNEMPLOTMENT LI

October 1, 1971

LABOR ARFA suBsTArrus, nasrs-non.

Adrian (Lenatree County) X

Alger County
Allegan (A)legan County)
Alma ( Grat I ot County )
Alper.a (Alpena County)
Ann Arbor (Washtenav County) X
Bad Axe (Ruron County)
Baldvin (Lake County)
Battle Creek (Barry and Calhoun Counties) X
Bay City (Bay County)
Benton Harbor (Berrien County) X
Big Rapids (Mecosta County) X

Boyne City (Charlevoix County)
Cadillac (Missaukee, Oseola and Wexford Counties)
Caro (Tuscola County)
Cheboygan (Chebcygan County)
Clare (Clare County)
Coldwater (Branch County)
Detroit (Macomb, Oakland, and Wixrne Counties) X
Dovagiac (Cass Cuunty)
East Tavas (Alcor.* and Iosco Counties)
Elbert& (Benzie County)
Escanaba (Delta County)
Flint (Genesee and Lapeer Counties) X

Fremont (Kevaygo 0:minty)
Gaylord (Otsego County)
Grand Rapids (Kent and Ottawa Counties) X
Grayling (Crawford County)
Hancock (Boughton and Keveenav Counties)
Hart (Oceans County)
Hillsdale (Hillsdale County) X
Hillman (Montmorency County)
Howell (Livingston County) X
Ionia-Belding-Greenville (Ionia. and

Montealm Counties
Iron Mountain (Dickinson County)
Iron River (Iron County)
Ironwood (Gogebic County)
Jackson (Jackson County) X
Kalamazoo (Kalamazoo County) X
L'Anse (Baraga County)
Ludington (Mason County)
Manceiona (Antrim County)

69-828 0-72-pt. 19A-4 _ 48
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TABLE V
lABOR AREAS /11 MICHIGAN vrni

STBSTANTIAL 1/ AID PERSISTENT =DOWD= V
October 1, 1971
(Continued)

LABOR SUBSTAXTIAL Posrs-nore

Manistee (Manistee County)
Manistique (Schoolcraft County)
Marquette (Alger and Marquette Counties)
Midland (Midland and Gladvin Cm:att..)
mio (Oscoem Ccauaty)

Muskegon-muslegan Heights (Muskegon County)
Ievberry (Luce Cc:musty)

Owosso (Shievassee County)
Petcskel (Enaet County)
Port Huron (St. Clair County)
Rogers City (Presque Isle County)
Bosco:non (Rosccamaon County)
Saginav (Saginaw Coonty)
St. Ignace (Mackinac County)
Sandusky (Sanilac County)
Sault Ste. Marie (Chippewa County)
South Raven (Van Buren County)
Standish (Arenae County)
Traverse City (Grand Traverse, Kalkaska, and

Leelanau Counties)
Nest Branch (Ogessav County)

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Manpover Administration, Area Trends in
Employment and Unemplcyment, September 1971.

1/ Areas of Substantial Unesployaent. A labor area in which the current and
anticipated local labor supply substantially exceeds labor requirements is
classified as an area of "sabstantial unemplenspent." An area Isla:Laced in
this category vben:

(1) Unemployment in the area is equal to 6 percent or sore of its work
force, discounting seasonal or temporary factors, and

(2) It is anticipated that the rate of unemployment duringtbe next 2
months v111 remain at 6percent or more, discounting temporary ar
seasonal factors.

2/ Areas of Persistent UnemalLopyment. A labor area, or a city of 250,000 or
more popalation, or a ccunty, may t4 classified as an area of "persistent
unsqloyment" vben unemployment during the most recent calendar year has
averaged 6 percent or more of the vork force, and tha rate of unesqplayment
has:
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TABLE V
LABOR AREAS IA PIICHIGAZ WITS

SUBSTANTIAL y AND FERSISTEXT coracnoncon.
Crtober 1, 1971
(Continued)

(1) Averaged 6 percent or sore
the national average for 3

(2) Averaged 6 percent or more
the national averaee for 2

(3) Averaged 6 percent or sore
the natioual average for 1

and has been at least 50 percent above
of the preceding 4 calerAar years, or

and has been at least 75percent above

of the preceding 3 calendar years, or

as4 bus been at least 100 percent above

of the preceding 2 caleNlar years.

Income received by Michigan residents is an important socio-economic inii

cator. The standard or style of living is a function of income. In sage

instances, income is a factor which determines where one lives. The degree

to which indie5duals nay be willing to support their school systeas may also

be a function of income.

There are several sources of data available on tbe income of Michigan

res4dents. One is per capita income; another is data from income tax returns;

a third source is income data by county. Each 'mill be briefly discussed.

Between 1960 and 1970, the total personal income in Michigan rose from

$18.2 billion to $36.7 billion, an increase of 100 percent. The per capita

personal income increased from $2,323 to $4,121, a gain of 78 percent (Table

VI). By comparison, the per capita personal income of the U.S. rose from

$2,219 to $3,907 , or 76 percent. The average annual percent increase in Michi-

gan during this period vas 5.7 percent and in the U.S. 7.7 percent. In one

year 1961, a recession year, Michigan's per capita income declined 1.2 percent

as lompared vith 0.4 percent decline in U.S. per capita income. In all other

years, there VMS an increase in both Michigan and the U.S. per capita income.

In Michigan, the increase ranged from a low of 3.2 percent in 1960 to a high

of 9.8 per cent in 1968. Natimmaly, the increase ranged from a lov of 4.1

percent in 1960 and a 11.9 percent gain in 1965.

Another yew to compare per capita in Michigan with that of the United

States is to examine the relationship one to another, i.e., Michigan's per

capita income ea a percent of that of the United States. In 1960, Michigan's

per capita income vas 104.9 percent of the U.S. and in 1970, it vas 105.k

percent. In 1961, the relationship was the lowest, 101.3 percent and in 1965,

50
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TAME VI

U. S. TOTAL AND MICHIGAN TOTAL AID PER CAPITA PERSONAL =an, 1960 - 1970

Tear
MICHIGAN

lj.S
KICIIGAX Pa- CAP/TA

Amount

Oaillions)
Percent

Chance
AmountaPercent

(zillions) Chance Amount
Percent
Chance

Percent
of U.S.

1960 118,203 4.1 1396.725 4.7 12,323 3.2 104.9

1961 18,131 ..4 414,411 3.9 2,294 -1.2 101.3

1962 19,320 6.6 440,192 6.2 2,430 5.9 102.6

1963 20,787 7.6 463,053 5.2 2,575 6.0 104.8

1964 22,701 9.2 494,913 6.9 2,768 7.5 106.9

1965 25,336 11.9 538,949 8.3 3,032 9.5 109.5

1966 i7,680 9.0 583.829 8.9 3,242 6.9 108.6

1967 29,142 5.3 625,490 7.1 3,367 3.9 106.3

1968 32,222 10.6 684,442 9.4 3,697 9.8 107.8

1969 35,010 8.7 744.479 8.8 3,976 7.5 107.6

1970 36,658 4,7 796,593 7.0 4,121 3.6 105.4

a. Personal income estimates for the U.S. ic'e the sua of state personal incomes
and not comparable 'CO total U.S. personal incomeitich includes individuals
stationed abroad.

Source: U.S. Departmmnt of Commerce, Office of Justness Economics. 1970 enti-mates by the ftecutive Office.
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the highest, 109.5 percent.

Table VI/ shows Federal income tax returns by adjusted gross income

classes for WM 1963 and 1968. In 1963, 10.3 percent of the returns vere

under $1,000 as compared witb 9.h percent in 1968. Over one-third of the

returns in 1963 and almost three-tenths of 1968 vere in the $1,000 to $5,000

class. Put another we), in 1963, 45.3percent of the returns were under $5,000

cornered to 38.1 percent in 1968. Polly percent of the returns in 1963, but

pnly 30 percent in 1968, were in the $5,000 to $10,000 class. Thus in 1963,

85 percent of tbe returns were under $10,000 compared eith 68 percent in 1968.

Accordingly, 15 percent of the returns in 1963 ware $10,000 and aver conered

vith 32 percent in 1968. Thus, the proportion of returns $10,000 and over

doubled between 1963 and 1968. Tbe propnrtion of returns in the $10,000 to

$15,000 class rose from 11.7 percent in 1963 to 20.8 percent in 1968. The

most significant increase occurred tn the $15,000 to $25,000 class ehich rose

froa 2.9 percent in 1963 to 9.0 percent in 1968.

The most recent available data on income by county in Michigan are far

1967. Table VIII has data by income ranges for each county. These data

show:

-- 15 counties have 20-30 percent of their households with annual

casb incomes under $5,000

- - 27 counties have 30-h0 percent of their households eith aunal

cash incomes under $5,000

-- 30 counties have h0-50 percent of their households eitb annual

cash incomes under $5,000

- - 7 counties have aver 50 percent of their households eith annual

cash incomes under $5,000

TIAA, 79 ont of 83 counties have one-fifth or more of their households

with annual cash incomes under $5,000. Thirty seven counties have twofifthe

or sore of their households vith annual cash incomes under $5,000.
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TAUS VII

MIER or FEDERAL =cm TAX MINUS
ST ADJUST= GROSS INCOO CLASS

Xlchigan, 1963 and 1965

Adjusted Oroes
Income Class 1963 _Percent 1968 Percent

Sone 12,348 .5 13,516 ds

Under $1,000 263,063 9.8 285,597 9.0

$1,000 - $5.000 940,119 35.0 912,215 28.7

$5,000 - $10,000 1,078,964 40.2 935,294 29.5

$10,000 - $15,000 314,395 11.7 660,594 20.8

$15,000 - 12,000 77,806 2.9 286,246 9.0

$25,000 - $50,000 21i,696 .9 58,90 1.8

Over $50,000 6,726 .2 16,822 .5

TCYZAL 2,682,101 100$ 3,169,060 99.7

Source: Internal Rennie* Service, Statistics of Lacome 1963 and Statistics of
Income 1968.

Viewed snot:berm, 55 of the.83 counties Imre 20 percent or more of

their households with annual cash incomes onder $3,000; 7 counties have

30 percent or aore of their households with annual calla incomes under $3,000;

1 county has 40 percent or sore of its boustbolds vith annua1 cal incomes under

$3,000.

All of the counties vitt 40 percent or more ofthe households with
incomes under $5,000 are located in the Northern part of the Lover Peninsula

and in the Upper Peminsula.
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TABLE VIII

Percentage cf Bouseholds iry Cash Ineone Groups,
in Michigan. Py Crunties, 1967*

Cr-m:1es

Percentage nf flouseholds

Aleut*
Alger

Aliegan
Alpena
Antria
Arena&

?grass
Barry

Benzie
Berrien
Branch
Calhoun
Cass

Charlevoix
Cheboygan
Chireewa
Clare

Clthter.

Crater&
Delta
Dickinson
Eaton
Imet
Getesee
Gladvin
Gegebie
Grand Traverse
Gratiot
Hillsdale
Poughton
Purim
Ingham
Ionia
Ioseo
Iron

Isabella
Jackson
Kalmatoo
Kalkaska
rent
Erveensw
Lake

Lapeer
Leelanau
Lenavee

10-2.999 1 13.000- .999

28.6
28.2
19.2

19.3
28.5
26.3

31.7
20.5
15.8
22.2
18.3
22.7
17.7
21.2
2h.h
26.9
2h.0
27.9
16.1
25.7
2h.5
25.8
15.2
25.1'

12.8
27.0
26.2
20.1'

21.5
2h.5

30.3
28.8
1h.9

23.7
21.1,

2h.5
21.8
lh.h
lh.2
28.1'

15.1
29.6
1,1.8

18.8
25.1
18.8

17.2
16.6
12.1'

11.0
19.3
17.9
18.9
13.1
10.1
15.3
10.7
13.7

9.9
12.7
16.3
18.2
18.8
16.2
12.1
16.3
17.2
18.1'

12.0
15.1
9.1'

16.8
22.1'

11.5
13.9
15.1'

19.9
17.9
10.9
1h.2
17.3
17.9
lh.h
10.1'

9.1'

19.6
10.5
2h.1
17.8
13.3
17.6
11.9

85.000-7.9 07,0418.07D-9.5/9 110.

27.7 10.2 16.3

31.3 13.8 10.1

30.2 16.6 21.6

26.7 19.9 23.1

28.7 11.1 12.18

28.5 11.5 15.8

28.7 10.8 9.9

26.1 16.1 21'.2

26.0 19.1, 28.7

27.1' 15.8 19.3

25.1 17.1, 28.5

25.5 13.1, 21'.7

23.5 16.7 32.2

28.9 15.3 21.9

30.9 12.9 15.5

27.5 12.3 15.1

31.9 12.1, 12.9

26.8 13.8 15.3

28.6 17.0 26.2

29.9 15.1, 12.7

33.8 12.5 12.0

31.5 12.6 11.7

27.0 16.9 28.9

28.1 15.0 16.1'

30.1' 17.5 29.9

25.6 17.2 13.1'

31'.1 9.1, 7.9

21'.7 15.1, 28.0

27.6 11,.8 22.2

26.9 13.9 19.3

31.1 8.8 9.9

27.6 10.6 15.1

27.8 16.6 29.8

29.6 1h.5 21.0

28.9 13.3 19.1

29.2 11'.3 lh.1

25.8 11..6 23.1'

23.3 13.1' 33.5

25.2 18.1 33.1

26.8 12.5 12.7

25.8 17.5 31.1

35.2 6.2 1,.9

23.1' 8.1 8.9

29.7 lh.1 2h.1

26.9 11.7 18.7

27.9 18.1 23.3
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Percentage of Fousekolds

000 11 c*o ea nn° t"^
Mvingston 19.5 12.4 25.0 16.1 28.0Luce 7'.5 16.3 27.0 9.S 19.7Vackinac 26.4 20.5 27.8 10.9. 14.4aconb 7.0 7.1 23.7 21.0 41.2Manistee 19.9 12.3 26.2 17.8 23.8Mar..luette 19.4 76.7 35.5 15.0 13.4Maser. 21.0 14.8 24.3 17.1 22.8Mecosta 29-3 16.6 25.7 11.9 16.5Metoolnet 26.9 22.5 22.1 9.4 9.1Midland 14.3 7.5 19.6 21.4 37-2Missiv...kee 3'.4 19.8 26.8 9.1 13.9ncmroe 15.9 12.1 32.4 :7.3 22.3Vicetcaln 24.7 15.8 23.0 14.1 17.4Mon toorency 35-5 18.9 21.2 12.6 11.8Makegon 15.3 10.3 31.0 19.3 24.1;evaygo 26.8 15.2 26.5 13.8 17.7Oakland 7.4 6.6 23.8 18.0 47.2Oceans 23.7 13.2 23.0 15.7 24.4Ogenav 31.8 18.5 23.8 10.6 15.3Ontonagon 27.6 16.3 33.1 13.4 9.6Osceola 27.4 15.9 29.2 12.2 15.3Nicola 31.5 14.3 25.1 11.6 17.3Otsego 21.7 15.3 31.8 18.3 16.9atava 13.6 10-3 31.7 18.6 25.8Presoue Isle 22.2 13.9 25.7 15.7 22.5Poseccor. 29.6 15.2 23.2 12.7 19.3Saginaw 15.5 10.0 29.k 17.5 27.6St. Clair 21.4 11.8 24.0 16.9 26.9St. Josept. 19.8 13.0 26.7 15.1 25.4Sanilac 26.0 17.9 27.0 11.9 17.2Schoolcraft 29.9 19.0 32.8 10.3 8.0Shiavassee 17-5 11.1 27.8 16.3 27.374sco:a 21.3 14.9 30.1 13.1 23.6Van Buren 24.6 14.0 27.2 14.3 19.9Wasktemav :4.4 9.3 19.5 15.6 41.2Va7ne 12.1 9.5 24.2 17.5 36.7Wexford 22.9 14.7 28.4 14.6 19.4

State Total 14.3 10.3 25.6 14.2 32.6

4, Source: Sales Managenent Mngatine, Survey of BAring Paver, June 10, 1968.
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Data an income by race are available for the year, July 1968 - June 1969,

for both the city of Detroit and an area in the central city, heavily popu-

lated by Blacks. This special study, one of fire covering major cities in

the nation, was conducted by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Del:art:tett

of Labor. Table IX shows data for tbe entire city of Detroit and Table

data for the survey area. In the entire city of Detroit, 2.7 percett of

families with four or more ambers and 12.7 percent of the Negro families of

sinner size had incomes under 13.500. Of tte vhite families vith four or

more tethers, 5.8 percent as compared with 20.9 Percent of Negro families

of four metbers or more had annual incomes under $5,000.

About one-fifth of the Negro aod other races families and 15.3 percent of

the white families with four or more netball had annual incomes of $5,000 to

$7.999. Almost four-fifths (78.9 percent) and nearly three-fifths of the

Negro families had antaal incomes of $8,000 or more. Etwever, three-fifths of

the white families (59.0 percent) slightly over tvo-fifths (42.3 percent) of

the Negro families with four or more members had annual incomes of 410,000 or

more. The nedian annual incomes of -white families with four or more members

was $11,218 as compared with $8,909 for similar size Negro families. The

annual median income of Negro families was 79.4 percent of that for atite

families of this size.

Of the families with two or more medbers in the city of Detroit, one-fifth

(19.9 percent) of the white families and one-fourth (26 percent) had annual

incomes under $5,000. Slightly over three-fifths (62 percent) of the white

families of this size as comparet with about one-half (51.6 percent) had

annual incomes in excess of $8,000. /n the $10,000 plus annual income group,

there were over two-fifths (43.9 percent) of the vhite families and over

one-third (35.9 percent) Negro families. The median income for wtite families

of two or more members vas $9,217 and $8,217 for Negro fsailies of this size.

The annual median income of Negro families with tvo or more umbers vas 89.1

percent of that for white families of similar size.
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Table IX Annual Teems of families and Unrelated Individoele
in Detroit Swrvev Area sod Entir City by Race,

July 1968 JUNI 1969.* (Coat'd.)

;Miro Mr of Dotroit

Nosey Imams : All families :

s

White
Negroes en4
Otber Rages

rAMILtE$ (2 OR )OM MEntERS)

Total 'umber .
Percent

0 $3,499
$3.500 4,999
$5.004 7,699
$8,000 - 9.999

$10,000 Or SOT

370,460
100.0.

13.2
9.0
19.8
17.3
40.7

222,700
100.0

11.7
8.2
18.1
18.1
43.9

147,700
100.0

15.8
10.2
22.2
16.0
35.9

Median locos.

yAMILTIS U. Olt PORE MISERS)

48,847 $9,217 $8,217

Total - Amber 150,000 83,500 64,100
Percent 100.0 100.0 100.0

0 - $3,499 7.3 2.7 12.7
$3,500 4,999 5.8 3.1 E.2
65,000 - 7,995 .17.9 15.3 2%5
$8,000 - 9,999 17.3 19.1 .

$10,000 - arose@ 51.6 59.8 42.3

median intone $10,103 $11,218 68,909

L-NIELAT INDIVIDUAIS

Total - Nucber 139,600 86,000
Percent 100.0 100.0

0 - $3,499 53.4 54.6 1,...5
$3,500 - 4,999 11.1 10.8 11.4
$5,000 - 7,999 21.0 20.5 21.4
68,000 - 9,999 7.7 7.3 0 6r$10,000 - or sore 6.8 6.8 6.9

median intone $3,224 $3.151 $3,378

* The sun of tba individual itOSS say sot equal the total doe LO rounding.

Source: Poverty - The Broad Outline, Detroit, Urban Eaplorsent Survey No. 1,
Detroit, U.S. Depulment of Le,or, Bureau of Labor Statistics, North Central
Beglon, pp. 41.
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In the Detroit survey areas the Concentrated Zmplorsent Program (CEP)

area -- as indicated by Table IX, one-fifth of both whit and Negro familtes

with four or more members had annual incomes under $3,500. Over one-third

(36 percent) of the vhite families of this size had annual incomes under $5,000

as compared with one-third (33.4 percent) of the Negro families. Nearly half

(48 percent) of the white families and over
tvo-fifths (42.6 percent) of the

Negro families vith four or more members had annual 1=cm:ice of $8,000 or acre.

About one-third of the vhite families of this size in the survey area had

annual incomes of $10,000 compared to 26.9 percent of the Negro families. The

median annual income of white families of this size val. $7,000 and $7,318 for

Negor families. Thus, the annual median income of Negro families vith four or

more members vas 104.5 of that of white families in the Detroit survey area.

The proportion of both vhite and Negro families with two or more members

in the survey area vith annual incomes under $3,500 was about the same for

both groups, 26.2 percent of the vhite families and 27.8 percent of the Negro

families. Similarly, about two-fifths of families in both groups had annual

incomes Under $5,000. 35.7 percent of the white families and 34.8 percent of

the Negro families vith two or more members had annual incomes in excess of

$8,000. Slightly over one-fifth (21.4 percent) of the lelhite families and

about one-fifth (19.6 percent) of the Negro families had annual incomes over

$10,000. The median annual income of such white families was $6,313, compared

to $6,166 for Negro families. In the survey area, Negro families of two or

more members had an annual median income which vas 97.6 percent of that of

white families of similar size.
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Table A Annual Income of Familia. an4 Unrelated Individuals
in Detroit Survey Area nd Entire City by Race,

July 1968 June 1969.*

!liftoff SutVOY Ar04

Money Income All Families
Nozroem and

White : Other *ace. :

FAMILIES (7 OR MORE MEMBERS)

otal $urber
Percent

31,400
100.0

8,300
100.0

23,000
100.0

0 $3,499 26.6 26.2 27.8
$3,503 4,999 12.8 13.1 13.0
$5,000 7,999 24.9 25.0 24.3
$$,000 - 9,999 15.3 14.3 15.2

$10,000 or nore 20.1 21.4 19.6

Median income $6,346 $6,313 $6,166

FAMILIES (4 OR MORE MEMBERS)

Total - Number 13,300 2,400 10,900
Percent 100.0 100.0 100.0

0 . $1,499 18.8 20.0 20.4
$3,500 -. 4,999 12.8 16.0 13.0
$5,000 -. 7,999 24.1 16.0 24.1
$6,000 ... 9,999 16.5 16.0 15.7

$10,000 - or wore 27.8 32.0 26.9

Median inco,e $7,423 $7,000 $7,318

UNRFLATF0 INn/o2DVALS

Total - Number 26,800 12,100 14,700
Percent 100.0 . 100.0 100.0

0 $3,499 , . 66.5 64.7 66.0
$3,500 - 4,999 10.4 11.8 8.8
$5,000 - 7,999 15.2 13.4 17.7
95,000 9,999 4.5 5.9 3.4

$10,000 or nom 3.3 4.2 2.0

Median income $2,119 $2,374 $1,986

* The sum of the individual items ray not equal the total due to roundins.

Source; Poverty - The Broad Outline Detroit, Urban Employment Survey, Report No. 1,
Detroit, U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, North Central Region,pp. 40.
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Another comparison of income between Michigan and the United States

is aversge weekly earnings and average hourly earnings in manufacturing

industries (Table XI). Michigan is a high wage paying state. Bctween

1960 and 1970 average weekly earnings in Michigan increased from $112.00

to $168.24, a gain of 50 percent; average hourly earnings also rose 50

percent from $2.75 to $4.14. /n the Nation's manufacturing industry,

average weekly wage increased from $89.72 to $133.74 a gain of 50 percent;

average hourly earnings also increased of 50 D. rcent from $2.26 to $3.36.

As noted both average weekly and hourly eaumnings in manufacturing are

higher in Michigan than for the United States as a whole. Table xi also

show both these earnings as a percent of the United States. During the

period 1960-70 the average *weekly earnings in Michigan, on the average, were

27.5 percent higher than those for the United States. The low point was 1961

when Michigan's average weekly earnings were one fifth higher (121) lhan those

for'the United States. The high point was in 1965 and 1968 when Mic6gan's

weekly earnings were a third higher (133) than those for the United States.

Average hourly earnings in Michigan during this period were, on the average,

22 percent higher than the average hourly earnings for manufacturing industry

in the United States. In 1961, Michigan's average hourly earnings were one

fifth more than those for the United States, (120) which was the low point.'

In 1968, they were a fourth higher (125) than the United States.
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TABLE x:

"MAA:1 LC!..KY EARN:'.G3 YArArA27-74:N1,

M:CICCAN ti;:.% U.O., - 1970

Yicrlie4r. ftrot,:, A: ?er^nt of

Year

Average Average
Week:y ncurly
Earnings Earninga

Average
Weekly
Earnings

Average
Wur:y

Earnings

Average
Wc,.ly

Earnings

AveraEc
Xourly
Earning:.

19C0 $112.00 $2.75 $e9.72 $2.26 124 121

',961 112.32 2.80 92.31. 2.32 121 120

1962 121.43 2.91 96.56 2.39 125 121

1963 128.27 3.02 99.63 2.46 128 122

1964 135.11 3.11 102.97 2.53 131 122

1965 143.79 3.22 107.53 2.61 133 123

1966 145.10 3.33 112.34 2.72 129 123

1967 14578 3.47 114.90 2.83 126 122

1968 164.15 3.79 122.51 3.01 133 125

1969 166.78 3.97 129.51 3.19 128 124

1970 168.24 4.14 133.74 3.36 125 123

SOLMCE: Michigan data from Michigan Employment Security Commdssion. U.S. data from U.S.
Department of Commerce, Office of Business 2conomdcs. Data for December, 1970
are pre1im1nary.
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Thi scAaces of peraJnal In Miahigan have :hanged rather aignifi-

zantly ia the porLoi 1)60 and 1,70 (Table III). In both years, the largest

sousci.of yeraonal income vas from wages and salaries in manufactLrlo. How*

ever, the proportion of the State's persanal income from this source declined

from 35 percent in 1960 to 29 percent in 1973. The secon4 major source of

wages .nd salaries in k960 vas wholesale and retail trade, which accounted for

10 percent of personal income in 1960 and 10.3 percent in 1970. The second

majcr source of wages and salaries in 1970 vas government employment --

Federal, state, and local -- with 10.6 percent; in 1960, this sector accounted

for 8.8 percent. During this period, state and local governments' share rose

from 6.9 percent to 8.8 percent.

Proprietors income declined from 9.3 percent in 1960 to 7.2 percent in

1970. Property income, however, accounted for 12 percent of the State's

total in 1960 and 13.3 percent in 1970. Transfer payments, vhich includes

Social Security benefits and welfare payments, increased from 6.5 percent in

1960 to 8.7 percent in 1970.



143.s

::;fn,,Z 1:f MA.:03 LOLWEZ
1%0 itAll 1970

:In mlIllana of ,:ollars)

Total Perqonal Income
Wage and Salary 7.1aburse-

140 PPrcent li70 F,..1.^.-nt

18,203
12,837

100

100
36,658
25,868

100
100

Farms ments 55 3 148 .1

Mining 96 .5 u3 .3

Contract Construction 570 3.1 1,412 ' 3.8

:1.anufacturing 6,342 34.8 10,602 28.9

Wholesale & Retail
Trade 1,829 10.0 3,807 10.3

Finance, /nsurance &
Real Estate 388 2.1 868 2.3

Transportation, Communi-
cations & public
utilities 819 4.4 1,419 3.8

Services 1,119 6.1 2,856 7.7

Government 1,603 8.8 3,912 10.6

Federal Civilan 248 1.3 520 1.4

Federal Military 97 .5 158 .4

State & Local 1,258 6.9 3,234 8.8

Other Labor Income 668 3.6 2,020 5.5

Proprietors Income 1,697 9.3 2,663 7.2

Farm 237 1.3 285 .7

Non-Farm 1,460 8.0 2,378 6.4

Property Income 2,198 12.0 4,902 13.3

Transfer payments 1,192 6.5 3,209 8.7

Less: Personal Contribu-
tions for Social Ins. 389 2.1 1,205 3.2

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics



..:ne of '!%7 '4 y i.t pr,t1ems in M:.:%:4an is t,.at tn. laL:,r

f,r,.:e 12 gr_Afirg fA;tor htn te ;:tete's stility to provide employment.

tr.e years 1)r'.0 to 1970, tne Jtate's lat<:r force increased 23.5

2.9 millisn to 3.7 million (Table X:::). The r..mter of employed in.:remsed

fr= 2.3 million to 3.4 million. a oin of 22.3 percent. The non-ferm labor

frze Increased 25.9. from 2.9 million to 3.6 million. Total non-farm employ-

ment also increased 25 percent, from 2.7 million to 3.3 million. As is well

known, agricultural employment has been declining both nationally and in the

State. Between 1960 and 1970, agricultural employment declined 40 percent,

fro= 93,700 to 56,200. In all probability, it will continue to decline 43 a

result of mechanization of crops. Self employment declined 8.5 percent, fro=

314,500 to 287,500 in the period 1960 - 70, while wage and salary workers

increased from 2.4 million to 3.0 million, a gain of 28.9 percent.

TABLE XIII

MICHIGAN LABOR FORCE AND impl..maiT ESTIMATES (IN THOUSA::DS)

1960 1970 % Change

Total Labor Force 2,959.0 3,664.3 +23.8

Employed 2,758.9 3,374.5 +22.3

Unemployed 198.6 253.7 +27,7.

Agricultural Employment 93.7 56.2 -40.0

Non-Farm Labor Force 2,865.3 3,608.1 +25.9

Total Non-Farm Employment 2,665.2 3,318.3

Self Employment 314,5 287.5 -8.5

Wage and Salary Workers 2,350.7 3,030.8 +28.9

Source: Economic Report of the Governor, Michigan, 1971.

69-828 0-72-pt. 19A-5
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-%,vi ,f .s.s7/ -;

2. ;,.:. ,r

2Ar4:.:0 :f24.2.2:r02 are ;r,/.1:!-.4 inrla:Lng ..:41.)ymont r-

7ho hIgnast per:.fnt increale Id%3 tr.

Aerv;:c4 -- unoppIng gain of 6.2 par.:en: In that lede. .tmpl,yment

Increaded 55 percent between 1)60 and 1970. Manufacturing employment or.ly

In.:reased by 11.4 percent.

The importance of this modest Incre4.1e can be seen In Table YL in

19u0. manufacturing establishments accounte:d for 51.5 percent of the

employees of non-farm establishments. By 1970, manufacturing industries

accounted for 45.8 percent of non-farm employees. Equally disturbing is that

the absolute growth in the number of employees in manufacturing establishments

between 1960 and 1970 totalled only 149,G00, or an annual average of 13,545.

The immortance of manufacturing as a source of employment has been declining

in Michigan. This helps to explain, in part, the high levels of unemployment

which the State has been experiencing.

TABLE XIV

WAGE AND SALARY WORKERS (IN THOUSANDS)

1960 1970 % Chance

Total Manufacturing 967.6 1,078.8 +11.4
Durable Goods 770.6 863.3 +9.5
Motor Vehicles & Equipment 311.2 388.0 +8.6
Non-Durable Goods 197.0 215.5 +93

Total Non-Manufacturing
Industries 1,050.4 1,436.3 +36.7
Contruction 97.2 121.3
Transportation, Communi-

cations & Utilities 140.4 149.9. +et7
Wholesale Trade 102.9 141.4 +37.4
Retail Trade 348.0 465.3 +33.7
Finance, Real Estate-&
Insurance 82.8 119.0 +43.7

Services 263.7 427.4 +62.0
Mining 15.5 12.0 -22.5

Total Government 332.7 515.7 +55.0
Federal 46.3 57.2 +23.5
State 71.1 113.2 +59.2
Local 215.3 345.3 +60.3

Source: Economic Report of the Governor, Michigan, 1971.
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A "f.:i F - A...4 .

:t: :4;
tA) 1.a

N n-A,:r:.:1.1tLrAl Mar.,4fm.:t.r1rg P.1r-,,r,t

vA r ,'1:nhli-..mrw.1 Flt.01:.'r7,nt:

1901 22:32:17

1,211

1,165

51.5

51.E

19(.2 2,337 1,199 51.3

1963 2,412 1,204 49.9

1964 2,518 1,238 49.1

1965 2,687 1,302 48,4

1966 2,862 1,393 48.6

1967 2,904 1,393 47,9

1968 2,978 1,387 46.5

1969 3,077 1,404 45.6

1970 2,969 1,360 45.8

SOURCE: Manpower Report of the President, 127.1 p. 266

During the period 1960 and 1970, the unemployment mce in Michigan has

been higher than that for the United States in each ear except 1963, 1964,

1965 and 1966. Employment in Michigan's industries is more sensitive to

level of economic activities because of the large proportion of workers

engaged in durable goods manufacturing.

Table XVI compares the unemployment rates for the United States and Mich-

igan for the years 1960 - 70. In 2970, the national unemployment rate was 4.9

percent compared to 7.0 percent in Michigan. Put another way, the Michigan

rate was 143 percent of the U.S. rate.

Table XVII shows that there has been variations in the rates of unemploy-

ment in the State's major labor markets'during the period 1960 - 70. Moreover,

there are variations between the State's unemployment rate and these major

labor markets. For example, the unemployment rate in Muskegon and MUskegon

Heights in each year was higher than the State rate.
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:

tr ; 7* It..1

1,-.6o 5.5 6.7

1,261 6.7 10.2

1962 5.5 6.9

13 5.7 5.5

196.. 5.2 4.3

1965 4.5 3.§

1966 3.8 3.5

1967 3.8 4.5

1968 3.6 4.3

1969 3.5 4.0

1970 14.9 7.0

SOURCE: Manpower Report of the President, 2221
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There are available data on the unemployment rates by race in Michigan

for the years 1967-70 (Table XVIII.) In 1967, the non-white unemployment rate

was 2.44 times the total rate and 3.3 times hiv:ler than tha unemployment

rate for whites. In 1970, the non-white was 1.74 times higher than the state

total and twice as high as the white rate. The same pattern apmlies to the

United States data. Blacks and other minorities experience higher unemploy-

ment rates than do white workers. As a rule of thumb, the Black unemployment

rate is about twice that of whites.

The same pattern of white-Black unemployment can be seen from the data on

the Detroit SMSA (table XIX). In each year 1968, 1969 and 1970, the unemployment

rate of Blacks was substantially higher than for whites, both in the SMSA and

in the Central City of Detroit. In 1970, the most recent year, the Black

unemployment rate was 183 percent of the white rate in the SMSA .and 195 per-

cent of the white rate in the Central City.
_

TABLE XVIII

MICHIGAN UNEMPLOYMENT RATE BY COLOR, 1967 - 1970

Year Total White White Non-White Non-Whit e
Total Total White

1967 4.5 3.3 .73 11.0 2.44 3.3

1968 4.3 3.4 .79 8.2 1.90 2.4

1969 4.0 3.5 .87 7.6 1.90 2.1

1970 7.0 6.1 .87 12.2 1.74 2.0

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Manpower Report of the President, 1971,
page 284.
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Educational Levels

The only available data on the education of the State's population are the

1960 census data. The 1970 data on education were not readily available. The

Detroit Urban Survey cited earlier contains data on the educational level of

the civilian labor force by race and age for both the City of Detroit and the

Detroit survey area which are reproduced in Table XX and Table XXI , res-

pectively.

In the City of Detroit, Table XX, 9.8 percent of the civilian labor

force 18 years and older had less than an 8th grade education. Seven percent

of the whites and 13.4 pereent of the Blacks and other races had less than an

eigth grade education. Over two-fifths (43.6 percent) of the total civilian

labor force 18 years and over had less than 4 years of high school. Nearly

two-fifths (38.5 percent) of the white workers had less than 4 years of high

school compared to half of the Blacks. Nearly two-fifths (39.2 percent) of the

whites and over one-third of the Blacks (35.5 percent) had 4 years of high

school. Over one-fifth. (22.3 percent) of the whites and one-seventh (14.2

percent) of the Blacks had some college.

In the City of Detroit, over two-fifths (46.0 percent) of the white males

25 years old and over had less than 4 years of high shcool, whereas three-

fifths of the Black males had not completed high school. Over a third (35.8

percent) of the white females and nearly one-half (46.6 percent) Black females

25 years old and over had less than a high school education. One-third (33.3

percent) of the white males and 27.3 percent of the Black males had 4 years

of high school. Over two-fifths (44.3 percent) of the white females and

37.3 percent of the Black females had 4 years of high school. One-fifth

,(20.7 percent) of the white males and 11.8 percent Palck males had some

college. A fifth of the white females also had some college, compared to 16.1

percent of Black females.

71
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Tnble XX Educational Attainment of Civilian Labor Porte in

Detroit Survey Area nnd Entire City by Age, Sex, and Race,

July 1968 - June 1969.* (Cont'd)

Entire City of Detroit

Educational Level

Both Sexes
18+

Males
25+

Per.ales

25+

Total - Number 587,700 296,900 172,700

Percent 100.0 100.0 100.0

Less than 8 9.8 14.1 7.9

8th Grade O - 9.1 12.1 9.2

1 - 3 years High School 24.7 25.7 23.8

4 years High School 37.6 31.0 41.0

College 18.S 17.1 18.1

Median Years Completed 12.2 11.8 12.2

PUTS

Total - Number 3:)3.700 178,800 91,300

Percent 100.0 100.0 100.0

Less than 8 7.0 9.4 6.0

8th Grade 9.7 12.1 10.4

1 - 3 years High School 21.8 24.5 19.4

4 years High School 39.2 33.: 44.3

College 22.3 20.7 19.8

,.cdian,Years Completed . 12.3 12.1 12.3

NEGRO & OTHER RACES

Total - Number ,. 254,000 118,100 81,500

Percent 100.0 100.0 100.0

Less than 8 13.4 21.3 9.9

8th Grade 8.4 12.1 7.9

1 - 3 years High School 28.6 27.5 28.8

4 years High School. 35.5 27.3 37.3

College 14.2 /1.8 lh.1

Median Years Completed ....n ..... 12.0 10.8 12.1

:

* The sum of the individual items may not equal the total due to. round!ng.

Source: Poverty - The Broad Outline, Detroit, Urban Employment Survey No. 1,

Detroit, U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Worth Central

Region, pp! 43.
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In the Survey area, Table XXI, nearly three-fifths (58.8 percent) of

the white workers 18 years old and over and two-thirds of the Black workers

hIld less than four years of high school. About one-fourth of both white and

Black workers each had 4 years of high school, (26.3 percent of the whites and

26.8 percent of the Blacks). Fifteen percent of the vhites had some college

compared to 8.2 percent of the Black workers.

Two-thirds (66.7 percent) of the white males 25 years old and over have

less than 4 years of high school. By comparison, three-fourths (74.2 percent)

of the Blacks has less than 4 years of high school. Slightly over one-fifth

(22.6 percent) of the'white males and about one-fifth (19.1 percent) of the

Black males had 4 yetrs of high school.

Nearly three-ifiths (57.5 percent) of the white females 25 years of age and

about two-thirds (64.6 percent) of the Black females have less than 4 years of'

high school. Roughly one-fourth of both groups each had 4 years of high school,

25 percent of the whites and 26.5 percent of the Blacks. The proportion of

white females with some college is double that of Black females, 25 years old

and over, 17.5 percent of the whites and 8.8 percent of the Blacks.
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Table XXI Educational Attainment of
Civil.ian Labor Porce in

Detroit Survey Area and Entire City by Age, Sex, and Race,

July 1968 - June 1969.*

Detroit Survey Aren

Educational Level

Both Sexes
18+

Malec;

25+

Fe7.a1es

25+

Total - Number 52,700 27,000 15,360

Percent 100.0 100.0 100.0

Less than 8 19.3 27.0 16,4

8th Grade
11.9 14.4 12.5

1 - 3 years High School 32.0 30.0 34,2

4 years Hieh School 26.5 20.4 26.3

College 10.2 8.1 10.5

Median Years Completed 10.8 9.8 10.8

VHITC

Total - Number .. 16,000 9,300 4,000

Percent 100.0 100.0 1C0.0

Less than 8 16.3 20.4 15.0

8th Grade 15.6 18.3 15.0

1 - 3 years High School 26.9 28.0 27.5

4 years HAgh School 26.3 22.0 25.0

College 15.0 10.8 17.5

Median Years Completed 11.1 10.2 11.2

NEnR0 & OMER RACES

Total - Number '36,700 17,700 11,300

P:.ccent 100.0 100.0 100.0

Lees than 8 20.5 30.9 16.3

8th Grade 10.4 12.4 11.5

1 - 3 years High School 34.2 30.9 36.3

4 years High School 26.8 19.1 26.5

College 8.2 6.7 8.8

Median Years Completed 10.7 9.6 10.8

* The sum of the individual items may not
equal the total due to rounding.

Source: Poverty - The Broad Outline, Detroit,
Urban Employment Survey, Report No. 1,

Detroit, U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistica, North Cen.0111 Region,

pp. 42.
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Taxes - State and Local

State and local taxes are taking a larger proportion of Michigan's

adjusted disposable income (This means personal income less personal taxes

and non-tax payments plus local and state personal income taxes). Taxes

as used here includes all state taxes, local property and local income taxes.

As Table XXII indicates in 1959, local and state taxes as a part of disposable

income was just under 10 percent, The percentage began to increase in the

early 1960's. In the mid 1960's as a reSult of high levels of economic activity

personal incorm increased at a faster rate than taxes. Accordingly, the tax

share of income declined in the years 1964-1966. In 1967 the tax increases

outpaced income gains. The average annual growth rate for adjusted disposable

income during the 10-year period was 6.6 percent whereas state and local taxes

increased on the average of 9.5 percent annually. During the decade adjusted

disposable income increased 90 percent compared to 115 percent gain in local

taxes and 180 percent rise in state taxes.

TABLE XXII

MICHIGAN STATE AND LOCAL TAXES IN RELATIONSHIP

TO DISPOSABLE INCOME 1959 - 1969

Fiscal Year Taxes as a Percent of Disposable Yncomo

1959 9,9 percent

1960 10.5

1961 11.2

1962 11.0

1963 11.3

1964 10.6

1965 10.5

1966 10.4

1967 10.6

1968 11.7

1969 12.9

*Adjusted to include state and local income taxes

SOURCE: Michigan Bell Business Trend8 - November, 1970
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Poverty Index

Mr. W. E. Vredevoogd, 'Aural Manpower Center, Michigan State University,

has constructed a poverty index for Michigan counties as shown in Table XXIII.

The index represents fcur Aifferenct measures of poverty: .(1) The percentage

of each county's population earning less than $3,000 annually, (2) the percent

of the labor force currently
unemployed, (3) the percent of the population with

four or less years of schooling, (4) the percentage of homes and dwellings in

disrepair. In constructing his index, he used 1960 data or calculations based

on these data. The index was constructed in such a way that a high score would

indicate high levels of poverty. The counties with a high poverty index generally

are located north of a line from Muakegon to Bay City Which are primarily rural.

The counties with m low poverty index are located in the southern part of the

State where the bulk of the State's
population resides in urban areas,
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TABLE xXIII Poverty Index Scoros for Michigan Counties*

Rank County Scoro Rank County Scoro

01 Macomb 29.9 43 Lapoer 73.2
02 Oakland 30.4 44 Dickinson 75.2
03 Calhoun . 36.5 45 Emmot 75.5

F 04 Ottawa 37.1 T 46 Manistce 76.0
1 05 Kent 37.2 H 47 Menominee 76.6
R 06 Kalamazoo 37.4

1 46 Prosque Isle 77.6
S 07 Ingham 37.5 R 49 Van Buren 76.6
T 08 Washtenaw 38.9 0 50 Mason 79.4

09 Genosoo 41.6 51 Montcalm 79.6
Q 10 Midland 43.0 Q 52 Gogehic 60.6
U II Berrlon 43.1 U 53 Otsogo 62.1
A 12 Wayne 45.2 A 54 Iron 62.3
R 13 Muskegon 46.4 R 55 Loolanau 64.0
T 14 St. Clair 47.9 T 56 Roscommon 87.7
I 15 Jr+ckson 48.6 I 57 Oceana 87.8
L 16 Saginaw 49.0 L 56 .Crawford 68.5
E 17 Eaton 51.8 E 59 Chippewa 69.3

18.5 Shiawassee. 52.4 60 Missaukee 69.8
18.5 Bay 52.4 61 Osceola 91.1
20 S. Joseph 52.8 62 Nowaygo 91.5
21 Clinton 55.1 63 Cheboygan 91.6

22

23

Bonzio ,

Monroo
65.0
57.1

64

65
Antrim
Mocosta

92.0
93.7

24 Allegan 57.3 66 Aronac 95.0
S 25 Ionia 60.6 . F 67 Sanilac 95.4
E 26 LIvIngston 60.8 0 68 Gladwin 96.3
C 27 Charlevoix 62.2 U 69 Mackinac 96.7
0 28 Lenawoe

,
63.3 R 70 Houghton 97.2

N 29.5 Cass 63.6 T 71 Oscoda 99.2
D 29.5 Alpena 63.6 H 72 Ontonagon 99.4

31 Grand Traverse 63.9 73 Schoolcraft 99.6
Q 32 Barry 64.8 Q 74 Clare 102.6
U 33 Branch 66.4 U 75 Koweenaw 104.2
A 34 Huron 67.4 A 76 Alcona 104.9
R 35 Marquette 68.2 R 77 Luce 106.0
T 36 Hillsdale 68.3 T 78 Kalkaska 107.5
I 37 Isabella 68.7 1 79 Alger 109.9
L 38 Tuscola 70.0 L 80 OgwAaw 111.6
E 39 losco 70.4 .E 81 Montmorency 115.1

40 Gratiot 71.6 82 Baraga 126.4
41 Wexford .71.9 63 Lake 129.5
42 Delta 72.9

*Prepared from 1960 consus data by W. E. Vredovoogd. The index consists
of the sum of 4 percentages, $ earning $3,000 or loss, $ unemployed, % func-
tionally Illiterate, % housos in bad repair. Highost possible scoro Is
thus 4 X 100% = 400.

Source: Rural Poverty in Michigan, Report No. 21 - Nov. 1970,
W. E. Vredevoogd, Rural Manpower Center, Michigan State University, pp. 20.
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Welfare Cases

Another social indicator is the number of individuals on AFDC

(Aid to Families W.th Dependent Children in Michigan). The number of

cases and the nutber of children receiving such assistance has increased

significantly during the years 1960-1971. In 1960, the average monthly

number of cases was 26,580 involving 69,249 children. By 1971, there

were 101,039 average (monthly) nuMber of cases with 279,487 children.

Thus in this twelve years the number uf cases increased 295 percent

wnile the number of children re(:elving assistance rose 303 percent.

(See Table )OIV.)
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TABLE XXIV

NUMBER OF AID TO FAMILIES WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN (AFDC)

MICHIGAN FISCAL YEARS 1960 - 1971

Average (monthly) Average nuMber
nuMber (monthly)

Fiscal Year of cases of children

1960 26,580 69,249

1961 27,481 72,593

1962 31,763 84,093

1963 33,301 89,318

1964 35,067 98,002

1965 39,722 119,500

1966 38,328 117,114

1967 38,477 119,643

1968 44,780 138,449

1969 50,494 153,576

1970 64,696 190,025

1971 101,039 279,487

Source: Department of Social Services, State of Michigan

Studont Enrollment

The racial and ethnic composition of the state's population is reflected

in the enrollments in the publtc schools. In both school years 1968-1969 and

1969-1970, the proportion of whites, Black's, Spaaish surnames, and Indians

remained about the same. As indicated in Table XXV below, whites accounted

for 85 percent of the enrollment, Blacks 13 percent, Spanish surname 1.3

percent, and Indians 0.2 percent. The number of Spanish surname students

increahed 13 percent during these two years, from 24,933 to 28,051. Although

Blacks represent 11.2 percent of the State's population, 13.2 percent of public

school enrollment in 1969-70 was Black.
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TABLE )00/

. RACIAL - ETHNIC ENROLLMENT

MICHIGAN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
1968 - 1970

1968-69 1969-70 Chenre 1968-70

number percent nuMber percent number percent

Spanish-surnamed 24,933 1.2 28,051 1.3 3,118 12.5

Negro 274,272 13.3 283,219 13.2 8,947 3.2

White 1.752,047 85.1 1,821,621 85.0 69,574 3.9

American Indian 4,499 0.2 4,857 0.2 358 0.8

Source: School Racial-Ethnic Census, 1969-70. Michigan Department of.Education.

69-828 0-72-pt. I9A-6
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Title I Eligibility

Another rough measure of the socio-economic status of Michigan is the

number of eligible students under Title I programs (Elementary and Secondary

Education Act of 1965 as amended). In 1971-72, according to the Michigan

Department of Education, public school enrollment is estimated to be

2,209,137 students (24.8 percent of the 1970 population census.) Of this

number 232,651 students or 10.5 percent are estimated to be eligible for

Title I programs. The majority of these students are concentrated in the

major cities of the State. For exmmple,.Detroit has 85,600 eligible'students

or 37 percent of the State's total.

The estimated nuMber of students eligible for Title I programs in Michi-

gan is determined as follows: (1) Children in AFDC families receiving more

than $2,000; (2) Using 1960 census data, the number of children in families

with incomes less than $2,000; (3) All children in foster homes; (4) All

children in institutions served by the public schools such as orphanages.

The school districts determine which children in their districts are eligible

to participate using the above criteria. The annual family income maximum

used, is roughly $6,000. Although the number of students can be estimated, nc

data are available as to the number of families represented by the total nuMber

of eligible students.

81)
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Estimated Expenditures for Public Education

Table )0(IV shows the eatimated expeditUres for public elementary and

secondary education for the United States and Michigan for 1968 and 1969.

For the United States as a whole, the expenditures per pupil were $750 in

1968 and $834 in 1969, a gain of II percent. In Michigan, the expenditures

rose fro:a $782 to $821, an increase of 5 percent. On the average, the

country is spending more per pupil than is the State of Michigan.

In 1968, the natiohrpent 4.77 percent of its personal income for

elementary and secondary education and 4.93 percent in 1969, a gain of 3.4 per-

cent.

In Michigan by comparison, the expenditure as a percent of percent of

personal income rose from 4.85 percent to 4.95 percent, a gain of 2.1 per-

cent. The data show that the gap between expenditures as a percent of

personal income for the country as a whole and Michigan narrowing appreciably

between 1968 and 1969, from a difference of .08 percent to a difference of

.02 percent.

TABLE XXVI

ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES FOR PURLIC ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION,

U.S. AND MICHIGAN, RELKEED TO NUMBER OF PUPILS IN AVEMAIGE DAILY

ATTENDANCE AND PERSOML INOOME: FISCAL YEARS 1968 and 1969

TOtal
Expenditures
(thousands)

Expenditures per
Pupil in Average

Daily Attendance

Expenditure as
A Percent of
Personal Income

1968

U.S. 31,511,051 $750 4.77

Michigan 1,510,000 $782 4.85

1969

U.S. 35,511,170 $834 4.93

Michigan 1,647,000 $821 4.95

SOURCE: Economdc Report of the Governor, Michigan, 1971, FuN3e 161
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Itplications of the data for PUblic Education:

1. The 1970 population data shOw a growing Black population, especially

in the urban areas. This suggests that the problems of desegre-

gation in the public schools vill become accentuated especially

in view of the continuous out migration of whites from the central

city to the suburbs'. The State Departmcnt of Education must

assume its general leadership role as provided in the State's

Constitution in providing high quality equal educational oppor-

tunity.

2. The 1970 population data show that smaller urban cities in the

southern part of the state have experienced significant increases

in Black population. This suggest the need to expand in-service

training programs for the teaching staffs of those districts in

the.broad area of sensitivity and awareness.

3. The relative large proportion of workers both white and Bl.::ck

with less than a high school diploma suggest the need for Ltre

relevant educational programs that will reduce the number of

school dropouts, estimated to be 50,000 in 1970. The problem of

school dropouts in Michigan is further complicated by in state

migration of families with children particularly from the South

and Southwest. For example, the nutber of students vith Spanish

sumumms, while small as a percent of the total student enrollment

is growing, .at least scot proportion of this group of students are

dropouts from the migrant stream. Much more attention must be

given to the educational problets of the Spanish murnace stients

who must adjust toatewsocial environment in Michigan.
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4. School districts in sparsely settled areas, especially in both

the Northern part of the Lover Peninsula and in the 'tipper Peninsula

just do not have the economic base to generate sufficieni incomes

to provide quality education for their students. Steps must be

taken to revamp the current method of financing public education

which relies heavily on property taxes. The tax base, in too

many instances, is a function of history and geography.

5. The rising proportion of adjustable personal income going for

taxes may account for the groving number of instances where pro-

perty owners have rejected increases in millsIe to support their

district school systems. The opporhudty to make their collective

voice heard is limited so where and vhen they can exercise.their

ballot they do so. As noted above, new ways to finance public

education must be instituted.

6. The decline in self-employment and the growth in the proportion

of wage and salary workers underscore the importance of the job

economy. In Michigan and in the nation, self-employment has been

declining, while working as an employee in business, industry and

government has been steadily increase. As a result, we have

become a nation of employees. In Michigan in 1960, 89 percent of

the non-farm labor force vas cceposed of employees and by 1970,

the porportion of employees vas 92 percent. Consequently, the

job has become the most important econcmic activity in the lives of

most Americans because it is the jck which provides the central

means of earning income, income to pay taxes to support the public

education system. This development puts into sharp focus the need

to have students who can read, write and do arithmetic well. These

are basic skills which can improve the employability of students,
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Most of whom will eventually enter the world of work. The public

school system must take this,important fact in consideration in

curriculum development and emphases.

7. The changing nature of employment from goods producing to services

suggest the need for more emphasis on social and interpersonal

skills in sdhool curriculum as well as on the three R's.

8. Since Michigan is a high wage paying state, it must be recognized

that newcomers (Flacks from the South, farmworkers dropping out of

of the migrant stream) to the state may have their income increased

significantly due to employsmnt in high paying but relatively un-

skilled Jobs. consequently, federal guidelines for compensatory

programs may negate participation of those school districts which

need special remedial programs but whose family incomes disqualify

them. There is therefore need to develop guidellnes for Federal

programa which use other criteria in addition to income.

In summary the aocio-economic indicators can serve as a useful

guide for the public, the legislature, school boards, school

miministrators and teacning staffs to analyze their state or local

school systemm. Analyses standing alone are not enough. An:ayses must

lewl to action which will result in a public school system which

meetS7'ihe needs of the.students and the society of which theyare a

part. In the final analyses the ultimate Indicator is the degree

to which the student cad find a useful and meaningful role for

himself..in the society.
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The next witness will be Mr. Robert Mc Kerr, associate superintend-
ent for business and finance, Michigan Department of Education.

Mr. McKEnn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I, too, will not attempt to
read my statement.

Senator MONDALE. Your full statement will appear in the record* as
though read, but I wish you would stress those points you think need
emphasis here.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT McKERE, ASSOCIATE SUPERINTEND-
ENT, BUSINESS AND FINANCE, MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION

Mr. MCKERR. I will be happy to do that, Senator. I will quickly try
to do three things. First of all, to provide you with an overall financial
frame of reference as it relates to educational finance in Michigan.

Secondly, to very briefly dPscribe the Michigan system of State
school aid and then thirdly, to explore the State's future role in the full
funding of K-12 education.

I think the first point I'd like to make is that in Michigan the pri-
mary responsibility for public education rests with State government
and this is made very clear in article 8 of the Michigan constitution.

FINANCIAL FRAMEWORK OF EDUCATION

Let me give you a few figures to try and set the framework.
In Michigan we have 620 operating school districts, of which ap-

proximately 530 are K-12 districts. The balance are primary school
districts operating less than a K-12 program.

In 1969-70, the 620 operating districts spent over $2,087 million, and
this is double what was spent 7 years before when the total was a little
over 1 billion dollars.

Senator MONDALE. The expenditure has doubled?
Mr. Mc Kum In 7 years, yes, sir.
Senator MONDALE. What is the average per pupil expenditure that

year ?
Mr. MCKEna.1969-70$726.
Senator MONDALE. What was it 7 years before ?
Mr. MCKEila. I don't have that right at my fingers, but it would be

roughly half the 1969-70 figure.
Senator MONDALE. So what was the inflationary impact in the last

7 years do you suppose ? Something like 50 percent ?
Mr. igCKERR. I suppose.
Senator MONDALE. In any event, it's clear that the spending in-

creases of the schoolchildren of Detroit have been affected by inflation.
Mr. MCKERR. There's no question about that. The figures I gave you

were for all education at K-12 levels, not just operating but debt
service and buildbig.

But of the $2 billion, $1,688 million was for operation. One of the
things I'd like to point out is the property valuation variations in the
State of Michigan, where we have some districts with a State-equalized
valuation of as low as $2,000, and some with more than $72,000.

See prepared statement on p. 9467.
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If you will take a look at table I when you have an opportunity,
I have listed the 10 highest SEV districts in the State, and the 10
lowest, and you can check the per pupil expenditures of these two
groupings. In the case of one high valuation districtDearborn--it's
almost double the Holton Public School District, and yet their general
operating tax levy is approximately the same, Dearborn bebig slightly
Inglier.

I should point out that the Forsyth and Rudyard School District
are federally impacted areas, so although they have low valuations,
they receive substantial amounts of Federal aid because they are
impacted.

TAXES CONTINUE TO RISE

Michigan school districts, in an effort to meet t1113 ever-risbig cost,
have contimied to raise their local property taxes. For example, in
1965-66, the average statewide operatmg rate was 17.5 mills. In
1969-70, 23.5, and last year it increased to 24.75 mills.

So you can see that districts are having to continue to raise their
local property tax in order to meet the increased cost of education.

We are finding problems in Michigan, because of an increasing
resistance on the part of local property taxpayers to pass a higher
millage rate. For example, in 1970-71, there were 603 operation
millage elections, and 229 or 38 percent were defeated.

I have to say, in honesty and candor, in most instances the school
districts will go back to the voters a second, third, or fourth time,
and finally secure some additional operating money.

So I don't want to leave you with the thought that 38 percent of
the school districts in the State, or anything of that nature, did not
secure additional operating funds.

Another indication of the kinds of financial problems Michigan has
is that in 1969-70, 70 school districts ended the fiscal year with a gen-
eral luid equity deficit that totaled approximately $9 million. This is
an equity deficit, which means that actually, on their balance sheet,
their liabilities exceeded their assets, and this is not to be confused
with a deficit budget, and in my opinion is an even more serious
matter.

I also would like to point out that during the last 10 years, the
State has not stood still in its efforts to provide additional funds to
local school districts. For example, during that periodand this is in
table 2the State has increased State school rail to local school dis-
tricts for operations from $322 million to $684 million, or an increase
of 112.4 percent.

And during the same period of time the pupil membership in the
State has gone up only 29.1 percent. Yet the truth of the matter is
that the State's share of general fund operations has actually dropped
in this period in percentage terms, from 52.7 percent to 43.5 percent.

In other words, the general fund operating expenditures of the
school districts have increased 157.2 percent during this same 10-year
period. This is one of the real frustrations we have at the State level,
the legislature continues to appropriate State funds, and yet our per-
centage of total participation continues to go down.

And in 'addition to the appropriations for State school aid for op-
eration, the State assumes the employers share of retirement and

8'7
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Social Security. This has increased substantially during this period
from $38.5 million to over $149 million for 1969-70. For the current
year, the cost of retirement and Social Security is estimated to be $209

million.
MICHIGAN SYSTEM OF SCHOOL AID

I am not going to take a great. deal of time on the Michigan system
of State school aid. It's very similar to systems in other States.

We have what we call a basic membership formula, which attempts
to equalize revenues between so-called high valuation and low valua-
tion districts. It's a two-part membership formula, with a gross allow-
ance for the A formula of $559.50, with a deductible factor of 14 mills,
which is applied against the district-State equalized valuation and
subtracted from this and gives a net membership. The B formula has
a fiross allowance of $661.50, with a deductible factor of 20 mills.

I5There are some examples shown as an exhibit in my statement,
which you may want to look at.

But frankly, there are three problems with equalization. First of
all, in the 1970-71 State School Air Act, the legislature added what
we call a grandfather provision to the membership formula which
says in effect that a district shall receive a net membership allowance
no smaller in 1970-71 than it received in 1969-70.

So this had an effect of freezing a large number of primarily high
valuation districts at the net membership allowance of the previous
year, even though they may have had a substantial increase in local

ability to raise taxes.
So that is one factor that tends to unequalize it, if you will.
The second factor in school districts can levy additional millage

in Michigan. Even if you have equalization in the formula, high
valuation districts can raise more money at the local level than can
low valuation districts with the same millage levy.

Third, Michigan has several with categorical programs, and we
find that the high valuation districts are better able to participate
in most of our categoricalprograms than the low valuations because
there are matching provisions. So overall, there is quite a disparity.
I am not going to say anything about the compensatory education
program primarily because Mr. Edmonds did, and I understand Dr.
Kearney will be testifying next week on this subject. I am sure Dr.
Kearney will have something to say about the compensatory educa-
tion program.

However, let me answer one question you did ask Mr. Edmonds,
and he was unable to answer. If the existing section 3 program were
fully funded, that is all students below the 15th percentile, it would
cost $38 million, as compared with an appropriation of $23 million.

Michigan has a municipal overburden section, as many urban
States do.

Last, let me just say something very briefly about what is hap-
pening in Michigan in 1(-12 educational financing today.

There has been recently a strong moveinent in the State toward
full State funding. In 1968, Michigan completed a comprehensive.
school finance study entitled. "School Finance and Educational Op-
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portunity in Michigan," under the direction of Dr. J. Alan Thomas
of the University of-Chicago.

This was 3 years ago. And in the study, Dr. Thomas presented four
basic formulas for possible use in State-aid distribution.

FORMULAS FOR Am DISTRIBUTION

All of these formulas involved a local contribution. Dr. Thomas
did identify the possibility of going to a statewide property tax, and
identified this as a radical approach. Three years ago it was a radi-
cal approach, but today there is great movement in Michigan to go
beyond this approach.

For example, the State board of education has directed the staff
to develop a formula that would provide full State funding. The
staff has developed two conceputal papers on this subject, one relat-
ing to the revenue aspects, and the second relating to State-aid dis-
trthution.

In addition, the Michigan House of Representatives adopted House
Joint Resolution GG, several weeks ago, which is a proposed con-
stitutional amendment, that is now in the Michigan State Senate.

This particular amendment, if presented to the people, will give
the citizens of Michigan an opportunity to vote on the question of
abolishing the property tax at the local level as the primary source of
financing education at the local level, and secondly, removing the
prohibition against a graduated income tax at the State level, which
currently is in the Michigan constitution.

The State board of education officially has gone on record support-
ing this particular resolution, and as I said, it has passed the Michigan
House.

Local educators in Michigan, to a large extent support full State
funding of K-12 education. They have developed their own plan. It is
called the equal quality 'plan. Many of the educational groups in
Michigan support this plan. This provides full State funding, and is
a classroom unit plan, but as I say, it does involve full State funding
with some minor local levies for what are identified as enrichment
programs.

Last is the most recent 'joint action of the Governor and the at-
torney general to file suit in the circuit court of Ingham County,
challenging the legality of the property tax as currently utilized for
purposes of financing public school education in Michigan. It is ex-
pected that the Governor, with the special constitutional power he
has, will ask the supreme court to take jurisdiction in this particular
case. And it is hoped by some people that the supreme court will issue
an opinion before the beginning of the 1972-73 school year.

Senator, with that I will conclude my remarks.
Senator MONDALE. Michigan is a fairly typical State insofar as pub-

lic school .support is concerned with a system of State aid, but prin-
cipally a system which depends upon real estate taxes to support
schools.

In fact, in your testimony you say oYer the past decade the percent-
age of school costs carried by local school taxes has actually increased?

89,
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PERCENTAGE OF COSTS INCREASE

Mr. MCKERR. That's right.
Senator MONDALE. What increase, all costs, including building

costs?
Mr. MCKERR. Well, I can't quite answer that, Senator. I can say

this, that 10 years ago, the State paid roughly 50 percent. This is just
of the operatMg costs, and this has dropped now to 41.5 percent.

Senator MONDALE. So there has been a 10-perecnt drop in State
assistance for the cost of operating local schools ?

Mr. MCKERR. That's correct.
Senator MONDALE. And this has increased the percentage supported

by local real estate taxes as a result ?
Mr. MCKERR. That's correct.
Senator MONDALE. What, percentage of local operating costs and

building costs are now paid for out of local real estate taxes ?
Mr. MCKERR. What percent of total cost ?

Senator MONDALE. Yes. If you have that.
Mr. McICERR. It's about 61 percent, Senator, of total cost.
Senator MONDALE. So that today in Michiganand I think the dif-

ference between building and operating costs is sort of artificial ; the
costs have to be paidonly about 39 percent of costs of operating
schools in Michigan are paid for by State aid '?

Mr. MCKERR. State and Federal Government ; that's right.
Senator MONDALE. So then one must look to the real estate valua-

tions of a particular district to see its capacity to generate revenues
for the schoolchildren of that district.

And what are the extremes in real estate valuations by school dis-
tricts, based on per-pupil valuations?

Mr. McICERR. -We go from as low as $2,000 to over $72,000. Although
I do have to say that the $2,000 areas are federally impacted areas, and
maybe $4,000 or $5,000 would be more realistic.

Senator MONDALE. But you have districts which have a valuation of
$4,000 or $5,000 per student, and you have other districts in Michi-
(ran which have valuations of $70,000 or more per student?

Mr. MCKERR. That's right.
Senator MONDALE. And then in Michigan you. have the privilege of

asking the citizens to vote whenever your millage level exceeds what-
20 ?

15-MILL Lulu

Mr. McICERn. No. In Michigan we have a 15-mill constitutional
limit that is allocathd between counties, townships and school districts,
and in most school districts they have 7 to 9 mills allocated. So any-
thing above what is allocated must bevoted on.

Senator MONDALE. But in addition to low allocation, the low school
district arrives at the point where it is privileged to go to the voter
and ask for a tax increase sooner than the rich district ?

Mr. MCKERR. Right ; and for more millage, too.
Senator MONDALE. And that ig not an insignificant barrier, is it ?
Mr. McKERn. No ; it is not.
Senator MONDALE. I think you pointed out that nearly 40 percent of

the bonding measures were defeated. What has this meant in terms of

90)
..1
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difference on per-pupil expenditure ? What does the high-est school dis-
trict spend per pupil in Michigan ? What does the lowest?

Mr. MCKERR. In 196940, the highest spent approximately $1,250.
And the lowest would have been around $500.

Senator MONDALE. $1,250 ? And the lowest ?

Mr. MCKERR. $500, or $550.
Senator MONDALE. What was the average ?
Mr. MCKERR. $726.
Senator MONDALE. So that in Michigan, last year, some school ais-

tricts were spending $500 more than the average ?

Mr. McKEitn. That's correct.
Senator MONDALE. Some were spending about $200 or $250 less than

the average ?
Mr. MCKERR. That's correct.
Senator MONDALE. Or a spread of nearly $700 per student between

the highest spending school and the lowest spending school.
Have these differences increased as the percentage of State-aid has

fallen off ?
SPENDING DIFFERENCES INCREASE

Mr. MCKERR. I think they have, Senator.
Senator MONDALE. So in terms of inequality of support, those dif-

ferences have become greater, as State aids have fallen off as a per-
centage of operatina costs ?

Mr. McKERn. That's correct. And as we have introduced such things
as the so-called grandfather provision.

Senator MONDALE. This is rather typical, too, of State-aid
programs ?

Mr. MCKERR. Right.
Senator MONDALE. What is the average expenditure per pupil in the

city of Detroit ?
Mr. MCKERR. $756.
Senator MONDALE. So that is just above the average ?
Mr. MCKERR. A little above it, correct.
Senator MONDALE. Where are the high spending districts to be

found, those $1,000 and above?
Mr. MCKERR. Primarily in the suburbs around Detroit.
Senator MONDALE. The wealthy districts ?
Mr. MCKERR. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. Where are the lowest spending districts the $500

and $600 ?'
Mr. McICERn. In the upper peninsula and the northern part of the

lower peninsula.
Senator MONDALE. These are mining areas ? Cut off timber areas ?

Marginal farm areas ?
Mr. Mclann. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. Similar to our situation in northern Minnesota.
Mr. MCKERR. I think that's true.
Senator MONDALE. If you took a class of, say, 20, in the rich district

that spends $1,250or, say $1,200that works out to $24,000 spent in
that classroom in a single year.

Considering the difference in public spending for education in Mich-
igan, you can go to the lower school district and they will spend ap-
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proximately $11,000 a year on a class of 20 children. You can go to the
richest district, and th.ey will spend $24,000 a year on 20 children, or
a difference per classroom of something like $13,000.

Is that correct?
Mr. McKEnn. Your arithmetic sounds correct, Senator ; yes.
Senator MONDALE. Certainly that is inequality of financial support,

wouldn't you say ?
Mr. McKEnn. I would have to agree with that.
Senator MONDALE. Wouldn't you say that the most money is being

spent precisely where the most advantaged children are to be found?

MONEY GOES TO THE ADVANTAGED

Mr. McKERR. I think generally this is true. There are exceptions.
Senator MONDALE. Are these upper-middle-class areas?
Mr. MCKERR. Generally, with a few exceptions, this is true.
Senator MONDALE. These are the same fainilies that can afford de-

cent health care and fine housing and other kinds of assistance for
their children, are they not ?

Mr. McKERR. I think generally this is correct.
Senator MONDALE. And the poorest districts, that is, the districts

in which the least is spent, are the same districts where the family
income levels are least able to take care of the children's other needs.

Mr. McICER.R. I am not quite sure that that is as clear, because we
are talkincr about ageographic difference here.

SenatoAVIONDALE. $756 was Detroit ?
Mr. MCKERR. That's correct.
Senator MONDALE. Does that include all kinds of Federal assistance?
Mr. MCKERR. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. Within some of the ghetto schools you have

some concentration of programs, don't you?
Mr. MCKERR. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. How high do those spending levels get?
Mr. MCKERR. I do not know.
Senator MONDALE. When you get back, will you send us information*

on two or three ghetto schools where they have concentrated Title I,
and maybe Section 3, and tell us how high the spending levels get?

Mr. MCKERR. Certainly.
Senator MONDALE. Thank you very much.
Mr. MCKERR. Thank you, senator.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT N. McKERR

INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, on behalf of the Michigan State
Board of Education and the Superintendent of Public Instruction, I am pleased
to have this opportunity to discuss school financing in Michigan. /The purpose of
this presentation is to do thellollowing three things :

(1) To provide you an overall financial frame of reference as it relates to
Michigan K-12 educational finance,

(2) To describe the Michigan system of state school aid, and
(3) To briefly explore the state's future role in the funding of K-12 education.
In the public sector, the federal, state and local levels of government share in

'See Part 19C. Appendix 1.
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the responsibility for financing education. In Michigan, the primary responsibil-
ity for all forms of public education rests with state government. This is pointed
out in the second section of Article VIII of the Michigan Constitution which
reads as follows :

"The Legislature shall maintain and support a system of free elementary and
secondary schools as defined by law. Every school district shall provide foreducation of its pupils without discrimination as to religion, creed, race, color
or national origin."

Based on this section. Michigan has developed a dual system of financial sup-
port for K-12 education which is the general practice in most states of the
nation. However, more and more pressure is developing for the state to assume
the cost now borne by local school districts.

I. MICHIGAN PUBLIC SCHOOL FINANCIAL PICTURE

Clearly, there are many challenges facing education including the financial
crisis confronting the 620 operating school districts in Michigan, The most over-
riding challenge is the urgent necessity to eliminate the existing disparity in
per pupil educational expenditures. This is not to say that our goal should be
an identical per pupil expenditure throughout the state. There are special needsof children in areas such as special education, compensatory education and
career education that must be met.

This financial crisis represents a clear and present danger to the lives of
thousands of school youngsters, to their parents, to the political stability and
economic prosperity of the entire Michigan community, and to the good reputa-
tion of the state.

Often one's fellow citizens, confronted with other problems, both public and
personal, do not have the facts and figures relating to many public issues. One
of my purposes this morning is to identify many of the facts and figures that
trouble all-of us and that have led informed people to describe the present state
of affairs as "the financial crisis in Michigan public education."

At the present time, there are 620 operating school districts in Michigan with
an estimated enrollment of 2,214,000. The total operating capital outlay ex-
penditures for all districts in 1969-70, the last year for which we have figures,
represented an investment of $2,087,299,354, having grown in seven years from
$1.002.447.999.

These districts depend basically, upon three sources of funds for operating
purposes. In 1969-70, the state contributed almost 40.5 cents of every dollar foroperation ; the local district 55.5 cents ; and the federal government, 4.0 cents.
The school districts raise almost all of .their revenue from property taxes.

The property valuations in the 620 districts vary considerably,' ranging from
approximately $2,000 per school child to more than $72,000. This residts in' sig-
nificant inequalities in educational expenditures as is shown in ,Table 1. High
valuation districts with relatively low operating levies are able to expend. con-
siderably more per pupil than are low valuation districts. The Rudyard School
District is an exception because it is a federally impacted area and received
$299.73 in per pupil revenue in 1969-70 from the federal government.

The Michigan Constitution provides, with some important exceptions, that
millage rates beyond 15 mills have to win the,.approval of the voters. The 15
mills are divided among the school districts, cOunties and townships. In. Most
cases, the schools have an allocated ,millage of seven, eight, or nine mills. To
obtain additional revenue, school boards have to submit the issue to the voters.

In 1969-70, the average millage levied for operating purposes was 23.5. Three
years before, the figure was 17.5. For 197041, this figure was 24.75. Even in theschool districts that have a property valuation above the statewide average, con-siders* voter resistance is encountered when it has become necessary to in-
crease the millage rate.

The schools have to have buildings and this financial responsibility restsalmost exclusively on the local diStricts and the property tax. Most.commonly
the property tax is Used to repay bonds that have been sold to finance buildings.

When one looks at the combined figures for operations and for buildings,. hefinds that by far the greatest burden ,falls on the local districts. In 1969,70, forevery revenue dollar, the district contributed 61.0 cents ; the state 35,7 cents ;and the federal government, 3.3 cents.

93
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TABLE 1.THE 10 HIGHEST AND LOWEST K-12 SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN MICHIGAN RANKED ACCORDING TO STATE

EQUALIZED VALUATION PER STATE AID MEMBERSHIP 1959-70

County
S EV/State

aid member Rank District

Net operating
per pupil

general fund
expenditure

Milage rate
total

operation

Debt retire-
ment

millages

Leelanau $65,111 1 Leland public schools $909.31 14. 03

Wayne 57,093 2 River Rouge 1, 084.22 20_ 99 1.61

Bay 50,328 3 Essexville fiampton_ ______ _ 762.21 13.0 4.75

Huron 49,643 4 Casevillo 877.35 1 9_ 2 5

Wayne 47,420 5 Riverview Community 925. 33 18.9 3.0

Gogebic 42,384 6 Watersmeet 1, 079.71 1 6. 78

Wayne 40,241 7 Ecorse 996.42 18. 4

Do 40,041 8 Dearborn 1, 148.23 22. 9 . 25

Cheboygan A 596 9 Mackinaw City 654.21 1 5. D 1. 5

Otsego 38,166 10 Johannesburg 842.84 16. D 6.0

Newaygo 5, 867 518 Hesperia 632.17 17. 5 9.5

Muskegon 5,694 519 Fruitport 626.60 22. 2 7.0

Delta 5,529 520 Bark River Harris 666.20 1 2. 36 B. 2

Muskegon 5,655 521 Holton Public School 583.61 1 9. 2 7. 5

Alger 5,386 522 Mathias 642.63 27. 1

Houghton 5.084 523 Adams Township 649.67 26. 1 5

Alger 4,752 524 Rock River Township 616.13 16. 1 7.0

Muskegon 4,172 525 Oakridge 572.59 20. 0 10.0

Marquette 2,269 526 Forsyth 692.67 1 2. 0 1. 9

Chippewa 2,159 527 Rudyard 813.03 12. 0 6.0

Source: Department of Education, Oct. 19, 1971.

TABLE 2.STATEW IDE STATISTICAL SCHOOL DISTRICT DATA FOR THE SCHOOL YEARS 1960-.61 THROUGH 1969-70

School years Membership SEV/member

Average
operating

millage

General fund
current operat-
ing expenditure

Total State
aid I

State aid
Percent of

current
operation

1960-61 1, 676, 404 $14, 835 2 17. 4 $611, 633, 959 $322, 342, 3 27 52. 7

1961-62 1,733, 70 5 14, 537 2 17, 8 651, 289,175 311, 878, 94 0 47.9

1962-63 1,794, 045 14,037 2 18.3 691, 489, 615 339, 847, 741 49. 1

1963-64 1,856, 895 13, 893 2 19.1 737, 201, 220 352, 2 21, 558 47.7

1964-65 1,917, 851 13, 739 2 20.1 804, 918,730 383, 357, 421 47.6

1965-66 1,968, 413 13, 758 16. 4 918, 942, 525 446, 761, D50 48. 6

1966-67 2, 033, 982 13, 86 8 17.5 1, 077, 546, 101 524, 927, 684 48.7

1967-68 2, 079,704 14, 373, 19.7 1, 239,752, 894 554, 838, 41 0 44.7

1968-69 2,122, 915 15, 094 22. 1 I, 391, 736, 281 610, 972, 48 0 43. 9

1969-70 2,164, 386 16, 218 23.5 1, 573, 118, 910 684, 627, 844 43. 5

State to local school districts only and does not Include State aid to intermediate school districts.
2 State tax commission report used for these years. The commission report Included community college and intermediate

district taxes. Later years include local school district taxes only.

From the Copper Country in the Upper Peninsula to Monroe County in the
south, Michigan citizens are frequently voting "no" on proposals to renew millage
or to increase millage. In school year 1970-71, there were 603 operational millage
elections. Two hundred and twenty-nine (229), or 38 percent were defeated. For-
tunately, most districts receive voter approval on'the second or third attempt. In
addition, there were 120 bond 'elections, Eighty-one (81) of these, or .68 percento
were defeated.

,

These are interesting and alarming figures, but they are more than emptY
statistics. Parents in Escanaba, Grand. Ledge, Detroit, Beecher; Bedford, Wavi
erly, Lansing, and scores of other communities can tell you of the consequences,
In the wake of millage defeats, come reductions in the length of the sebool day;
curtailment of transportation, new buildings lying idle because there are not
funds for operations, and elimination of some educational programs.

The evidence does not suggest that the citizens who Vote to 'defeat millage qr
bond proposals are adversaries of education, but many homeowners are con-
vinced' that unfair reliance has been placed on'the property' tax.

The defeat of millage proposals. inadequate state; funds, and over-increasing
eatS ha're 'led a number of school districts to fall into a deficit condition. At the
end of the 1969-70 fiscal year, 70 school districts had general fund equity deficits
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that totaled $8,981,957. In several cases, the magnitude of the deficit was
a l a ruling.

The continued rise in the cost of K-12 edneation is most frustrating to state
officials. This frustration is demonstrated in Table 2. Since 1060-1V1, state school
aid to local school ffistricts has inereased 112.4 pereent although the member-
ship increase has been only 29.1 percent. However, during this time period. the
state's share of General Fund revenues for local school districts has dropped
from 52.7 percent to 43.5 percent. School operating expenditures have increased
157.2 percent during the same period, It is not as though the state has not made
a supreme effort to assist school districts through substantial increases in state
aid but the plain fact of the matter is we have not been able to keep up with
the increased cost to local school districts.

In most simple terms, school expenditnres have been growing because of
(1) increased enrollments, (2) salary and wage increases, (3) inflationary in-
crease ill supplies, materials, and equipment; and (4) the increased complexity
of education.

Unmistakably, this fall's additional enrollment, the increased costs for salary
and wage increases. and the higher prices, because of the continuing inflationary
forces, continue to require a substantial increase in the dollars for education.

IL THE MICHIGAN SYSTEM OF STATE SCHOOL AID

The modern Michigan school aid system began in 1946 when the Michigan
State Constitution was amended creating a State School Aid Fund. At that
time, one-sixth of the total sales tax receipts were earmarked to the School
Aid Fund for distribution to school districts on a per capita basis. In addition.
the Legislature was required to appropriate each year an additional amount
equal to 44.7 percent of the previous year's sales tax receipts for the schools,
In 1955, the Constitution was again amended to provide the earmarking of one-
half of the sales tax collections to the School Aid Fund. These sales tax receipts
are to be distributed on a membership formula defined by the Legislature. This
section of the Constitution was continued ill the 1963 Constitution. In addition,
small amonnts of revenue from a liquor excise tax and the cigarette tax are ear-
marked to the School Aid Fund. Also, included ill the expenditure from the School
Aid Fund is the employer's contribution to the Public School Employees' Retire-
ment Systems.

In a sense; the earmarking of specific revenues has become academic because
it has been necessary to supplement the School Aid Fund from the General Fund
in order to finance the State School Aid Acts that have been passed by the
Legislatnre. For example, in 1969-70, total School Aid Fund expenditures were
$842,233,539 of which $438.144,448 represented a transfer from the State General
Fund. Included in the former figure is the $149,531,120 employer's contribution
for retirement.

The single most important section in the State School Aid Act is the member-
ship formula which has, in concept, remained basically the same over the years.
The formula is based upon a membership allowance which is computed on tlie
number of children in membership on the fourth Friday following Labor Day
multiplied by a gross membership allowance which is reduced by a deductible
!pillage factor applied against the local district's state equalized valuation. For
example, in the 1971-72 State School Air Act, there are -two formulas. The A
formula has a gross allowance of $339.50 with a deductible factor of 14 mills, and
the B formula has a gross allowance of $661.50 with a deductible factor of 20 mills.
The breaking point between the two formulas is $17.000. Any district with a per
pupil state equalized valuation of $17,000 or more receives a greater .allowanee
under the A formula and any district with a state equalized valuation of less
than $17,000 receives a greater benefit under the B formula, Attached as Exhibit
A is a tabulation showing the per pupil levels of state aid provided school dis-
tricts u t various levels of district wealth.

In addition to the basic membership formula, theState Aid Act contains sev-
eral special or categorical appropriations. The major categorical appropriations
are transportation, remedial reading, special education, intermediate school
diStriet aid, municipal overburden, compensatory education and vocational edn-
caion. Following is a brief description of the major categorical programs in the
1971-72 State School Aid Act.
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Transportation
State aid for transportation essentially provides reimbursement for those stu-

dents living outside of a ntunicipality and transported to a school one and one-
half miles or more from their home. State aid is restricted to 75 percent of the
actual cost of transporting the students. Public schools are reqUired to provide
transportation for nonpublic school students in the same manner that they
transport their own students and receive transportation reimbursement for such
transporta ti on.
Remedial reading

State aid reimbursement is provided for approved remedial reading teachers.
The formula provides reimbursement on the basis of 75 percent of the teacher's
salary up to a maximum of $8,100.00 per teacher.

Special education
Rehnbursement is based on the same formula used hi the remedial reading pro-

gram. In addition to classroom teachers, other professional personnel such as
diagnosticians, special education directors and school social workers are eligible
for reimbursement.
Intermediate school districts

Michigan has 59 intermediate school districts which are non-operating but pro-
vide consultative, regulatory and administrative services to local school districts.
State aid provides a portion of the intermediae district's general operating funds.
The specific reinthursemen formula provides an amount equal to the operating
budget of the intermediate district multiplied by a percentage factor. This factor
is based on the ratio of state aid received by the intermediate district's con-
stituent local districts during the preceding school year to the total current
operating expenditures of the local districts in the preceding fiscal year.

Compensatory education
Although Michigan has provided funds for compensatory education programs

for several years, the 1971-72 program has been altered significantly from past
years. The purpose of the compensatory education program is to upgrade achieve-
ment in the basic cognitive skills of pupils in grades K through 0. School districts
qualifying receive aid in the amount of $200.00 per pupil. Additional state aid is
provided based on the number of students scoring at the fifteenth percentile or
lower on the statewide 4th and 7th grade assessment program. Districts must
establish performance objectives for eligible pupils and conduct a pre-test and
a post-test in order to ascertain if the objectives have been met. For those districts
not meeting a minimum of 75 percent of their stated objectives, the compensatory
education funds are reduced in the next fiscal year.
Vocational education

This is a new $3,000,000 categorical program in the '1971-72 State School Aid
Act and reimbursement is based on the added cost of specific vocational education
progrants to school districts.
Municipal overburden

The municipal overburden section provides additional state aid for those
school districts that are part of other local units of government that have high
operating taxes for non-school purposes. AnY school district that is part of another
unit of government that has local taxes that exceed 125 percent of the state aVer-
age is eligible for additional state aid under the municipal 'overburden section.

The pattern in Michigan as it relates to the categorical programs has been'for
the Legislature to hapose a specific dollar ceiling on each program. Because the
ceiling usually is less than is required to pay out according to formula, it has
been necessary to prorate the categorical funds. For example; in 1970-71, the
special educatiOn categorical appropriation was $48,800,000 but full payout
would have required $58,541,000. Thus, special education was prorated on the
basis of 83.3 percent,

The one exception to proration is the compensatory education program where
full entitlement is paid until the appropriation is exhausted. This, of course,
results in sonie districts that are eligible for funds under the formula receiving
no monies because the appropriated funds are exhausted before ail eligible dis-
tricts are funded.

69-828 0-72-pt. 19A-7 96
t J.
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The tendency of the Legislature to grandfather a district's basic membership
allowance has become an incrensinz problem and contributes to the inequities
found in Michigan's school financial structure.

In the 1970-71 State School Aid Act, a provision was written in that would
guarantee a district a net membership allowance which is no less than the net
membership allowance received in the previous fiscal year. This has the effect of
ignoring the increase in the local district's ability to raise funds at the local
level because of an increase in the district's state equalized valuation. Such a pro-
vision, of course, assists high valuation districts more than it does low valu-
ation districts. The full cost of this membership guarantee in 1970-71 was $16,-
480,000 but was later reduced to 80 percent of that figure because of Executive Or-
der reductions made by the Governor in order to balance the state's total
1970-71 budget.

A similar grandfather provision is contained in the new 1971-72 State School
Aid Act, but a ceiling of $10,000,000 is included for this purpose. It is estimated
that the membership guarantee will be prorated at 81 percent of full cost.

Attached as Exhibit B is a tabulation of 1970-71 school aid expenditures and
estimated 1971-72 school aid expenditures by category.

III. FULL STATE FUNDING POSSIBILITIES

Until recently, most local school officials would have been opposed to full state
funding of K-12 education, fearing loss of local control if the state were to as-
sume full funding of a-12 education. In other words, local officials believed it
inevitable that full state funding would result in a prescribed state curriculum.
Such concern rarely is heard today. When it is raised by an occasional local of-
ficial, others point out that there is little left to control because of the need to
enter into collective bargaining with employees and the lack of adequate re-
sources to finance a comprehensive educational program.

In 1968, a comprehensive Michigan school finance study entitled School Fi-
nance and Educational Opportunity in Michigan under the direction of J. Man
Thomas was completed. The study described four basic alternatives for financing
K-12 education in Michigan. All four required a local contribution. Dr. Thomas
discussed a state levied and collected property tax, but even the state tax is to
be supplemented by a local property tax. Furthermore, this proposal was identi-
fied as a "radical proposal." In the short span of three years, many responsible
persons in Michigan are talking of full state funding.

The Michigah State Board of Education has received a two part conceptual
staff paper on "Financing Michigan Public Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion," which is based on full state funding. Part I deals with the problem of rais-
ing revenue at the state level and Part II deals with a distribution formula.
Department staff is in the process of developing and costing out a specific allo-
cation formula that will implement the concepts embodied in the paper.

In addition, the State Board has formally endorsed the adoption of House Joint
Resolution GG. which has passed the 'Michigan House of Representatives and is
in a Senate committee. HJR "GG" is a proposed constitutional amendment that
would abolish the property tax as the primary source of 'financing education at
the local level and remove the prohibition in the Constitution that prohibits the
enactment of a graduated state income tax.

One of the most fully developed state aid Proposals in Michigan that provides
full state funding is the "Equal Quality Plan." This is a proposal that has been
developed by several of the educational interest groups in Michigan including
the Michigan Association of School Administrators. The proposal is based on a
classroom unit reimbursement formula and has been introduced in bill form in
the Michigan Legislature.

The most recent action by state officials is the joint action of the Governor
and Attorney General in filing suit in the Circuit Court of Ingham County chal .
lenging the legality of the property tax as currently utilized for purposes of
public school financing. This action was taken on October 15, 1971 and may
hasten full state funding of K-12.education in Michigan.

In summary, it appears that Michigan is on the verge of taking a historic step
in the direction of full state fundineof K-12 education in Michigan.
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EXHIBIT A

COMPARISON OF STATE AID MEMBERSHIP FORMULAS, 1970-71 AND 1971-72

1970-71 1971-72

530.50-14 mills 559.50-14 mills

SEV per pupil 623.50-20 mills 661.50-20 mills

30,000
llti. 50 139. 50

29,000
124. 50 153. 50

28,000
138. 50 167. 50

27,000
152. 50 181. 50

26,000
166. 50 195. 50

25,000
180. 50 209. 50

24,000 .
194. 50 223. 50

23,000
208. 50 237. 50

22,000
222. 50 251. 50

21,090
236. 50 265. 50

20,000
250.50 279. 50

19,000
264. 50 293. 50

18,000
278. 50 307. 50

17,000
292. 50 321. 50

16,000
306. 50 341. 50

15,000
323. 50 361. 50

14,000
343. 50 381. 50

13,000
363. 50 401. 50

12,000
383. 50 421. 50

11,000
403. 50 441. 50

10,000
423. 50 461. 50

9,000
443. 50 481. 50

8,900
463. 50 501. 50

7,000
483. 50 521. 50

6,000
503. 50 541. 50

5,000
523. 50 561. 50

4,000
543. 50 581. 50

3,000
563. 50 601. 50

EXHIBIT B

1971-72 STATE SCHOOL AID

!Amounts in dollars!

State equalized valuation
Pupil membership

I, Membership:
Basic pupil allowance
Membership guarantee
High tax levy (sec. 17)

II. Existing special programs:
Remedial reading
Special education
Transportation
Tuition, regular
Intermediate district
Underprivileged children
Abstract mathematics program
Assistance to reorganized districts__
Aid to nonpublic schools
Dther

Subtotal

III. New programs:

Vocational education. ...,.
Transportation, vocational centers

School lunch
Media centers
Nonpublic pupil transfer
Intermediate districtsdata process-

ing

See footnotes at end of table.

1971-72

1970-71

State board's
recommen-

dation

Governor's
recommen-

dation

38, 545,
2,

657,

20,

5,
48,
28,

4,
16,

8,
. 1,

666,
178,

753,

000,

000,
800,
267,
150,
500,
000,
250,
822,
063,
539,

375
745

972

000

000
000
927
000
000
000
000
600
621
439

41, 500, 000, 000
2, 257, 000

810, 150, 000
21, 000, 000
44, 000, 000

69, 916, Og
32, 400,000

150, 000
6, 222, 000

39, 828, 000

826, Og

2, 400, 000

41, 200, 000, 000
2, 182, 009

668, 000, 000

20, 000, 000

01
55, 000, 000
31, 600, 000

4, 900, 000
22, 500, 000

2, 000, 000

41,

113, 393, 587 151, 742, 000 116, 000, 000

1, 250, 000
15, 600, 000
. 1, 000, 000

''

400, 000

1, 000, 000

24,000,000

98
IF

Enrolled
House

bill 4886

637, 616, 000
2, 214, 000

686, 000, 000
10, 000, 000
20, 000, 009

3, 400, 000
55, 000, 000
32, 600, 000

5, 500, 000
2 23, 000, 000

282560,, 0000°°

2, 000, 000

122, 576; 000

3, 000, 0
4 100, 000

4 400, 000
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1971-72 STME SCHOOL AID-Continued

1970-71

1971-72

State Board's Governor's
recommendation recommendation

Enrolled House
Bill 4886

III. New Programs-Continued:
Detroit decentralization 500, 000
Programs for gifted children 250, 000
Programs for pregnant students 300, 000Transportation-in-city 12, 000, 000
Capital outlay 40, 000, 000
Free textbooks 5, 000, 000
Preschool program for underprivileged

children 1, 500, 000
Performance contracting 1, 500, 000
Inservice teacher training_ 500, 060

Subtotal 79, 000, 000 25, 500, 000 3, 800, 000

Total State aid 791,147, 559 829, 500, ON 842, 376, 000Executive order reduction (15, 869, 179)

Net State aid 775, 278, 380 1, 105, 892, COO 829, 500, 000 842, 376, 000IV. Retirement 163, 375, 000 218, 400, 000 218, 400, 000 209, 100, 000

Total State aid bill 938, 653, 380 1, 324, 292, 000 1, G47, 900, 000 1, 051, 476, 000

I Included in a new comprehensive compensatory education program.
2 Includes $500,000 for performance contracting.
3 I ncluded in the $32,600,000 appropriation for transportation.
4 Vetoed by Governor.

Senator MONDALE. Our final witness this morning is MrS. Jane Tate,
who is a member-at-large of the Michigan Association of Parents and
Teachers. We are pleased to have you with us this morning.

Mrs. TATE. Thank you, Senator. I am going to stay with my state-
ment, and then I will be glad to answer questions.

STATEMENT OF MRS. JANE TATE, MEMBER-AT LARGE, MICHIGAN
ASSOCIATION OF PARENTS AND TEACHERS

Mrs. TAM. I must confess some ambivalence in connection with my
testifying here today. Actually, I vacillated until the last minute as
to whether or not I should come.

To be sure, I was flattered and honored when I was first invited ; but
on reflection, it occurred to me that these hearings have been going on
for quite some time; they have been dealing with material which has
been publicly available and quite well known, for more than 5 years;
and in fact publicly debated for at least that time.

As a matter of fact, it is one of the poorer kept secrets that often
our legislative leaders substitute "bearings" for action programs--
delaying action until completion of the "hearing process," after which
everybody seems to have forgotten that action was supposed to have
been an outgrowth of the hearings, or worse, expending subsequent
efforts repudiating what was learned in those hearings.

Additionally, I point up what has been publicly acknowledged for
some time. We have, in this country, rafts of materials-the results of
committees-all containing recommendations for action, most of which
has never been taken.

KERNER COMMISSION REPORT

Our most shocking example, recently, is the Kerner Commission
report. Surely, you realize that little has been done to implement

99
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these recommendations. Hopefully you realize, too, that the introduc-
tion to that report is almost verbatum reproduction of the 1919 Chi-

cago "race riot commission" report, which, like its Kerner successor,
languishes on the shelves without producing action.

I came for several reasons. Second was a belief in the integrity ot
least those of the committee members whom I have cume to know
through the public media ; third was the hope to have some input in
the decisions and decisionmaking process effecting this crucial area of
public education; but first and foremost, because our Nation is under-
going grave crises from which we can't guarantee survival, involving,

among other things, education. And I, for one, will not let history
record either my silence or inaction, no matter how slim the chances

for success may be.
In one sense, what goes on in a classroom can be considered in a

vacuum. On the other hand, there is no way to aivorce the tensions,
polarizations, frustrations, and alienation which characterizes the

general societal milieu from either the milieu of the schools or of the

school community.
Under funding, violence, racial hostility and polarization, racism in

the institutional sense, class hostilities, alienation, feelings of political
frustration, the unresponsiveness of our institutions, these and more

are illustrations of factors within the schools which are but a micro-
cosm of what is going on outside of the schools in the general
community.

Michigan, as you know, is torn asunder by the hysteria generated
by an anticipated court ruling, which some feel will order cross busing,
and other court rulings and legislative proposals to end property tax

as a means to fund K-12 education.
Those legislative proposals being without concomitant alternate

funding plans. This has further exacerbated feeling's of tension, isola-

tion and frustration; a suburban-urban class war is on the verge of

erupting into open violent hostilitiesthere have always been cold-war

aspects for years.
LACK OF LEADERSHIP

Sadly, throughout the growing disintegration of our concepts of
unity, common goals, and common good, the retreat into violence and

apathy, on the one hand, and self-serving and self-seeking responses
at the expense of the, legitimate aspirations of others who are different
from ourselves, on the other hand, have not been met with leadership,
intecrrity, selflessness and genuine public service.

We must receive a more integritous response from our political and
professional leadership. On the contrary, politics, lately, has degen-
erated into a highly sophisticated form of followership, retreating
from those meager hard-fought gains in the fights for equality, into

an imploring. doubletalking rationalizing justification for the re-
calcitrance of the constituency. Who can excuse the 180-degree reversed
new stand on busing of someone like Senator Griffin, after years of
leadership for busing in the South, except in terms of opportunism,
possibly in both instances.

Who can explain a State legislature which passes bills regarding
decentralization of Detroit, without bothering to fund the costs of

le 0
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decentralized regional school boards? Who can explain a court deci-
sion in Michigan ordering free textbooks to every school child, without
one single dime from the legislature to implement that decision?

We suffer from lack of commitment, lack of consistency, and lack of
followthrough.

We need to recognize that we should stop being for equal opportu-
nity. Opportunity refers to the potential. We need to gumintee not
just equal opportunity, we need to guarantee equal experience. The ex-
ample of textbooks illustrates this. It was the integrity ,of the courts
which ordered the opportunity of equal education, into equal experi-
ence. Even so, the financial implementation of that decision still re-
sides with the integrity of the legislative process to provide sufficient
funds to implement the intent of that decision.

What does our inaction and frenzy tell our youngsters about what
kind of society we may be ? This is very .relevant to schools. Our edu-
cational system needs drastic reforms. We have given our schools the
responsibility of preparing our children for adulthood. Much is writ-
ten in our textbooksracist as most of them areabout the advantages
of democracy, and the promises and commitment of Americaeven
poor and black.

Yet what is there in their everyday experience which validates or
gives promise of either the commitment or goal ? Our teachers are
rigidly trained in institutions that are crippled by often archaic regu-
lations of their own choosing, and those of State Boards of Education.

Meanwhile thousands of uncertified but excellent educators remain
imqualified. We continue to train middle-class students to be middle-
class teachers in middle-class schools, serving a middle-class clientele.

What reforms are you gentlemen contemplatinff, recommending
vis-a-vis selection and admission inocess into ourteacher training
institutions? What minimum criteria are you recommending qua eligi-
bility for teachina, otber than that all powerful state certification
certification basartoday only on the courses you have studied, and the
hours in front of a classroom you have put in like a sentence?

What recommendations for a change will you make about our
archaic and rigid certification laws, which yearly bar some of the most
talented, sympathetic, compassionate and most importantly, extremely
competent potential educators from teaching children, merely because
they failed to meet some outmoded, irrelevant standards which amOunt
to no more than union. apprenticeships?

CERTIFICATION SYSTEM OUTMODED

I speak here not against standards, we have almost none regarding
excellence, but I do accuse our current system of certification of being
outmoded, archaic and irrelevant. I see a collusionary relationship
between our cdlleats of education, and our certifying agencies, which
perpetuates mediocrity, maintains a closed and unyielding system,
is slipshod in its selection process, is exclusive, has no enforceable
professional ethics and which creates a closed social system, a system
with it own rewards and punishments, serving only the needs of that
closed social system.
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The crime is not that we don't have good teachers. We have many.
The crime is that those good teachers are either accidental or coinci-
dental to the teacher training process.

What I am saying is far -from revolutionary. Those good teachers
have been saying it for years. Our teachers are more and-more a closed
shop union, negotiating vested interests into contractual relationships
which do little or nothing to further the cause of equal educational
experience.

The neophytes are sent to the schools requirina the most sophis-
ticated decisionmaking, and the areatest amourit of expertise in
technique. Beginning teachers, sub''stitutes, ememency licensees, and
the unqualified sub-rosa army of nonteachina, unable babysitters man
our ghetto schools. They are the ones who fiave no choice as to what
their job assignment will be. The flagrancy of some of their practices
is so extraordinary that we have even invented a vocabulary to
describe their abuses. Social passing is only one of many such terms
describing the practice of deliberate passing of ineligible students for
the purpose of getting rid of them.

Teachino- in inner city schools has been described by one author as
sitting on the lid of the garbage can, shoving the garbage around
for 12 years until we can get rid of it. When we talk of equal experi-
ence, we need to at least acknowledge the often well-intentioned short-
sightedness of our legislators who routMely pass high-soundhig, empty
leoislation that raises hopes and continues to frustrate achievement.

One of the members of the Michigan State Board of Education
recently stated that Federal research revealed that there was no dif-
ference in the .achievement of a child who was taught in an old build-
ing and one who taught in a new building. In response to those
remarks, while having some question about the reliability of the
research, I would suggest that it has some meaning to the child about
our society when he finds only the old schools in his neighborhood,
or in those neighborhoods containing children of similar complexion
or socioeconomic status ; while finding the newer buildings and equip-
ment, as well as supplies, in other neighborhoods containing other
kinds of 'children.

What State or National program has even bothered to include funds
for capital outlay in their planning? In fact, until this year, the Michi-
gan Legislaturehas penalized Detroit, where the needs are the greatest,
by restricting our bonding authority at a lower rate than any other
school district in the State. State-aid distribution, formulas have not
provided funds in any amount for capital outlay.

IMPORTANT PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS

What do we know are the most important psychological factors in

educational success?
1. Teacher attitude is cruciala recent California study n

which students' I.Q. scores were scrambled, revealed that those
students, regardless of their intelligence, did the best whom the
teachers thought had the highest I.Q.

2. A child does well in school directly in relationship to what
he perceives is the esteem in which he is held by society.

1.02
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3. Those children do best in school who perceive they do indeed
have control of their own destinies, and who feel that their deci-
sions do make a difference in their lives.

Despite all of our pronouncements about the rights of each child
in our society to certain equal considerations in educational program-
ing, it can be stated that upper- and middle-class white Americans
have made certain assumptions about the needs and abilities of those
children .of different color and/or different socioeconomic status and
have funded educational programs based on their assumptions, rather
than their pronouncements.

The results are that the educational experiences of children differ
not in terms of need or ability, but by the accident of birth or location
of their housino. The consequence of this has been an educational self-
fulfilling propriecy in which those who are provided with the least
show the least achievement. These results are then used to justify a
still more limited effort.

Over the years, as a member of several State oraanizations dedi-
cated to the improvements of education, I have pfrticipated in the
entreaties of those organizations to the elected representatives of the
State of Michigan for tbem to assume their responsibility to provide
the legislative impetus to fund public education in Michigan on a
realistic basis.

The State is not doing so now, and never bas in tbe past. Those
organizations have insisted that the State of Michioan make available
to local sthool districts, funds which are adequate ix') finance a quality
education for all children in its public schools.

This would mean that the requirements and the needs of the chil-
dren rather than their parents' ability to pay, or the number of
factcries and department stores within their school districts, would
determine the kind of education the child receives.

FORMULA BASED ON NEED

Property tax is not the way to finance public education. What is
needed in Michigan, as in most other States, is a State-aid formula
based on need, one which uses per capita income as a factor in deter-
mining the distribution of school aid money. Per capita income would
be used as a significant basis for measuring educational deprivation
and need, and thus assist in more adequately determining the amount
of money that should be provided.

The alternative to such realistic reform may well be another batch
of nuisance taxes on such necessary items as cigarettes, be-r and liquor.
If that happens, we could always adopt a whole new set of slogans to
finance education, such as "drink more liquorkids will learn quick-
er ;" "three packs a day keep half-days away."

PTA's all over the State and Nation could switch from tbe pro-
verbial image of serving tea and cookies to serving beer and pretzels
with your cigarettes.

I clon't really wish to go on in this vein. "Why Children Fail," "36
Children," "Education and Ecstacy," "Crisis in the Classroom" are
but examples of the now vast literature dealing with educational re-
form. Some document their thesis from personal experience; some
from research ; some from academic observation.
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They all say the same thing. Education needs reformnot patch-

ing, but massive, sweeping reform. We have no functional criteria in

any of the issues that matter. Racists can teach. National chauvinists
are all right for our children. Religious bigots qualify to affect our
children's Jjr5 .

Not only do we not rule these traits a priori as illicit and unthink-
able and prima facie evidence for disqualification, we don't even have
standards to define what they are !

Whether or not a school system wishes to use what Nancy Larrick,
former president of the International Reading Association, calls gen-
tle doses of racism for their textbooks, it is a matter of option. Our
schools are class biased. Most of our achninistrators are n arrow m ind ed,

rigid, unsympathetic, plastic people. Where are my sources? These

aren't radical statements. They come from the educators themselves.
The National Education Association and the American Federation

of Teachers both have recent publications which say precisely the same

thing. The issues are really very simple: our selection of teacher can-

1.idates, training of future teachers, and exclusion of potential teachers

is a system which is now rigid, gross, irrelevant, and detractive.

RACISM

We don't have a functional national ethic in terms of what attitudes

are not permissible, and what values we do wish to transmit. Perhaps
it isn't so much that we are intentionally racist, and I don't. confine

that only to color, as that we are not dedicated to antiracism.
Our buildings, supplies, teachers, and facilities are disastrously

biased in their allocations. Our funding system is archaic and un-
workable. We are unable, or is it unwilling, to engage in legislation

which will require the accession to what we proclaim to be a national

ethic, and at the same time are unable or unwilling to engage in actions

which will either disturb the perpetuation of advantage to the advan-

taged, or offer any realistic promise for the disadvantaged not to re-
main sentenced to that disadvantage for life.

And now we're faced with the very real possibility of change from

within or from without, or life in a police state to prevent change.

I might continue in this vein for some time, because I feel that what
I have said needs saying.

But at the same time I recognize that most of what I would say, as
well as what I have said, has been said beforeprobably even before

this committeeand I'm not sure that. resaying it here would justify

the effort
I would lmpe however, that you would recognize that my failure

to say more at this time is by no means an indication of my lack of
concern about what I feel can be the consequences of our continued
denial and lack of sensitivity to the educational facts of life which I
have presented to you today.

I do not believe that our society can long continue along its present

course without serious consequences. Ours is not, a poor or deprived

country. We speak loudly and frequently about the unrealized wealth

of our Nation. We spend billions -for the military and grandiose ex-

plorations to other planets. However much prestige we may feel we

gain from those expenditures and achievements, I would suggest to you
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that there are others who view them differently, who view them as a
statement of our priorities and lack of real Inunan concerns.

Listen to the words of poet-lyricist, Gil Scott-Heron, from his record
"Small Talk at 125t1 and Lenox," which points out the concern about
priorities I think.

A rat done bit my sister Nell
with Whitey on the moon ;

Her face and arms began to swell
and Whitey's on the moon.

I can't pay no doctors bills,
but Whitey's on the moon.

Ten years from now I'll be paying still,
while Whitey's on the moon.

The man just upped my rent last night
cause Whitey's on the moon.

No hot water, no toilets, no lights
but Whitey's on the moon.

I wonder why he's uppin' mecause Whitey's on the moon?

A rat done bit my sister Nell
with Whitey on the moon.

Her face and arms began to swell
and Whitey's on the moon.

Was all the money I made last year for Whitey on the moon?

I think I'll send these doctor bills
air mail special

to Whitey on the moon.

Blacks refer to 11 :59, meaning 1 minute before the darkest hour;
the bulletin of the atomic scientists has a clock showing 10 minutes to
12, on its cover. I mean to tell you that the hour for me is past, when I
can answer the question posed by Mr. Scott-Heron and others.

If you can answer those questions i...egratously, and not have your
answers be either evasive or gratuitous, then do so. I think you can't.
When I got ready to come, a friend said to me that I was just wasting
time on another silly hearing which would spend money, take legisla-
tors wherever they wanted to go, get press attention for politicians who
wanted to get reelected, and not do one single thing.

I told you I came because I wanted to have input into the decision-
making process. Well, gentlemen, you are the decisionmakers; and the
time is now for decisionmaking. We must have action; we must have
action now. And we must have meaningful reformist action now.

And if we don't, Pm sure you have already heard, tomorrow is too
late.

FINANCIAL INEQUALITY

Senator MONDALE. Thank you, Mrs. Tate, for a most moving
statement.

One of your points was directed at financial inequality in the schools
in Michigan, and we have had testinmny from Mr. McKerr that there
will be a difference of $13,000 per Npar between a classroom of 20
children in a poor school and a class of 20 in the richest.

I see you are from Detroit, a member of the Parent-Teachers Associ-
ation. I gather that you have had substantial experience in observing
and working with the schools of Michigan.
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Have you seen evidence that financial inevality does have a bear-
in,r on the different experiencesas you call itof the schoolchildren
oeMichigan ?

Mrs. TATE. Yes. Yes, very much so, throughout the entire State, you
see examples of this.

Senator MONDALE. Can you relate some of your observations?
Mrs. TATE. Well: you mean as to the kinds of experiences the children

are having? For instance, if you go into some areas where the ex-
penditures are low and they don't have textbooksin some of these,
they still don't liave textbooks, even though we have the Supreme
Court ruling now.

Senator MONDALE. There are schools in Michigan with no textbooks?
Mrs. TATE. There would be classes which don't have sufficient text-

books for every child.
The educational experiences would vary greatly between the vari-

ous school districts. Those children who go to the schools in Bloom-
field Hills,which has a $1,250 expenditure per child, have a greater

iexperience n all kinds of education than the child in the ghetto schools

in the city of Detroit.
Senator MONDALE. What would you say about the degree to which

a child going to a black ghetto school in Michigan has unique experi-
ences as against a child going to some of these wealthy school districts?
Is there a tremendous amount of inequality, in your opinion, between

the two ?
Mrs. TATE. In my opinion, yes. They have, as I mentioned the neo-

phyte teacher, or the emergency substitute, as we call them. They have

the class bias in many of their teachers, who simply cannot under-

stand the difference in cultures.

TEACHERS NEED MIER PREPARATION

The colleges of education have not prepared, and are not preparing,
in any way, teachers to go out and really do a job in the schools,
whether black or white, but particularly in the black schools.

Senator MONDALE. I notice you place great emphasis o» the matter

of teacher training and teacher certification. Apparently it's been your
observation that the teachers in the poor schools are less well trained,
less experienced and I gather, also, biased against the children they

are teaching ?
Mrs. TATE. Many of the white teachers are very biased in the ghetto

schools.
Senator MONDALE. What would you do to alter teacher training, ex-

perience, and certification to change that? Would you emphasize com-

munity control, or what would you do?

Mrs. TATE. I think you would have to have community control. I
think it has to be done in a more thought-out-manner than the de-
centralization of the Detroit schools was done, however, although

that is a step.
I think the teacher certification has got to be made less rigid so that

you can have a i)erson who understands human beings, and knows
how to work with them, working with children, rather than somebody

who has taken the prescribed number of courses. I think that applies

to vocational education, also.
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Senator MONDALE. Are you a supporter of the community control
theory ?

MTS. TATE. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. What you are saying then, in Michigan, in your

opinion, the community contml proposal falls short of true comintinity
control, is that correct ?

Mrs. TATE. As I see it, it is short.
Senator MONDALE. That while Michigan has what is called com-

munity cont
Mrs. TATE. Detroit has.
Senator MONDALE. In Detroit, the community- doesn't have the kind

of control it needs to run the schools; is that what you are saying?
Mrs. TATE. No, they don't have. More importantly, they didn't

have any financial allocation to make decentralization work. The
State provided that they would decentralize into a prescribed number
of regions, and would have regional boards which would be paid ;

additional administration was needed plus many other costs were
involved, all with no provision for allocation from the State. The
members in Detroit had never been paid before, so it had to come
out of the general expenditures as did the other expenses.

And they really were not given a great many powers. It's not as
though the neighborhood can really have a great deal of input and
control, because you still have the central structure there.

Senator MONDALE. Basically, it still runs from the central head-
quarters?

MTS. TATE. Pretty much.
Senator MoNDALE. And Michigan runs it. What emphasis would you

place on integration and desegregation as a strategy for dealing
with inequality ?

INTEGRATION VERY NECESSARY

Mrs. TATE. Well, my personal feelingand for most of the organi-
zations I have been withis that integration is a very necessary kind
of thing, and I would say as I watched the hysteria in Michigan
because a judge hanckd down an opinionnot even a rulingthat
suggested there might be crossbusing. that the legislature should
really look at this possibility because I think it presents some very
realistic kinds of problems.

There may indeed be crossbusing among various school districts.
and I think a major problem is; do they stay individual school dis-
tricts within a metropolitan area. each paying their own tax base.
providing nothing is done to the property tax that is being used to
finance schools in Michigan at this point, or do V011 make it a metro-
politan school district, with a different kind of tax base?

Senator MoNDALE. If you had your options, which would you pre-
fera community sdmol system with real power and financing at the
comnninity level, or n program of metropolitanwide integration?
Or would you prefer both ?

Mrs. TATE. Weil. I don't know that you have to make a choice of
that kind. I don't think that you can finance schoolslet me say
at the local level. Not in Michigan you can't.
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Property taxes for some of those school districts is just done with.
They will not get it again. I think there has to be greater input from

the State, so far as financing is concerned.
I don't know why you would have to make a choice between metro-

politan crossbusing for school districts and community control of
schools. I don't see why you can't have both.

I don't know why you can't look at the metropolitan area us a com-

munityI really get rather angry about the neighborhood concept
thing when we really have never had a "neighborhood" school. You

have all kinds of backgrounds going to a school. You don't just have
acertain income, or cultural level. So that you really have a commu-
nity school. You simply are enlarging the community by creating a

met ropoli tan school district.
Senator MONDALE. As I understand it, Detroit's stipulation is simi-

lar to New York, and some other areas in that it responded to the
plea of some black leaders who said, let's forget about this so-called
desegregation and integration, and let us have control of our own
schools. Let us elect a school board and get our fair share of the
funds, and we will run a school system which is sensitive to the needs
of our people. And I think, just as there had been token desegrega-
tion, we immediately began to pass token community control legisla-

tion, which really does not give the necessary power.
But in any event, if you had your choice between a strategy of true

conununity control and funding, or a fullhearted program of metro-
politan integration, which of the alternatives would you choose?

Mrs. Tan. Well, I would have to say that I believe in the principle

of an integrated education, and that the metropolitan crossbusing,

I would take.
However, I would add the adequate financing, just as you added it

with the other one.
Senator MONDM.E. Senator Hart?
Senator Haim Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I apologize to you and

Mrs. Tate for being absent until just the last minute; I was meeting
with Mayor Gribbs on another matter that has a measure of sensitivity,

about gun control. And I promise you, Mrs. Tate, to read fully your
testimony. But. I am very grateful for the points that I heard you vmce

in the last 2 minutes.
I should say, Mr. Chairman, that this lady is one who has given

responsible leadership in sometimes troubled circumstances to those

of us in Michigan.
Senator MONDALE. Thank you vey much for your plea for decision-

making. We have tried for a long time, many of us, to really put clout

in, say, Title I, and yet even with the modest increases we have asked

for the percentage of the Federal assistance to schools has dropped.
What we are trying to do here is to develop a record from which we

can argue the case for a system of education in this country and a
system of Federal support that will deliver what you have carefully
described as an equal educational experience, which we obviously do

not have at the present time, and which you obviously don't have in

Michigan.
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I fully understand your frustration. It is quite widely shared
around here, too.

Thq,nk you very much.
The committee is in recess, to reconvene at 10 a.m., on Monda,y, in

room 1114; of the New Senate Office Building.
(Whereupon, at 12 :35 p.m., the Select Committee was recessed to

reconvene at 10 a.m. on /November 1, 1971, in room 1114 of the New
Senate Office Building.)



EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY IN MICHIGAN

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1971

U.S. SENATE
SELECT COMMIT= ON

EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY
Waahington, D.C.

The Select Committee inet at 10 :10 a.m., pursuant to call, in room
1114, of the New Senate Office Building, the Honorable Walter F.
Mondale, chairman of the committee, presiding.

Present : Senators Mondale and Hart.
Staff members present: William C. Smith, staff director and gen-

oral counsel; Donn Mitchell, professional staff ; and William Henni-
gan, minority staff director.

Senator MormAnE. The committee will come to order.
This morning we will bear from Dr. Philip Kearney, associate

superintendent for research and school administration, Michigan
Department of Education ; and Dr. Lawrence Read, superintendent of
Jackson City Public Schools, Jackson, Mich.

We will be discussing the Michigan system for educational assess-
ment which I believe is the most advanced in the country, and vi:hich
bears upon this committee's review of the Michigan educational
system.

Our first witness is Dr. Philip Kearney. We aro very pleased to
have you here with us this morning.

STATEMENT OF DR. PHILIP /EMBREY, ASSOCIATE SUPERINTEND-

ENT, RESEARCH AND SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION, MICHIGAN

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Dr. KEARNEY. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Philip

Kearney. I am the associate superintendent for research and school
administration with the Michigan Department of Education. On
behalf of the State board of education and the State superintendent,
Dr. John Porter, and the Michigan Department of Education, I am
pleased to be here today and to describe for you the Michigan Educa-
tional Assessment Program.*

In my prepared statement I divide my presentation into three parts.
In Part I, I describe for yod the educational assessment program as it
was first conceived and implemented in 1969-70. I also discuss very
briefly certain of the major findings of the 1969-70 effort. In Part II,

gee also. Part l9A-l. U.S. Senile Select Cotnntittee OD Equal Educational Opportunity
Miff charts on Ilkhigans Educational Amesomeot Program.
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I describe the assesment program as it operated during its second year,
1970-71. Finally I discuss the objectives and procedures of the 1971-
72 educational assessment program. I also have attached to the state-
ment a bibliography which lists the several available reports in our
assessment series, as well as other available articles and documents

Senator MONDALE. Dr. Kearney, your full statement will appear in
the record* as though read. You may proceed to read it or emphasize
certain points, or proceed in whatever way you think best to make your
points.

Dr. KEARNEY. Fine, Senator. I would like to attempt to sununarize
it somewhat briefly and then perhaps respond to questions that you
and Senator Hart have.

&ROM" MONDALE. Fine.
Dr. KEARNEY. The Michigan Educational Assessment Program had

its genesis in a relatively obscure part of Act 307 of the Public Acts
of 1969, the main 'impose of which was to appropriate operating funds
to the department for the fiscal year 1969-70.

Under this section, the department was provided with approxi-
mately $250,000 and given a mandate to undertake two efforts: First
the planning and development of a State program for a periodic and
comprehensive assessment of educational progress; and second, the
hnmediate assessment of certain basic skills at ono or more grade levels
during the 1969-70 school year.

FIRST ASSESSMENT EFFORT

The beginning steps of the program were taken in 1969-70, when
over 300,000 fourth and seventh grade pupils in the State's public
schools participated in Michigan's first statewide assessment effort.
We are now completing the second year of the program and also be-
ginning a third year and, again, have acquired considerable data on
the fourth and seventh grade pupils and their schools. Tim program
now also has its own basis in statute in the form of Act $8 of the Pub-
lic Acts of 1970.

The assessment program gathers and reports three basic kinds of in-
formation which we feel are descriptive of the educational system.
First, information on students' background characteristics; second.
information on school and school district characteristics and resoures..
and third., information on st udent and school performance.

In the first year of its operation in 1960-70, the educational assess-
ment program undertook to gather student performance infornuitior
on fourth and seventh grade students in four areas of academic skill
vocabulary, reading, the mechanics of written English, and mathe-
matics. The State board chose these areas because they felt that, to-
gether, they constituted the skills which are basic to each child's ele-
mentary education and are the foundation for all further educational
development.

However, no attempt was made in 1969-70 to identify individual
instances of extreme educational need among students.

In its second year, 1970-71, the assesqment program again as.sessed
students' performance hi the basic skills with the important difference

°See prepared atatemeut. p. MOO.
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that the instruments used were altered so that results would be reliable
and valid for individual students rather than as in the previous year,
reliable and valid only for a group of students. With this change, the
results of the 1970-71 program also could be used to identify individual
students whose needs in the basic skills required further investigation.

By combining the data on individual students, information is cre-
ated which provides measures of relative educational need for each
school and for each district in the State, and by combining the scores
of all students in Michigan a measure was created of the relative edu-
cational need of all students in the State. In this way, the program
provides measures of relative educational need at the four levels: the
individual student level, the school level, the district level, and the
State level.

ASSESSMENT SERVES Two PURPOSES

In general. we see the assessment effort as serving two basic purposes
at the State level. First, it can provide information to help in making
decisions regarding the allocation or the distribution of resources.
Second, hopefully, it can provide additional information to help in
making decisions regarding the structuring or setting-up of major
educational programs.

At the present time, one specific use of the information at the State
level is the identification of students' needs for the purpose of allocat-
ing some $23 million in compensatory education funds.

The role of the educational assessment program in local applications
is to provide basic information which can guide local officials as they
determine for themselves the areas of student needs and system op-
eration which require extensive examination.

I should emphasize that the Michigan Educational Assessment Pro-
gram is not designed to serve as a local evaluation and that data
gathered in the educational assessment program do not support im-
mediate conclusions on how to modify the local system's operation. In
general, data from the assessment program only indicate areas re-
quiring further investigation in order to carry ouelocal evaluation and
to make specific recommendations which are appropriate in each local
area.

The ultimate goal, then, of the assessment effort is to provide reliable
and meaningful information on the outcomes of public elementary and
secondary education in Michigan interpreted in light of those impor-
tant school- and nonschool-related factors which influence the attain-
ment of these outcomes.

The second goal, and One closely related, is to improve the basis
for educational decisionmaking overtime. It is expected that with more
anti better information, first of all, the general public will increase
its understanding of the attainments, the needs and the problems of
the schools. Second, that the State legislature will be better able to
enact legislation appropriate to the educational needs of the State.
Third, that the efforts of the Department of Education will be fa-
cilitated in identifying needs and priorities for purposes of planning
and directing the improvement of education in the State; and fourth,
that local school districts will be assisted in their efforts to identify
needs and priorities as they plan and administer local school program.

694$78 0-72-p4. 19A-8 112
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In an attempt to further explicate the purposes of the program,
Senator, perhaps I could outline for you the objectives of the 1971-72
program which, in many ways, are similar to the objectives of the
1969-70 and 1970-71 programs.

FIRST OBJECTIVE OP 1971-72 PROGRAM

The first objective of the 1971-72 assessment program will be to
provide the State Board of Education, the executive office, the legis-
lature and citizens with information which contributes to an under-
standing of the educational needs of Michigan school children and
to the analysis of the educational system's responses to these needs.

In order to meet the first objective of the educational assessment
program, answers to two specific questions are being sought. First,
what are the levels of basic skills achievement and of other educational
assessment measures in Michigan, in Michigan's community types and
district sizes, and in each of Michigan's school districts? Educational
assessment will provide information from which answers to this
question may be drawn for the State and for the State's community
type and district sizes in the form of tables which will display sum-
maries of this data.

By using these tables, it will be possibk to compar e. the levels on the
same measures of districts in different types of communities and of
districts with different sizes of student population.

Information descriptive of individual districts for each of the as-
sessment measures will be presented in tables which list districts
alphabetically by community type served. The measures will be re-
ported in two or three ways. First, a score will be reported for each
measure; for example, the percent of teachers with master's degrees,
lie average years of teaching experience, the pupil-teacher ratio, the
K-12 instructional expense per pupil in dollars, and the average score
of students in basic skills.

Second, these scores will be reported in terms of their position on
a percentile ranking of districts in Michigan school districts; and
third, the percent of 4th and fith grade students whose score in each
decile on composite achievement will be reported for each district.

The second question we are seeking an answer to is : Do associations
exist among the educational assessment measures? Information to
answer this question will be provided in tables which display correla-
tion coefficients computed for each pair of educational assessment meas-
ures. Information contained in these tables, hopefully will enable
a further understanding to be bad of the aasociations among such
measures as percent of teachers with master's degrees and basic skills
composite achievement.

Although this information cannot support hypotheses of cause of
effect among the measnres, it will, we think, point out areas that merit
further and more intensive examination. The will help in the analysis
of the State's educational delivery system since this activity will iden
tify, among other things, relationships among specific kinds of re-
source allocations and the quality of educational opportunities for
the State's school children.

The second objective of the 1971-72 program will be to provide
citizens and educators in every school system with information regard-
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ing their district and its schools. This information will contribute to an
understanding of the educational needs of the district's school children
and the analysis of their district's responses to these needs.

ASSESSMENT USEFUL FOR EVALUATIONS

Several studies, as you well know, have shown differences in edu-
cational offerings among tha State's school districts. These studies
and others have also shown disparities in educational program offer-

ings within school districts. Data from large scale assessment efforts

also are useful in the improvement of all aspects of educational curric-
ulum. For example, assessment information can identify strengths
and weaknesses in certain areas of school performance. It is planned
that local educators will be provided with assessment information and
explanatory materials from the 1971-72 educational assessment pro-
gram. Two basic kinds of materials will be provided. First, norm tables
that may be used to display local assessment data ; and second, infor-
mation that explains the meaning of the assessment measures, their
limits and their uses.

The educational assessment materials may be used to answer two

questions, then, at the local level. First, what are the levels of basic
skills achievement and of other educational assessment measures in

the school district in relation to other districts? Second, what are the
levels of basic skills achievement and other educational assessment
measures in each school district ?

The third objective of the 1971-72 program will be to provide school

districts with basic information regarding students that will help the
students, their parents, and educators to assess the program. Addition-
ally, this information will be used by districts to identify students who

have extraordinary need for assistance to improve their competence

consistent with their objectives.
Here, we are seeking the answers to two questions. All local school

districts, of course, have the responsibility of seeking an answer to a

most important question: What can be done to insure that every child
who attends school develops competence in the basic skills; second,
what are the levels of educational attainment of each child who com-
pletes the achievement battery ?

The final objective of the 1971-72 effort will be to provide citizens
with information regarding the progress of the Michigan educational
system as a whole and the progress of its school districts and schools

over a period of years. As I stated previously, a most important ques-
tion facing the State and local school districts is the equalization and
improvement of educational programs and student performance. By

conducting an annual educational assessment, it will be possible to

measure the degree to which equalization and improvement are actu-

ally taking place.
As I mentioned earlier, assessment programs ideally can serve two

basic purposes. First, they can provide information to help in making
decisions regarding the allocation or distribution of educational re-
sources; and second, they hopefully might provide additional informa-
tion to help in making decisions regarding the structuring or setting

up of majoreducational programs.
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DISTRIBUTION OF RESOURCES

One of the major problems facing American public education is
the way in which resources are distributed among school districts and,
for that matter, among schools within districts. As I noted in my pre-
pared statement, several recent surveys have documented the maldis-
tribution of educational opportunity in the State of Michigan. An
educational assessment program can provide data that highlights this
problem.

The State assessment program can indicate the relative levels of per-
formance and of factors related to performance in different community
types, and in geographic areas . for example, between the inner city and
the suburb. It also shows differences between classes of schools; for
example, schools in relatively affluent neighborhoods as compared to
schools in poor neighborhoods, or differences between schools whose
children perform well or poorly.

This type of data highlights the problem and presumably puts the
problem into the political arena where it can be dealt with and, as you
are so well aware, the very essence of politics is how resources are
distributed. If an assessment is conducted on a periodic basis, it can
show progress toward or away from a more equitable distribution of
education.

A second major problem we all face, and I think this is the problem
with which educators are most concerned, is how to construct the best
program or curriculum for children. We need two kinds of informa-
tion to get at this problem. First, we need to know what sorts of
things children know and do not know so we can decide what areas
to address. Second, we need to know what sorts of things are related
to student performance and schools so that we may appropriately
modify program, curriculum, and environment.

Information for the first purpose through our program, can be pro-
vided at State, district, school, and even individual pupil level. That
is we can provide information about the general kinds of skills and
knowledges that children of the State have that the children of the
district have, or the children of the school have. We also can indicate
what general sorts of things an individual child knows or does not
know.

This information in conjunction with the information a district or
school already has can be useful in setting major program or curricu-
lums goals.

STUDIES PROVE DrETIcuurims

Now, if we also knew what sorts of things are related to student per-
formance, be they school variables or student background variables,
we would have a start on knowing how to modify the schools and their
environments to meet curricular objectives; but this last statement
I well realize, at this point in our lustory, is not much more than an
optimistic expression of where we in education, would like to be. As
countless studies have shown, it is very difficult to distinguish between
the influence of the student's social background and the influence of
the school. This makes it difficult, if not impossible, to tell in any spe-
cific way how much of a change can be produced in certain school out-
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comes by systematically altering school characteristics, such as the
amount any kind of training received by teachers.

In my prepared statement. I have attemted to give you a broad brush
stroke picture of our current educational assessment effort in Michican,
including some of the problems and nlso some of the promises inherent
in large-scale assessment effort. I am sure that I have not done justice

to the topic. There is much more that could be said as well as much

more that. could be written about. our efforts in this area.
To paraphrase George linyeske. we are embarking upon a long

voyage into an only partially explored ocean. The completion of that
voyage will not automatically alleviate the educational problems fac-
ing the State; it will, however, provide further information to those

concerned with those problems. Used creatively, we feel that that in-
formation can result in improved education for Michigan children.

Senator MoNnALE. Thank you very much, Dr. Kearney. for a most
nseful statement and for what is really a very commendable effort..

Would you tell me something about your background, since this is

a highly technical field. Are you an evaluation expert or a teacher

or
Dr. KEARNEY. I am essentially, Senator, by training, experience, and

design. an administrator: but I think an administrator who is very
much interested in providing information to people who make deci-

sions about education. I should honestly say that I am not a measure-
ment and testing man.

Senator MONDALE. You have such skills in-house. though?
Dr. KEARNEY. Yes. we do.
Senator MONDALE. This is the third year of the Michigan testing

effort?
Dr. KEARNEY. Yes, sir.
Senator MONDALE. Are there any other States which have as ambi-

tious a testing asse.ssment program as Michigan ?
Dr. KEARNEY. There are several States at the present time who are

not only extremely interested in this type of an effort, but who have
tIken considerable stepF to move in that direction. The State of Penn-
sylvania. for example, back in 1964, passed some legislation and as a
result of this initiated their quality assessment. project.. They have

not, in many ways, moved as rapidly as we have. They have done

testing. They have used essentially samples.

ASSFSSMENTS OF OTHER STATES

The State of Colorado currently is undertaking an assessment ef-
fort. The State of California, in oh, form or another, has been in-
volved in this for the past several years. The State of New York,
of course, has been in this assessment effort for several years and there
are other States. We are constantly, I guess consistently, getting in-
quiries about what it is we did. and I suppose. how not to make the
same mistakes.

Senator MONDALE. I do not want to put your humility to too great
a test. but would it be accurate to say that Michigan is probably as
far along and has had as much experience with educational testing
assessments as any State in the Union ?
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Dr. KEARNEY. I think it would be fair to say that we are as far
along and have had a great deal of experience in large-scale State
ass,essment. yes.

Senator MoNnALE. You have completed *2 years and you are start-
ingyourthird year ?

Dr. KEARNEY. Yes. sir.
Senator MoxnAhr.. Ilow is this data made available? Can the gen-

eral public obtain all or part of it ? In other words, this may be made
available to the State department and to school administrators. but
is it also fully available to the citizenry ?

Dr. KEARNEY. Yes and no, and let me talk a little bit about the his-
torical chronology of this. In the initial year of the program. 1969-
70. we did publish two public domments whidi identified for the
citizens of the State. or for anyone who would read the document.
the levels of the measnres. both the achievement measures and the
measures related to achievement: and also a document which dealt
with the distribution of these various measures.

In these documents, no single school district was identified. They
were treated as school districts belonging to one of five community
types and/or in one of four geographic regions.

In the second year of the program. 1970-71. the State board's in-
tent was to publicly release results of the assessment effort. by dis-
tricts: in other words, to deal with school districts. We presently have
snch a document in press and will be coming out with it shortly.

This document will list the district mean scores for each of the
9. 5 assessment variables for each district in the State of Michigan.
They will be categorized according to community types served and
listed alphabetically.

That is the extent. to date. of what we have done in terms of public
release of data. Senator.

Senator MoNnALE. Why did you pick the 4th and ith grades for the
purpose of your two tests?

Dr. KEARNEY. We felt, initially that an assement effort did not nec-
essarily need to go to each grade level and that what you were after, in
a sense. was a sounding of the system. Ideally. we thought tlrlt there
should be about five points from whic:i yod would draw data awl thus
be able to say somet hing abcmt the entire system.

FIVE-POINT GUMMINE

First, we thought it would be ideal to pull data from the beginning
of the process. down around kindergarten or the 1st grade. Because of
some technical problems involved here, we are not yet. at this level.

Second, we thought it. would be important to get data at the point
where the schools would be concluding what we normally refer to as
the prinlary cycle. grade 3: therefore, we are in at 4thin the middle
of the 4th grade.

The third point that we thought would bc important would be at
about that point where the child finished his intermediate schooling,
began junior high school: consequently. we are in the ith grade.

The fourth point that would be msential wonld be at the completion
of elementary schooling and at the beginning of high school, around
grade 9 or 10.
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Then the fifth point. at the conclusion of the process. in grade 12.
The national assessuwnt goes one step further and sumsts that one

really ought to get a reading of the adult population above the age
of 0:i.

We see five essential points and we feel that we have begun at two
of those points. Senator.

Senator Mo Nom.E. What has surprised you most about the dis-
closmvs of this data? Whet had you anticipatedwhich upon receiv-
ing this data, proved to be inaccurate or not as neenrate as you thought
it was?

Dr. KEARNEY. Excuse me. I think your question is what surprised us
perhaps in the data rather than what surprised us about the fact that
certain things happened when we released the data ?

SCluator MONDALE. I Am thinking in the broad school policy sector
now. We all here assumptions about our own personal strategy for
education which assumes certain tlwories: for example, that money
makes a difference. or whatever else it is. Now. von bare had 2 rears.
going into your third year. in which you trie4 to compare achieve-
ment levels with inputs. with attitudes. and so forth. What sorts of
results su rprised you the most ?

Dr. KEARNEY. Well, in many ways. I guess we were not surprised
at all. There were sonic small surprises from time to time, but I suspect,
it is not incorrect to say that most of the hypotheses that we had in
our minds were essentially held np and that what we were doing was,
to a large extent. documenting the sitnation in the State of Michigan.

For examphe. we found a very high correlation between relative
socioeconomic status for groups of children and composite achieve-
nient. This held at both the building level and at the district level.

Senator MONDALE. So that the higher the social and economic class
of the student, body, the higher its achievement level?

GROUP MEASURE USED

Dr. KEARNEY. Yes. We nsed a group measure ofsocioeconomic status.
We got correlations at the Wilding level on the order of .75. which is
essentially saying that yon can account for abont half of the variance
in the composite achievement scores by knowing what the group SES
scow is.

Senator MoNnAix. And that did not surprise yon?
Dr. KEARNEY. NO.
Senator MONDALE. Whet else did you find ?
Dr. KEARNEY. Second. we found there was a high negative correla-

tion between the percent minority students in a given district and
composite achievement. This really was not surprising either. because
there is also, as von probably are well aware, a fairly high correlation
at the present time in our history between that variable and SES.

Senator MoxtiALE. So that you might be saying at this point pretty
mnch the same thing?

Dr. KEARNI.Y. Yes.
Senator MosnAl.E. Because the first point, the richer the families of

a particular school the more likely it is their achievement, is Ligher;
and the second point you found out was the higher the proportion of
poor minorities, the lower the achievement but, that might be saying
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the stme thing. For example. n poor black ghetto school is composed
of the poorest of all.

Dr. KrAnxEr. Yes.
Senator MoNnALE. Therefore, in one sense, it is the same thing.
Dr. KEAnxtv. There was n very high correlation or substantial cor-

relation bet weeo the percent minority and the SES variable.
Senator Moxn.mr. Now, to what extent. if any, did you find that

the SES theory was contradicted by the minority theory?
Dr. KEARNEY. To what extent did we find that the SES
Senator MoNpAy.r. To what extent did von find that the SES theory

was coutradirtel lw the minority theory ? In other wonls. do you have
an npoer-middle-class black school in Detroit which failed to fall ii .

a consistent theory with the SES theory ?
Dr. KEARNEY. Well. yes. There were. in several instances. excep-

tions to .vhat. we fonnd in terms of the correlations, both at the bnild-
ing level and the district level, for all of the schools and for all of the
districts in Michigan.

For ingtanee., the proportion of racial minority members in a given
school or district would. I am sure. strongly be conditioned by their
relative socioeconomic statns: if, indeed, you were dealing with rela-
tively middle or higher class SES people, the variable on minority
membetship washed out.

Senator MoNDALE. Did yon discover anything else to confirm these
basic theories or anything else that surprised you ?

Low CORRELATMN BrrwEr.. EXPENDTTI-RE AND ACHIEVEMENT

Dr. KEHINEY. We were somewhat surprised. I suspect, that we had
such a low correlation between educational evenditure data and com-
posite achievement, but we have not thoroughly analyzed that data
and I suspect that part of our surprise is due to tile fact that we were
dealing there with district level scores. We were not able to break these
costs down. for instance, in terms of school bnilding, so the only co --
relations with which we were working, in erms of financial resources.
were nt the district level,

Senator Mo.:DALE. I think you pointed utor at least we had thi.;
information earlier from another witn that. the per pupil expendi
ture levels in Michigan vary from appro. imately $1.200 in the riche.-
schools to approximately $450 in some of fthe poorer schools.

Dr. KEARNET. About S475 to $1.275.
Senator MONDALE. Didn't your findings show that one of the poorest

schools had one of the highest, achievement levels?
Dr. ICEAtryrix. Yes.
Senator MONDAM Beaver Island?
DT. KEARNEY. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. Can you tell us about that ?
Dr. Kr:um-Ex. I suspect that Beaver Island is eertainly an exception

to the title. Senator Hart is probably more familiar with Beaver Is-
land than I am.

Senator HAwr. A great place.
Dr. KEARNEY. I think, Senator, here, withont attempting to explain

what and why Beaver Island was an exception, it is perhaps a unique
situation.
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Senator MoNnm.r.. And it is a very small school system.
Senator HAirr. You would not want the record to show, would you

no matter what my loyalties might beit is not just because they are

of Irish extraction ?
Dr. Kr.mr:vrr. I would not argue with that. Senator.
Senator Momm.E. Was there anything else that snrprised you ?

Dr. KEARNEY. Not really. I suppmse in one way, while I recognize
the problems in trying to identify variables and then to establish rela-
tionships among so-ralled inputs and outputs. that in a way we were

not surprised, but I am Sun' had hoped that we might find some
higher correlations in terms of some of the inputs and. conditions.

Senator MoNom.r.. I assume that the whole reason for this testing
program is to help guide Michigan to deliver a more equal and ef-
fective education to its schoolchildren : that is the reason for the
promin ?

DT. KEARNEY. Yes.
Senator MONDALE- If the commissioner of ethication called von in

and said. "Now, you have been at this for 2 years. What are the key
recommendations that you would make based upon what you have
learned from this data, in directing the educational policy of Michi-
gan." what would you say ?

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS

Dr. KEARNEY. Well. I think I would say what we did say about 6 or

s months ago: and that was, to realipi. if yon will, the compensatory
education pmgram that was funded by State fnnds under Section 3 of

the State school aid act. The program is about 4 years old and in
many ways was analogous to the Title I effort at the Federal level.

In the initial year of the program they used socioeconomical status
kinds of indicators to determine which schools would be eligible in any
given district. That went on for 2 years. In the third year of the pro-
gram they began to use data from the assessment program. They used

two criteria. One was our relative measure of socioeconomic status and
the other was our composite achievement score. They ran into prob-
lems--I should say. we ran into problems with the socioeconomic status

measure because it was not designed to do that and it, was not such a

fine discriminator for deciding which schools among the bottom quar-
tile ought to receive X or Y points. However, what we have done
this year, and the legislature has seen fit to adopt it as a vital element
in the State school aid act, is to suggest that the $23 million that even-
tually came into that section be allocated on the following basis: We

would use the assessment data, namely, the composite achievement
scores, in grades 4 and 7 as a measure of need; as a measure of need in

terms of deficiencies in the basic cognitive skills. Through a process,

we then calculated which districts, in a sense, were more impacted than
ohms with numbers of children who, at least according to the assess-

ment data. were deficient, in the basic cognitive skills.

On the basis of these dam then they became eligible for $200 per

pupil in addition to their regular State and other aid.
Senator MONDALE. In other words, your first and key recommenda-

tion was the establishment of what I think you called section 3?
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Moon-if-A-no. or Srcriox 3

Dr. KEARNEY. It was the modification of it in a sense. Senator.
Senator Momi Aix. What it did was to establish a Title I type of ns-

istatice. for a category of children, based more on the achievement
scores than on the SFS situation ?

Dr. KEARNEY. Yes. Now, the pi-ogram was in existence. I would em-
phasize. and what our suggestion was for the current school year was
to use a measure as defined by deficiency in the basic cognitive skills
as a basic need rather than simply 'using SES or some combination of
that.

Senator Momiii.n. What was there in yonr data that. jiistified that
strategy ? I thought you just said that SES was the best determiner of
achievement. Why would you not then put the money in at the lowest
SES level ?

Dr. KEARNET. It was the best predictor hilt even though it has a cor-
relation of .75 at the building level, it is suggesting that. you are only
accounting for abont half of the so-called variance. Why not simply
use the achievement measures, which is what yon are after anyway?
We were interested in a sense in directing the program to educational
needs as defined by deficiencies in those cognitive skills, regardless of
the particular SES background of the children or regardless of the
particular SES background of a group of children.

Senator MONDALE. I understood :MMr tests to show that there was a
very loose correlation between financial inputs into a school system
and achievement levels.

Dr. KEARNEY. Yes, sir. Let me go on .

Senator MONDALE. Then your first recommendation is more money?
Dr. KEARNEY. It. was not. simply more money. We had two or three

other elements in it which I think am quite different..
Number one, as I indicated, we used the composite achievement

score data to get. a measure of need and to determine eligibility. Sec-
ond, we then said that for any district that became eligible it. would
receive up to $200 per child if it met. two or three coneitirms: No. 1, it
would outline in terms of performance objectives what, it intended to
do for those children in terms of increasing their leamings in these
skills. Second, that on the basis of pre- and post-testing, they would
demonstrkte, indeed, that they had achieved the equivalent of 1 year's
growth in these children and that if they did not do this, then they
were not going to be funded at the same level in subsequent years..

The program is a 3-year program and the legislature anthorized
it for 3 years and said that. in the second and third year of the pro-
gram you itlso will receive $200 for each of these children. providing
that in each individnal case you can demonstrate that. you have made
a difference, leaving it up to the local school districts largely to deter-
mine the program for these particular children.

Senator MONDALE,. This reminds me of phase H of the economic pro-
gram. Are there some elements that yon can recommend, based .on
your testing, to local school districts as being advisable in achieving
this year's growth on an annual basis ?

Dr. KEARNEY. No, sir.
Senator MONDALE. Do you leave that up to the local level ?
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EVALUATION AT LOCAL LEM

Dr. KEARNEY. Not. from the assessment data itself. liut what we
would hope to see is that different school districts do employ different
kinds of programs and methods to do this, and an integral part. of
this would be evaluation at the local level of the efficacy of those
particular programs.

On the basis of that kind of data. one ought to be able to identify
succe&sful practices, unsuccessful practices. promising kinds of prac-
tices and, of course, hopefully. new kinds of programs or delivery sys-
tems for doing a better job.

Senator MONDALE. But at this point, you would have to say that we
are still groping for those answers ?

Dr. KEARNEY. Yes, sir.
Senator MONDALE. And the data does notas these programs are

tested it may give us additional points, but at this point what you
have done. in effect. with Section 3 is to fund schools which have had
this phenomenon of low achievers, and give them some money to try
to improve that achievement, if they make the commitment, and if
they have a reascinable strategy for trying to achieve it. Then we will
fina out whether they can make it. and we wilt monitor as they pro-
ceed. That is basically what your key recommendation is?

Dr. KEARNEY: Yes, sir: and the assessment data, of course, was
used only to indicate the need.

Another very important step would be evaluation, which is not
assessment, but the evaluation of the efficacy of those programs in
each and every case in the individual districts.

Senhtor MoxnALt. So actually, you came up with what is really
I think they call it a performance contract, except you did it within the
school system rather than picking an outside private contractor?

Dr. KEARNET. Yes. sir; it is essentially a performance contract
between the State and the school district.

Senator Nfoxnam. So a local school district, that needs the money
can say, "If we really do our job we will continue to get $200 more a
pupil in State aid than if we fail ?''

Dr. KEARNET. Yes; if they fail in the sense of not achieving the
minimum, they are not cut out entirely. They are furded proportion-
ately on a reverse sliding scale.

Senate MONDALE. Senator Hart.
Senator Hawn Thank you, Doctor, for helping us to better under-

stand the picture in Michigan. I am not on this committee and I sit
here with the courtesy and leave of the chairman. Senator.Mondale,
but I do it because I ran think of nothing that is more important
for Michigan's future than improving the quality of educationor
the country, either.

Having said that, it is my alibi for asking some questions which

I am sure will sound very immature and stupid; but on page 2, which

is the very first part of your statement,, you say that the Michigan
Department of Education was provided with funds and given a man-

date to undertake two things; first, to try to put together a State
program for periodic comprehensive assessment of educational pro-
gress; and second. the immediate assessment of certain basic skills.

Now, on that second one, basic skills. I take it. is there absolute
agreement that those are measurable?
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BASIC SHIMS ARE Mr.Asramux.

Dr. KEARNEY. We defined basic skills in the initial years of the
program as essentially reading: the mechanics of written English.
which was not all of writing but at least some portion of it: and
mathematics. I suspect that there is essential agreement among most
people that one of the tasks of the schools is. indeed, to ser that chil-
dren do acquire these kinds of !earnings and skills.

I think they would quickly add. as I would, that schools also ex;st
to do some other kinds of things: that. while reading. writing, and
arithmetic are very important and very fundamental. that should not.
hopefully, be all the schools are doing.

Senator HART. Whatever onr view on that. and I think our views
are similar. but are reading, writing, and arithmetic measurable skills ?

Dr. KEARNEY. I would Fay so. Senator.
Senator HART. So that the second of the two efforts that yon are

undertaking deals with something that is measurable.
Now. the first one. an assessment of educational progress. is this

measurable with the same confidence and accuracy ?
Dr. KEARNEY. Not really, and this refers, of course, later in the

statement to one of the assumptions that we made. We said that in the
long run and ideally. of course. an assessment program ought to in-
clude as output or outcome measures not only reading. writing, and
arithmetic. bnt other things which we would get some general agree-
ment on as to why schools exist: whether that be the sciences, social
stndies, the area of citizenship. or the area of valnes nnd atttiudes.

We did point out that we felt the state of the arts so to speak. was
relatively well advanced in terms of the cognitive skills and that we
could move pretty expeditiously to begin measurement in that area.
We pointed ont that measurement in these other areas. the so-called
affective domain and the psychomotor domain, for example

Senator HART. What are those!

MEASUREMENT OF AFFECTIVE DomAIN

Dr. KEARNEY. The so-called affective domain, which is feelings and
values and attitwics as opposed to cognitive things such as mathe-
matics. The psychomotor is really muscle coordination and motor skills
and the kinds of things that physical education programs would be
trying to develop.

Particularly in the affective domains the state of the art is not very
well advanced. It is a very difficult area to begin to measure. It is a
very difficult area to define. It is very difficult to grt hold of. in a sense,
but there are sonie things beginning to be done in this area, and we
suggested that because we did not have good measnrement in that area
was no reason to turn away from the whole notion of assessment. hut
to procec-; and hopefully, as we moved not only to refine and do a better
job with the instruments that we wanted to measure the cognitive skills.
eventually bring in sonie measurement of these other areas.

For example. while it is very primitive and very experimental, we
included in 1969-70. and still have in the battery. a leginning measure
of group attitudes. We know that it is primitive. We know it is ex-
perimental. We do not put a lot of stock in the particular measure
we have, but we do think it. is important that we make beginnings in
this area and move in that direction.
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Senator HART. I do not know what it would prove, or whether it is
worth anything. but when von take and measure at the fourth and
,zeveatb grades, and y011 lmiid in the socioeconomic element, the influ-
ence of the cliool already is reflected. Why would it not be useful
to measnre, rather than at the fourth and seventh grade, the first
week of kindergarted or the first week of first grade. whichever is
the first time the child becomes exposed to the schools influence ?
Would yon be in a better position to identify t c extent to which
socioeconomic factors are at work, rather than waiting for the fourth
and seventh grades ?

Dr. KEARNEY. Yes. sir. The reason that we did not go initially to
the kindergarten level or to the first grade level was hecanse of so.ne
of the technical problems inherent in measuring at that level. We are
reasonably sure that at abont grade 4 we are getting some reasonable
measures of cognitive skills. It is mile)) more difficult at the first grade
level.

Another factor was simple economics, so to speak. A child at the
fonrth or seventh grade level can very easily handle a separate
score sheet most often, and can transfer his answers to tint score
sheet which, of course, is more efficient and more economical in terms
of processing 300,000 students' scoreq. At the first grade level yon
almost have to resort, without exception. to having the child write
his answers or mark his answers in th_ same booklet, which at the
present time wonld require bid scoring of all this.

So we do eventually intend to gather deth at that level. It ww;
simply a problem that we did not think we conld handle at that point.

Senator IIART. As yon have described it. in ming this siirvey achieve-
ment test. yon report the raw score and the compareive percentile
figure. Now. obviously, of course, in drawing up percentile figures.
somebody is going to be first and somebody is going to be last.

Has the State made any judgment on the meaning, the significance,
in terms of education. of the raw figures ? For eyample, at what point
does a raw figurea raw score mean that the child is getting a poor
education ?

Dr. KEARNEY. Well. whether it was a raw score or a percentile from
the assessment batteryif we had a very low score on a child. I would
suspect that as that data is fed back to the loeal district that some-
body would be taking a look at that and coming to one of two eon-
chisions in general, either that that was jnst a bad testing sitnation
or that they bad other kinds of information which would corroborate
the ffiet that this child is at such a low level of efficiencyand they
would move on from that point.

But it wonld be incorrect. Senator, to say that because a child scored
at such and snch on our assessment battery. that ergo, he was, without
question. deficient. It would be an indication that somebody probably
had better look and somebody had better find out whether or not that.
was simply a bad testing sitnation, or there were other data to support,
indeed, that the child was at that poirt.

MOVING AwAy FROM USE OF Noams

Another thing that I might add here is that we are using norm-ref-
e.-enced instruments, which as yon well point out. puts somebody at the
top and somebody at the bottom and also puts somebody at the middle,
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and always pats 50 percent of solDebody or something below the
mid(lle. We atx! very much interested in moving toward criterion-ref-
erenced test ing which does not really report in term of eorms. lmt
snggests that yor are able to spell out what it is that you think the
(16 Id ought to acquire and you report the data out in terms of the extent
to whidi he has acquired it.

That has sonie very, very valid and useful pnrposes in an assess-
ment effort. The only benefit is that once you have criterion-referenced
data. not only can you use it in that fashion. but you can also report
it in terms of norms, i f you choose to do that.

The problem is. that while we have standardized testing am; have
had it a long time and have had norm-referenced instimments. the
development of criterion-referenced instruments is in a relatively
early and beginning stage at the present time. There is some good work
being done in that area.

Senator num Well. absent criterion-reference dataassuming I
nnderstand what you are talking aboutabsent that, a person could
take the achievement test scores with the raw figures and the yr-
cent ile. and argue that everyone is getting a good education or nobody
is getting a good education or that there is little difference between
the winner and the loser. Is that true ?

Dr. KEARNET. Not on the basis of the data that we have at the
present time. particularly in terms of pupils. There is a fairly broad
range in terms of raw scores, rights and wrongs. that can be had:
and consequently. a broad range in terms of reporting scores.

Senator IlAwr. But are you in a posit:on to tell ns what score rep-
resents a good and what score represents a bad education ?

Dr. KEARNEY. No. sir.
Senator HART. So the case could be made that it is all good or it is all

bad or there is very little difference ?
Dr. KEARNEY. I guess t he case--
Senator Timm Until you come up with the answer ?

IT Is Ali. REtxrnt
Dr. KEARNEY. I gu ess the case could be made in a sense that it is all

relative, If you had criterion reference. instruments what you are say-
ing before you do the measuring is that this is a minimum and this is
good and this is excellent and this is not the minimum: and then you
gather data and determine whether or not someone or some group
reaches that.

Senator HART. Thank you very much.
Senator MONDALE. We had a witness here the other day, the superin-

tendent of the Philadelphia school system, who wanted his school
system to be nationalizedtaken over by the Federal Government, he
said. it is so bad. rsing the Iowa basic skill test score. he said that
in :10 of the ghetto schools two-thirds of the children received a score of
PI or less on that test, which to him meant that. the.y were unable to
nnderstand what the teacher was saying or to function at the grade
level tbey were in.

There must be sonie similar approximate score on the test that you
give in arithmetic and reading. which demonstrates that the child is
not getting it. at all or getting it so minimally that he or she jnst simply
cannot function. That must be true. Again, with zero. either the child
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did not take the test or was siek or he did not understand it. At some
point there mnst be sonic general idea that the child is just not going to
he able to function.

Dr. KEARNEY. I guess 1 now see perhaps what, Senator I tart was get-
ting at and what yon have askel. We have. in a sense, arbitrarily set a
point. We did this in cenjunetion with the Section 3 Program that I
referred to earlier, and we said that any child who falls at or below the
15th percentile would be a ehild who was defined for the purposes of
t hat program as in need of substantive assistance in the lmsie cognitive
skills, so that he was indeed. deficient.

Senator lloNnAt.E. In need of help.but is that finding based upon an
earlier conclusion that any child who scores at, 15 perventile or below
is so far behind that he or she cannot function in that class?

Dr. KEAnNET. No. It was not based on that kind of assumption. Sena-
tor. We do not really. in all honesty, have a point in that scale at the
present time which unequivocably could define for you where it is that,
a minimal level is achieved. In fact, we have attempted to do this in
sonic sense, after the fact : we intended to report back the 1970-71 data
in this fashion. but we were not able to do it because of the technical
difficult ies invol ved.

Senator MoNnAt.E. Well, how many questions would a child have
answered correctly if he achieved a 15 percentile score? What percent-
age of questions asked eid the child answer correctly ?

Dr. KEARNEY. I would have to refer to my materials and take a look.
I do not know off the top of my head.

Senator Momin.E. If it can be obtained quicklyotherwise. we will
proceed.

Dr. KEARNEY*. I can give you a. couple of examples from the read-
ing battery and the math battery. I do not have the data for putting
these together in composite achievement. scores.

For example. in grade 4. in terms of reading. if a child is at or below
the 15th percentile. he has answered somewhere in the neighborhood
of up to 18 out of 50 questions on the reading snbtest.

Senator MONDALE. Answered correctly?
DT. KF.ARNET. Yes.
Senator MoNnm.E. So he got 32 wrong?
Dr. KEARNEY. Yes: or he did not answer 32. On the mathematics,

for example. at the fourth grade level, a child who is at or below the
15th percentile has answered approximately 14 out. of 40.

Senator MONDALE. How many would the child have wrong at the
95th percentile?

Dr. KEARNEY. The 95th percentile. at the font.n grade level on
mathematics. he would have answered 35 out of 40 cot rectly.

SCHOOL RANKING

Senator :::oNnaLE. If you had a school that ranked at, the 95th per-
centile. would that tnr.an that. most of the children were at that score,
or is that. a different tning? Is the school ranking percentile different
from the test ranking?

Dr. KEARNEY. Yes, sir: it would mean in that instance that the
average in that particular districtthe averagr pupil at that level
had answered 35 out of 40. There would have been some considerable
number of pupils who answered above it and some who answered
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below it. What we have is a percentile ranking for individual pupils,
so you have quite a broad range: and then we have a percentile rank-
ing for schools which reduces that range because you are taking aver-
ages; and then a percentile range for districts which has reduced
that range, too.

For example. the district, which might score at the bottom of the
percentile ranking in terms of district mean scores on composite
achievement will have som children in each of the 10 deciles of the
distribution. In other words. it. may have 4 or 5 percent of its children
who are scoring up at that 90th to 95th percentile. but it may have
15 or 20 percent of the children who are scoring down at. the bottom
of the scale. So you get a broad distrilmtion in each school district.
There is not a school district in the State of Michigan which does not
have some children. on the basis of this battery, who are not achieving
in the 90th or 95th percentile.

Senator MONPALE. You have some schools in the rich white suburbs
where children are kicking the top off the test .. most, of them. and then
you have some schools in the heart of the ghetto, with poor. disadvan-
taged children that are kicking the bottom off the test is that correct ?

Dr. KrARNTX. Essentially.
Senator MoNnALE. How would yon describe one of the worst and

poorest black ghetto schools in terms of the deeree to which their tests
reflect miderachievement ? ;Tow many chilaren would be under-
achieving?

Dr. KEARNEY. Let me attempt to do it in this wayand I am sorry
do not have some other data here. First, let. me attempt to do it in

terms of the district in general. Going back to my previous example,
of ming the 15th percentile as the point, where they were in serious
needand remember, thse are State norms: these are not, national
normsthis is the actual norm distribaion in the State of Michi-
ganthe average district in Michigan. of course, would only have 13
percent. of its children at or below the 15th percentile. We do have
districts who have up to 48 percent of their children who score
at the fourth or seventh grade leveldown in that particular category.

When you break that down and go into individual school build-
ings, there are cases where about 50 percent of the children scored
at or below the 15th percentile on the basis of State norms.

INTRA-Smoot, DIFFERENCES

Senator MoNnat.E. I read a recent stiidy out of Harvard in which
they concluded that within-school differences are as great as inter-
school differences. In other words, if you looked at school A and
school 13 and you averaged the results of each. you may find differ-
enms. But yon have to look as well within a school. because of track-
ing and so on. Yon nifty find some superb classes with excellent
teachers, doing very well, even though the average of that school is
an abomination. Thus, it is essential not. only to look at a school.
hnt to look within a school at cla.cses and almost at telichers and chil-
dren to know what, is working and how well they are doing.

For example. you may find a black ghetto school that looks very
bad by statewide standards but, in fact, over the last 10 years it may
iust be that the percentage of children above class level has improved.
So you condemn the school when, in fact, with all the disadvantages
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fehd tit hink at the districts and ACP the ilifferinees between ilizs

trios; and OW 4trp. nf course, is to see that within district dif
ferences are greater than between distriets: and you are takin g. the next

,4ep. which is probably as imisirtant, that. within school thf
fereliccs are probably as great or greater than interschool ditferunces.

Senatiir 111 'Nina 11.r. y our data does not get down that far, does it
Dr. KratiNry. We give bark to the local school districts data on all

the Ith and th graders. We do hot gather the data in terms of par,
ticular classes within that 4th grade setup, but it wouhl be possible, of
course, for the school district that chose to do that to look at the data
from that aspect_

Senator Moso.atx. I take your data to be supportive of the general
Coleman thesis that the higher SES dimes do better than the lower
SES classes. Thus. it. just might be true that if you could bring poor,
disadvantaged children into a stable, advantaged school life in num-
bem which did not cause white flight or disrupt the process of the
tuajority attitudes and itwentive and the rest. that this might result
in a better achievement level for disadvantaged children than being in
an all-disadvantaged school. In other words. it quality integrated
setting.

Have you tested schools where you have a quality integrated
environment to determine whether the poor children in that school
system are doing better than poor children in a totally disadvantaged
school body to determine whether there is a difference in performance?

Dr. KEARNEY. No, sir ; we have not done that.

RonE OF INTEGRATION IN ACHIEVEMENT

Senator MONDALE. Isn't that somewhat strange, when really it seems
to me you have got three or four major strategies that are being
thrashed around. One is moneysock it to them in the ghettos with
lots of money. Another is integration; I am not talking about color
mixing, I am not just talking about mixing poor blacks and poor
whites, I am talking about an environment where you have an ad-
vantaged school population that does not feel threatened and you
bring in poor, disadvantaged children, without threatening the good
school system.

Do you have schools like that in Michigan?
Dr. KEARNEY. I suspect we do. As I said, we have not taken our assess-

ment data and pursued this question; primarily, I think, because there
are any number of questions that need to be pursued with the resource
that we have in that data. However, because of some limitations on

our own part, I suspect, we have not been able to do that. We have
encourag,:ed competent researchers from within the State or from out-
side the State to come in and pursue some of these questions with the
data. We have underway twO or three things in their initial stages
with some people whom we think are very competent to do this. Our
problem, Senator, has simply been time.

69-828 0-72-pt. 19A-9
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Senator II mr. I wish you did hav that data, 1)r. Kearney, Not hay
iestyl the, I think we also ought tow/ that Michigan has, as far as

know. done a vastly greater jot, in the effort to idents factor* that
make for good and had educationwhere we scam district by ilia
tract-- than perhaps any plaee in the eountry. I am glad I am herr
t his morning to thank von for it.

Dr. Kr...tasty. Thank ou, Senator.
Senator MoNnat.r. I agree with that. This is a pioneering effort.

One of the key problems in American education is that the public is
not permitted to know, what one statistician callesi the -hot 'acts." Not
how many bricks or desks, but how are the children doing and the out-
put questions. Michigan is to be commended for being ore of the first
to grapple with this highly expb)sive and yet essential effort. and I
commend you for it.

Senator Harr. Let me just tell Dr. Kearney that I have been read-
ing in this field over the weekend. Let me try one statement that may
ease the concerns of those who feel that our formal educational process
and its product is unsatisfactory. To what extent do you agree with
t his :

A major illusion on which the school system rests is that most learning Is the
result of teaching.

Now, maybe to buttress that a little in defense of the fellow whom
am quoting but will not identify:

Teaching, it is true. may contribute to certain kinds of learning under certain
circumstawes, bat most people acquire most of their knowledge outside the school
and in school only so far as school, in a few rich countries, has become a place
of confl nement during an increasing part of their lives.

OUTSIDE INFLUENCE INSTRUMENTAL

Dr. KEARNEY. It has got to be John Holt. or one of his colleagues. I
would, I guess, certainly not disagree with the statement, Senator.
There are all kinds of things that go on and all kinds of influences that
come to bear upon a child or a youth outside of the school environs,
and he brings these things with him into the school situation and the
school is attempting to, in a sense, capitalize on these things to move
him further in the areas that the school properly has the responsibility
for.

I do think there are a lot of people in our Nation today who as-
sume that the schools can do all things, and I do not think that they
can do all things. I think there are so many outside and nonschool
related factors operating that it becomes extremely difficult to put this
kind of a burden or onus on the schools exclusively.

The schools certainly have a role to play, but I suspect they cannot
be all things to all men.

Senator HART. While the chairman is regrouping here, I should
add that, simply because a great deal of learning seems to happen
casually, simply because it is a byproduct of some other activity, it
does not excuse us from attempting to shore up planned learning
which we describe as the school system.
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44)11t V111.4 that you are much more likely tu learn a arcond language
if you go live with your grandmother or marry a romp born girl,
than if znu spend 5 year. in a German claw

be. hr.aexity. Yes.
Senator Haar. That la the point that I think thia fellow ia making.
Senator Mos oa I think one of the Hamlin examples of faires

the traditional AyAtern in this country is greeting the child who

not speak English with a teacher who cannot speak the child'a
guageMexii-an Americans. Puerto Ricana, by the hundmIs of
thouaands, especially Indian children. There are V() Indian languages
in this country. Ily and large, the first day in achool consists of a
teacher talking to them in a foreign language, out of a textbook that
usually does not relate to the child. How that could be continued and
thought to be education. I do not know.

There is one other question I wanted to ask. Do you suppose that
we are gettingand I know your testimony tried to deal with this
issuegetting too hungup with cognitive scores? I think a person has
to read and write and be able to function in the classroom, but he does

not have to be number 1 to be a very useful, contributing citizen. There

is a Harvard study which indicates that there is only a very loose cor-

relation between high cognitive achievement and educational attain-
ment. There are a lot of social students in college who do very well in

life and do a lot of important things.
Do we overemphasize the cognitive achievements, Doctor?

EMPHASIS ON BASIC SKILLS

Dr. KEARNEY. I think there is a danger of doing this, Senator.
There is a danger, for example, in what we are doing. Because of
limitations that we have at the present time, reading and writinF and
arithmetic become highly visible and are translated as the primary
purpose of the school. This is something we are very much concerned

with and why I say we would like to expand the program, as it were,
horizontally to other kinds of areas.

For example, at the present time we are seriously considering try-

ing, at least on a sampling basis, to come in with some experimental
items in the area of fine arts, particularly music. I think there are a

lot of people in Michigan who would think that, among other things.

a child as a result of going to the public schools ought to have some

experiences with basic learning and understanding in the area of
music, and this could go on and on.

I think there is an inherent danger in mounting these programs
that we do not simply stop at that point and deal with nothing more

than reading, writing and arithmetic. I do think the-y are fundamental.

I do think they are essential and certainly ought to be an integral part

of any education.
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Mr. Chairman and somber* of the committee, my name I. Philip Kearney.

I 00 tho Associate Superintendent for esearch Ind School Administration,

Michigan Dopertment of Education. On behalf of the State board of Education

and the Michigan Department of Education. t sm ploased to be her. today and

to describe for you the Michigan Educational Asissement trograll.

my statement is divided into three parts. In Fart I, I shall describe

for you the educational aessment program as it was first conceived and

implemented in 1969-70. I shall also discuss briefly certain of the majca

findings of the 1969-70 effort. In Part II, I 6ha11 describe the assessment

program as it operated during its second year, 1970-71. Finally, / shall

discuss the objectives and procedures of the 1971-72 educational assessment

program. I also have attached to this stateoent a bibliography which lists

the several ovailable reports in our assessment series, as well as other

available articles and document', describing different aspects of the program.
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(*Ointment lf Aducaci,o f.r thw 1444-70 fiscal fOst. Of great signifkaanow.

however. wee a section movIr added tt he bill which launeh.4 the State of

Michigan on an unprecedented effort directed toward ins the progress

of the Stat's K-12 ducetional system.

Under the provisions of Section 14 of Act 107, the Michigan Department

of Education vas provtdod with funds and given a mandate to undertake: (1)

the planntns and development of a State program for a periodic and compre-

henstve assessment of educational progress. and (2) the ismsdiate assessment

of certain basic skills at ono or more grade levels during the 1969-70

school year.

The August 12 signing by Governor Milliken represented the culmination

of seven months of effort on the part of the State Board of Education, the

Superintendent of Public Instruction, and Department of Education staff.

Recognizing the scarcity of reliable information concerning the progress of

education in the State of Michigan, staff members in the Department's Bureau

of Research, early in 1969, began developing a series of staff papers

outlining the problem and suggesting alternative solutions. These ideas

vere articulated publicly in three memoranda from Dr. Ira Polley, then State

Superintendent of Public Instruction, to members of the State Board of

Education. On April 23, 1969, the State Board of Education responded by

directing the Superintendent to prepare and submit appropriate legislation
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Let u Mat coos I.tor 4PI4 (twist Ion, "What to assessment ," We initially

defined samesseent

The determination over time of the outcome of duct ion
interpreted in light differing resourc levels and
differing community and pupil background characteristics.

There were t least four asumpt ions teplicit in this definition. First!,

there was the implicit wumption that the learning* children acquire as a

result of schooling are relatd to or influenced by gret many factors

both school and nonechool. Second, there was the assumption that, lthough

there are identifiable purposes and goals of education which may differ

from district to district, building to building, and child to child, there

lso are certain connon gols and purposes toward which ll public schools

in Michigan are or should be working. Additionally, there was the assumption

that these common goals and purposes could be identified and agreed upon.

Third, there was the assumption that methodologies were available, or could

be developed, which would allow one to determine the progress made toward

achieving these goals. Fourth, our definition contained the implicit

assumption that performance levels as well as the many factors that influence

performance were inequitably distributed among Michigan's public schools.
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machinerr, isscilnt working conditions. sod aperienced worker* while the

nther has outmoded machinery. ii poor working nwironsent, and ineeperiencsd

vothers. To look t production without also considering the raw matrials

aveilable for produ tion could load to wrong conclusion about the process.

Henry Dyer, in discuss(ng plan for evaluating the quality of edu-

cational programa in Pennsylvania, identifies four critical factor that

affect theft operating of a school system) Th. first of these he terms

input, thet is, the characteristics of the children wh--m schools suet teach.

As Dyer points out, "pupils enter school with different abilities, ttitudes,

values, and habits, and the school has to start with the children as it

finds them. The second critical factor he tarns conditionsschoole

carry out their operations under "differing conditions in Out home, the

school, and the coessunity that put unavoidable constraints on what a school

can accomplish with its pupils. A school in an urban alum must cope with

conditions vastly different from those confronting a school in an upper-

class suburb. '3 The third critical factor identified by Dyer is educational

processdifferent schools attack their unique set of inputs and conditions
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thrt,ughout the chools of Mich Igen. Everywhere in the State, echoo Is are

terizhing chi Idren to read, wr te effect ively, to add, subtract , suit iply,

and divide. A recent bullet in of the Nat tonal Educat ion Assoc tat ion puts it

this way.

"Throughout our country there I. a imilarity of edu-
cational objectivesand a diversit/ of means to achtevv
them. Schools everywhere are teaching children to read,
to use language effectively, to compute, to solve
problems requiring the collection and application of
relevant data, to develop employable skills, to under-
stand our government, and to take In informed part in
civic affairs. These are common aims; we differ in the
means we use to attain them."4

We proposed that the common aims of Michigan's public schools could be

identified and that consensus could be achieved among educators, scholars,

and lay citizens as to what these common aims are or should be.

The Th:rd AssumWon

Our third assumption held that methodologies for measuring, or other-

wise determining, attainments in these common goal areas existed at the time
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It means we should *holt tta imperfections of our instruments end vp,rk to

improve evaluation techniques over time. tt also moans that we should 4.

very cautious in the interpretatioh of results.

in an a sssss sent of eaucetional
progress for Michigan, we mphasized

that: (1) the measurement of
instructional outcomes need not, in tnd of

itself, be considered a sufficient
indicator of educational performance,

but rather just one component of the many and varied State find local effnrts

to understand the process of education; and (2) the nt effort need

not limit itself to the "easy-to-measure" aspects of pupil achievement. We

maintained that, over time, a comprehensive battery of instruments could

:be developed to survey both cognitive and affective outcomes within a wide

irange of subject areas; and efforts could be continuously underway to

improve imperfect assessment methodologies.

The Fourth Assumption

Our fourth assumption held
that performance levels and the many factors--

both school related and nonschool
related--that influence performance were
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schools, and individual tudents. "Niel quality chool serrics rr provkiad

to children frost wealthy hoses. Poor gualiti astrices re provided to

children frost poor hower."6 Moro recently, the M!chigan Dapartannt mt [du-

ration published a report showing that the State's highost xpenditure

district spent SLITS per pupil in 1968-69 while this lowest pent only

644S.
7

There appeared to be little question, then, but that performance

levels, resource levels, and community and pupil background characteristics

were inequitably distributed among the school districts of the State.

Furthermore, there was strong evidence to suggmst that such inequities were

even more ex:reme within the State's larger districts.

Why Assess?

There was a fifth assumption implicit in the initial effort to assess

education in Michigan, namely, that the information acquired would be

useful. The existing situation, as described in the above discussion of

out fourth assumption, offered the most pressing reason to embark on a

state-wide program of educational assessment. Evidence of instructional

outcomes for Michigan's schools--at least on a state-wide basis--was virtually
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nonexistent as a guide upon which to base future action. Aside from Thomas'

workand it is important to note that, for the most part, data on performance

were not available to himthe evaluation of this State's performance in

meeting the needs of its pupils, in providing equal educational opportunities

for all of its citizens, and in upgrading the quality ef ita educational

effortremained at best a guesswork procedure. We did not know how

efficiently, or how equitably we were educating our children.8

The ultimate goal of the assessment effort, then, was to provide reliable

an meaningful information on the outcomes of public ,31ementary and secondary

education in Michigan interpreted in light of thone important school-related

and nonschool-related factors which influence the attainment of these

outcomes. A second goaland one closely related to the one abovewas to

improve the basis for educational decision-making over time. It was expected

that with more and better information: (1) the general public would increase

its understanding of the attainments, the needs, and the problems of the

schools; (2) the State Legislature would be better able to enact legislation

appropriate to the educational needs of the State; (3) the efforts of the

Department of Education would be facilitated in identifying needs and

priorities for purposes of planning and directing the improvement of education

in the State; and (4) local school districts would be assisted in their

efforts to identify needs and priorities as they plan and administer local

school programs.

Assessment Activities for 1969-70

Now that I have discussed briefly our initial thinking regarding the

nature of assessment and the reasons why we should assess, the next logical

question is how did we go about it? What activities took place during

1969-70? As stated earlier, the legislation regarding assessment consisted of
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two parts. The first part directed the Department of Education to begin the

planning and development of a comprehensive and periodic assessment of edu-

cational progress. The second part of the legislation directed the Department

to undertake immediately an annual assessment of basic skills.

Planning and Developing a Comprehensive Assessment Program

The more difficult task was to plan, develop, and implement a compre-

hensive assessment program. And it should be emphasized that we felt that

full development and implementation of such a program would not be achieved

in the period of one yearnor would it be achieved without the cooperation

and involvement of professional educators and lay citizens.

We viewed the planning and development phase as involving two inter-

dependent stLtes: (1) identifying and defining the goals of Michigan edu-

cation, and (2) developing techniques to assess these educational goal areas.

In order to identify and define those educational outcomes that are deemed

essential for young people to live constructively in our society, we proposed

the formation of a committee broadly representative of the lay public,

scholars, and professional educators. The purpose of this group was to assist

the Department in reviewing, defining, and clarifying the State's common

educational goals. In June of 1970, this task force presented its recom-

mendation3 to the State Board.

The second stage of the planning and development phase required that

the goals identified be translated into pupil performance and techniques be

developed which would give an indication of our progress toward these goals.

For example, an educational goal might be that "the schools should help

children acquire understanding and appreciation of persons belonging to social,

cultural, and ethnic groups different from their own." As herein stated,

progress toward this goal would be difficultif not impossi.bleto measure.
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Yet, if this is an important goal, we felt that techniques must be developed

which would assist us in determining :he degree to which we have been

successfi' i attaining this objective.

As these goal areas were defined and opera:-ionalized, as performance

data on outcomes were subsequently made available, and as data describing the

factors that strongly influence performance levelsi.e., data on the "inputs"

and "conditions"were collected and fed into the system, then we felt that

information would become available to provide ansuers to the following baaic

questions:

1. For the State as a whole, what are the present levels

of inputs and the levels of educational performance?

2. For Michigan's geographic regions and community types,

what are the present levels of inputs and the levels

of educational performance?

3. Do schools that score high (or low or average) in the

various input measures also score high (or low or

average) i 1, educational performance levels?

4. What changes over time may be noted in the answers t.o

the above questions?

Assessment of Achievement in Basic Skills

The basic skills component of assessment rested firmly on the assump-

tion that at least one common goal area for Michigan educationnamely, the

acquisition of basic skills in the use of words and numbersalready had

been identified and defined, and that techniques were available to begin

assessment in that area. Unlike certain outcome areas such as those dealing

with attitudes, aspirations, and interests, we felt that implementation of

a program to assess basic skills would not require 'several months and years
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of planning--but could be undertaken almost immediately.

It was stated earlier that the principal objective of state assessment

was to provide reliable and meaningful information on both the outcomes and

related inputs of public elementary and secondary education in Michigan.

How, then, would the basic dkills component contribute toward achieving this

objective?

The 1969-70 Michigan Educational Assessment Program gathered compre-

hensive information regarding the State's schools and school districts from

two sources: (1) educational and ftnancial records maintained by the

Department; and (2) an educational assessment battery which was administered

to the State's 320,000 fourth and seventh graders in January, 1970. This

information was of three basic types: (1) information regarding students'

background characteristics; (2) information regarding school district edu-

cational resources (including data descriptive of finances and staff); and

(3) information regarding student/school performance (including data

descriptive of students' attitudes and students' achievement in the basic

skills). Figure 1 presents a list of measures used in the 1969-70

educational assessment.

The 1969-70 educational assessment program was designed and administered

in order to provide information for resource allocation and for major

curricular decisions. Three specific objectives were stated for the program.

These were:

1. To provide data that would show the levels of educational

performance and certain other educational assessment

measures within Michigan's geographic regionn and community

types (note: Figure 2 provides an explanation of the geo-

graphic regions and community types used in 1969-i0);

1.41
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FIGURE I

Measures Used in the 1969-70 Educational Assessment

Student Background

1. Students' estimate of socioeconomic status

School Resources

Human Relources

2. Pupil-teacher ratio*

3. Average years teaching experience*

4. Per cent of teachers with masters degrees*

5. Average teacher salary*

Financial Resources

6. State equalized valuation per-pupil*

7. Local revenue per-pupil*

8. State school aid per-pupil*

9. K-12 instructional expense per-pupil*

10. Total operating expense per-pupil*

Student/School Performance

Attitudes and Aspirations

11. Importance of school achievement

12. Self perception
13. Attitude toward school

Vocabulary and Achievement

14. Vocabulary
15. Reading
16. English expression
17. Mathematics
18. Composite achievement (excludes vocabulary)

*These measures were available at the school district level only

in 1969-70.
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FIGURE 2

Regions and Community Types Used in the 1969-70 Assessment

Region 4: Upper Peninsula

Community Types

Type I - Metrupolitan Core: One or

more adjacent cities with
a population of 50,000 or
more which serve as the
economic focal point of

their environs.

Type II - City: Community of
10,000 to 50,000 that
serves as the economic
focal point of its
environs.

Region 3:

Northern Lower Peninsula

Type TII -Town: Community of 2,500
to 10,000 that serves as
the econonic focal point

of its environs.

Type IV - Urban Fringe: A commu-

nity of any population
size that has as its
economic focal poInt a
metropolitan core or

a city.

Type V - Rural Community: A

community less than 2,500.

Region 2:

Southern Michigan

11
Region 1:

Wayne,
Oakland,
Macomb
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2. To provide data that would indicate the ways in which educa-

tional performance and certain factors related to perfonmmee

were distr-buted in Michigan; and

3. To provide local school district officials and citizens with

information regarding their own district and its schools.

The Limits of Educational Assessment

Before presenting certain summary results of the 1969-70 educational

assessment effort it would be well to discuss three major types of problems

that limited the program's procedures and results. It may be noted thst these

problems face all those who would devise large-scale educational evaluation

or assessment efforts.

Determining the Goals of Education

It is said that our schools exist to serve a variety of purposes. Most

would agree that they exist in part to teach children how to read, how to

communicate, and how to cipher. It might also be argued, however, that

schools exist to do such things as teach an understanding of science and

government; to develop certain values in children and youth; and so forth.

Educational assessment programs cannot simultaneously measure all educational

outcomes; they must limit themselves to measurement of those few educational

goals upon which agreement can b( reached and for which measurement devices

can be constructed. In 1969-70, the Michigan program measured two educational

goal areas: achievement in the basic skills and student attitudes.

Measuring Facets of Educational Systems

There are a number of problems involved in the measurement of various

aspects of educational systems. It was previously mentioned that three types

of measures were obtained in the 1969-70 Michigan assessment: student

69-828 0-72 I9A-10
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background; school resources; and student/school performance. The problems

of obtaining data for each of these three types of measures will be discussed

separately.

Student background measures. A great deal of controversy surrounded

the Department's measure of student background in 1969-70 because the State

Legislature used these data as a partial criterion for allocating 17.5

million dollars in state aid to elementary schools with concentrations cf

so-called "disadvantaged" children.

Despite this controversy--and despite the impossibility of reaching

absolute agreement on a definition of socioeconomic status--SES data wers

gathered for the assessment program for two reasons: (1) because the social

background of students has been shown related to academic achievement in

previous studies; and (2) because social background has been shown related

to the level at which schools are supported.9

Four methods of obtaining estimates of students' SES were considered

by rhe Department in 1969-70. It may be seen that each of these has

limitations.

(1) The first method of obtaining SES data that was considered was

that of parent interviews. This method results in the most accurate portrayal

of SES because it is possible to ask parents direct questions about their

status in terms of such important factors as occupation, income, and edu-

cational attainment. However, this method is prohibitively expensive because

of the great number of parents that would have to be intereviewed in a

program as large as the one under discussion.

(2) The second method of obtaining SES data is through student estimates.

This method has been shown to be reasonably valid--particularly for groups

of children--and is inexpensive. The method is limited in that some children--
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particularly young childrendo not know important Zhings about their families,

including income and occupation. Therefore, the method must ask for indirect

estimates of background factors.

(3) The third method of obtaining SES data is through educator estimates

of students' characturistics. This method is not thought to be as good as

the one discussed above because educators must attempt to estimate the average

background of a group of childrenand they will likely lack information about

many of the individual children. Additionally, different educators will likely

have different perceptions of what HS istherefore, not all estimates will

be comparable.

(4) The fourth method of obtaining SES data is through the use of

census-type data such as that co)lected every ten years by the U.S. census,

that collected by welfare agencies, and so forth. These data are often

thought to provide the best vossible estimate of atudental socioeconomic

status. However, there are three serious limitations to these data: (a) they

are often old (the most recent available U.S. census data for the 1969-70

assessment was ten years old); (b) they are often collected on a city or

county basisand these political units are often not coterminous with school

and district boundaries; and (c) these data are often not a good estimate of

t'aci SES of public school childrenparticularly in areas where a great many

children attend nonpublic schools.

The 1969-70 Michigan program used the second of these methodsstudents'

estimates of thcir own background. However, it muat be admitted that the

1969-70 meadure was an imperfect one and likely did not do an entirely

adequate job of describing the social Ind economic backgrounds of students

in all schools.*

*Several improvements were made in this measure prior to the administration
in 1970-71. We now have an adequately reliable and valid group measure of SES.
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particularly young children--do not know important things about their fmnilies,

including income and occupation. Therefore, the method must ask for indirect

estimates of background fa.:tors.

(3) Thc third method of obtaining SES data is through educator estimates

of students' characteristics. This method is not thought to be as good as

the one discussed above becauae educators must attempt to estimate the average

background of a group of children--and they will likely lack information about

many of the individual children. Additionally, differeAt educators will likely

have different perceptions of what SES is--therefore, not all estimates will

be comparable.

(4) The fourth method of obtaining SES eata is through the use of

census-type data such as that collected every ten years by the U.S. census,

that collected by welfare agencies, and so forth. These data are often

thovght to provide the best possible estimate of students' socioeconimic

status. However, there are three serious limitations to these data: (a) they

are often old (the most recent available U.S. census data for the 1969-70

assessment was ten years old); (b) they are often collected on a city or

county basis--and these political units are often not coterminous with school

and district boundaries; and (c) these data are often not a good estimate of

the SES of public school children--particularly in areas where a great many

children attend nonpublic schools.

The 1969-70 Michigan program used the second of these methods--students'

estimates of their own background. However, it must he admitted that the

1969-70 measure was an imperfect one and likely did not do an entirely

adequate job of describing the social and economic backgrounds of students

in all schools.*

*
Several improvements were made in this measure prior to the administration

in 1970-71. We now have an adequately reliable and valid group measure of SES.
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School resource measures. There are two related problems involved in

gathering measures descriptive of schools. First, it is difficult to decide

what aspects of schools are important and should therefore be measured.

Despite a great deal of research, no one knows with any degree of certainty

what aspects of schools have an impact on how well children are able to

perform.

Second, it is often difficult to measure important aspects of schools

once agreement has been reached that they nhould be measured. For example,

the 1969-70 Michigan program desired an accurate measure of per-pupil

expenditure for each school in the State. However, this was impossible as

most school officials compute expenditure only at the district level in

Michigan. Thus a great deal of variation in per-pupil expenditure anc: other

resource measures was masked in the 1969-70 educational assessment. A

compromise must usually be worked out between what data are desired for

educational assessment and what data are available.

Student/school performance measures. Once it has been decided what

educational goals are to be measured, the educational evaluator has the

difficult problem of fairly and accurately measuring the skills, abilities,

and achievements of different groups of children. The basic skills battery

used in the 1969-70 educational assessment was limitad to an unknown degree

by the fact that it measured the basic skills of A variety of children, many

of whose language patterm were "different" than t).ose of "middle class"

children. The achievement data from this assesvment must be considered

limited to the extent that the achievement battery was not culture-free.

Serving Competing Interests

One of the difficulties in designing and administering large-scale

educational assessment programs is that they must serve a variety of
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different--and sometimes competing--interests. This largely "political"

problem is treated in detail elsewhere:10 however one example of how

different groups of people perceive the proper uses of educational assessment

data may illuminate the point.

In 1969--at the urging of the former Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion--staff of the Department of Education informed local educators that local

assessment results would not be publicly released. In 1970, a new Superin-

tendent was asked by the State's Board of Education to reconsider this policy.

News of this reconsideration brought a great deal of protest from local school

administrators. For example, a local superintendent wrote staff of the

Department as follows: "The public release of individual district test scores

by the Department uf Edncation would be highly unethical."

Public officials, however, viewed the issue somewhat differently. For

example, when staff of the Department of Education informed a legislator that

the State Board was "considering" a policy on the release of data, he responded

in part as follows:

In response to your communication, I cannot stress too
strongly my shock and amazement at this tactic. Whether or

not local school administrators wish to have this information
released to legislatoro is no concern of mine nor should it
be of the Department's: As a legislator, it is my position
that I have an absolute right to the test data. Therefore,

I am requesting that you forward this information to me
immediately. In the event it is the position of the Department
that this information should not be made available to the
Legislature, I wish to assure you that my first and only goal
in the 1971 legislative session will be to amend the law to
mandate the Department to provide this information.

I cannot stress too strongly my absolute amazement and
shock at your response to my request. Secrecy and the with-
holding of information is a classic bureaucratic technique
which has no place in a free society. I am not unmindful of
the reasons the Department will attempt to put forth as to why
such scores should remain secret, and I am unconvinced by
them. Therefore, I expect by return mail the test results for
my school districts.
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It is not our intention here to take aides in the dispute over whether

or not local educational assessment results should be released to the public.

Rather, it is our intention to indicate that different groups hold different

expectations for educational assessment programsand that administrators of

these programs must constantly keep these in mind as they go about their work.

Despite the foregoing limits, large-scale educational assessment efforts

are now in existence: we have had a National Assessment of Educational

Progress, several states are assessing their educational syatems, and many

local school districts engage in comprehensive evaluation and assessment

activities.

A Summary of 1969-70 Results

This section will present a brief summary of certain important results

from the 1969-70 Michigan Educational Assessment Program. Seven major

conclusionsgrouped according to the three objectives discussed aboveare

presented.

The Levels of Education

One purpose of the educational assessment program was to display data

that would indicate the levels of assessment measures in the State's regions

and community types. These data were analysed in three ways: by district

scores, by school scores, and by pupil scores. Three major conclusions may

be drawn from these data.

First, the data indicated that districts, schools, and children in

Michigan's metropolitan core cities scored extremely low on measures of

basic skills achievement. For example, the four metropolitan core districts

in Wayne, Oakland, and Macomb Counties had an average score on the basic

skills achievement measures that placed them below the fifth percentile on

a ranking of Michigan's school districts.
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It is not our intention here to take sides in the dispute over whether

or not local educational assessment results should be released to the public.

Rather, it is our intention to indicate that different groups hold different

expectations for educational assessment programsand that administrators of

these programs must constantly keep these in mind as they go about their work.

Despite the foregoing limits, large-scale educational assessment efforts

are now in existence: we have had a National Assessment of Educational

Progress, several states are assessing their educational systems, and many

local school districts engage in comprehensive evaluation and assessment

activities.

A Summary of 1969-70 Results

This section will present a brief summary of certain important results

from the 1969-70 Michigan Educational Assessment Program. Seven major

conclusionsgrouped according to the three objectives discussed aboveare

presented.

The Levels of Education

One purpose of the educational assessment program was to display data

that would indicate the levels of assessment measures in the State's regions

and coca:unity types. These data were analyzed in three ways: by district

scores, by school scores, and by pupil scores. Three major conclusions may

be drawn from these data.

First, the data indicated that districts, schools, and children in

Michigan's metropolitan core cities scored extremely low on measures of

basic skills achievement. For example, the four metropolitan core districts

in Wayne, Oakland, and Macomb Counties had an average score on the basic

skills achievement measures that placed them below the fifth percentile on

a ranking of Michigan's school districts.
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Second, the data indicated wide variations in the performance of types

of districts and schools within relatively small geographic areas. For

example, urban fringe and city districts in Wayne, Oakland, and Macomb Counties

scored above the stale-wide median on achievement whileas mentioned above

metropolitan core districts scored below the fifth percentile.

Third, the data indicated that the State's rural school districts scored

generally low both in achievement and in the amount of resources expended in

schools.

The Distribution of Education

A second major purpose of the educational assessment program was to

display data that would inrlicate the manner in which educational assessment

measures were distributed in Michigan in terms of both achievement and

socioeconomic status. That is, we were interested in knowing whether those

schools and school districts that scored high (or near the state median or

low) on achievement or SES also scored relatively high (or near the median

or low) on the other educational assessment measures. This methodology

while not very sophisticateddoes provide graphic evidence of the relationship

of educational measures to both achievement and socioeconomic status. Two

majorand not unexpectedconclusiona were drawn from these data.

First, there was evidence of a relationship between the level of basic

skills in schools and districts and most of the oth assessment measures.

Although we noted several exceptions, we generalized that in Michigan those

districts with high achievement also had a relatively high level of socio-

economic background and of school resources.

second, there was evidence of a relationship between the level of

socioeconomic status in schools and districts and most of the other assessment

measures. Again, although we noted several exceptions, we did generalize
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that in Michigan those districts with
high socioeconomic background also had

a relatively hith level of school resources and of basic skills achievement.

Local District Results

During the summer of 1970 local results from the educational assessment

program were mailed to each of the State's local superintendents. We were

able to make two generalizations regarding these local results.

First, there was a great deal of variation among the State's school

districts on the educational assessment measures. As an example, we may

compare results of two districts in southeastern Michigan. The first district--

one of the State's largest--had an average fourth grade "score" on reading

achievement of 44.8. This means that the "average" child in that district

was able to correctly answer nineteen of forty questions on the reading

portion of the assessment battery. This district had a "score" of 48.3 on

SES, it had an instructional expense of $543, and thirty-six percent of its

teachers had masters degrees. A second-7nearby--di8trict had an average

fourth grade "score" of 56.8 on the reading portion of the assessment battery.

This means that the "average" child in that district was able to correctly

answer twenty-nine of forty questions on the reading portion of the assessment

battery. This.district had a "score" of 62.6 on SES, it had an instructional

expense of $690, and fifty-four percent of its teachers had masters degrees.

It may be noted that these districts did not measure the range of district

scores in Michigan--the difference between the high and low district would

be somewhat greater than that indicated by comparison of these two nationally-

recognized school districts.

Second, we found a great deal of variation among schools within districts

on performance. In the large district described above, for example, an

elementary chool in an affluent neighborhood had an average "score" of

I/
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56.9 on reading and a "disadvantaged" school had a score.of 35.7. This means

the children of one school were able to correctly answer an average of thirty

of forty reading questions while the chiLdren of another were only able to

answer an average of twelve of forty questions. Although the range in this

district is extremely large as a partial result of its large size, many other

Michigin districts exhibited vide variation among their schools on basic skills

achievement.

A more complete recounting of 1969-70 results is available in certain

of the reports listed in the bibliography.

PART II

THE SECOND YEAR OF THE PROGRAM: 1970-71

In August, 1969, the State Superintendent of Public Instruction had

introduced the initial thrust of the Michigan Educational Assessment Program

by esphasiring that:

the full implementation of a meaningful assessment program
will not be achieved in the period of one year. Nor will it

be achieved without the cooperation and involvement of
professional educators and lay citizens. The task at hand

is a complex one and will necessitate systematic planning and

development over a period of many months. The activities

which will be undertaken during the 1969-70 school year
represent only a beginning step in a long-range program
designed to provide better and more comprehensive information
concerning the level, distribution, and progress of education

in the schools of our State.

As was indicated in Part I, that beginning step was ta.cen in 1969-70.

In this part of my statement, I shall describe the educational assessment

program as it was modified and carried out in its second year, 1970-71.

It is appropriate that, in introducing this section of the paper, three

isporient additions be mentioned. First, it is the State Board of Education's

intent to publicly release local nt results from the 1970-71 program.

This will insure that public officials and others will have access to this

data--although the assessment data will be released to local superintendents

prior to its general publication.

Second, it should be mentioned that 17.5 million dollars in State money

was allocated to elementary schools in 1970-71 according to criteria of social

deprivation and pupil performance from the 1969-70 educational assessment.

That is, schools with concentrations of low-achieving and low socioeconomic

status children--as determined by the 1969-70 educational assessmentwere

provided compensatory money to improve their instructional programs.
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Finally, it should be pointed out that the 1970-71 assessment plans

benefited from a great deal of involvement of local citizens and educators.

Probably no major program operated by this Department has received more

scrutiny and discussion than the educational assessment effort. This involve-

ment accounted for many improvements which, we believe, resulted in an

improved administration of the 1970-71 Michigan Educational Assessment Program.

Objectives of the 1970-71 Michigan Educational Assessment Program

Following the pattern set in 1969-70, the 1970-71 Michigan Educational

Assessment Program gathered, analyzed, and reported three basic kinds of

information descriptive of educational systems: (1) information regarding

students' background characteristics; (2) information regarding schooi and

school district educational resources; and (3) information regarding student/

school performance (including data descriptive of attitudes, dropout rate,

and achievement in the basic skills). Again, following the 1969-70 pattern,

this information was gathered from three basic sources: (1) an anonymous

pupil background and attitude'questionnair(s. which was administered to all

fourth and seventh grade public school students; (2) records held in the

Department of Education; and (3) a bseIc skills achievement battery that was

administered to all fourth and seventh grade public school atudents. One

important modification should be noted regarding the 1970-71 basic skills

achievement battery. The 1970-71 achievement battery was lengthened to

ensure that it would be reliable enough so that results from it could be

reported for individual students (the 1969-70 achievement battery was reliable

only for group reporting).

Four basic objectives were set for the 1970-71 Michigan Educational

Assessment Program. Each of these is discussed below in some detail.
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Providing State Level Public Information

Again, following the pattern set in 1969-70, the first objective of

the 1970-71 Michigan
Educational Assessment Program was to provide members

of the State Board of Education, the Executive Office, and the Legislature

with information needed for allocating the State's educational resources in

a manner b-ut calculated to equalize and improve the quality of educational

opportunities for all children in the State.

The very first report in the educational assessment series made the

assumption that "the most important education-related
problem facing the

State--and indeed the nation--is the inequitable distribution of school

district performance levels and their correlates."

In order to meet the first objective of the educational assessment

program, answers to three basic questions were sought. The questions and

methodologies that were used in answering them are presented below.

1. What is the level of basic skills achievement and of other edu-

cational assessment measures in Michigan and in Michigan's ,community and

district types? An explanation of Michigan's community and district types

vns presented in Figure 2 on page 13. The first question will be answered

by displaying summary data for each of Michigan's community and district

types. Thus, it will be possible to understand differences on the educational

--measures between, say, metropolitan core cities and urban fringe areas. This

information will be derIved separately from district-level, school-level, and

individual student data.

2. Do school districts
Qor.schools) that score in the upper (2s.

middle, or lower) third of a rankinR Of Michigan districts (sr schools) on

composite achievement also score
relativelyugh (Er in the mdddle, or

relatively low) on certain other assessment measures? The first question

6
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seeks to explore the level of educational assecsment measures in Michigan

and in Michigan's community and district types. It is the purpose of the

second question to describe how certain measures are distributed in Michigan.

The fundamental difference between the two questions is that the first seeks

to determine the level of each educational assessment measure independently;

the second seeks to determine the distribution of measures in terms of

district (or school) scores on achievement.

The methodology for answering [Lis question is as follows: (1) the

average achievement scores of districts (or schools) in the top, middle, and

bottom thirds of a distribution of Michigan districts (or schools) will be

computed; (2) the average score on other assessment measures will be computed

for those districts (or schools) falling into each third by achievement; and

(3) the scores will be graphically portrayed in tabular form.

It is planned that similar distributions will be made in terms of

district (or school) scores on socioeconomic status. This will make it

possible to understand, for example, whether or not those Michigan districts

that score relatively high on aocioeconomic status score--on the average--

relatively high on basic skills achievement.

3. What is the level of basic skills achievement and of other edu-

cational assessment measures in each of Michigan's school districts? As was

noted earlier, it le ;:'inned that local district assessment results will be

publicly reported in 1970-71. Mbst of the educational measures will be

reported in three wa,s in this report. First, a score will be reported for

each measure inL"raw" form. For example, the percent of teachers with

masters degrees, the average years of teaching experience, the pupil7teacher

ratio, the K-12 instructional expense per-pupil (in dollars), and the average

score of students on reading will be reported. Second, these scores will be
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reported in terms of their position on a pitrcentile distribution of Michigan

school districts. Third, scores will be reported in the form of a decile

distribution indicating the percent of fourth and seventh grade pupils who

scored in each decile on composite achievement.

Information to answer the above three questions will provide the State

with valuable information regarding the level, distribution, and equality

of educational programs and student performance in Michigan. This information

will be useful as deliberations are held regarding the allocation of State

resources and the design of major educational programs.

Providing Information to Local SchClol Systems

The second objective of the 1970-71 educational ascessment program was

to provide citizens and educators in every school system with basic infor-

mation regarding their district and its schools. This information will

assist them in making local decisions regarding the allocation of resources

and the design of educational programs.

As was indicated above, several studies have shown differences in

educational offerings among the State's school districts. Those studies

and othershave also shown disparities in educational program offerings

within school districts. For example, Sexton in her study of a large

Michigan city, provided evidence of significant class-related differences in

the quality of educational program@ among schools.11

Data from large-scale educational assessment efforts are also useful

in the improvement of all aspects of educational curricula. For example,

assessment information can identify strengths and weaknesses in certain

areas of school performance.

Local educators have been provided with assessment information and

explanatory materials from the 1970-71 educational assessment. Two basic
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kinds of explanatory materials were provided: (1) norm tables that may be

used to display local assessment data and (2) information that explains the

meaning of the assessment measures, their limits, and their uses. These

materials may be used to answer two questions at the local level. These

questions and tentative methodologies to answer them are presented below.

1. What is the level of basic skills achievement and of other edu-

cational assessment measures in the school district in relation to other

districts? Local educators may answer this question by displaying dace for

their school district on norm tables that were provided together with 1970-71

educational assessment results.

2. What is the level of basic skills achievement and of other edu-

cational assessment measures in each school of the school district? Local

educators may answer this question by displaying data for each school of

their district. Again, norm tables were provided for this purpose together

with 1970-71 educational assessment results. These data should help indicate

which schools within a district have most need for additional educational

resources and improved educational programs.

Providing Information to Students and Parents

The third objective of the 1970-71 program was to provide school

districts with basic information regarding students that will help the

students, their parents, and educators to assess their progress. Additionally,

this information was used by districts to identify students who have extra-

ordinary need for assistance to Improve their competence in the basic skills.

Act 38 of the Public Acts of 1970 states that the Michigan Educational

Assessment Program shall identify students "who have extraordinary need for

assistance to improve their competence in the basic skills." It further

states that the Department of Education "shall provide remedial assistance
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programa, as funds are made available by law to school districts to raise

competencies in basic skills of students
identified (in the above statement)."*

Local educators will be able to answer one question regarding each

student who completes the basic skills achievement battery.

1. What is the level of educational attainment in the basic skills of

each child who completes the basic skills achievement battery? As was

mentioned above, individual achievement results will be scored and reported

in terms of the pupil's relation to other pupils who complete the battery.

Most schools will have a number of students who are not able to read, write,

and/or perform arithmetical operations at desired levels. It is probable

that these children will not be able to fully participate in American society

without an understanding of basic skills. Therefore, all local district

officials must seek an answer to a most importent question: What can be done

to insure that every child who attends school reaches an acceptable mastery

of the basic skills? The mere asking of this question will not by itself

insure that all children will learn how to read, write, and compute. Nor can

it be expected that the State Board of Education can answer the question for

a local school district. Each local district must decide for itself how it

can hest allocate its educational resources and design its educational program

so that all regular students are prepared for participation in American

society.

Providing Information Regarding the Progress of Education

The final objective of the 1970-71 assessMent effort was to provide

citizens, the State Board of Education, 'the Executive Office, and the Legis-

lature with information regarding the progress of the Michigan educational

*During the 1971-72 school year, $23 million will be allocated for such

programa utilizing 1970-71 assessment results as the measure of need.

69-828 0-72-pt. I9A 11
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system as a whole, the progress of its school districts, and the progress of

its schools over a period of years.

As was stated above, a most important question facing the State--and

local school districts--is the equalization and improvement of educational

programa and student performance. By conducting an annual educational assess-

ment it will be possible to measure the degree to which equalization and

improvement are actually taking place.

In order to facilitate comparisons over time, parts of future educational

assessment batteries will be siMilar to the one administered in 1969-70.

Additionally, many of the measures descriptive of educational resources will

be simi?.ar or identical on an annual basis.

Two basic questions will be used as a guide to the fourth objective.

These questions and tentative methodologies to answer them are provided below.

1. Is the level and distribution of basic skills achievement and of

other educational assessment measures improving over time Amsaa'the State's

school districts? This question is concerned with both the level and dis-

tribution of educational assessment measures. It will be possible to

ascertain improvement in the level of basic skills performance by comparing

the percent of children who are able to perform at desired levels in the

basic skills over time. It will be possible to ascertain iMprovement in the

distribution of educational assessment measures by comparing scores of high

ant: low districts over time. That is, it will be possible, for example, to

ascertain whether or not low achieving districts are improving their position

relative to other districts over time.

2. Is the level and distribution of basic skills achievement and of

other educational assessment measures irproving over time_within the State's

school districts? The above questión is concerned with the state-wide level
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and distribution of educational assessment measures. This question is also

concerned with the quality and equity of educational opportunitiesbut at

the local level. Hence each district will be able to tell how much its

educational program is improving over time by comparing the assessment results

from its schools on an annual basis.

A Final Word on the 1970-71 Educational Assessment Program

During the late summer and autumn of 1970, a number of meetings

regarding educational assessment were held with interested and knowledgeable

persons. A primary purpose of these meetings was to improve the Michigan

Educational Assessment Program. For example, seven regional educational

assessment meetings were conducted during the sumerin part to obtain

reaction to the 1969-70 educational assessment effort and in part to gather

suggestions for improving the 1970-71 effort. These meetings were hosted by

intermediate school district superintendents in Flint, Grandville, Marquette,

Mason, Pontiac, Portage, and Traverse City and were attended by an estimated

one-thousand people.

Four invitational meetings were held in the autumn for the specific

purpose of considering improvements in the 1970-71 program: an all-day meeting

of nationally-recognized experts in measurement and evaluation; two half-day

meetings with selected staff of the Department of Education; and a half-day

meeting with approximately twenty Michigan educators.

Additionally, five panels of educators were convened to consider

various aspects of the 1970-71 educational assessment battery. Separate

panels reviewed the letunag, mechanics of written English, mathematics, and

socioeconomic background portions of the battery. A final panel .reviewed

a second draft of the entire achievement battery.
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It should also be mentioned that staff of the Department's Research,

Evaluation, and Assessment Services have visited numerous local school

systems and have been invited to speak to a number of groups and organizations

regarding educational assessment in Michigan. Groups that requested speakers

included associations of school board members, principals, teachers, and

directors of curriculum.

Finally, staff discussed the educational assessment program with members

of the State Board of Education, interested legislators, and representatives

of the Governor's office on several occasions.

As a result of these meetings, a number of changes were made in the

michigan Educational Assessment Program. There were three major changes in

the 1970-71 version of the educational assessment effort. First, the

1970-71 objectives were spelled out in greater detail than they were in the

prior year. The objectives of the 1969-70 program were similar to those

proposed for the 1970-71 year; however, over the ensuing twelve'months, the

program's objectives were much more clearly spelled out as.the prograM received

considerable discussion from citizens and educators.

Second, the basic skills portion of the 1970-71 educational assessment

battery was sufficiently reliable to allow reporting of individual children's

scores at grades four and seven. This means ehat it was possible to report

to the local school district the results for each child who completed the

battery. (Note that the student background portion of the battery was given

separately--and anonymously. Students were not identified on this portion

of the battery.)

Third, the program was expanded in 1970-71 to include a number of

additional measures. Several new school resource measures were included.

Additionally, several new student/school performance measures, as shown in
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Figure 3, were used including attitude measures and a diatrict measure of

dropout rate. The latter measure was compiled from the Department's annual

dropout study.

We are currently in the process of analyzing and reporting the data

from the 1970-71 program. As of this date, two reports, with accompanying

data, have been published: (1) Individuel Pupil Report: Explanatory

Materials; and (2) Local School and District Report: Explanatory Materiels.

The remaining reports in the 1970-71 series are either in press or currently

being drafted. These reports include: (1) Public Report of Local District

Results; (2) Levels of Educational Performance and Related Factors in Michigan;

(3) Distribution of Educational Performance and Related Factors in Michigan;

(4) Educational Assessment: A Comparison of the First Two Years Results;

(5) Educational Assessment: Results by District Size; and (6) Educational

Assessment: Technical Report, 1970-71.
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FIGURE 3

A LIST OF THE DADDY-FIVE MEASHRE91 REPORTED
AT THE DISTRICT OR SCHOOL LEVELS

MEASURES DISTRICT SCHOOL

I. School Resources

A. Human Resources
(1) Pupil-Professionsl Instructional Staff Ratio* X X

(2) Pupil-Teacher Ratio
X X

(3) Percent of Teachers with Five or More Years Experience* X X

(4) Average Years Teaching Experience
E

(5) Percent of Teachers with Masters Degree X X

(6) Percent of Teachers Earning $11,000 or More* x x

(7) Average Salary of Teachers (1969-70) X

B. Financial Resources
(8) State Equalized Valuation par Resident Pupil (1969-70) X

(9) Local Revenue par Pupil (1969-70)
X

(10) State School Aid per Pupil (1969-70)
x

(11) K-12 Instructional Expense par Pupil (1969-70) x

(12) Total Current Operating Expense per Pupil (1969-70) X

U. Student Background

(13) Percent of Racial-Ethnic Minority Students*
X X

(14) Students' Estimate of Socioeconomic Status x

II/. School/Student Performance

A. Attitude Measures
(15) Importance of School Achievement

X X

(16) Self-Perception
X X

(17) Attitude Toward School
X X

B. Basic Skills Measures-
(18) Vocabulary

X X

(19) Reading
X X

(20) Mechanics of Written English
X X

(21) Mathematics
X X

(22) basic Skills Composite Achievement
X X

C. Dropout Rate
(23) School Dropout Rate*

X

IV. School or District Size

(24) Humber of Students in School*
X

(25) District State Aid Membership

1The method of computation and sources
of information for each amsenre are contained in

Local School and District Report: Explanatory Materials.

These measures are newly added since the 1969-70 educational ssssss sent program.
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PART III

THE THIRD YEAR OF THE PROGRAM: 1971-72

In discussing our plans for the 1971-72 Michigan Educational Assessment

Program, it is appropriate to digress for a moment and describe a larger

effort now being undertaken by the State Board of Education and the Department

and in which the educational assessment program plays a key role. In response

to the changing demands being placed upon education, we are currently under-

taking the development and implementation of a Major new thrust for the

Department in the delivery of 'educational services. This new thrust is

designed around A process or a model having six basic elements or steps,

and is aimed at achieving genuine educational reform and, thereby, improved

education for all children, youth, and adults in Michigan. Very briefly,

the six basic elements or steps in the process are:

(1) The Identification of Common Goals

(2) The Development of Performance Objectives

(3) The Assessment of Needs

(4) The Analysis of Delivery Systems

(5) Evaluation of Programs

(6) Recommendations for Improvement

We view this six-step process as being applicable to the entire State edu-

cational system. We believe it can serve as a guide' for the Overall

activities of the Department, for the activities of each of the major service

areas within the Department, for the activities of intermediate districts,

for the activities of local school districts, for activities within a school

building, and--for that matterfor activities planned around the individual

child. .
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While the elements are not in themselves novel and generally make up

the problem-solving activities 1n which teachers, administrators, and edu-

cators engage, the commitment of a state's entire educational system to such

a program of coordinated improvement is new. However, we well realize that

the assumption of responsibility by individuals at all levels of the

educational system--state, intermediate, and local--must accompany this

commitment if the program is to be carried forward.

Also new is the understanding that this program will continue to guide

the efforts of Michigan education in the years ahead. It is not a program

which has a beginning and an end. Rather, it provides direction for the

continuing improvement of the educational system. It is a method for

organizing the state's educational resources in an ongoing effort and

beginning, in fact, to manage the educational enterprise rather than have

it manage us.

A large part of the stimulus for change in Michigan--as in many other

states--has been the ever increasing call for accountability in education.

And central to our new thrust in Michigan is the concept of accountability,

which our State Superintendent has defined as:

. . . the guarantee that all students without respect
to race, income, or social class will acquire the
minimum school skills necessary to take full advantage
of the choices that accrue upon successful completion
of public schooling, or we in education will describe
the reasons why. 12

Such a definition requires that we first have an answer to the question,

"What is it that the schools should do? What is it that schools should be

held accountable for?" The first two elements or steps in the model--the

identification of common goals and the deimlopment of)oerformance objectives--

are designed to provide answers to this basic question. The third element

in the model which calls for an assessment of needs, addresses itself to
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the question, "Where are we in relation to our goals and objectives? What

are our unmet needs?" The fourth step calls for an analysis of existing

delivery systems or programs. The fifth step--closely linked with step

four--requires the evaluation and testing of existing programs, or newly

developed programs, to determine if they are successful in achieving their

stated objectives. The sixth step follows logically--namely, what suggestions

and sound recommendations can be made for improving our delivery systems or

programs so that needs are better met and the system progresses toward the

attainment of its goals.

Objectives of the 1971-72 Michigan Educational
Assessment Program

The immediate goal of the Michigan Educational Assessment Program is

to provide educational decision-makers throughout Michigan with basic

information regarding the State's educational system. As wai discussed in

Part II, four objectives were drawn from this goal and guided by the Michigan

Educational Assessment Program in 1970-71.

Since the State Board's adoption in 1971 of the six-point program

for educational tmprovement, the role of the Michigan Educational Assessment

Program has been further clarified and the four objectives further defined.

As in 1970-71, the 1971-72 objectives identify the individuals and groups

for whom assessment information is provided and the uses for which the

information is intended. The further definition has occurred in describing

the uses in terms of the role of assessment in the activities of the State

Board's six-point program. In general, assessment information is intended

for use in the third element, needs assessment, and the fourth element,

delivery system analysis. Since the Board's program is appropriate to and

applicable at all levels of educational governance and instruction and since

168
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the information requirements vary at the different decision-making levels,

assessment information must be readily usable by individuals and groups at

these levels.

In order to further the activities of the third and fourth elements

of the State Board's six-point program, the 1971-72 Michigan Educational

Assessment Program will again gather and report three basic kinds of infor-

mation which describe Michigan's educational system: (1) school and school

district characteristics (including student population end background

characteristics); (2) educational resources (including data descriptive of

finances, instructional staff, educational programs, and educational

practices; and (3) student and school performance (including data descriptive

of attitudes, dropout rate, and achievement in basic skills).

It is again planned that this information will be gathered from three

sources: (1) an anonymous pupil background and attitude questionnaire

which will be administered to all fourth and seventh grade public school

students; (2) records held in the Department of Education; and (3) a basic

skills achievement battery,that will be administered to all fourth and

seventh grade public school students. Figure 4 displays a tentative list

of the measures to be reported in the 1971-72 program.

Providing State Level Public Information

The first objective of the 1971-72 Michigan Educational Assessment

Program will be to provide the State Board of Education, the Executive

Office, the Legislature, and citizens with information which contributes to

an understanding of the educational needs of Michigan's school children and

the analysis of the echwational system's responses to these needs.

In recent years, it has become increasingly evident to both professional

educators and, the general citizenry that reliable information concerning
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FIGURE 4

A TENTATIVE LIST OF THE TWWTY -FOUR MEASURES TO BE REPORTED

AT THE DISTRICT OR SCHOOL LEVELS

MEASURES DISTRICT SCHOOL

I. School Resources

A. Human Resources
(1) Pupil-Professional Instructional StaffIRatio , X X

(2) Pupil-Teacher Ratio X X

(3) Average Years Teaching Experience X

(4) Percent of Teachers with Master's Degree X X

(5) Average Contracted Salary of Teachers X

B. Financial Resources-
(6) State Equaliied Valuation per Resident Pupil (1970-71) X

(7) Local Revenue per Pupil (1970-71) X

(8) State School Aid per Pupil (1970-71) X

(9) K-12 Instructional Expense per Pupil (1970-71) X

(10) Total Current Operating Expense per Pupil (1970-71) X

(11) Elementary Instructionsl Expense per Pupil (1970-71)* X

II. Student Background

(12) Percent of Racial-Ethnic Minority Students
(13) Students' Estimate of Socioeconomic Status

III. School/Student Performance

A. Attitude Measures
(14) Importance of School Achievement X

(15) Self-Perception
X X

(16) Attitude Toward School X X

B. Basic Skills Measures
(17) Vocabulary and Relationships , I X

(18) Reading X X

(19) Mechanics of Written English X X

(20) Mathematics X X

(21) Composite Achievement X X

C. Dropout Rate
(22) School Dropout Rate (1970-71)

IV. School or District Size
(23) Number of Students in School
(24) District State Aid Membership

*These measures are newly added since the 1970771 educational assessment

program.

X
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progress in education is scarce. As the costs of education climb and property

taxes become more burdensome, the demand for performance indicators in the

field of education increases. Ralph Tyler writes:

In making wise decisions, dependable information about
the progress of education is essential; without it we
scatter our efforts too widely and fail to achieve our
goals. Although we recognize the need, we have not yet
met it. We do not now have the comprehensive and
dependable data required. We have reports on numbers
of schools, buildings, teachers, and pupils; we have
data on the monies expended; but we lack sound end
adequate information on educational results. Because
dependable data are not available, the public relies on
personal view, distorted reports, and journalistic
impressions in forming its opinion, and the schools are
both frequently attacked and frequently defended on the
basis of inadequate evidence. Only a careful, consistent
effort to obtain valid data about the ppgress of American
education will correct this situation.""

In order to meet the first objective of the educational assessment

program, answers to two specific questions will be sought. These questions

and the tentative methodologies that will be used in answering them are

presented below.

1. What are the levels of basic skills achievement and of other

educational assessment measures in NgshigAn, in Michigan's community type

and district sizes, and in each of Michigan's school districts? Educational

assessment will provide information from which answers to this question may

be drawn for the State and the State's community type and district sizes in

the form of tables displaying summaries of the'data. By using these tables,

it will be possible to compare the levels on the same measures of districts

in different types of communities and of districts with.different sizes of

student population.

Information descriptive of individual districts for each of the assess-

ment measures will be presented in tables which list districts alphabetically

by community type served. The measures will be reported in two or three ways.
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First, a score will be reported for each measure. For example, the percent

of teachers with master's degrees, the average years of teaching experience,

the pupil-teacher ratio, the K-12 instructional expense per pupil (in dollars),

and the average score of students on reading will be reported. Second, these

scores will be reported in terms of their position on a percentile distribution

of Michigan school districts.' Third, the percent of fourth and seventh grade

students who scored in each decile on composite achievement will be reported

for each district.

2. Do associations exist Immi the educational assessment measures?

Information to answer this question will be provided in tables which display

correlation coefficients computed for each pair of educational assessment

measures.

Information contained in these tables will enable a further under-

standing to be had of the associations among ouch measures on percent Of

teachers with master's degrees and basic skills composite achievement..

Although this information cannot support hypotheses of cause and effet among

the measures, it will point out areas that mezit further and more inteesive

examination. This will be helpful'in the analysis of the State's educational

delivery system since this activity will identify, among other things,

relationships among specific kinds of resource allocations and the equality

of educational opportunities for the Statels school children.

Providing Information to Local school Systems

The second objective of the 1971-72 educational assessment progiam

will be to provide citizens and educators in every school system with

information regarding their district and its schools. This information will

contribute to an understanding of the educational needs of their district's

school children and the analysis of their district's responses to these needs.
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As was indicated earlier, several studies have shown differences in

educational offerings among the State's school districts. Those studies--

and others--have also shown disparities in educational program offerings

within school districts.

Data from large-scale educational assessment efforts are also useful

in the improvement of all aspects of educational curricula. For example,

assessment information can identify strengths and weaknesses in certain areas

of school performance.

It is planned that local educators will be provided with assessment

information and explanatory materials from the 197Y.-72 educational assessment.

Two basic kinds of explanatorTmaterials will be provided: (1) norm tables

that may be used to display local assessment datsi and (2) information that

explains the meaning of the asseisment measures, their limits, and their

uses.

The educational aseesement materials may be used to answer two questions

at the local level. These questions and tentative methodologies-to answer

them are presented below.

1. What are the levels of basic skills achievement and of other edu-

cational assessment measures in the school district in relation to other

districts? Local educators may answer this question by displaying data for

their school district on norm tables ihat will be included with the 1971-72

aducational assessment results.

2. What are the levels of basic skills achievement and of other edu-_

cational assessment measures in each school of the school district? Local

educators may answer this question by displaying data for each school of

their district. Again, norm tables will be provided for this purpose

together with 1971-72 educational assessment results. These data should
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indicate which schooiR within a district have need of additional educational

resourcos und improved educational programs.

Two points made previously are especially relevant here. First, it is

the responsibility of local officials to apply the State Board of Education's

six-element program to their district. Second, the findings of the Michigan

Educational Assessment Program should be used as guides for local officials

as they investigate in detail the responsiveness of their district to its

students' needs in terms of agreed upon performance criteria. The information

provided to answer this question should highlight those areas requiring

special attention in local efforts to apply the Board's program.

Providing Information to Students and Parents

The third objective of the
1971-72 program will be to provide school

districts with basic information
regarding students that will help the

students, their parents, and educators to assess their progress. Additionally,

this information will be used by districts to identify studento who have

extraordinary need for assistance to improve their competence consiitent vith

the agreed upon performance objectives.

Information regarding the educational needs of individual children can

assist professional educators to design individually appropriate learning

experiences for children and youth. Such information is particularly useful

in identifying students who have unusual need for assistance to improve

their performance in essential skill areas. Most schools have a number of

students who are not able to read, write, and/ordeal with methematical

concepts at desired levels. It Is probable that these children will not be

able to participate fully in
Anerican society without ability in the basic

skills. Following the State Board's sim-point program, all local district

officials have the responsibility of seeking an answer to a most important

174
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question: What can be done to ensure that every child who attends school

develops competence in the basic skills?

The data on individual levels of competence reported by the ?fichigan

Educational Assessment Program will identify students whose needs are not

presently being met. It is then up to local officials to investigate the

specific needs of these students and the responsiveness of the district's

programa to these needs.

Local educators will be able to answer one question regarding each

student who completes the achievement battery.

1. What are the levels of educational attainment of each child who

completes the achievement ,battery?
Individual achievement results will be

reported in terms of: (1) the pupil's scores on the different sections of

the battery, and (2) the pupil's relation to other pupils who complete the

battery.

Providing Information Regarding the Progress of Education

The final objectives of the 1971-72 assessment effort will be to

provide citizens of Michigan with information regarding the progress of the

Michigan educational system as a whole, and the progreas of its school

districts and schools over a period of years.

As was stated several times previously, most important question

facing the State--and local school districts--is the equalization and

improvement of educational programa and student performance. By conducting

an annual educational assessment it will be possible to measure the degree

to which equalization and Lmprovement are actually taking place.

In order to facilitate comparisons over time, parts of future edu-

cational assessment batteries will be similar to those administered In

1969-70 and 1970-71. Additionally, many of the measures descriptive of

educational resources will be similar or identical on an annual basis.
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Two questions will be used as a guide to the fourth objective. These

questions and tentative methodologies to answer them are provided below.

1. Are the levels of achievement and of other educational assessment

measures improving over time on the State's school district? This

quetion is concerned with the level of educational assessment measures.

It will be possible to ascertain improvement in the level of performance by

comparing the percent of children who perform at particular levels in the

basic skills over time.

2. Are the levels of achievement and of other educational assessment

measures improving over time within the State Is school districts? Ibe above

quetion is concerned with the tate-wide level of educational assessment

measure. This question is also concerned with the quality and equity of

educational opportunitiesbut at the local level. Hence each district will

be able to tell how much its educational program is improving over time by

comparing the assessment results from its schools on an annual basis.

A Final Observation

As was mentioned earlier, assessment programs ideally can serve two

basic purposes: (1) they can provide information to help in making decisions

regarding the allocation or distribution of educational resource; and

(2) they hopefully might provide additional information to help in making

decisions regarding the structuring or setting-up of major educational

programs.

One of the major problems facing American public education is the way

in which resources are distributed among school districtsand for that

matteramong schools within district. On the national level, the latest

figures from the National Education Association indicate that some states

spend, on the average, in excess of $1,200 per pupil while others spend as

69-828 0-72-pi. 19AI2
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little am $400 per pupil. The situation in Michigan is not much different.

As noted previously, several recent surveys have documented the mal-

distribution of educational opportunity in Michigan. An educational

assessment program can provide data that highlights this problem. A State

assessment program can indicate the relative levels of performance and of

factors related to performance in different community types and geographic

areas--for example, between the inner-city and the suburb. It also can

show differences between classes of schoolsfor example, schools in

relatively affluent neighborhoods as compared to schools in poor neighbor-

hoods--or differences between schools whose children perform well or poorly.

This type of data highlights tha problem and, presumably, puts the problem

into the political arena where it can be dealt vith--and, as you are so

very well ewers, the very essence of politics is how resources are

distributedno matter how we define resources. And, if an assessment is

conducted on a periodic basis, it can show progress towardor away from

a more equitable distribution of education.

A second major problem ve all face--and I think this is the problem

with which educators are moet concerned--is how to construct the best

piogxem or curriculum for children. We need two kinds of information to

get at this problem. First, we need to know what sorts of things children

lummwamd don't knowso we can decide what areas to address. Secondly,

we need to know what sorts of things are related to student performance in

schools so that we may appropriately modify programs, curricula, and

environments. Information for the first purpose can be provided at State,

district, school, and even individual pupil levels. That is, we can

provide information about the kinds of skills and knowledge@ the Children

of the State have; the children of a district have; or the children of
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schcol have. We also can indicate wht general sorts of things an individual

child knows or doesn't knuw. Ais information in conjunction with the

information a district or school already has can be careful la setting major

program or curricular goals. Now, if we also knew what sorts of things are

related to student performancebe they school variables or student back-

ground variableswe would have a start on knowing how to modify the schools

and their environment to meet curricular objectives.

But this last statement, I well realise, isat this point in our

historynot much more than an optimistic expression of where we in education

would like to be. As countless studies have shown, it is very difficult to

distinguish between the influence of the student's social background and the

influence of the school. This makes it difficult, if not impossible, to tell

in any specific way how much of a change can be produced in certain school

outcome by systematically altering school characteristics such i the amount

and kind of training received by teachers.

I have, in my statement, attempted to give you a broad brush-stroke

picture of our current educational assessment effort in Michiganincluding

some of the problems and also some of the promises inherent in a large-scale

assessment effort. I know I have not done justice to the topic. There is

much more that could be said, as well as much that could be written about

our efforts in this area.

To paraphrase George Mayeska, we are embarking upon a long voyage

into an only partially explored ocean. The completion of that voyage will

not automatically alleviate the educational problems facing the State; it

will, howevei, provide further information to those concerned with those

problems. Used creatively, we feel that that information can result in

improved education for Michigan children.
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Senator MONDALE. Thank you very much for a most useful con-
tribution, and we look forward to seeing the product of your work.

Dr. KEARNEY. Thank you.
Senator MONDALE. Our next witness this morning is Dr. Lawrence

F. Read, superintendent of Jackson City public schools in Jackson,
Mich.

We are very pleased to have you with us this morning.

STATEMENT OF DR. LAWRENCE F. READ, SUPERINTENDENT,
MCICSON CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS, MCKSON, MICH.

Dr. READ. I am glad to be here. I have enjoyed this past testimony
and I think that the comments that were made on the effort that the
State is trying to do--I have never questioned the integrity of Mr.
Kearney and his group because they are good, substantial educators
and I think they are trying to do what tiliey think is best. However,
I have a profound disagreement with their approach and I think
there are some basic dangers inherent in any kind of standardized
testing. I suppose you might use the analogy of drugs. I know that
drugs in some instances are good for the alleviation of individual
illnesses, but uncontrolled they present a real danger to our society
and I suspect that testing, in the respect that the State education
department of Michigan is using it, poses a very real danger to
education.

I have prepared a written statement which I will summarize very
briefly.

Senator MONDALE. We will put your full statement in the record* as
though read and you can read it or you can summarize it.

Dr. READ. Let me just summarize it very briefly and try to relate
this to what Dr. Kearney has said.

First of all, I think that many of the people in the State Education
Department start out with the assumption that what they are doing
is new and revolutionary and constitutes a great hope for the improve-
ment of education, and I have to point out that the attempt to find
answers about quality education and so on through the use of stand-
ardized normative testing is not anything new. It is not anything
revolutionary. I characterize it as a rather reactionary, unprofessional
attempt of getting at this problem of improving the quality of
education.

The first standardized tests in the United States were given in the
Detroit public schools in 1911 by Professor Cortis of the University
of Michigan, and this created such a splash back at that time that for
about 30 years educators all over the country were striving to get data
where they could measure the quality of education, the competence of
school people, and the general level of districts on a comparative
basis; and these efforts reached their zenith in the 1930's when at that
time there were 26 State and regional testing programs in operation
in the country.

'see prepared statement. p. 0564.
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Let me point out that I think that the State confuses assessment

in the way it is usedfor instance, Dr. Kearney spoke at great lengths
that we are not using this for evaluative putposes and then he pro-
ceeded to tell how they were going to use this data to improve the
quality of education and so on. No matter how you define assessment,

it is placing a value or trying to make a judgment as to the quality, of

a program in a school system or a program an individual teacher
presents.

STANDARDIZED TESTING

The only really significant component of the State assessment pro-
gram is standardized testing. If I understand the meaning of the
word "assessment.," it is to place a value on something. When you
assess a piece of property for taxation, you are placing a value on
that property. So, in using tests, the State literally is trying to evalu-
ate and make judgments, and any protest to the contrary still makes
this true, because the data is published the funds are being dispensed
on tbis basis; the State is trying to find out what constitutes good
education and bad education.

I was interested in Senator Hares question to Dr. Kearney to the
effect of do you know what this is, and he was rather pushed to answer
what it is, and I do not think anybody can give that answer. Any
standard that you try to apply as R common measurement as to what
is good and what is bad becomes ridiculously, high or ridiculously low
for the population that you are measuring, depending upon the num-
ber of factors, so I think this is a reactionary approach.

In 1934, Harl Douglass. who was dean of the School of FAucation at
the University of Colorado for many years. did an extensive study* of
the effect of uniform testing, on what happened in the educational in-
stitutions that were being tested. I point this out in the body of my
statement. He found when you went to a uniform system of testing.
that it artificially determined educational objectives and tended to
freeze the curriculum. and I ran already see results of this in the State
of Michigan ; people pulling back from new. creative programs in an
attempt. to meet this ubiquitous search for quality education because
they are fearful of how the students are going to slow up on the tests.
and this is going to reflect their ability, tending to dwarf the teacher.
reducing him to the status of a tutor for examinations. It motivated
regimentation and mechanization of the educational process and this is
just what we do not want in education today. This is why we have
turned so many students "off."

It emphasized memorization as the major factor in the learning
process and perhaps the only factor. and it is my contention that the
most important components of the learning process are not measur-
able--motivation. feeling, attitude. and basically, the rapport that
exists between the teacher and the student If the tests test anything,
it may be the talent to recall, and I am not even sure of that, because you

are recalling what somebody else thinks you ought to recall ; but if
there is anything that is being measured, this is what it is.

"The Effect, nf State and National Tegting In Secondary Selvonle. School Rerittr, 1934.
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It prevented adaptation of instruction to the needs of local school
systems. It stimulated standardization and an undesirable uniformity.
It emphasized only those educational outcomes that could be meas-
ured by objective tests and it created a serious barrier to growth. evolu-
tion and improement of education: and I think most importantly, it
produced no evidence that greater educational efficiency resulted from
its operation.

1930 Svroms RUECTTA) TEsrtxn

So. this is not a new idea and as a result of the studies of Doug lam
and others back in the 1930's the concept of trying to find out answers
to the quality of education through testing were generally rejected by
educators: and I contend that even at this particular point in time there
is no professional organization that I know of that would support the
present approach that is being used by the Michigan assessment pro-

On page 7 of my report. I point out 10 or 11 things that we know
about the value of these tests. There is no such thing as the validity of
a test. Esmntially. anv test is an authoritarian instrument based on
what somebody ihinki the child ought to know and how this can be
measured; and quite frankly, I do not think there is anyone smart
enough to develop the kind of tests that will get at this kind of infor-
mation. Even in the cognitive domain I do not think this is possible.
I was invited to come up and help write these tests. and I refused on
the grounds that I am just not that bright. I cannot write a test that
will relate to the program that is being offered in the inner-citv of
Detroit with the program on Beaver Island or Mc Bain or any of ihese
other various communities in Michigan. I just do not have that
capability.

There is no standardized test that we know of that can be used to
judge the level of efficiency of any community or state or nation. They
just do not exist and none of them were ever designed for this purpose.
These tests may show individual differences among students, but can-
not be used to assess the extent to which the students learned what the
school attempted to teach.

I think that one of the most devastating effects of testing is that it
tends to label, and we know from research, that tests are terribly poor
predictors of ability of minority group students. There is no relation-
ship, and quite frankly. if I were a black parent and I had children in
the schools. I would forbid them to take any of the test& because, unfor-
tunately. the establishment begins to label and attempts to gear pro-
grams and attempts to create within the whole established order a
whole group of second-class citizens. because the conclusion is these
children just do nct have potential and we had better set up a lot of
vocational or special courses for them. which almost demoralizes any
aspirations that such children have for their education.
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TEs-rixo--Tool. or 13E1I ANIMISM

Basically. I oppose testing on a deep philosophical premise. I think
that testing is a key tool of the person who supports the psychology
of behaviorism in the schools. If any of you have had the opportunity
of reviewing B. F. Skinner's new book. Beyond Freedom and Dignity.
he says quite bluntly we just cannot afford freedom. He starts with the
premise that man is essentially not free. What we need to do is scien-
tifically control the environment of young people. He even put his
daughter in a box for the first 2 years of her life. I think this is an
extremely dangerous kind of philosophy.

I happen to be a humanist. I happen to think that the only purpose
that education serves is to help each person first to know himself and.
second. to respect himself, and then. to become himself, whatever that
may be.

John Holt. who I think expresses better than anyone else the human-
istic philosophy, said this very well, about testing. He said the only
reason that we really test is to relieve our own anxieties. He says there
is no reason except to relieve our own anxieties and insecurity that we
should constantly know who children are learning. What true educa-
tion requires of us is faith and courage: faith that children want to
make sense out of 'life and will work hard at it. and courage to let them
do it without continually poking. prodding, and meddling.

Now, as a teacher. I gave up on testing a long time ago because I
realized I was using this as a powerful conditioning kind of thing. One
time in my own experience, instead of developing a test for my stu-
dents. I asked them to write what they had learned and they could not
stop writing because the learning process goes on all the time and
it is influenced by many fretors. not just the teacher.
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INTRODUCTICM

"A comprehensive and continuing testing program is

a powerful educational instrument"

Walter Cook, former Dean,
College of Education
University of Minnesota

The Michigan State Assessment program is reactionary, unprofessional, undemocra-

tic, and if permitted to continue on its present course will cause irreparable damage

to public education in this state.
Strong words, perhaps, but a point of view that

will be well substantiated in the body of this report.

The word assessment means evaluation and
appraisal and no rational person will

deny the need to evaluate and appraise the progress of education. The truly profes-

sional educator has always been and will always be anxious and eager to assess educa-

tional progress.

It is excAtedingly unfortunate,
therefore, that the Michigan State Education De-

partment confuses assessment and appraisal with comparative testing. Despite pro-

tests to the contrary, the fact remains that the only significant component of the

current Michigan Assessment Program is standardized testing.

To avoid confusion about terms, this report will deal primarily with the compara-

tive academic testing aspects of the Michigan State Assessment Program because this,

in effect, is the progran. The other components may have some minor academic signi-

ficance but, for state officials, comparative
academic testing is really synonymous

with assessment.

In this report, it will be clearly established that the use of normative and com-

parative test data to determine what
children have learned and how we can help them

learn more is not the real intent of the Michigan Assessment Program. Comparative

testing in the hands of any authority, no matter how benign it may be, will ultimate-

ly be used to coerce. The threat of a test makes the student do his assignment; the
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results of the test enable the authority to reward those who do his bidding and punish

those who will not conform.

(Tests arouse fear and satisfy greed) Left unchallenged in this area, there is a

strong possibility that the state will use this powerful instrument of testing to im-

pose stringent, rigid, and unprofessional restraints on students, classroom teachers

and local school districts. If the state assumes that testing can be used as a valid

assessment instrument, then its returns will have to be used to force change.

Perhaps this is necessary and it nay be unavoidable. Before it comes to pass,

however, the issues should be thoroughly defined, discussed and analyzed.

This report has that purpose.
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PART I

THE PHILOSOPHIC IMPLICATIONS
OF

STANDARDIZED TESTING

"i suspect that if we can deliver the basic skills, we
will find that the attitudes, the self esteem, the self
concept and all of these peripheral areas will fall in-

to place. When you teach a black kid, or Spanish speak
ing kid or a poor white how to read and write, you are
in effect teaching that kid a self concept that is posi-
tive and I don't buy the argument that you have to
spend a lot of time humanizing him."

John Porter, Michigan State
Superintendent of Public In-
struction

Ouring very recent years the philosophy or psychology of behaviorism has had an

amazing revival. Relying largely on the writings of B. F. Skinner, John Watson and

others it is the contention of those who;support this philomphy that education is

simply one big Pavlovian process of conditioning.

The behaviorist starts with the assumption that the individual is essentially

not free and as a consequence his learning must be highly directed by those who Are

wise enough to know what he must learn and how he must learn it. Usually, children

are conceived in terms of pieces of clay that must be shaped and molded by the omnis-

cient authority.

There is little place for emotions, feelings, attitudes, individuality or self

image in the behaviorist's plans for education. To him, these are peripheral, vague,

and cannot be measured. Learning is largely directed to the basic academic skills

of reading, writing and number usage which are deemed sufficient for a constructive

and competitive role in the economy and society as a whole. The behaviorist is deep-

ly concerned with developing a system of education that will produce an individual

who can become an efficient and well disciplined laborer in a technocratic and com-

petitive world; hence, there is frequent reference to making the school a microcosm

of the society it serves.

69429 0-72-pt. 19A-13
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This philosophy demands an educational system that resorts to external and compet-

itive eevices such as marks, twonor societies, certificates, plaques, and most impor-

tant continuous and constant testing to keep the learner and the teacher in line. The

behaviorist, of course, cannot conceive of learning as its own reward. He is anxiety

prone and does not believe that teachers and learners, if left to their own devices,

can possibly succeed. Secause he cannot trust, he must make constant use of reward

and punishment conditioning. Success in terms of conforming to the authority's value

system is rewarded and creativity expressed through nonconformity is punished through

the use of the aforementioned devices.

in summary the behaviorist only views educational output in terms of acquisition

of certain basic skills that are highly valued by the society. These skills are

taught through a conditioning process that uses external competitive devices based on

a reward and punishment psychology. Essential to this process is a system of testing

that motivates better conditioning, limits the scope of the conditioning and gives

the authority information on how well or how poorly the conditioning is operating.

All of this can be highly appealing to the inexperienced or unsophisticated obser-

ver of the educational scene. It is a simple, precise and easily understood process

which manifests many of the common homilies end prejudices of the prior conditioning

of most adults. Unfortunately, since adults have been programmed In this way, if by

chance they have been successful, they can hardly be expected to fault it.

Erasmus, whom many historians regard as the first modern man, was am early noncon-

formist who suggested tat education was more than rote learning. in 1497, he wrote:

"I have no patience with the teacher who spends his
time making students learn the rules of.grammar
while neglecting the beauty, power, and scope of lan-
guage."

Since Erasmus, there have been numerous philosophers who have expressed in their

own special way, the basic concept of huoanism. In contrast to the behaviorist, the
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humanist is deeply concerned about individual man - his freedom, and his destiny. He

does not believe that education exists merely to perpetrate an existing social order

but, instead, sees education as a vehicle for improving man and his capacity to live

and work together. The humanist, in education, is willing to deal with facts and

knowledge organized into systematic subject areas, not for their own sake, but r-ly

as they interrelate and contribute to individual learning. His only dogma is an un-

wavering belief in the worth, basic goodness and dignity of each learner as a unique

person with the capacity to grow and mature.

The humanist educator accepts the learner as he is rather than what it is

thought he should be, acknowledging that what he is is neither to his credit nor COI.

damnation. For this reason the learner is never judged on how his talents compare

with those of others but rather on how well he uses his talents. For the humanist,

education has as its main purpose to help each learner know himself, respect himself

and become himself as he learns to work with and for others.

Humanistic philosophy regards skill development in the schools as incidental to

broader humanistic goals. Learning experiences are geared to individual rather than

group standards an an environment in which learning and achievement are their own re-

wards. Skill development is acquired from a self determined need and desire on the

part of the individual student withcut external devices that compare reward and

punish.

Individual feeling, emotion, attitude, self concept and self image are the major

concerns in this setting because tHey have a powerful influence on the learning pro-

cess.

The humanist is forced to reject all testing unless it is used tO assist indivi-

dual learning. John Holt, in his book The Underachieving School, summarizes this re-

jection of testing very well in these words:
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"There is no reason except to relieve our own anxieties
and insecurity that we should constantly know what
children are learning. What true eoucstion requires
of us is faith and courage - faith that children want
to make sense out of life and will work hard at it,
courage to let them do it without continually poking,
prodding and mmddli-g."

It should be recognized that, while the hulk of American tradition supports the

humanistic approach not only in education but for all of major social problems, act-

ual educational performance has been largely an expression of behaviorist philosophy.

It is difficult indeed to find a truly humanistic educational model while behavior-

ism abounds in public school classrooms and is Quite possibly the cause of much of

the current unrest in the schools.

Legitimate reform of education will require a serious and dedicated effort on

the part of the professionals, in partnership with the public, to establish a truly

humanistic climate in the schools. This is nothing new and has characterized every

reform movement in education for at least five centuries. But the winds of change

have increased their velocity to the point where educators no longer have the luxury

of wasting tire pursuing improper goals.

At the very time education seeas poised for some significant progress in the

right direction, uniform testing loons as not only a detriment to reform but a mea-

sure that will further entrench a behaviorist system which has never worked and can

never work unlesi educators are willing to repudiate the basic democratic tradition

regarding the dignity and worth of the individual.

This is the hypocracy about which young people are so concerned today.

This is the crux of the philosophic issue involved.
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FART II

ImPLICATIONS FROm EDuCATIONAL RESEARCH
REGARDING

STANDARDIZED TESTING

"It is always unrealistic to expect the payoff from in-

struction will be apparent in the performance of learn-

ers at test time."

Robert E. Stake, Associate
Director of the Center for
Instructional Research and
Curriculum Research, Uni-
versity of Illinois

The desire to compile comparative data
based on uniform testing has frequently in-

trigued professional educators.
Horace Mann suggested thls possibility as far back as

1845. He rejected the idea because he soon perceived its dangerous consequences. He

later wrote:

"We cannot drive our people up a dark avenue, even

though it be the right one, but we must hang the star-

ry lights of knowledge abjut it, and show them not

only the directness of its course but the beauty of

the way that leads to it."

Despite continuous rejection, the idea has persisted because it seems to satisfy

a drive - to excel, to win, - to demonstrate superiority - to impose ores values on

others. The efforts to garner comparative data from standardized testing reached

their zenith in the mid 1930s.

Systematic research and study of these programs convinced most professional educa-

tors that oormative data from standardized tests could never be used in making valid

decisions because of their unreliability and misinterpretation.

Hari Douglass in his classic 1934 study entitled "The Effects of State and Nation-

al Testing on the Secondary School" identified the following major consequences of uni-

form testing:
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1. It artiticially determined educational objectives
and tended to freeze the curriculum

2. It tended to ewarf the teacher reducing him to
the status sf a tutor for examinations

3. It mo'Ivated regimentation and mechanization of
the educational process

4. It emphasized mesorization as the major factor in
learning

5. It prevented adaptation of Instruction to the
needs of local school systems

6. It stimulated standardization and an undesirable
uniformity

7. It emphasized only those educa.'onal outcomes
that could be measured by objective tests

8. It created a serious barrier to growth, evolution
ane improvement of education

9. lt produced no evidence that greater educational
efficiency resulted from its operation

Through the years, as a result of these and other findings, testing specialists

turned their attentioo to the development of both diagnostic tests and general achieve-

ment tests that measured correlates of learning rather than learning itself.

Most testing experts recognize that any general achir.verent test is essentially

an authoritarian instrument based primariiy on the author's idea of what should be

learned and how it should be measured. They are all quick to point out the fact that

scores from such tests correlate only moderately with actual performance. Only the

most blatantly commercial testing specialist would contend that a standardized test

can accurately assess what a student is capable of doing. Research has universally

disclosSd an abundance of errors and hazards that preclude the use of these results

for assessing either the quality or progress of systems, groups or individuals. It

can be stated unequivocally that no one, at this point ir time, has been able to elimi-

nate testing errors.
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Very briefly, objective research has identified the following major weaknesses of

standardized tests:

I. There is no such thing as the validity of a test. No
test is valid for all purposes In all situations, or
for all groups of students.

2. There is no standardized test that can be used to
Judge the educational level of a community, state or
nation nor were any ever constructed to serve such a
function.

3. Tests may measure individual differences among students
but cannot be used to assess the extent that students
have learned what the school attempted to teach.

4. Educational scholars, in seeking suitable instruments
for appraising educational achievement have examined
and rejected all of the achievement tests commonly used
in American schools.

5. Test scores of Negroes are poor predictors of their per-
formance and the error in prediction slights their po-
tential ability; hence, any standardized achievement
test produces an assessment procedure grossly inappro-
priate.

6. Uncritical acceptance of a test result is not justified
by either testing theory or testing research and will
result in unwise decisions.

7. There are no tests that' can adequately measure listen-
ing comprehension, ability to analyze, or motivation -
all important factors in the learning process.

8. Most human gifts and talents cannot be identified or
measured in a standardized test,

9. Testing specialists have not developed scales that des-
cribe the similarity between teaching and testing;
hence, we have no way to know how closely the tests
match the instruction.

10. Interpretation of test results is frequently wrong.

II. Many tests do a poor Job of predicting future perfor-
mance.

The weight of evidence from research on this issue is clearcut and overwhelming,

Test results may be used as one tool in diagnosing individual student learning problems.

Normative data from such tests are so error laden and subject to so many variables that

their use in assessment and decision making can be very dangerous.
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PART III

COMMON SENSE PERCEPTIONS ABOUT
STANDARDIZED TESTING

"The greater the threat posed by a test, the less it

can measure and the less it can encourage learning."

John Holt
The Underachieving School

While philosophy suggests testing is a major tool of the educational, autocrat and

objective research clearly demonstrates the unreliability of test data, comnon sense

and logic also provide some devastating arguments against the Michigan State Testing

Program. The many teachers and other professional educators who work regularly in

local school districts may not be familiar with either the philosophic or research im-

pl.ications about standardized testing, but their perceptions about the effect of test-

ing on the day to day educational operation will be much more accurate than the percep-

tions of either theorists or school officials far removed from the classroom scene.

Common sense and logic derived from intimate experience on the cutting edge of ed-

ucation provide the following perceptions about the effects of comparative testing pro-

grams:

1. Regardless of how diligently teachers and adminis-
trators strive to raise student achievement scores,
711-67T7Zent of theostudents tested will still
score below average on any test that Is adminis-
tered.

There has been much concern recently about students who score below the fifteenth

percentile on the state achievement tests. Somehow the impression has been given that

the achievement level of these students can be improved. Hopefully, real achievement

for all students improves every year. For the sake of argument, however, assume that

considerable effort is concentrated on just the students who score below the fifteenth

percentile and their average achievement score (not necessarily achievement) is raised

to the fortieth percentile. What has been gained? Since this is comparative data,
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someone will always score the highest and someone else will score the lowest with the

balance of those tested falling in the same distribution percentiles in between.

2. Comparison based on test norms will inevitably
motivate large scale deception.

As the state continues to gather comparative information from its uniform testing

program and publicly identifies the rank of individual schools and school districts,

administrators, teachers, and students will join forces to outwit the state by any

means possible. No one appreciates being compared unfavorably and unfairly with some-

one else. Those who are compare') unfavorably will either try to change their status

or learn to hate themselves.

Assuming that the group that is compared unfavorably accepts the validity of the

test results and honestly tries to improve its status, there is no guarantee that the

status will improve particularly if everyone else puts forch an equal effort. It is

much easier to enter into game playing and deception which has characterized the past

history of such situations. In fact, deception is the only practical approach for es-

caping a degrading identification.

Deception can also work two ways. The security measures associated with the dis-

tribution of the Michigan State Test booklets is evidence that the State Education De-

partment doesn't really trust local educators. But what guarantees do local educators

have that the State Education Department will not manipulate the test scores?

Common sense indicates that this is a grossly unhealthy situation.

3. Comparisons based on test norms will create in-
justices for many individuals.

Already the Michigan Testing Program has affected adversely many competent educa-

tors. Recently two highly respected, experienced and well qualified black principals

were placed on probation because the state test norms for their schools were in the

lower percentiles. Originally, the local board of education proposed to dismiss these

principals but public pressure forced a reconsideration.
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Last spring one of Michigan's more substantial school districts was in the process

of selecting a new superintendent. The board finally reached the stage where only tao

candidates were under consideration. Three members supported candidate "A" and three

supported candidate "B". The seventh member, in announcing his support for candidate

"A", gave as his reason the fact that state test norms from candidate "A's" school dis-

trict were at the 65th percentile while norms from candidate "B's" district were only

at the 20th percentile.

In another middle sized school district, a citizen's committee was organized to

oust the school administration and board of education when it was learned that the

state testing norms in that district were lower than in neighboring school districts.

While these are isolated examples, they will increase in frequency as the testing

program becomes more firmly entrenched. It is not impossible to conceive of citizens

awaiting as anxiously for the state test results as they do for the result of a foot-

ball game with a traditional rival. And if the district loses out in the competition,

woe to the poor teacher or administrator who is finally identified as being responsible

for the low scores.

4. Comparative test scores will motivate dissen-
sion and controversy at the very time the
profession needs unity and cooperation.

It is unfortunate that many uninformed, naive, but well meaning people will regard

the state test scores as infallible criteria for judging the worth of a local school or

school system. In those schools or districts where the norms are low, they will be

accepted as absolute evidence that certain educators have performed poorly. Demands

will be made for scapegoats; individuals and groups will become overly defensive, and

the resultant dissension and controversy will divert energy and effort away from produc-

tive projects for improving the quality of education. Needless time and effort will be

wasted in a fruitless, negative, and impossible attempt to fix blame. .
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It is tragedy indeed that this must occur at a time when many schools are finding

it difficult Just to keep operating because of the lack of adequate finarcing. Buffet-

ed by Inflation, taxpayer revolts, employee demands, student dissent and genuine con-

cern about the quality of program, Michigan education, more than ever before, needs

professional unity If it is to survive. The testing program merely introduces more un-

necessary confusion and divisiveness thus prohibiting an honest and sincere attempt to

cope with the real and significant problems of our schools.

5. The Michigan testing program wastes funds that
are more urgently needed for other projects of
greater importance.

At a time when there are insufficient funds to support even basic educational pro-

grams, how can substantial expenditures be justified for a program so fraught with con-

troversy and which really duplicates the efforts of many local school districts?

Most school systems have financed and maintained a local testing program for many

years. The imposition of a statewide uniform program is simply a duplication of local

effort and is unwarranted particularly during a period of acute financial deprivation.

6. The use of Michigan test scores as a basis for
distributing Compensatory Education Funds con-
stitutes double Jeopardy?

In medieval days, people were tried for their alleged misdeed by ordeal. It was

a common practice to bind the hands and feet of an accused evil doer and throw him in-

to a body of water. If he floated, he was guilty and quickly hung. If he sank he was

innocent !DLit was left to drown. How little things have changed since the dark ages.

In Michigan It Is now necessary for a significant number of students to score below

the fifteenth percentile, on the State Achievement Tests in order for a school district

to qualify for compensatory educationlunds.

tfter qualifying it is expected that, through the use of this money, the school

district wIll show substantial progress In raising its achievement normi. If it accom-

plishes this objective eventually it will lose the funds because it no longer has so
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called "disadvantaged" students. If it fails to raise the achievement norms it will

lose the additional money because it failed. The double jeopardy is obvious.

7. If the Michigan State Testing Program continues
and expands, it will in time produce asterile;
uhproductive, autocratic and uniform s6te
school system.

When opposition is silenced or eliminated, the deception exposed and people grow

weary of the continuous scapegoating, the state will finally be able to establish its

absolute hegemony over Michigan schools. There will be no local involvement in deci-

sion making. No longer will individual Michigan school districts be characterized by

their exciting, innovative and creative programs. Teachers, principals and superin-

tendents will be mere civil servants operating as marionettes in a vast bureaucratic

wasteland.

Decisions will be made by the computers in Lansing and curriculum will be based

on behaviorist conditioning. Courses of study will be prepared in Lansing and state

inspectors will visit local schools to make certain that the uniform program is being

followed.

The problems of inadequate financing, racism, poverty, student unrest, and irre-

levant learning experiences will still plague the schools except that no local board

or faculty will have the courage or desire to attack these problems with boldness, vi-

gor, imagination or creativity.

Significant local needs will undoubtedly be ignored on most occasions because

they will conflict with uniform state standards. In short, control rather than demo-

cratic leadership will be the order of the day.

The firm establishment of uniform state testing and the adoption of common goals

will provide the State Board of Education with the major tools necessary to impose

its control. Already the more forthright State Education Department officials are
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saying openly that "local leadership has failed in its efforts to solve crucial educa-

tional problems and it is now time for the state to take over."

In the final analysis, local educators are the only ones who live daily with

major educational problems. They share with students and parents the grave concern

about the defects of current educational programs. But, they have also had many un-

fortunate experiences with fadism and are quite familiar with the many nostrums being

peddled by charlatans who trade on this concern by promising quick and simplistic

cures for ail the educational ills.

The experienced educator is painfully aware that there are no panceas for those

Ills. Legitimate progress is brutally slow and requires money, time, patience, under-

standing, professional unity, involvement and cooperation. Knowing all of this, the

professional educator senses immediately that a comparative state testing program

works against all of the requisites for real educational reform and improvement.

The Michigan State Testing Program in its current context can only be viewed as

reactionary fadism. It was tried and rejected fifty years ago. Unfortunately, while

most educational fads are harmless, uniform state testing is a poisonous nostrum with

the potential to kill or at best prolong the sickness in our midst.

2fi 4
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Dr. READ. I appreciated the quotation that you read and I was
amused that Dr. Kearney said "that has to be John Holt." Well, this
expresses essentiallyit, was not John Holt, I knowbut it expresses
what John Holt says that there are many influences on the learning
processes and at the best. the teacher is probably a midwife to this
process, and the things that really condition learning is how the
child feels about what. happens to him in the, school experience.

Senator MONDALE. And if a child cannot read or write or count and
he is in the fourth grade, what does he think of himself?

Dr. Rum). Okay, but I am not setting this up as an either/or kind
of proposition. My contention is that ultimately children will learn
to read and write at their own level.

Senator Mom) ALI:. But we, have schools where most of the children
are delivered such a poor education that they do not get the funda-
mental tools of reading and writing and countina. I think I am a
humorist, too, but how can you just say, "Well, we will give them
humanism." Some of these institutions are failing so abysmally that
their only protection is to keep the public from knowing what is really
going on.

Now, if Mark Shedd is right in Philadelphia, and two-thirds of the
children in 50 of their elementary schools are unable to comprehend
what the teacher is saying, is that not a disaster of enormous propor-
tions, and are not the tests that disclosed that disaster things which
should have been disclosed, information that we must know? I did
not realize it was that bad.

BAD INSTITUTIONALIZATION

Dr. RI: An. Of course, the first assumption is that this this is a cor-
rect observation, and I am not sure it is. The second is that this is a
result of bad institutionalization and I suspect this is true. The chil-
dren reached this state, although I would not contend that it is that
bad, because we know we have many youngsters in the schools that
are turned off. The assumption is that this comes about because, we
have not given sufficient attention to these cognitive skills, particularly
in the areas of reading and math. My answer to that is that we prob-
ably have put too much attention on these skills and very early have
labeled children failures that do not proceed as rapidly as others, and
they give up.

This becomes very apparent about the fourth or fifth grade because
we are trying to measure on a universal standard instead of letting
children move along on their own continuum of learning. If we do this,
the children will achieve these skills and reach them. What we really
do is to get anxiety-prone about the end of the first grade. We give a
test and find 50 percent of the students are below that norm or stand-
ard, and we assume that this is a bad thing and we have got to do
something to catch them up, and we go into all kinds of remedial pro-
grams. We develop all kinds of anxieties for the children. We begin
to label them and then we wonder why they give up.

The answer is not more and more emphasis on the fundamental
skills, but rather, to look at the total environment of the schools to
find out why children ultimately give up on the learning process. We

2'19
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know nationally a third of the children drop out of school before they
finish high school, It is a horrible statistic.

It is my contention that they do not drop out because there has not
been enough attention to the copitive skills, rather it is the result of a
system that does not individualize everybody on the basis of his per-
sonal standard.

Senator Han. Thanks very much. I am glad I am sitting in on these
hearings because if I had any thought that at their conclusion I would
be in ft position to make other than a very tentative judgment about
what we should do I might be disappointed.

To return, if you will, to the point I was attempting to makeor
the answers I was fishing around for from Dr. Kearney; how do you
judge the quality of education that a child is receiving? Do you say
that that is a question that ought not concern us or it is a question to
which no answer can be given, or our method of getting the answer
is wrong?

METHOD IC WRONG

Dr. READ. The method of getting the answer is wrong. You see, we
are all looking at the educational enterprise and we are all coming up
with answers and trying to divine what quality education can be. The
only one that can define the quality of education is the client, the child
that goes through the program. We will not have quality education
until every child that goes through this piocess ends up by saying, you
know, "Those folks in that school did the very best that they coula to
help ine become a knowledgeable, productive, and partie;-,ating mem-
ber of the society in which I serve."'

We set up certain sequences of courses and so on and assume this is
good for the student, and you hear a lot of talk, for example, about
frills in the educational programthese are always made by adults,
and they are made on the basis of the things that, were important, to
him as an adult. For me, in my educational experience, algebra was a
frill because I never had any use for it. We all are selective in the learn-
ing experiences we have. We will not have any degree of quality in
the educational program until the whole programing is so broad and
so versatile that every kid feels comfortable when he goes through
this, and the application of any kind of standard by which you eval-
uate and judge the student, as he moves through this will ultimately
turn many kids off and will ultimately create the kind of situation
where the student says, "There .,vas notlfing there for me."

Senator HART. NOW, do I understand you to say that you agree that
the ability to read and to write and to handle arithmetic is critkal
to becoming an educated person, but that left free of too much orga-
nized testing at some stage or otherand it will vary from child to
childall of the children will learn to read, write, and add?

Dr. READ. Of course. The research shows, for example, that reading
in and of itself is not that complicated a skill. Some wag remarked
one time that if we taught kids to speak the way we teach them to read,
we wraild have a nation of mutes. Reading is a very natural process;
but again, we have to go into this comparative kind of thing where
immedifttely as a child enters his formal education if he does not
measure up to the norm, a negative judgment is made and he is labeled.
And even to the matter of the gold starswho gets the quick rapport
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with the teacher ? The child that learns to read very quickly, and the
child that does not is pushed aside.

This process increases with intensity as the child moves up the edu-
cational ladder. Here we are talldng about feeling and attitudes. These
are the affective domains that Dr. Kearney was talking about, and
for the most part., we want to ignore them; and I think these are the
most important things that condition the child's ability to go through
the school and acquire these necessary skills.

Now, every child is not going to achieve them at the same level. We
all are different heights. We all have a different talent as far as
recall and expressing ourselve,s verbally or anything you measure.
People fall along a standard distribution curve and we get hung-up
on tliis because we seem to think that we have to bring the 50 percent
who are below average on any measurable skill up to average. It is
never going to happen.

I am 5 feet 6 inches. I am going to join this new movement for small
people. If that philosophy had been applied to ine when I went through
the educational process, they would have put me on the rack and tried
to stretch me out to 5 feet 8 inches or whatever the norm was for that
particular age and group. This is what we literally do to children all
the time.

Part of this is in the use of these devices that really have nothing
to do with learning motivational devices, the honor societies, the
plaques, the gold stars and all these other things that are supposed to
be the incentive for children to improve. Actually, this does not happen
and by the time the children get to the seventh or eighth grade many
of them take great, pride in the fact that they flunk everything. This
becomes a status symbol as much as the A or B.

Senator FlAnT. I think I am clear on one thing. It may be a very
minor thmg. A standardized test for arithmetic, that is something
we can hack. You are saying that given a classroom of the fourth,
seventh or, 11th grade produces a variety of performances and we
tend to say that the poor performer is doomed as far as math is
concerned.

Dr. REAn. We say it very literally.
Senator I-lAwr. You are suggesting that it is just being given at the

wrong time in the evolution.

INDIVIDUAL LEARNING CYCLES

Dr. READ. Yes, plus the fact that there are some people that take a
longer period of time to get to a particular goal than others. We put
children in a block of 13 years, roughly ; they enter school at kinder-
garten and finish at grade 12. The assumption is, on the part of every-
body, tha 'c all children are going to go through those years at the same
rate of speed and all end up at the same place at the end of that time.
These children begin to spread the first, day of school in ;erms of the
particular continnum that each child will follow in his learning cycle.

Senator HART. Is that true equally with respect to grammar school
and high school and primary and secondary ?

Dr. READ. Well, I think that elementary schools have tried to cope
with this problem more effectively than secondary schools. I see pro-
visions for individual differences disappearing about the fourth or

211
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fifth grade. For example, the formal instruction in reading ends about
that time. It is assumed by the time he reaches the fifth or sixth grade
he has all the skills necessary to read whatever is used as a part of the
learning process. This just is not true and even our textbook companies
make this assumption ; that is, you will get a 12th grade book or 10th
or ninth grade book and this assumption is that all children entering
the ninth grade can read at the stune basic level. It just is not true.
They will spread 12 or 13 years by the time they reach this level, yet
the textbooks are all geared to the middle, slow enough so the poor-
est reader can keep up and yet not too slow to turn off the kids that
ean go way beyond this; and in the process you do an injustice to
both groups.

Senator HAirr. Well, what would you do ?
Dr. READ. Well, I think them are many things that can be done

and this is one of the reasons it bothers me, because I think testing
will destroy some of the creative things that various school systems are
using to cope with this problem. You mentioned Philadelphia, for
example. To me, one of the most exciting things that has happened in
secondary education is the Parkway School where the children liter-
ally go to school in the city. Now, if we had such a school in Jackson
and I would like to start onethe teache-s would be reluctant to go
into this because they would say, "Look, the State is coming around
here and they are going to give tests and if our children do not do
well OD those tests we are going to be judged poorly and the whole
program isn't worth the effort."

What the tests will do is make teachers revert to a standard and
teach for the tests. This has been characteristic of all attempts to get
at this thing through tests in the past. We found in the initial per-
formance contracting thing in Texarkana, when the Government went
in to audit the program, it found that the company had actually
taught the children the test or given the children the answers to the
test.

Now, honest teachers will not give students the answer, but they
will surely be conditioned by what is on the test and they will devote
all their efforts to that, instead of trying to individualize and trying
to at least create a kind of environment where every child feels com-
fortable and feels he is progressing.

You cannot do this with these inviduous comparisons that are con-
tinually being made.

Senator HART. Would tests be helpful and of value, provided teach-
ers and school administrators and parents did not use the tests the
way we use them ?

Dr. READ. This is why I started out in the beginning of my testi-
mony with the analogy of drugs. I think a test is only useful as one
instrument in diagnosing an individual problem of learning., but when
you try to give this on a mass basis across the State and then pub-
lish normative data on where schools stand, you are going to ulti-
mately impose a uniformity and mass conformity on the education
process, which is just what we do not want if we are going to make
the program meaningful to every child that comes through it.

Senator limn Can that ever 'be achieved in a system of tax-sup-
ported education ?

Dr. READ. What is that ?
Senator HART. Thi variety and richness and quality.
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SCHOOLMOST SIGNIFICANT INSTITUTION . . .

Dr. READ. WC had better get it, because that is our major mission.
Yon see, you asked the question about what the role of the school
was, and Dr. Kearney said, "Well, I think there are just some things a
school cannot do." Well, I happen to believe the school is proba ly
the most significant institution for achieving change within the so-
ciety. If we just mirror or replicate dastardly social forces that have
kept us from obtaining certain goals in terms of combating racism
and povertyif the schools just mirror those forces, then you have a
static society.

I happen to belong to a philosophic school
Senator HART. But is that not the problem of all our institutions?

Every institution and especially the schools, with the sensitivity of
the parents' concern for the child, is going to mirror the society's
attitude. It is wrong, but

Dr. READ. It is wrong, and what institution is going to break that
cycle ? Do you know of any other institution that can break the cycle

the schools cannot?
Senator Rum I think the schools are even more vulnerable to the

mass majority operants than any of the others.
Dr. READ. this can never be an excuse, though.
Senator Iturr. I know it is not. an excuse, but it suggests my pessi-

mism is sound and that it is the least likely place we will see the
change.

Dr. READ. I know, and it is easy to be pessimistic today when we
see these things happening; yet for vears I have heard the statement
"We know what ought to be done but we cannot do it because the
community will not let us do it. The State Department will not let
us do it.. The forces will not let us do it." I contend that if you are
really concerned about education as an institution for change, the
school administrators should be out working with the community con-
tinually changing attitudes; and I have seen this happen. Sure, you
get scars all over your psychological back as a result, of the battles you
go through in this process, but to merely sit back and say "This is
unattainable therefore the easiest thing to do is to perpetuate the
things that liave created the roblems with which your committeeis concerned"

Senator MONDALE. We have been asked to make some recommenda-
tions to the Congress on how we might achieve greater educational
opportunity in this country, and as a part of that, to define the extent
to which there is inequality, and to the extent we can, why and what
we might do about it; and what educational inequality or equality
means. These are all tough judgmental questions.

If we cannot establish some benchmarks like whether a child can
count or read, how can we possibly begin with any kind of effort to
determine where, we are and where we should go?

Dr. READ. Yes, but I think this is the wrong way, because what you
are dohig here is again trying to impose a mass standard which win not
be understood.

Senator MONDALE. What standard would you imposv if any, or how
would you judge the extent to which a school is a succl.ss in a way that .
we can understand it in a public policy body and be helpful ?
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Carr Elm To JUDGE SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS

Dr. READ. The first and most important criteria I would use for
judging the effectiveness of theschool is the percentage of children thatt
leave school before graduation, the push-out and dropout rate. I think
this is the most significant statistic. If you really want to frid out why
the school has failed, then 3rou have got to do a study of the rejects. You
have got to find out why these children dropped out, because the Amer-
ican schools are designed for everybody. They are not designed for an
elitist group in the society. We are not trying to dwelop meritocracy
in our society.

Senator MONDALE. So, the first one is dropouts. Wha other
standard?

Dr. READ. I would be concerned about the amount of freedthn that
exists for innovation. I think that until you create the kind of climate
where people are willing to stick their necks out and do some things
that have never been tried before, literallybecause we cannot do much
worse than e have been doing. The direction we are going in this test-
ing business will discourage this kind of thing because people are going
to play it safe. They are going to follow the usual, traditional, and safe

way.
You have got to create the climate. The promising innovations like

the Parkway School and the middle schools that have been developed
in and around the Chicago area need to be studied and we must find
out why they have been effective and begin to implement them across
the country. We must begin to establish, just as industry doessome
prototypes and models where we can achieve tbis goal of comprehen-
siveness and broadness in the school program.

Senator MONDALE, It is my impression that, in fact, even when there
have been no tests, schools have been failing impressively by your
dropout standard.

Dr. READ. Sure.
Senator MONDALE. And as a matter of fact, we had testimony here

from New York that traditionally, maybe 40 years ago, poor children
were not even programed to go to high school. If you looked at the
number of children who went into grade school and the slots available,
it was quite clear that the whole school system expected poor kids to
fail and they did.

Dr. READ. And they still do.
Senator MONDALE, That is right, but they claim, not as much as be-

fore, and you say that one of the healthiest things about all of this
turmoil is that for the first.time the country is beginning to ask, "What
about these poor children ?" If we do not hold the schools accountable
for these basic skillsand I agree the dropout rate would be another
significant standardhow do we, first of all, define the extent to which
schools are failing, :and how do we define the strategy by which we can
overcome inequality?

Because I can seeeven though I am very much moved by the need
for hinnanity, I think that is very important and too often ignored;
I think there has been a lack of humanity in many of these schools for
a long time, even where there is not a test. But how can we in Con-

gress or in the State legislatures develop a set of strategies that bring
hope, if we do not-have anything to go on? Isn't that a wonderful way
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for a punk school system to protect itself from being seen as it reallyis by the public that it is supposed to support?Dr. READ. Yes. Well, first, I don't buy this. A while ago when youwere talking with Dr. Kearney, you pointed out there are some schoolsin the ghetto that are doing a much more effective job than the GrossePoints and the Birminghams (the wealthier areas), only because thatjudgment is made on the basis of what the children do. This has beenthe one thing that has been used in the past to determine a good schooland a poor schoolwhat the children do.

SELECTION PROCESS

Now, if I am a teacher and if I have the privilege of selecting my stu-dents, I will look good because I will not take a chance with high-risk students. This is what integration is all about really. We cannotmake comparisons between schools until we get the same socioeconomicracial mix in all of our schools.
The prestigious schools like Harvard and Yale received their prestigebecause they were highly selective in the kind of students they took in,and the schools generally that have the reputation of being good be-cause they score high on the tests and because they have more studentsgo on to collegethis has nothing to do with the ability of the teacheisin that school system or the way it is run or the dollars that go to sup-port it. It is based strictly on the inclination of the children that camethere to conform to some very narrow concepts that we have about ed-ucation. This is the key.
As long as we continue to use this criteria to make the judgments,we are never going to improve the image or give credit to those dis-tricts that are making some real inroads in this area even though itdoes not show up in the tests.
I can think of some things that I might do in Jackson that wouldlower our relative standardized test standing and yet I think theywould be good for the children over the long haul because we are stilltalking about relative things.
Senator MONDALE. What kind of community is Jackson ?Dr. REAM It runs the gamut. We are about 16-percent black. Wehave a considerable number of blue-collar and middle-class and someaffluence. We have a pretty good mix.

Senator MONDALE. What is the population ?Dr. READ. The school district is about 85,000. The school districtgoes beyond the city's boundaries.
Senator MONDALE. How many children in the school system?Dr. READ. 15,000.
Senator MONDALE. Would you object if we called Dr. Kearney backjust to respond ? This is sort of unusual, but I understand the two ofyou have appeared together before. If you do not mind.Dr. READ. We have been on a couple of panels.Senator .MONDALE. Would you respond in a general way to thiscriticism directed to testing, Dr. Kearney, that it inhibits the humani-tarian approach, that it may prevent teachers from doing someof the other things that may be more important in order to test welland, in effect, it does set the standards for schools in an unfair way ?Dr. Read made the arguments much better than I do.
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Dr. KEARNEY. Yes, sir. I guess you really do not want me to go
through point by point and try to answer each one. We have clone that
on other occasions.

I, too, consider myself something of a humanist. I began my experi-
ence in the area of public education as ft Latin teacher, sb if on no
other grounds, I suspect that qualifies me.

I do not think necessarily that a statewide edwational assessment
effort has to stifle creativity or has to stifle the many things that should
go on in the public school system. There are problems with educa-
tional assessment efforts and there are problems in the current edu-
cational assessment efforts within the State of Michigan, but I think
they are problems that can be overcome and I think that we need to
proceed in that direction.

WHAT SHOULD SCHOOLS Do ?

I think that we need to seriously consider the cluestion of what is
it that the schools should do, and that we should be able to come to
some conclusions within a State, I dlink, and certainly within dis-
tricts, within school buildings, in terms of individual children, that
this, indeed, is what it is that this school or this set of circumstances
is going to provide for this particular child or group of children.

Dr. Read advanced the argument in his paper and I think also in
his testimony that standardized achievement testing will never permit
us to do this because we will always end up with 50 percent of the
children below the median and we will never be able to set what it is
that the schools should achieve. I would disagre,e with this.

I think if we can move in the direction of criterion referenced test-
ing, which I referred to earlier, that it is our responsibility not to set
a standard for every child, but certainly to set some minimum levels
that the school should seek to attain for all children who go through
them. That is simply going to guarantee them, hopefully, some mini-
mum kind of skills and minimum knowledge in certain areas that I
would feel they need to pursue whatever it is that they choose to pursue
in school or following school.

MINIMUM STANDARDS

1 think you can then leave it open to all kinds of broad ranges in
terms of individuals or groups as to where they go and the maximum
they reach, but I think there is nothing antithetical in the notion of
setting minimal levels of performance or minimal levels of expecta-
tion for all children that go through a public school system.

I think it goes back to one of Senator Hart's questions : Indeed, what
are tne purposes of the schools ? And if the purposes of the schools are
not to impart some of these things, then I suspect we should get into
some serious dialog and decide what it is schools should do. Indeed,
whn toyer it comes out that schools should do, then I think we need to
find out whether they are doing it.

I recognize the problems that are inherent in attempting to be able to
assess and take soundings of children's learnings and understandings,
whether it be in the area of cognitive skills or whether it be in the area
of values or attitudes and the like.
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I do not know how much further you want me to pursue this. I
would take exception to many of the statements that Dr. Read has in-
dicated in part III of his testimony. I do not know, Senator, if you
want me to oo on here or if you want to ask some specific questions.

Senator HtlIIT. Doctor, do you agree that while you can by a test
measure at least the skill in mathematicsand I would assume, to a
slightly lesser degree, readingthat all it means is that at that given
moment in time there is this variation in this group ?

Dr. KEARNEY. Yes.
Senator HART. And that 2 years later you might find the student

who looked bad on that test, had in his cycle, caught up and might have
even out distanced the fellow who loolv_d good before?

Dr. KEARNEY. This is possUe however, in large scale testing where
you have a large number of cases, you are guerally going to see some
stability in those things in terms of at least the groups. When you get
down to the building level and certainly the class level and the level
of individual children, you will se e. numerous exceptions to this, but
I think in general you will see fairly stable measurements from point
to point when you are dealing with very large groups of children. We
would not suggest that Me norm in the State of Michigan, the 50th
percentile or the median in the State of Michigan, should become the
standard for an children by any stretch of the imagination.

We would, however, suggest that we need th be able to state, un-
equivocably, what it is that the schools should be able to provide the
children, at least ir. terms of some minimal levels. That is the schools'
responsibility that it has taken on as a public institution. We are inter-
ested in finding out to what extent children am being served in this
regard ; withofit attempting in any way to make all children hit the
50th percentile or without attempting in any way to put a level or
ceiling n the uchievement or understandings or learnings of any
individual child.

Senator MONDALE. Dr. Read, what would you have the Federal Gov-
ernment do to improve education, and on what basis do you recom-
mend it ?

Dr. READ. Okay. I think, first of all, there has to be a removal of
disftust that seems to permeate education ut every level. Christopher
Jencks did a study of the large metropolitan school districts and after
he finished this studyand I guess he is one of the most distinguished
sociologists in the countryhe said that there was one thing that char-
acterized large urban school systems, and it could be summarized in
one word : Distrust. School boards do not trust superintendents ; super-
intendents do not trust teachers ; thachers do not trust students; and us
a consequence, a whole series of regulations ;and child accounting forms,
controls and the like are established.

BASIC APPROPRIATION FOR Au, CHILDREN

For example, I think categorical aid is essentially reflection of this
kind of distrust. My own feeling is that there should be a basic ap-
propriation made for all school children, no matter where they are, a
basic foundation kind of thing in terms of dollar amounts; and then,
beyond that, I think there ought to be funds set aside for those school
districts that are willing to innovatean expansion, if you please, of
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Title III, of the ESEAwhich provides support money, seed money
for the development of new programs to attack this basic problem of
individualization in providing experiences for all children; and this
ought to be designed so these prototypes, pilot models,_ are developed
throughout the country. Then there saould be further funds for their
dissemination where they have proved to be successful ; and again, I
would use the one statistic, the dropouts, the students leaving, und the
movement of students through the program to evaluate what hap-
pened.

Senator MONDALM. In other words, in addition to trying to fully
fund Title III, you would expand that?

Dr. READ. I would expand that and maybe get rid of all the other
titles,

Senator MONDALE. You would probably just have a program of
general Federal aid to education?

Dr. READ. I ftM strongly committed to the general aid principle
rather than categorical aid for vocational programs and for compen-
satory education and this kind of thing. I think experience has
shown

Senator MONDALE. You do not believe in compensatory education ?
You do not think it means anything?

Dr. READ. Yes; because I do not know what you are compensating
for. I think the fact that these funds have been channeled into certain
areas with the thought that we are going to raise the achievement
level of childmn has been a false illusion and the data shows this.
I would challenge you to show mo one case where these programs have
done this.

Senator MONDALE. The test data, but you do not want that?
Dr. READ. I have seen the data.
Senathr MONDALE. Do you trust it?
Dr. I have visited many model programs on site inspection.

I have read the studies. And even trying to dig it out through the use
of test:i does not seem to indicate that this happens. I am suspicious of
all tess data because there are SO many variables that affect these test
resulti.

For example, we know that if we go into a new program, immediate
positive results in terms of what kids do on tests is shown, but over
a long period of time this disappears. I think you are familiar with
the comprehensive evaluation that was done with Headstart and the
conclusion was that this had had virtually no effect on the children
that were involved. I am not sure it did not. I do uot know whether
you can identify whether it did or not for maybe 20 years, I have had
experience with Headstart programs in trying to get a panel of par-
ents whose children were involved in it, and I could not get anybody
to attest to its efficacy. And it suddenly dawned on me that if I had
to get up and publicly say that I had spawned ft disadvantaged child,
I would not participate either.

So many of these things tend to label and identify, and parents and
children resent this; and again it is part of a whole process of building
a real lousy image and a lousy altitude toward school.

Again, I would like to ask Phil this ciuestion : Where would you set
this minimal standard? I am curious because I have never been able
to set one that would apply universally across the board to every child
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at any given point in his educational career, Imowing that there are
various time sequences when children reach ft specific goal. What
would it be ? Fifteen percentile or 20 ?

Dr. KEARNEY. I think we would set it through the following typo
of a process which, as you know, we are attempting to do, That is,
with the help and assistance of educators throughout the State of
Michigan, citizens throughout the State of Michigan, and students
throughout the State of Michigan, be able to say some things about
the common program objectives in at least seven priority instructional
areas; and hopefully, through that process, by some kind of consensus,
to say that at the conclusion of the primary cycle, for example, that
perhaps 80 percent of the children in the State of Michigan ought
to have obtained this minimal level.

To some extent it is somewhat arbitrary, But I think we profe2-
sionals in education who are saying to people that we have schools
and are running schools to provide certain kinds of services, have
got to attempt to tell people what it is that we are going to give them;
and then we have got to give them the information that indicates
whether or not we have done that.

ACCOUNTABILITY

I think it is all wrapped up with the notion of accountability.
Accountability, I realize, has become kind of like a fad, like mother-
hood and patriotism, and it means a lot of things to a lot of people and
different things to different people; but it has two factors. Account-
ability means that you have information and data on the performance
of an individual or group of individuals or a system or a set of
systems. Then, second, accountability means that you are in a posi-
tion to make some changes or alter some conditions based on the
particular performance data you get. It boils down to a question of
information and data. All kinds of information and data are going
to be subject to all kinds of misinterpretations, whether it is test
data or whatever kind of data it is; but I think we are putting our
heads in the sand and under the rug if we turn away from attempt-
ingwhile we recognize that our efforts are primitiveif we turn
away from attempting to provide information to people who are
going to make decisions about education.

Senator MONDALE. It seems to me that we have pretty good ac-
countability now for people who are rich enough to buy their own
options, and almost always the option they buy is increasingly ex-
pensive. In other words, they do find a relationship between money
imd quality. They can do almost anything. They can deal with this
humanity problem. They may want a child in a progressive school
or an open school, or they may want a vocational training kind
of school or they may want a lockstep, doctrinaire college entrance
kind of school. They may want a military kind of school. They may
want a high quality, expensive, all-white suburban school.

They make those judgments, and I think that they are able to
buy accountability ; and when those children start reaching their
teens they, too, are a part of it because they can talk to their parents
and together they can kind of go where they want to go.
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But the problem is that persons of average means are delivered

one plate to eat off of in education. It is called public schools, and
they either eat from that plate or they starve.

POWER To Horo SCHOOLS ACCOUNTABLE

It seems to me the problem is how do we give them some power to

hold the schools accountable? How do we give them some way to make,

an intelligent judgment about their schools and what their schools
are doing to their children? That is really the main problem we
have here in Congress.

We have a local school system and I hope we always will, but how

can wethrough money, through intergration policies, through com-

munity controlthrough whatever it may be, try to deliver in the
public sector a better, more responsive school system than we have

today?
I clo not see how we can get away from some kind of testing. I think

the dropout phenomenon is 000d, but surely, whether a child is
capable of reading, whether het"has been taught to read or count, must
have something to do with those test scores.

Dr. READ. Of course, if you buy the validity of testing, you are
correct. But if the test is not valid and you know that certain people
in the society are going to do poorly on the test and this has no rela-
tionship to their potential and you continually tell them "You are at

the bottom of the norms that are issued here,"-how are you ever going

to change this if this is your criteria and the criteria does not reflect

the true potential or the true worth of the person? Who writes the

test?
Senator MONDALE. Which is worse, an effort to try to understand

through the best test we can devise, or a system which leaves a rotten
school system with a perfect defenseit is failing the children and
they say "I am sorry. We' cannot answer your question whether any-
one can read because that interferes"

Dr. READ. You do not have that either/or proposition if you are
using a false proposition to judge the results, and I contend you are,
because you are taking a sample of 2 hours of a child's total time in
school anii making a judgment of what be has learned on that basis.
You are making an absolute judgment which people accept and this
will prohibit, I think, any attempt to really get at the problem be-

cause you always get confused. At one time the schools would give those

answers to parents of children who performed poorly on the test,
"Well, your child is a slow learner ; put him in the vocational school,"

or, "What do you expect us to do with what you gave us to work
with ?" Those answers do not go any more.

Any test you give you are going to have a group of children that

fall below this level, and what do you say to them? "We are going to
change this." If ,the judgment was made on height about me back in
the 1930's they would have had to tell my parents, "I am sorry, your
child is just this way and there.is nothing we can do with him, if that
was the criteria.

!_lenator MONDALE. Do yoU see the validity in quality integrated

education?
Dr. READ. Absolutely.
Senator MONDALE. Do you support quality integrated education?
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ISOLATION PROHIBITS CULTURAL INTERCHANGE

Dr. READ. Yes, because I think there is a lot of peer learning that
igoes on. I think we have built through neighborhood schools, an sola-

tion in our school system that prohibits that kind of interchange be-
tween children in various cultural levels. This is the most crucial
cultural problem we have. We must either (vet it together in this coun-
try or otherwise we are going to have separatle societies.

Senator MONDALE. Do you see a cognitive learning achievement
level, as well as a cultural achievement level, that flows from quality
integrated education ?

Dr. READ. Yes, I think it does.
Senator MONDALE. Do you think poor children introduced in a sensi-

tive respectable way ina
Dr. READ. Yes, if we do not get anxiety prone along about the second

or third year when we find 15 percent of these children are below the
15 percentile.

Senator MONDALE. In other words, I think you are right. We led a
fight out of this committeeand Senator Hart supported itfor a
national bill to encourage efforts for the kind of school system which
did not produce white flight, but in which everybody felt they were
getting a better education, in which children were respected for what
they were. I think that is what this country needs. But one of our argu-
ments was that the testing seems to show that the poor children will
do better and the advantaged children will not be hurt.

If we are going to win this (Treat fight, which is essential to the
health of America, we have got t'A; give the best possible answers we can
to concerned black and white parents, that everybody is going to do
as well or better than they did before, together with a healthier society.
But isn't testing important in this ?

Dr. READ. ,Do you have any test data to substantiate this? All the
test data, does not give you this kind of answer.

Senator MONDALE. Well, we have heard from the project
Senator HART. How would you establish that proposition with the

data known to you ?
Dr. READ. I think that ultimately we will be able to develop some

proCedures for judging individual goals based on the assumption that
we start out with the program and we say, "These are some things we
are going to attain." I am not sure that we can ever measure them in
precise scientific terms, but there is a measurement that goes on, and
I think this accountability we are talking about is reflected generally
in how well people are Willing to support-the schools. I personally, am
willing to trust to that kind Of ultimate judgment.

People scream that we have never had accountability. In Michigan,
we have, accountability every year when we go to the parents in our
local districts and 'ask them tO vote for a millage tax levy in support
of schools. If.there is, a general feeling that the school is doing a pretty
goat:job, you get the millage. If there haVe been numerous instances
where children have been isolated from the main setting and.so on,
this is the only Way iNftrenti can strike back. And they, do- not strike
back but not because of economic reasons. This is the classic eXcuse,
"We voted the millage tax levy down because economic conditions are
bad."
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To meet this problem requires the involvement of people at the local

level to dig at the real problems of education in that community. This

is a long process and it takes time to convince every taxpayer that the
schools have got to be concerned about every child. In the past we were
concerned about the children of the parents who counted, and you
pointed this out. That is where the accountability was.

MUST CONVINCE TOTAL COMMUNITY

Now, today, people are becoming more alert and the old answers
do not go. You have got to convince the total community, and if you
have a 13ad product you can quote all the testing statistics and so on
that students have grown 6 months more than they did before, but

down deep, if people do not feel this, they are going to turn against

you at the time they vote.
This is the way you reach the problem, and all the test data in the

world are not going to convince citizens that they have a good sys-
tern. It largely comes back to how they. feel about it.

I have a hypothesis that I cannot prove, but I suspect most people
have deep-seated hostilities and deep-seated feelings against the pub-

lic schools because most of the children when they went through this

process had a miserable experience.
Senator MONDALE. Your argument is somewhat analogousI agree

it is not fairto the argument used by the banks when we wanted

truth in lending. They said, "There is no way to calculate it. It cannot

be done." We said, "Wait a minute, aren't there some benchmarks that

you have in-house as to what money is worth and what you are charg-
ing?" So we forced that on the lending industry. As far as I know,

they had no problem at all. They just took the little things they had in

the lower left-hand drawer and they told the consumer about it.
I am sure it is not that easy in education, but there should be some

way of telling citizens how well their children are doing.
Dr. READ. I guess this is the whole thing wrong with education. We

do too much telling and not enough listening, and I do not think the
two situations are analogous at all because you are talking about one

of the most profound influences on the lives of children, which is the

school. You see, what happens, is most of us, where the system was
good to us, where we learned to use words well and write well and so
on, and probably finished in the upper quartiles of both our high
school classes and college classes, we go back and assume that what
was good for us is also good for the total student body. This is the
critical issue in education ; that the people who teach and administer
and operate the whole establishment can have very little empathy for
maybe as high as 50 or 60 percent of the students that go through the
process who did not have this identical kind of experience.

I could give you a test today on what we have heard in the testi-
mony and then publish your scores on this. I wonder if you would like

that ?
Senator MONDALE. I would not.
Dr. READ. I can. I have a test ready. Would.you like to take it?
Senator MONDALE. No.
Dr. READ. How do you get at the problem? By increasing the feel-

ings that I am just not as good as you are? I will score 100 percent
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on the test because I have done my homework, but there is a selective
process that goes on in learning that each of us follows, and there will
be a difference right, in this room. Does it make the person who listened
acutely because he had an interest in this a better person than the one
over here?

You can say we are not going to label and we are not going to iden-
tify, but do not tell me this kind of thing is not going to happen. In
one school system, two principals were bounced by the board of edu-
cation because the norms in their schools were low. This happened to
be two very competent black principals who had been personal friends
of mine for years. Later, the board changed and put them on probation
after there was a public upheaval about this kind of thing. There was
accountability. There was a community that said, "Look, you are not
going to do this to our sisters and brothers because of tests done at
the State level."

This kind of thing will be repeated at the State level as this be-
comes more entrenched. People will look at test results on a simplistic
level and they will see it as the sole evaluation of how well the teachers
have taught and how well the programs have been developed, and they
will wait for the results just like the football game results, with the
traditional rival. There will be scapegoating, clistrust, and division
at the very time we have got to move.

MUST BE PARTNERSHIP

I think the whole problem of the role between the State education
department .and the intermediate districts and so on has got to be
reopened and explored. Is this really a. partnership kind of thing or
are we going to move to a nationalized system of education based on
concepts like they have in Europeand they have done a good job
of conditioning the people over there, with the Ministry of Education
and the State school inspectors and so on. I am concerned about this.

I have seen in Michigan, for example, the role of partnership be-
tween local districts and the State education department change to
one where they happen to be in an adversary position. Phil Kearney is
not my enemy. We are both trying to do the same thing, but I get dis-
turbed when he comes into the district and then gives a test and then
gives me money on the basis of what the thildren clo, and I question it.

He said in his testimony that we were not surprised. I certainly
was not surprised by the results in Jackson. I could have told you about
what was going to happen even before the tests were given and with
reasonable accuracy. I did not learn anything new.

Senator HART. I think what you are asking is, for all of us as a. peo-
ple,to just have new definitions for the purpose of education. You
remind us we all went through this system. We are all schooled

Dr. READ. Programed, conditioned, if you want to use those words.
Senator Hmrr (continuing). Programed or conditioned, no matter

how we deny it. Subconsciously, we do accept grade performance for
competence and a diploma for learning. It is awful tough to get away
from that, just the way we accept military strength for national
security How are you going to correct that ? It is just as wrong.

Dr. R. Just keep working on it.
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Senator HART. Or if you got more social workers you would improve
the quality of the comunity. That does not follow either. These are all
assumptions.

Dr. READ. But you still have to go back to that basic institution, the
school, where these things are perpetuated and continued for genera-
tion after generation. I cannot fault the system. The system of public
education was tremendous for me, and I came from a poor family. I
got a scholarship at the University of Michigan and I cannot fault the
system. But I cannot take the further step and say because this was so
good for me it has to be good for every child that comes into this
setting now.

I think of the children that dropped out aloncr the way that were
with me. What did it do for them, the one that ended up in the estab-
lishment down on Cooper Street? I get concerned about an institution
that does this, and I think somewhere in this whole context we have
got to develop the kind of setting in the school where everybody feels
that this institution is designeefor him and is to help him to know
himself.

Senator HART. It is an institution which is just one of many insti-
tutions in a competitive society, and there are going to be losers in the
competitive society. If we want to change the character of our society,
maybe we can get to some more rational evaluation of the institutions,
but as long as we have all got that hangup, we are always going to have
these hangups about proof that you are making it. Show me your
paycheck or show me your grades or show me what kind of 'house you
live in.

MERIT PAY SYSTEM FOR TEACHERS

Dr. READ. Let me just brillg in one last point here. We have a State
Senator in Michigan who walits to take the assessment test results now
and develop a merit pay system for teachers. Now, that is great. Let's
assume that he could do this for a minute, and we are into this area of
competition, and one of the things we have got to start with is that the
schools are not a competitive enterprise. It is a socialized institution.
Our profession is socialized. We do not operate independently. Our
clients have no choice. The people in Jackson have to come to the
school that I administer and they have to accept a teacher to whom I
assign their children. They cannot pick that teacher like they can pick
their doctor or lawyer.

Now, in the private domain,this concept of merit works beautifully
because allegedly the one that is the best performer ultimately ends up
with all the clients or patients but this does not happen in education.

Assuming,that State Senator Stamm could develop a merit system
based on this testing, then you have created another problem because
if you have a star teacher and I am a parent and you do not assign my
child to that star teacher, then I take you to court because of equal
protection. Why should my child be denied the opportunity of that
master teacher? How can you assign my child to a teacher who is not a
master teacher ?

The real big challenge of education, I think? is to prove that a social-
ized enterprise can be efficient, can be creative, and that we do not
really reflect the dastardly forces of greed, competition and this kind
of thing which we program into our children through the very things

69-828 0-72-pt. 19A-I5
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we do in the school. There must be a better way, because we see the
products all around us of what happens as a result of this kind of
system.

I draw this from my religious philosophy that says really you do not
have to go around and judge people all the time. Why do we have to
compare? Why do we have to make judgments ? I think this is really
un-Christian.

Then we ,,ret into the pragmatic, the compromise of the ideal with
the practical. Well, I try to do this too, but I try not to lose sight
of where we are ultimately going in diis business of education, and we
cannot be schizophrenic about it. Otherwise, abolish the public school
system and go to your voucher system that some people are suggesting
where people have a choice.

Incidentally, this is what Christopher Jenks suggested after his ap-
praisal. Ile said you have got a monopoly in the public schools and any
monopoly does one of two things: It is either regulated or it per-
petuates itself with a lot of bureaucracy. Well, the schools are not
regulated so this has happened, and his solution was this very thing ;
and maybe this is ,what we need to do. I do not know..I am opposed to
it because I think it is too important to leave to the private domain,
and yet maybe the voucher system is the answer. Maybe performance
contracting is the answer. If you buy this, then you 'have to go down
this road, but I do not know what you do with the children in the
p rocess.

VOUCHER SYSTEMS

Senator HART. If you could avoid the voucher system being used to
short-circuit the 14th amendment in terms of desegregation, would you
think it more desirable than the existing system ?

Dr. READ. I personally do not, no ; because it seems to me that
the model is set in the schools and this is the real challenge with which
school people have never wanted to grapple. They d6 not understand
that this is a socialized enterprise and we have got to put aside some
of the things that are traditionally the spur for better behavior, which
is competition and incentive. If we have to accept this in the educa-
tional establishment as a means to improve performanCe, and this is
the only way, then let's do something to escape the. 14th amendment
and go to voucWr systems.

But if the schtol is to set a better patternand I do not know any
other institution t1 at has got thatunique challenge in our societythen
We had better go on about this business of literally forgetting about the
false incentives and try to bnild Something to Show that in a coopera-
tive enterprise you can achieve results and you can provide the kind
of education. where at the end of the experience the child says, "By
golly, they did their best, for me." That is where the real accountabil-
ity is.

Senabor' Ibir. One appeal of the voucher sYstem goes to the Point
yon just .mide---the unlikelihood of Organize& taxsupported public
school's, giVen the neceSsity of having in the classroom 20 children
with varied aspirations and variel instincts and tendencies, to be able
to reach and eneonfige the-variety of tendencies that are represented
there; because the curriculum is always going to he a blond.

225
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But if you had vouchers, the child that really thought it was
exciting to be a TV repairman could, after he got his reading, writing,
and arAlmietic, take that voucher and zero in on whatever you zero in
on, to be a TV repairman; and the fellow who liked Latin could take
it and find a pleasure that is denied most people. But you are never
aoing to be able to reach that with this kind of composite that you
say, nonetheless you

Dr. RE.o. Of course you can. I think you teach what you are and
if you are committed to this, you operate throN,41 example and
precept. I have seen people who can do this, cret this kind of blend,
and with a group of children provide this kind''of experience and the
thing that characterizes thiS kind of educational setting is erust and
respect. That has to permeate it. You will be disappointed many times
and people will disappoint you, but I would rather go this route than
assume everybody is a rascal mid we have to check up, to see if the
child is learning what we think he should learn, if the teacher is teach-
ing what we think he should, and if the administrator is administering
wilt we thina he should administer. I may be a foolish dreamer in
this respect., brit I think it can be done.

What happens if the schools have isolation and operate on the basis
of mistrust? Should we wonder why people operate in the adult
society on the basis of these same concepts ?

Senator MONDALE. Thank you very much for this contribution
today. We are most appreciative. May I say that we have had nearly
a year and a half of solid testimony here, and it was a good thing
to have the two of you side by side, because it helps point out this
dispute, which is a real one, and I assume an unresolved onc in the
broad sense. We are most grateful to both of you.

The committee is in recess, to reconvene at 10 a.m., on Tuesday, in
room 1114, of the New Senate, Office Buildincr.

(Whereupon, at 12 :45 p.m., the Select Committee was recessed, to re-
convene at 10 a.m., on November 2, 1971, in room 1114, of the New Sen-
ate Office Building.)
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EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY IN MICHIGAN

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1971

U.S. SENATE,
SELEGT CommrrrEE ON

EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY,
W ashing ton, D.0.

The Select Committee met at 10 :10 a.m., pursuant to call, in room
1114, of the New Senate Office Building., the Honorable Walter F.
Mondale, chairman of the committee, presiding.

Present : Senators Mondale and Hart.
Staff members present: William C. Smith, staff director and gen-

eral counsel; Donn Mitchell, professional staff ; and Leonard Strick-
man, minority counsel.

Senator MONDALE. The committee will come to order.
This morning we have a panel representing, the Michigan Education

Association. Mr. John Ort is president, and Mr. Herman Coleman
is associate executive director for minority affairs of the association.

We are very pleased to have you with us this morning. I have a
copy of your statement. You may proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OF JOHN ORT, PRESIDENT, MICHIGAN EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY HERMAN COLEMAN, ASSOCI-
ATE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY FOR MINORITY AFFAIRS

Mr. ORT. Good morning, Senator.
I am John Ort, president of the Michigan Education Association,

representing some 78,000 teachers in the State of Michigan. My pro-
fessional assignment is that of a counselor in the Livonia Public
School System in Wayne County. I appreciate this opportunity .to
present to this committee the views of our organization on the prob-
lems of equal educational opportunity as they pertain to educational
finance and desearegation.

On SeptembeT 23, 1971, Mrs. Catharine Barrett, president-elect of
the National Education Association, appeared before this committee.*
Her testimony was based on a survey entitled "School Bond and
Budget on Tax Referenda," which indicated the growing, resistance
of local taxpapers to pay the increasing costs of public education.

SCHOOLS FACE FINANCIAL PROBLEMS

Mrs. Barrett cited a second survey conducted by the NEA. entitled
"Teacher Supply and Demand," which showed that for the first time
since World War II we have enough teachers to supply adequate
educational services. At the same time the majority of school systems

*See Part 16A, Inequality in School Finance.
(9603)
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respondina to the NEA survey reported some type of reduction in
proaram acause of financial limitations. School districts in Michigan
aree'facing serious financial problems as noted by Mrs. Barrett.

Mrs. Barrett also made clear that teachers' salaries have indeed
gone up . . . but at a pace which is just behind, and not ahead of,
other professional workers, both men and women.

It appears to the MEA that we are at a point in time where :
The demands on the school system in terms of tasks that it is ex-

pected to perform are steadily increasing.
The Nation has produced for the first time in our history an adequate

pool of trained man and woman power to meet these needs.
I happen to have been a high school counselor, a "sputnik," under

the National Defense Education Act, and I find increasingly, as young
people come to me seeking guidance in terms of a particular vocational
choice great concern with the fact that many of their friends are un-
able tc: find employment in the teaching profession. These are usually,
very often, very talented young people, and it seems rather incongru-
ent to me that the National Defense Education Act continues to put
some $1,000 per school year into a particular individual's education
and we have 103,000 college of education graduates this year who were
unable to find employment.

Senator MONDALE. We have a bill in conference now, which I intro-
duced, called the Comprehensive Child Development Act, which would
try, for the first time, to encourage a national program to help chil-
dren in the first 5 years of life, with comprehensive day care centers,
with educational components as well. That bill is in trouble, not be-
cause it did not pass the Congress, but because the President says it
is going to cost too much. Two billion dollars, that is the authority in
our bill-. Ile estimates it would cost $16 billion to help these children
have a chance, which is equivalent to what we are spending to support
the war today.

My point is : If we have a decent program to meet the needs of chil-
dren, we would actually have a shortage of teachers, would we not?

Mr. ORT. That is right.
Senator MONDALE. This morning, there is a report of the President's

School Finance Commission, a commission which I believe resulted
from a bill I introduced, and they call for $22 billion Federal expendi-
ture to assist local schools, and, among other things, come out strongly
for helping children in the first years, ages 3 ahd 4.

In other words, when you deal with disadvantaged children, reach
down earlier to help during this period. And, if you add 2 years
to the Nation's educational services, we are _just not going to have
enough teachers, are we ?

So thatwe are in a position here nowthat we should look upon
the availability of skilled teachers as a one-time magnificent oppor-
tunity rather than cursing it and putting these teachers out in the un-
employment line.

Mr. ORT. My only response, sir ; would be, "Right on."
Senator 'MONDALE. Right on.
Mr. ORT. The basis of support, however, is deteriorating.
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Michigan teachers are keenly aware that our public school system has
a nation-building function.

FOUR NATIONAL NEEns

Four national needs are basic to our survival :
1. There is the need to have literate citizens because our demo-cratic institutions are based on the idea that power should ulti-

mately rest with the people.
2. There is the need to have a skilled citizenry to be able to

fulfill the many tasks in a complex modern society.
3. There is a need to perpetuate social mobility in order to

prevent the emergence of a rigid class system that would perpetu-
ate social inequality forever.

4. There is the need for national unity since, in the words of
Abraham Lincoln, "A house divided against itself cannot stand."

Let's look at some of tlie changing demands on our schools.
As the schools are swept .up in the currents of social change, two

factors are becoming more clear to teachers:
On the one hand, the function of the school seems to be changing. The

American school is no longer just an institution for learninff, but it is
becoming an instrument for the amelioration of social ills. earge num-bers of disadvantaged citizens look at the sChools as the major route by
which suppressed minorities can reverse the evils of the past in oneffeneration.

On the other hand, we find that the judicial branch of the Govern-
ment has taken the lead in combating separatism in our Nation and the
schools have become the inevitable battleground. Unfortunately, thefight against segregation bas not been pressed with equal vigorby the legislative and executive branches of our State and national
governments.

In these days of uncertainty, doubt, and deepening national crisis,
the teachers in our State would like to share with you some of their
thoughts on the problems of equal educational opportunity along with
some recommendations of how we can move together to implement this
ideal.

Problems facing Michigan educators in the decade ahead are many
and complex. Racial unrest, violence, and unemployment among the
young have their roots in the inadequacies of our educational system.
Three problems, however are of major proportions.

First, there is the lack of sufficient funds to carry on the changring
mission of our schools. Mrs. Barrett pointed out in her testimony that
the dimensions of this problemare not confined to State boundaries, but
are nationwide in extent. A shortage of funds affects especially the
urban school systems, and, therefore, contributes to inequality in educa-tional opportunity.

The second problem arises out of the segregation of our populationalong racial and economic lines. Boundaries of local school districts
have emerged as a res. tilt of complex socioeconomic developments.There is little doubt that racial isolation has been enhanced by the
tendency to concentrate along lines of similar heritage, values, and
economic capability. The combined result'of these factors has led te the
socially disfumtional consequence of geographic isolation of one group

r
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from another. Again, this contributes to lack of educational equality.
The third problem, undoubtedly related to the first two, is the dis-

parity of opportunity caused by the program of the school itself.
Those of us who work in the urban schools of our State are convinced
that we must address ourselves to the improvement of the quality of
the school program for urban youngsters.

KEY TO THE SOLUTION

The key to the solution of these problems is linked, as we see it,
to our belief in the viability of our Federal system. We believe that
the most important aspect of our Federal system is the sharing of
functions between the local, State and national levels of government.
We would oppose all remedies which would weaken the delicate bal-
ance of power exhibited between these three points of entry to the
democratic decisionmaking process.

Tberefore, we wish to reemphasize our belief that an important
part of the control of our schools must be exercised on the local level.
The United States is a large country comprising areas diverse in
physical and economic conditions as well as in tradition, and decen-
tralization affords some degree of consumer choice in educational
services.

The point here is, I think, the term "decentralization" might be
confusing to the committee, in that we very well do advocate the
possibility of redrawing district boundaries, the decentralization as-
pect being if we do have a racially balanced school district, the op-
portuthty to have different kinds of programs, because of local control,
would be an advantage to the populace.

The need for continuous experimentation in education is best ful-
filled on the basis of local initiative. Innovations have a greater chance
for success if they are implemented by people who have had a chance
in their development and are committed to the idea. Furthermore, lo-
cal patrons must be confronted with their responsibility for the edu-
cation of their children directly. This protects the young from in-
doctrination with values repugnant to their parents.

State governments, on the other hand, have three important func-
tions : (1) To enhance the power of local decisionmaking; (2) to
redraw the boundaries of local school districts in order to maximize
interracial and intercultural diversity ; and (3) the most important
obligation of our State government is to delineate a system of educa-
tional finance that equalizes the ability of these new districts to pro-
vide educational services for their children.

Among the States, Michigan enjoys a relatively high income per
child. Our State and local governments collected $428.26 per capita
in taxes in 1069, which places Michigan seventh in a ranking of States.
A little more than half of all State and local revenues are used for
the public schools in Michigan. About 28 percent of Michigan's popu-
lation was of school age ($-17 years) in 1970.

EQUALIZATION

An antiquated system of equalization, however, places a heavy bur-
den on local taximyers. The involvement of our State government
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reached its peak in 1966-67 when tbe State's contribution reached 44.7
percent. By 1969-70 contributions of the State had declined to 40.5
percent. Similar development was observed in Federal contributions
which reached a peak of 5.3 percent in 1966-6T, but receded to 3.8 per-
cent in 1969-70. Thus, the heaviest burden is on local resources, which
must contribute 55.5 percent of all resources.

Inequity is the stanilard rather than the exception. There are ex-
treme variations in local funding. In 1969-70 one Detroit metropolitan
area school district with more than 21,000 students spent $1,240 per
pupil. Another school district in the same general area with more than
20,000 students spent only $744 per pupil. It is impossible to justify such
large variations in local expenditures.

The primary Federal responsibility in our view is to help equalize
the ability of our States to support a free public school system K
throuffh 14 It is only through an assumption of greater Federal re-
sponsibility that we will be able to provide a national balance which
provides a minimum program of educational opportunity for every
American child. We are net opposed to the exercise of proper regula-
tory powers by the Federal Government designed to assure that States
as well as localities discharge their respective obligations. As a mat-
ter of fact, we cry for those regulations. This can best be done through
large general grants to those States which accept the responsibilities
outlined above.

MUST CHANGE TO IMPROVE QUALITY

The desegregation of schools does not in and by itself produce an
integrated society nor does the equalization of the financial burden
realize the ideal of equality of educational opportunity. In fact, the
realization of this American dream is in danger as long as there are
boys and girls who are not able to identify with this national promise.
Our school programs must promote a positive self concept for each
child emphasizing the dignityand the worth of individuals who hap-
pen to be different from tbe majority culture. We must promote changes
which improve the quality of the school program.

First, ethnic and cultural diversity must be recognized in all curri-
culum content.. The school program must make the school the center for
multicultural contact and experience. While the implementation of this
goal is primarily a local responsibility it is a function of the State
government to meet the large preservice and inservice requirements of
the educational personnel.

Preservice education of teachers must give more attention to multi-
ethnic studies, and no teacher should be certified in any of the United
States unless he can provide evidence that he has a thorough under-
standing of the diverse cultural contributions of all people who make
up our society. Any applicant for certification in tbe State should be
able to demonstrate: .

(1) An understanding of the life styles of various racial, cultural,
and economic groups in our society ; (2) an understanding of tbe con-
tributions .of minority groups to the cultural and economic well-being
of our society ; (3) a knowkdge of the psychologiCal principles, meth-
ods, and techniques designed to counteract dehumanizing biases, dis-.
criminatory practices, and prejudicial behavior in the classroom; (4)

,
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knowledge of the constitutional base and legal implementation of per-
sonal and civil rights, especially as they apply to students.

There is an urgent need for nationwide, State-coordinated inser vice
training for our teachers. Each State must mount an effort to help our
current teaching force to cooperate with the increasing public demand
for higher performance standards, especially in the area of human
relations and cultural diversity.

The responsibility of the Federal Govermnent in this area should be
primarily directed toward the establishment of a national office of
pure and applied research in education. The whole area of educational
research should be centralized for the sake of efficiency. We are beyond
the point where a few precious research dollars in education can be
squandered on topics which may only be of passing interest. Educa-
tional research must help us to solve the major educational problems of
our day. We believe thatthe Federal effort which has worked so well
for "atomic power" and "moon power" can also work for "education
power."

In summary, we have reaffirmed our strong belief in a federal sys-
tem which is based on a sharing of functions between local, State, and
national governmental units.

We have Pointed toward racial isolation, insufficient funds, and the
inequalities of the distribution of funds to point to a picture of dis-
parate opportunity for our children.

We have outlined a set of local, State, and Federal responsibilities
which we believe would contribute to the implementation of the Amer-
ican dream of equal educational opportunity for each American child.

On behalf of the Michigan Education Association, thank you for the
opportunity to present this testimony.

Senator MONDALE. Mr. Coleman, did you have a comment ?
Mr. COLEMAN. I have no comments. I will attempt to address myself

to questions that you address to either of uS.

PER PUPIL EXPENDITURE

Senator MONDALE. Y011 point out that there is one school district; I
assume, suburban Detroit, which spends $1,240 per pupil per year; and
another school district in the same area, which, I assume, is central city
Detroit, which expends $744 per pupil. That works out to roughly
$500 difference per pupil per year$496, to be exact.

If you take a class size of 20--
Mr. ORT. That is hard to find.
Senator MONDALE. That is small. What would be the average class

size? Twenty-five?
Mr. ORT 1 would say across the State it would run 25 to 30.
Senator MormALE.,Let us say 20, to have the extreme case, the 'con-

servative case. Each year there will be)$10,000 more spent in the $1,200
a year classroom than in the $750 a year classroom, a $10.000 a year
per class difference in public eXpenditure ; is that correct ?

Mr. ORT. Yes.
..Senator MONDALE: And in the course of 12 years, one. through 12

and, once 'again, it is.conservative because often you have kindergar-
ten and so onthe children in the one classroom wilt have received
an investment $120,000 greater during the course of a 12-year 'educa-
tion than the others; is that correct ?

232
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Mr. ORT. Exactly.
Senator MONDALE. But the differences do not end them, do they ?
Mr. ORT. No, they do not.
Senator MONDALE. Because if it. iS a poor, black, ghetto classroom

there are many other differences, many of which are difficult to quan-
tify, which amount probably to as much as the financial input by way
of disadvantage.

As you know, there has been a study of the Detroit schools or the
Michigan school system provided by the ITrban Coalition which tried,
among other things, to determine the vahie 'of the middle-class college-
educated mother. That must be worth an awful lot to the education of
a child. And this does not show up in the financial figures. Let us see
if we can find that informationwhile we are talking.

My point is: I think if someone did a reasonable cost analysis, you
would find that the poor child in the ghetto is in a classroom in which
$120,000 a year less is spent than the rich district ; but, by the time you
figure in the difference in help at home, it could well be $200,000 or
more.

Mr. ORT. I really have to think that the progression would be geo-
metric. I see the disparity in justthe attitudes.

CHILDREN'S ATTITUDES DIFFER

I happen to teach in a suburban white ghetto, and I see the differ-
ence in the children that come to ine in a counseling situation in terms
of their attitude toward the school, where, relatively speaking, the
support is high.

Senator MONDALE. You teach in the Detroit school system?
Mr. ORT. No; I am a high school counselor in Livonia, a comimmity

of 41 square miles, w ith 38,000 children, just 22 miles from the city
hall in Detroit. .

Senator MONDALE. It is poor white?
Mr. ORT. No, sir. It is. lower-middle-class, middle-class, upper-

middle-class. And I happen to teach in a high school building that is
the entry into the commimity.

Senator MONDALE. Where do these children's families come from?
Mr. ORT. It has been a long time developing. Over the past 20 years,

it has grown from 18,000 to 100,000, and much of the development
ithere s from management from Ford Motor Co.; .General Motors,

and so forth. And we have a very limited number .of children of
blue-collar workers.

Senator MONDALE. O you happen to know what the per pupil
expenditure is?

Mr. ORT. I would have to estimate, but I would say somewhere over
$800probably between $800 and $900 per' child. Thirty-two million
dollars for 38,000 children. .You can Work with that.

Senator MONDALE. Do you see a difference in the.:expectations and
self-esteem and the rest .from-poor families as againstthe.others?. ,

ORT.. Yes; it is marked:.You can see it. Even thotighi in effect,
you look at one child and at another. Child, and .they .dress similarly,
they behave similarlY,' but their attitude toward eduCation is definitely
affected. I am certain of that

Senator MONDALE. Some, of it is at least traceabk to the home and
the influence and help they get there?
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HOME INFLUENCE IMPORTANT

Mr. ORT. I think so. The child that is not exposed to much in the
way of reading materials, for instance, and there does not seem to be
much reading going on in the homethe child does not read. At least,
he does not come to it quite as quickly as those children being read to
at home and who have much in the way of reading material available
to them.

Senator MONDALE. We were pointing out, Senator Hart, if you take
the central city school system, I think it is $744 per pupil per year
compared to $1,240 in one of the wealthy white suburbs, that works
out to a difference of $10,000 a year in financial input in a class of 20,
and $120,000 during the course of the 12-year education in investment
in a single classroom.

But that is not alb because of the value of support at homehome
educationwhich I think is a key element.

There was a study made on the value of a mother's educational
services, and let's seethey estimated that a college educated mother
will have provided $17,000 in educational services. In other words,
what it would cost to buy what she contributes to a child by the end of
college. And $13,000 if you were to buy what she is providing by the
end of high school. So you can add $120,000 pluslet's see

They estimate that the value of a mother's educational service from
0 through 7 is $4,900. So there is a difference there of about $7,000 in
educational services. So that there is a big difference in the kind of
helP they get at home.

Mr. ORT. Senator, I believe that Mr. Coleman might very well be
able to shed some light in this area. Herman has worked extensively
with urban children, and he has a background in a Federal project
in Muskegon, Mich., and the urban education project in New York,
in Rochester, dealing specifically with curriculum content and trying
to help with the urban minority youngsters.

Senator MONDALE. Would you care to comment ?

IMPACT OF RACIAL ISOLATION

Mr. COLEMAN. I think one of the limitations we often overlook as it
relates to the education of suburban youth is the impact of racial
isolation on equality of opportunity for white children. And there is
a gross disparity there.

I think one of the other major limitations of the urban school is the
ill .preparation of teachers as it relates to the enhancement of equal
educational opportunity.

Public education, by and. large, exists on the thesis that boys and
girls come to us with Certain kinds of skills. Those who do not come
to us with those skills that would result from the exposure to a family
who has a kind of backgroundthat you have just alluded to, Senator,
have a tremendous difference. And I think it is tragic that in 1971
that in public education in this Nation that we do not have one in-
stitution of higher 'education that .does an adequate job of training
teachers to teach those who are less than middle class.

And I think we will make some erroneous assumptions relative to
the impact that finances alone can make on the improvement of quality

234
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of education unless wetake a look at teacher preparation and inservice
education needs in urban and suburban school districts.

Senator MONDALE. Senator Hart?
Senator HART. I had hoped, Mr. Chairman, to be here to welcome

Mr. Ort and Mr. Coleman, awl I apologize. I was trapped by the
phone.

Mr. On. It is our real pleasure to see you, sir.
Senator HART. I wanted to exphtin to Senator Mondale that my

understanding of the pioblems of public education has been assisted
enormously by visits I have had with Mr. Ort and associates of his in
the Michigan Education Association.

I think for those of us outside the business of education, the more
we seek to understand it, the more we search for answers, the more we
understand the complexity of the problem. This in no way diminishes
its urgency, and I am sure the counsel he has given this committee will
be useful to the committee, just as this counsel and the MEA's coun-
sel has been helpful to me over the years.

MINORITY AFFAIRS

Mr. ORT. Our organization is making a meager effort, but, I think,
a significant effort in the area of minority affairs. Mr. Coleman now
has a staff of three full-time associates that are trying to deal specifi-
cally with what happens in the curriculum, and particularly in our
urban schools. And he is anxiously awaiting what he thinks is going
to be a breakthrough with some of the agencies he is dealing with at
the present time.

Seimtor limrr. Do they relate to existing Federal programs?
Mr. COLEMAN. Yes. But I am more concerned with what tradi-

tionally happens in public education. I am very much concerned about
utilization of Federal resources as it relates to equality of opportunity.

But, beyond that, we must begin to examine the kinds of things that
classroom teachers need, the kinds of skins classroom teachers need if
we are going to approach the elimination of racism, racial isolation,
and the gross disparity that exists between the opportunities for urban
youth versus those opportunities that are available for white youth.

I think we are witnessing the fear, much of the fear that has re-
sulted from the perpetuation of the "rightness of whiteness" in public
education.

I am sure you are as knowledgeable as we are about the arave con-
cern that presently exists in Michigan around the question obf desegre-
gation, and I do not hear enough people sayinginterpreting what
that means to white America.

perceive that perhaps the most disadvantaged child in public
education today is the racially isolated white child, the racially iso-
lated school curriculum. We have a public school program that says
those who are less than white are less than. equal.

CONTRIBUTIONS OF MINORITIES

In the State of Michigan, for example, in 1966, the legislature
passed a Social Studies Act which mandates that all school curriDulums
must include the positive contributions of the ethnic minorities to the
history, growth, and development of this Nation.

4 4
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But the followup study done by the State Department, which was
also a part of that act, found that there has been no significant change
in the incorporation of the contributions of ethnic minorities to the
history, 0-rowth, and development of this Nation as a result of the
Social Strndies Act of 1966.

I think we made an erroneous assumption when we assumed teach-
ers are going to acquire the skills through osmosis.

Senator HAnr. More specifically, and I relate it to Michigan, since
the enactment of the 1966 did you say it was 1966 ?

Mr. COLEMAN. YCS.
Senator Rua. That act that requireshow did you put it ?that a

balanced presentation of the contributions of minorities be presented
in the school system?

Mr. COLEMAN. Right. That this would be included in the social
studies curriculums of all Michigan public schools.

Senator HART. Now, with greater particularity than your general
comment., what in total bas been done in the 5 years intervening to
present in social studies classes and contributions of minorities?

Mr. COLEMAN. There presently exists open dialog between the
State superintendent and the publishinghouses relative to some re-
forms in the kind of resources that they -disseminate to public schools.

Senator HART. Does that mean in the 5 years tbere has not been any
change in the textsin those classes?

Mr. COLEMAN. No significant change.
Mr. ORT. It would take at least 100 years.
Senator HART. If there had been improvement, we would have in-

troduced it within 5 years into our textbooks?
Mr. COLEMAN. I would agree.
Senator HART. SO it is not an impossible assignment.
What else has not been done ?
Mr. COLEMAN. There is no emphasis on cultural diversity in .the

academic 'preparation of teachers who enter the profession.
Senator HART. You mean, specifically, I am a white man and I want

to be a teacher, and I need traihing as to bow towhat ? Understand
tbe black student? Or have him understand me ? Or both ?

Mr. COLEMAN. Both. I think there is a need for classroom teaChers
to be able to relate positively to the significant kinds of contributions
that minorities have made.

I think it is equally as important for the black child and equally as
important for the white child.

In my travels around the State talking to students and teachers,
there is great discomfort with the thought that they must be able to
provide a service of this quality when their exposure has only been
throngh extra resources that comes either from the library or supple-
ments from pnblishing companies, this kind of thing.

TEACHERS MUST RELATE

I support the notion of ethnic studies, but I think that has gross
limitations, too, because it affords an opportunity for classroom
teachers to cop out. It limits the ability for teachers to deal with the
contributions of ethnic minorities within the climate of the times,
within the context of American history,'for example.

A
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I talked to a young man in one school district where an ethnic studies
program, a black studies proffram, does exist, for example and the
topic of discussion was the Civil War. And he asked a queslion that
dealt with the involvement of blacks in the Civil War, and that teacher
was unable to answer the question. And the answer given to the child
was, "Well, we do not deal with that in this class. You have to godown the hall to black history in order to acquire that kind of
knowledge."

Senator HART. That suggests that at least in the 5 years, there has
been organized. curricula chanoe.

Mr. COLEMAN. But it has na been approached at the level of sophis-
tication necessary for it to be meaningful.

I think, by an large, we have substituted black nonsense for white
nonsense.

Mr. ORT. I think a change in the curriculum in most of the schools
I am familiar with, where black studies Afro-American studies, what
have you, exist, is a result of a blazing lifieral teacher who has managed
to generate enough enthusiasm among his students to ,oe to the local
board of education and demand that there be that kind Of input and
curriculum.

Specifically, we have a minority course in the high school I teach in,
but the curriculum was developed by students from three high schOols
in our district, and they went to the board of education and presented
their concern.

Senator HART. This was done by students?
Mr. ORT. Yes, students. Three blazing liberal white teachers were

involved also. But it was students.
It was a matter of some young teachers who had a belief there is aneed for a change in what happens in the schools, generating enough

enthusiasm among high school students to go after such a change, and
it is coming from the bottom up rather than the top down. Maybe it is
not a bad way to develop curriculum, because it may be more entirely
relevant to the children involved. But it is not a normal process.

Senator HART. It is the sort of thing I assume was intended to be
achieved by the 1966 Michigan legislative act, is that correct ?

Mr. COLEMAN. That is only part of it. .The legislative act of 1966
said that in the traditional social studies curricUla, that the contribu-
tions.of ethnic minorities must be incorporated within its content. And

. that to me is slightly different .from ethnic studies, black studies pro-gram, a Chicano or Indian studies program. And Ithink that one of
the reasons why we have had very -little improvement in this regard
is that we have assumed that those resources that are availableand
we have many resources available in libraries and the universities that
are available for dissemination to school districtsis that teachers
have not, acquired the skills necessary to do that. And that is one of thereasons why I see a tremendous "need for more thrust on inservice
education..

CULTURAL DIVERSrrY COURSES

We have some school districts who have written into their master
agreements with boards of education that courses that incorporate
cultural diversity will be made available to them as a part of inservice
education in their local school districts. In many cases, they are having

Aokirt407
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cooperative ventures with higher education where teachers receive
graduate credit for those kinds of inservice programs.

Mr. Oar. I think that an analogy that might be cogent, Senator,
would be that in those institutions that are currently practicing fair
employment, it is quite often the case that you go into an office and you
find the one black that they happen to have on their staff happens to be
by the front door. And in the high schools we still have white and black
history. And, since it happened at the same time, it might be well to
present it together. I th ink that is really the cry that Herman is putting
on, that we really should teach history in its context, including all
minorities that really were responsible for the greatness of this Nation.

Senator Rom The Civil War includes everybody that engaged in
it.

Mr. COLEMAN. Right.
Senator HART. Are you in any positionand I know all of us would

understand if you would indicate that you do not have the basis on
which to answer the questionbut are you in a position to comment or
make the comparison between the performance in this area? namely,
including in the classroom intelligent explanation and discussion of the
contributions that minorities have made to the country, between the
public school and the private school ?

Mr. COLEMAN. I cannot give an intelligent answer. I just do not have
any data to support what is happening in private schools.

Senator HART. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MONDALE. I have no further questions. I am very grateful

to you for your contribution. As always, the Education Association is
doing (Treat work, and we are most grateful to you.

Sena''tor HART. May I put on the record what I told them on the oc-
casion of our very last visit?

Senator MONDALE. -Certainly.
Senator HART. The thanks of at least future generations I think will

be unanimous. Contemporarily, there is a great division, but let me
thank you and theleaders of the Michigan Education Association for
your very courageous and I think very sensible reminderif I could
paraphrase it--

What we are talking about are public schools, and public schools
ioperate within the limit of the 14tb amendment, n that those things

Which the courts tell us are required in order to deliver the promise of
the 14th amendment, should find the willincr suppoit from parents,
and teachers, and students.

Mr. ORT. Yes,' sir.
Senator HART. It is not un easy message, I know.
Mr. ORT. Not at all.
Senator HART. But it is a very basic one.
Mr. ORT. Our teachers in Michigan are beginning to come around.
Senator MONDALE. Thank you very much.
The committee is in recess,to reconvene at 10 a.m. on November 3,

in room 1114 of the New 'Senate "Office Building.
(Whereupon, at .10 :55 a.m., the Select Committee was recessed, to

reconvene at 10 nail.. on November 3, 1971, in room 1114 of the New
'Senate Office Building.)
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